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Water Hanaqement Division Directors, Regions I - X 
State water Quality Standards Program Directors 

Thera are tvo purposes tor this aemorandum. 

Tba first is to trans=it the Interim Guidance on >h• 
petcrminatiop and pse pf Water-Effect Ratips fpr Metals , EPA 
committed t'.o developing this guidance to support illlplemantation 
of federal standards for those States included in the National 
Toxics Rule. 

'l'ha second is to provide policy quidanoa on whether a 
State's application of a watar-attact ratio is a site•spacific 
cri~erion adjustment subject to EPA review and 
approval/disapproval. 

BoC!<GROUf:!p 

~n the early 1980's, aeabers of the regulated community 
expressed concern that EPA's laboratory-derived water quality 
criteria :might 110t accurately reflect site-specific conditions 
because of the effects of water chemistry and the ability of 
species to adapt over time. In response to these conca~, EPA 
created three procedures to derive site-specific criteria. Tbua 
procedures ware published in the Hater Quality Standards 
Hondbpok 1983, 
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Sita-speci!ic criteria are a llowed by regulation and are 
subject to EPA raviaw and approval. The Federal water quality 
standards raqulation at section t:ll.U(b) (l) provides States liith 
~· opportunity to adopt water quality criteria that are 
" . .. llodified to reflect si1:a-spac.itic conditions. • Under section 
131.5(a) (2), EPA reviews standards to dete~ine •whether a state · 
has adopted criteria to protect tha designated water uses . • 

On December 22, 1992, EPA promulgated the National Toxics 
Rule which established Federal water quality standards !or 14 
States which bad not .. t the requirements of Clean Water Act 
Section 303 (c) (2) (B). As part of that rule, EPA qava the States 
discretion to adjust the aquatic life criteria tor aatals to 
ratlact site-specific condition. through use of a watar-affact 
ratio . A vatar-af!act ratio is a aaans to account tor a 
difference between the toxicity of the metal in laboratory 
dilution water and its toxicity in the water at the site . 

ln pro•ulqating the National Toxics Rule, EPA committed to 
i ssuing updated quidance on the derivation or water-effect 
ra~ios. 'l'ha quidance reflects new infona.tion since the 
previous quidance and is •ora comprehensive in order to provide 
greater clarity and increased understanding. This new qui~nce 
should help standardize procedures tor deriving water-effect 
ratios and aake r .. ults aora co•parabla and daransibla. 

Rectntly, an issue eroae concerning the aoat appropriate 
fora ot aatala upon which to base vatar quality atan4arda . on 
October l, 1993, ~PA iasua4 ~idanca on thia issue which 
indicated that aaasurinq tha dissolved form of ••tal is the 
racoaaandad approach. ~his nav policy however, is prospective 
and doaa not affect the criteria in tha National Toxic• Rul e. 
Dissolved aatals criteria are not generally nWHrically equal to 
total recoverable criteria and the October 1, l993.quidanca 
contains racoaaan4at1ons for correction factors tor fresh water 
criteria. The determination of sit•-specific criteria is 
applicable to criteria axprused u either total recoverable 
aatal or aa dissolved .. tal. 

piSct!SSIOK 

Existing guidance and practice era tbat EPA will approve 
site- spacitic criteria developed uaing appropriate procedures . 
That policy continues tor the options set forth in the interim 
quidanca transmitted today, regardless ot lihether the r .. ulting 
criterion is equal to or aora or lass stringent than tha EPA 
national 30•(a) guidance. This interim quidonca supersedes all 
guidance concerning vatar-a!Ceot ratios previously iasuad by tha 
Aqancy. 



Eacb of tha tbrea option• for deriving a final vatar-etfeet 
ratio praaanted in tbia interim guidance aaata tha aciantific and 
technical acceptability teat for dar~vinq aita-apacttic criteria. 

Option 3 ia the at.plaat, laaat r .. trictiva an4 9anarally the 
leaat axpenaiva approach for aituationa where aiaulatecl. 
dovnatraaa vatar appropriately repraaanta a "•ita . • l:t ia a 
tully acceptable approach for deriving the watar-artect ratio 
although it will generally provide a lower water-artact ratio 
than the other :l optiona. Tha other 2 optiona aay be aon coatly 
and tiaa conauaing if aora than 3 aaapla period& and watar-attact 
ratio aaaaur .. anta are aada, but are aora accurate , and aay ylald 
• larger, but aora aciantifically dafanaibla aita apacific 
criterion. 

Sita-apacific criteria, properly daterainecl., will fully 
protect axiating uaaa. Tha watarbody or aagaant thereof to ~ieb 
tha aita-apacific criteria apply auat be clearly defined. A aita 
can be defined by tha State and can be any aiaa, ... 11 or large, 
including a vaterahed or beain. However, tha aite-apacific 
criteria auat protect the aita aa a whole. It ia likely to be 
aore coat-affective to derive any aita-apacific criteria for aa 
larga an area a a poaaU>la or appropriate. It 1a aipbaehed that 
aite-apacific criteria are &abient watar quality eriteria 
applicable to a alta. They are not intended to be direct 
aodi fica tiona to Jfational Pollutant Diacharqa Jll.iaination Syataa 
(llt'DES) parait liaita. In -•t caau the •atta• will be 
aynonyaoua vi~ a State'& •aegaant• in ita vatar quality 
atandarda. By defining aitaa on a larger acala, .u!tipla 
diacharqara can collaborate on water-affect ratio t .. tinq and 
attain appropriate aita-apacific criteria at a reduced coat. 

Mora attention baa bean given to water-affect ratio• 
recently becauaa or tba nuaeroua diacuaaiona and ... tinqa on the 
entire quaation of .. tala policy and baceuaa WERa vera 
speci fically applied in the National Toxica Rule. ln co ... nta on 
the propo .. d National Toxica Rule, the public quaationed whether 
the EPA proaulgation abould be baaed aolaly on tbe total 
recoverable fora or a aatal. For the raeaona aat forth in tha 
tine1 praaabla, EPA Choae to proaulgata tha criteria baaed on tha 
total recovarabla fora with a proviaion for tha application of a 
water-affect ratio. ln addition, thia approach vaa choaan 
becauaa of the unique difficultiaa ot attaaptin; to authorize 
aita-apacif.ic criteria aoditicationa for nationally proaulqatad 
criteria. 

EPA nov raco .. enda tba uaa of diaao1vad ••tala tor Stat .. 
raviaing their water quality atandarda. Di aaolved criteria aay 
alao be moctitiecl by a aita-apacitic adjuatmant. 

• 
1fhlle ~· r.qu.latory application of the water-effect ratio 

applied only to the 10 juractictiona inclucted in ~· final 
National TOXlca Rll.la,· for aquatic lUa -tala criteria, we 
uncSarat.ood that otbar State& would !;Ia interanect in applyinq WZRa 
to their adopted water quality at.an4arda. 'l'ha guidance upon 
vtlic:b to HM ~• jw!9aent of ~· ac:captability of tba water
affect ratio applied by ~ State ia contaiMd. in tba attaebed 
l!Jt.t·ria A''d•nw qn 1'w Detereipet;ign pd P• qt ll:t,.er=lff•s;t; 
Batiga Cqr "'tel•. lt abould be nota4 that ~ia 9\lidulca alao 
provides additional inforaation on ~. recalculation procedure 
tor aita-apacific criteria aodifica~iona. 

St;•tu pf P• Dtar=tJtfec;t Bat.ip C!IB> in nqo-latipMl 'fMlca 
Rule Sbty 

A central quaation concarni119 WDa ia vbethar thair uaa by a 
State reaulta in a aita-apaci·tic criterion aubject to EPA r.viav 
and approval under Section 303(c) of the Claan Vater Ac:t? 

Derivation of a vatar-affact ratio by a State La a alta• 
specific criterion adjua~t subject to EPA review and 
approval/diaapproval under Section 303(c). fbara ara two optiona 
by vbieb ~ia revi- can be aCCOIIJ)liabed. 

Option 1: A State aay derive and aubait. eacb incUvidual 
-tar-affect ratio deta:r11ination to EPA for review and 
approval. 'l'bia would be a~U.atled throuqb tba noraal 
review and revision proc••• uaed by a State. 

Option 2: A State can .-nd ita water quality at&ndarda to 
provide a toraal procedure Vbicb incl~ derivation of 
water-affect ratioa, appropriate definition of ait... and 
enforceable .anitoring proviaiona to aaaura that d .. iqnated 
uaa8 are protactad. Both thla procedure and ~· raaultinq 
criteria vould ba aUbjact to full public participation 
requir ... nta. Public raviav of a aita-apacific criterion 
could be acc011pliabecl in conjunction with t::ba public revi
raquirecl for panit issuance. EPA voulcl review and 
approva/4iaapprova tbia protocol •• a revised atand.ard once. 
For public inforaation, va racoaaand that onca a yaar the 
State publish a liat of ait-apac1Uc critert.. 

An exception to ~i• policy appli .. to ~· vatara of the 
jurilldictiona included in tba National Todce ltul.e. Tba EPA 
~ ia not required for the juriadictiona includad in tha 
National To:dca lb.lla ware EPA aatabliahad tba procadura tor tl'le 
State for application to tba . critaria pro.W.4Jated. The National 
Toxic• Rule vas a toraal ru1-.king procaaa vi~ notice and 
c:o.aant ~ ~1Ch EPA pre•au~orised the uaa of a correctly 
applied vatar-atfact ratio. That a ... procaaa baa not yat taken 
place in Stataa not included in the National Toxica Rule. 
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Kovava1:, the llationel Toldc:a Rule doea not a ftac:t State authority 
to aatabliab ac:iantitic:ally da t a naibla p1:0c:edurea to dateraina 
Federally authorized WERa, to certify tboaa WERa in NPDES penit 
proc:aadinga , or to deny the ir application baaed on the Stata ' a 
riak .. naga .. nt analyaia . 

Aa ·d .. cribed in Section lll.l6(b)(iii) of the vater quality 
at a ndar4a reg\il.ation (the official r*JUlatory reference to the 
National Toxica Rule), tba water-affect ratio i a a aita•apecific 
calculation. Aa indicated on page 60866 of the praU!llla to the 
llational Toxica Rule , the rule .,., conatructad aa a rebuttable 
pralu.ption. 'l'ba vatar-aftect ratio ia aaaignad a value of 1 . o 
until a diffe r e nt vatar-affact ratio ia derived f~ auitabla 
taata rapraaantativa of conditione in tba affected vatarbody . It 
i a tba raaponai bility of the State to dataraina whatbar to rebut 
the aaau..d value of 1. 0 in the National Toxica Rule and apply 
another value of the vatar-affact ratio in order to aatabliah a 
a ite-apacific criterion. Tha ait a - apacitic criterion i a than 
uaad to develop appropriate HPDIS parait l iaita . Tha rule thua 
provide• a Stata vith tha flexibility to derive an appropriate 
a ita-apacific crite rion tor apacific vatarbodi .. . 

Aa a point of aapbaai a , a ltbougb a vat ar-aftect ratio 
affacta parait lillita for individual diacllarqara, it i a the State 
in all caaea that detar.inaa if derivation of a a ita - apaciflc 
crite rion baaed on tna vatar-arra~ ratio 1a •~loved and it ia 
the state that anauraa that the calculations and data analyaia 
are dona coaplataly a nd correctly. 

CQHCWSION 

Thia intaria quidanca explain• and clarifiaa the uaa of 
a i ta-apacitic criteria. It i • i aauad • • interia quidanca becauaa 
it will be i ncluded aa part of the procaaa undarva)' for revi ew 
and poaa ibla r avia ion of tha national aquatic lita criteria 
dava lopaa nt .. thodoloqy quida l i naa. Aa part of that review, thia 
inta ria guidance i a aWbjact to ... nctaent baaed on coaaanta, 
aapacially thoaa troa tba uaara ot the quidanca . At the and ot 
the quidal1naa r avia ion procaaa tha guidance v ill be i aauad aa 
•final.• 

EPA ia intaraatad in and ancouraqaa the aWD&ittal or high 
quality dataaata tbat can be uaad to provide inaiqhta into the 
uaa ot th••• quidalinaa and procaduraa. Such data and technical 
co-anta ahould be aWba ittall to Charlaa £. Stephan a t EPA'a 
tnvironaantal Raaaarch lAl:loratory at Duluth, 101. A coaplata 
addraaa, t e l ephone nuabar and tax nuabar tor Kr. Stephan are 
included in tha guidance itaalf. Other quaationa or co ... nta 
ahould ba directed to the Standard• and Applied Science Diviaion 
(•ail coda 4305, telephone 202-260-1315) . 
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Tbara 1a attaclled to thia -rand\DI a aiaplitied f~ov 
diagraa and an iapl.-ntation procedure . Thaaa are intended to 
a i d a uaar by placing tba vatar-etfact ratio procedure in tba 
context ot proceeding tra. at a ita-apacitic criterion to a parait 
lillit. Polloving tbaaa attac:h8anta ia the 9Uidanc:a itaalt. 

Attac:h8anta 

cc: ltGbart Parciaaapa, OW 
ll&rtha G. Prothro, OW 
Willlaa Diaaond, SASD 
Jlarqaret Staailtovaki , DCD 
Milta Cook , OWEC 
cynthia Dougherty, OWEC 
1Aa Schroer, OGC 
Suaan 1Apow , OGC 
Courtney Riordan, ORD 
ORD (Dulutb and Narra9anaatt Laboratoriaa) 
UD Director. , a.<Jiona I - VIII, X 
lSD Branch, a.<Jion rx 
Water Quality Standarda Coordinator., Ral;iona I - X 



WER Implementation 
~-----

Tasting Organisms 
Chemistry 
WER Calculation 

Effluent Considerations 
Receiving Water Considerations 

Site Specific Criteria 
Permit limits 
Monitoring Requirements 

WATER-EFFECT RATIO DCPI.EliENTATION 

PRELIXINARY ANALYSIS 6 PLAN FORMtJIA'l'ION 

- site definition 

Hov aany dieche%'9 .. aliat be •ccounted tor? 'l'ri.but&ri .. ? 
•- pe.qe 17 . 

• Wbat 1a the vatarllocSy type? (i.e., atreaa, tidal river, 
bay, ate. ) • s- pe.ga 44 and Appendix A. 

• Bow can th .. • conaidarationa beat be coabined to define 
the relevant geographic •aite•? see Appendix A t page 
82. 

- Plan Developeent tor Regulatory Agency Reviev 

Ia WER .. tbod lor 2 appropriate? (e.g., Ia deaiqn flow 
a aeaninqful concept or are other conaiderationa 
paraaount?) . See page 6. 

• Define the affluent ' receiving vater aaaple loc.tiona 
• Describe the tcaporal aaaple collection protocol• 

propoaed. s.. page A 8 • 
• can eiaulated etta water procedure be done, or 1e 

dovnatreu eaapl1ng requU.CS? See Appendix A. 
• Describe the testing protocols - teat apaciea, teat 

type, t .. t lenqtb, etc. Sea page 45, 50; Appendix I. 
• O..cribe the cbuical teating propoaad. See Appandi¥ c. 
• Describe other detail• of atudy - tlov aeaaur ... nt, 

OA/QC, n\Dibar ot aaapltng periods proposed, to vboa the 
reaulta are expected to apply, acbedule, etc. 

SAHPLnfC DESIGN POR STREAMS 

- Diecuaa the quantification ot the deaiqn atreaaflov (e.q., 
7010) - USGS gage directly, by extrapolation froa USGS 
gage, or 1 

- Effluents 

aaaaure ~lows to determine average for aaapllng day 
collect 24 hour coapoaite using •clean• equipaent and 
appropriate procedures : avoid the uaa of the plant • a 
daLly coapoaita aaaple aa a abortcut. 

- streaaa 

• aaaaure tlov (uae currant .. tar or read froa qaqa if 
available) to deter.ine dilution vith affluent; and to 
check if within acceptable range for use ot the data 
(i . e., deaiqn flow to 10 tiaes the design flow) . 
collect 24 hour coaposite ot upstream water . 



- Salac:t appropriate priaaey ' aac::ondary t-ta 

- Deteraine appropriate c:.cwat and/or ccctfD 

- hrfon abaaiatl:)' \Wing clean procad.~, with -thod.a 
t!wt bava adeq\lata aanaitivity to -.un 1-
conCW.tratiOJW, and ue a}IPropriata QAIOC 

- C.lc:ul.ata tinal vatar-attac:t ratio (l'WD) tor aita. 
SH page 36 . 

IMPLEM!Jfl'ATION 

- ba1f" PWD.a and the aita ~~pecitic criteria tor each -tal 
to each diachaJ'9U (if 110ra than ona}. 

- puforw a vaata load allocation and total ~ daily 
load (if appropriate) ao that each diac:ba1'9U ia provided 
• perait liait. 

- aatabliab 110nitoring condition for periodic evaluation of 
inatra .. .biolOCJY (racOIIIIandad) 

- eatabliab a parait condition tor periodic teatlng or WIR 
to va~ify ait:a-apacific c~it:aricm (lf'l'R ~tion) 
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unllod s- Olloe fl/- F-...y , .. 
Enoio ...... 1111 ,.,_,.., Olloe fl/- & T~ EPA-123 8 81 00'1 
~ (foW eo. 43015) 

Interim Guidance 
on Determination and Use 
of Water-Effect Ratios 
for Metals 
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This document has been reviewed by the Environmental Research 
Laboratories, Duluth, NN and Narragansett, Rl (Office of Research 
and Develo~nt) and t he Of fice of Science and Te chnology (Office 
of Water), u.s. Environmental Protection Agency, and approved for 
publica tion. 

Mention of tr&de names or commercia l products does not constitute 
endorsement or recommendation for use. 
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'l'hie document providu interim guidance concerning t.ne 
uperu.ntal dateDii.D&tion of water-affect ratios (WBRs) for 
-tale; aCXDe aepecta of the uae of WER.s are alec addressed. It 
ia ieaued in support of EPA regulations and policy initiative5 
involving tlle application of water quality criteria and atandarcia 
for -tala. 'lhia do~t is agency guidance only. It does not 
aatablieh or affect leqal right a or obli.gationa. It does not 
eatabliab a binding norm or prohibit alternatives not incl·uded in 
tlla document. It ia not finally determinative of the issues 
addreeaed. Agency c!eciaiona in any particular case will be made 
boy applying tlle law and requ.lationa on the baeia of epecitic 
facta ~en regulations are promulgated or permits are issued . 

Thia do~t ia upected to be reviaed periodically to reflect 
advance• in thie re.pidly evolving area. C~ta, especially 
thoae acCQIIIIpaDied boy ev,pporting data, are WalcCXIIed and should be 
eant to: Charles B. St8S)han, u.s. BPA, 6201 Congdon BoUlevard, 
Duluth HN 5580' (TEL: 218-7l0-5Sl0t FAX: 218-720-55391. 
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c:r 
OPnC!Z O"P SCIIHCZ AND naDIOLOcY POSI'l'ION S'l'A'1'1KZN'l' 

section 131.11(b)(ii) of~ water ~lity ·~ 
regulation ('0 C1'R Part 131) prov14aa tba regulatory Mcbania 
tor a State to develop ait.a-apecitic criteria tor uaa in water 
~lity at&n4uda. Moptin9 a1te-.pecitic criteria in water 
~11ty ~ ia a State option-not a ~t. 1'ba 
BnvirODMAtal Prot.action Aganoy (ID'A) in ltU provided guidance 
on aciantifically acoaptabla Mtboda by Vbicb eite-apecific 
criteria could be developed. 

Tba interia 9\licSanca provided in tbia docnmant auperaedu 
all 911icSanca concanin9 water-effect ntioa and tbe Indicator 
Speciae Procedure 91ven in Cbape.r • ot tbe Jatar ouality 
St:and•n'• Handbpgk iaaued by DA 1n 1913 and in Guideline• fqr 
Qsr}yinq Nuatricel Aquetic Site-Specifie Jeter Oyality criteria 
by Mo41Cying Netipnal Criteria 1914. Appandix 8 alao 
auparaedae the guidance in tbeee earlier docu.ente tor the 
Recalculation Procedure tor parroraing aite-apacitic criteria 
IIOditication.. 

Thia intert. guidance tultilla a co.aitaant Mda in the 
Cinal rule to .. tabliah nu.eric criteria for priority toxic 
pollutanta (57 ftl 60141, Dec.-ber 22, ltt2, alao Jcnovn •• tbe 
•National Toxica Rule•). 1'bia guidance alao 1e applicable to 
pollutanta otber than Mtale vith appropriate IIOdification., 
principally to cbaaical analya ... 

Except tor tba juriadiction. aubjact to tba aquatic lite 
cr1taria in tba national toxica rule, veter-ettect ratioa are 
aite-epecitic criteria subject to review and approval by the 
appropriate EPA Region.l Adainiatrator. Sita-epec:itic:: criteria 
are new or reviaed criteria subject to the norM! EPA review 
requir ... nta .. tabliabed in Clean Vater Act I 303(c). Por tba 
Statu in the National Toxica ltUla, EPA baa .. tabliahed that 
aite-apecitic vatar-attact ratioa .. y be applied to the crit•ria 
pro•ulgated in the rule to aetablieb aita-apecitic criteria. The 
vater-ettect ratio portion or thua criteria vould atill be 
aubject to State raviev before tbe devalo~t of total .. x'
daily loade, vaeta load allocationa or translation into HPDES 
perait liaita. ZPA vould only review theea vater-ettect ratioa 
during ita overeight review of theee State progr ... or raviev or 
State-ieeuecS peralta. 
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Each or the three option• for deriving a final water - effect 
ra tio preaented on page 315 o t tllu interia guidance aeeta tbe 
aciantific and t echniul acce ptability teat tor de.riving aite
apacitic crite ria apecified in tbe water quality atandarda 
regulation ( 40 CPR 131-ll(a)). Option 3 i a the aiap~eat, l eaat 
r eatrictive a nd generally the l eaat axpenaive approach tor 
a ituationa vbere a t.ulated dovnatreu wat.er appropriate ly 
repreaanta a •aite . • Option 3 requir .. axperiaental 
detenaination ot thr- water-tract ratioa with the prillary teat 
apeci .. that are det enined during any aeaaon (aa long aa the 
dovn.t re.u tlov 1a betveen :t and 10 t t-ea deaiqn now 
conditione.) Tbe f i nal W!R i e general~y (but not alvaya ) tbe 
loveat axpert.antally datenained WER. Deriving a f i nal wat e r
affect ratio uainq option 3 vith the uae of aiau1at ed dovne~ 
vater tor a aituation vbera thia et.ulation appropri a t ely 
r apreaent a a •aite• , ia a tully acceptable approach for deriving 
a vater -ettect ratio tor uae in detenining a aite•apecitic 
crite rion, although it vill generally provide a lover water• 
effect ratio than the other 2 optiona. 

Aa indicat ed in the i ntroduction to thia guidance, the 
deteraination ot a water-e f fect ratio aay r equire aubatantial 
reaourcea . A diecharger ahould conaider coat-eff ective, 
preliminary aeaaurea deacribad i n this guidance (e.g ., uae ot 
"clean• ·aupling and ch-ical analytica l technique• or in non-HTR 
Statea , a recalculated criterion) to deteraine if an indicator 
apaciea aite - apecific criterion i a r eally needed . It aay be that 
an appropropriate a ite·apecific criterion ia actua lly being 
att a ined. In aany inatancaa, uaa o~ tbeae other aeaaurea aay 
e liainate the need tor deriving f inal water-effect ratioa. The 
aetboda deacribad in thh intert. guidance abould be a~ticient 
to develop aite-apacitic criteria that reaolve concern• ot 
diachu"gen vhen tbare appaara to be no inatr ... toxicity troa a 
aetal but, vber e (a) a diacharge appear• to exceed exiating or 
propoaed water quality-baaed penit lt..i ta , or (b) an inatreaa 
concentration appean to exceed an axiating or propoaed water 
quality criterion. 

Tbie guidance deacribee :t different .. thode for determining 
water-effect r atioa. Method 1 baa 3 options each of vbich aay 
only require 3 a aapling parioda. Movever options 1 and 2 aay be 
expanded and requi re a auch qreater effort. While thia poaition 
atateaant haa diacuased the aiapla~. least expenaive option tor 
IMithod 1 (the single diacharqe to a atreaa) to illustrate that 
site apecitic criteria are feaaibla even vhen only aaall 
dischargers are attected , vater-e!tect ratioa aay be calculated 
uaing any of the other optiona deacrlbed in tha quida nce it the 
state/diacharger believe that there ia raaaon to expect that a 
more accurate aite-apacitic criterion ~~ll reault troa the 
increaaed coat and co~la~ity inbe rent in conducting the 
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additional teata and analy&ing the reaulta. Situation• where 
tb.ia CO\lld be the c:aae include, for uaaple, Vbere. aeaaonal 
affecta in receiving vatar quality or i n dia~e quality nead 
to be ..... IM4. 

ln addition, EPA vill oonaider other aciantifically 
dafanaible approacbea in 4evalopin9 final vater-effect ratioa aa 
authorited. in 40 C1'R 131.11. llovever, UA atronvly re~nda 
that before a stata/diac:berger iapl -nta any approach other than 
one deacribed in thia inter1a vui4ana., diacuat~iona be bald vith 
appropriate EPA reqional office• and Office of Reaearch and 
Developent'a ac:iantiata before actv.al teatin9 bacJina . ~ ... 
d i acuaaiona would be to enaure that tiae and resource• are not 
vaat.ed. on aciantifically and tecbnically unaocept&ble approacbea. 
It reaaina EPA'• reaponaibility to aaka final daciaiona on the 
acientitic and techni~ validity of alternative approacb .. to 
devalopin9 aite-apacific vatar quality criteria. 

EPA 1a tully covni&ant of the continuin9 debalta between Vbat 
conatitutea 9\lidance and ¥bat ia a requlatory re.quir-nt. 
Developing e1te-apec1fic: criteria ia • State refUlatory option. 
Oainq tbe -thodo~OCJY correctly •• deacribed in thia guidance 
... urea the State that EPA vill accept the raault. other 
approaches are poaaible and logically ahoul d be diacuaaed vith 
EPA prior to iaple .. ntation. 

Tbe Office o~ Science and Tecbnoloqy beliav .. that thia 
inter1a VUi4ana. advancu tta. acie~ of dee.raininq ait
apac itic criteria and providea policy vui4ana. tbat Statea and 
EPA can uae in thia coaplex are.a . It retlecta tha a e ientitic 
advaneaa in the past 10 yean and the experience 9ained. troa 
dealinq vith tbeaa iaauea in re.al world ait uationa. Tbia 
quidanca vil l help iaprove iwple .. ntation ot wat e r quality 

atandarda and be the baaia for f~v: ;~r~reaa . 'l 

..___,~iN~ 

Tu4or 1'. Daviaa, rector 
Office ot Sciena. And Technol09Y 
Office ot Water 
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A variety of physical and ehalical characteristics of both the 
-ter and the metal can influence the coxicity of a -tal to 
aquatic organisJNJ in a aurfa ce water. When a aita-apecific 
aquatic life criterion is derived for a met al . an adjua~nt 
procedure baaed on the toxicological dete~nation of a water
effect ratio IWER) may be uaed to account for a difference 
bat -en the toxicity of the - tal in laboratory dilution water 
and ita toxicity in the water at the site. If there ia a 
difference i .n toxicity aDd it i e not taken into account, the 
aquatic life criterion for the~ ~f ~ter will ba _~re or leas 
p rotective than intended ~ BPA'a Gu1del1nea for Der1v1ng 
Numerical National water Quality Cc-iteria for the Protection of 
Aquatic Organi BIU aDd 'nleir Oaea. After a WER i e dete~ned for 
a a ite , a aite-apeeific aquatic life criterion can be calculated 
~ multiplying an appropriat e national, a t a te, or recalculated 
criterion ~ the WElL Moat WERa are &lCP&cted to be equal to or 
greater than 1. 0. but aome might be lees than 1. 0. Becauae moat 
aquatic life criteri a eonaiat o~ two numbere, i.e., a Criterion 
Maximum Concentra tion ICMC) and a Criterion Continuoua 
Concentration (CCC), either a~ or a cccWER or both might be 
needed for a aite. '!'be ~ and the ccCWBR cannot be a••~d 
to be equal, but it i a not al~a neceaaary to dete~e both . 

In order to determine a WD, aida-~-aide toxicity t e ata a.re 
performed to meaaure the toxicity of the metal i n two dilution 
watera . One of the -tera haa to be a water that would be 
a ccept abl e for uae in laboratory toxicity teata conducted for the 
derivation of national water quali t y criteria for aquatic life. 
In moat eituatione, the aecond dilution wat er will be a aimulated 
downstrelllll water that ia pr~ed ~ mixing upatream water and 
e ff luent in an appropriate r a tio; in other a ituationa, the second 
dilution water will be a saq>l e of the actual a ite water to which 
the ai te-apacifie criterion ia to apply. '!'be WEll ia calcula ted 
~ dividing the endpoint obtained in the site wat er ~ the 
endpoint obta i ned ill the laboratory dilution water . A WEll ahould 
be determined using a toxicity teat whose endpoint is cloae to , 
but not lower than, t.be OIC and/or CCC that ia to be adjusted. 

A total recoverable WER can be datannined if the metal in both of 
the aide-~-aide toxicity teata ia analyzed uaing the tota l 
recoverable meaaur--.nt. and a diaaolved WER can be determined if 
the met a l ia analyzed in both t eat a uainQ the diaaolved 
:meaeur~t. 'nlua four WERe can be detezmined: 

Tota l r e coverable cmcWER. 
Total recoverable cccWER. 
Diaaolved ~
Diaaolved ccCWER. 

A total recoverable WER ia uaed to calcula te a t ota l recoverable 
site -apecifie criterion fr~ a total recoverable national, sta te, 
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or recalculated aquacic life cricerion, wharaaa a diaaolved WER 
i a uaed to calculate a diaaolved aite-apacific cricerion from a 
diaaolved criterion. WERa are determined i lldividually for each 
M t al a t each eit e 1 ~ cannot be extrapolated f rOID one Mtal to 
another. one effluaot to another. or one aita water to another. 

aacauae datandning a WER require• aubetantial reaourc ea, t he 
deairability of obtaini ng a WER ahould be carefully evaluated : 
1 . Determine whether uae of •clean techciqu .. • for collecting, 

handling, atoriDg , preparing, and analyzing auplee will 
elt.inate the r .. aon for c~idering dat~tion of a W!R, 
becauaa .xiating dat a concerning concentrati~ of Mtala in 
affluent• and aurface -ten aight be anoneoualy high. 

l. Bvaluate tbe potential for reducing tha diecbarga of the 
-tal . 

3 . Inveatigata poaaible eonatrainte on the paradt lt.ite, euc:h aa 
antibackelidi.Dg and antideqracSation raqui~ta and h
bealt.b and wildlife criteria . 

4. Conaider uae of the J\eoaleulation Procedure. 
5 . lvaluate tbe coat-effectivanaaa of dater.ining a MER . 
It t.ba datemiDation of a liD 11 delirable, a detailed wor)Cplan 
for ebO\lld be aubl.itt ed t o the appropriate r.gulatory autboriey 
(and poaaibly to t.be Mater NaDag~t Divbion of t.be SPA 
Regional Of tical f or c-t. After the wonplan ia c::<llllll a t ed, 
the initial pbue abould be i.JIIIl-ced, the cSaca ahou.ld be 
evaluat ed, and the workplan ahould be r-taec! it appropri ate. 

'I'WO Mtbo<1a are uaed to determine WERa . Met hod 1, which ia uaed 
to deter.ine c ccWKRa that apply n .. r pl~ and t o data~na all 
~. uaea data concerning thr- or .:~re diatinctly eeparate 
aa.pling eventa . It ia beat if the •~ling eventa occur during 
both low-flow and higher-flow peri ocS. . Mben auapling doee not 
occur during bot.b low and higher flowa , the e i ta-.pecific 
criterion i a derived in a .:~ra conaarvative MDDer 4\le to greater 
uncertainty. Por .. ch aa.pling evant. e WBR ia cSeteradnec! uaing 
a eel ected toxicity t eat1 for at laaat one of the euapling 
event a , a c:onti~tory WER ia datenailled uaillg a different teet. 

llechod 2, which ia uaed to datenaille a cc~ foe- a large~ of 
wat er outaide the vicinitiea of plumaa, require• a\lbatantial 
eite- epaci fic planning and .:~re reaourcee than lie~ 1 . WERa 
are datenailled uaing euplea of actual aite water obtained at 
varioua tiJIIea , locatione, and deptha to identify t he raz~ge of 
WERa in the ~ of water . 'ftM WERa ac-e uaec! to dete~ne how 
many eite-apeci f ic ceca ahould be derived for the ~ of vacer 
and what the one or .:~re ceca abould be . 

'nle guidance contained herein replacea previoua agency guidance 
concerning (a l the determination of WERa for uae ill the 
derivation of aite•apeeific aquatic life criteria for Mtala and 
!bl the Recalculation Procedure. Thia guidance i a deaigned to 
apply to .-tala. but the principle• apply to moat pollutanta. 
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A.CR,: Acute-Chronic Ratio 

CCC• criterion Continuous Concentration 

CKC: Criterion MlutiJIIum Concentration 

CRH: Certified Reference Material 

FAV: ~inal Acute Value 

FCV: Final Chronic Value 

PW: Freshwater 

FWER: Pinal Water-Effect Ratio 

GMAV: Genua Mean Acute Value 

HOCE: Highest Concentration of the Metal in the Efflue.nt 

MDR: Minimum Data Requir-*lt 

N'I'R: National 'l'l:»cics Rule 

OA/OC: Quality Assurance/Quality Control 

SMAV: Species Mean Acute Value 

SW: Salt"ter 

TDS • Total Dissolved Solids 

TIE: Toxicity Identification Evaluation 

'IMDL: Total Maximum Daily Load 

TOC: Total Organic Carbon 

TRE: Toxicity Reduction Evaluation 

TSD: Technical Support Document 

TSS: Total Suspended Solids 

WER: Water-Effect Ratio 

WET: Whole Effluent Toxicity 

WLA: Wasteload Allocation 
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Acute-chronic ratio - an appropriate measure ,of the acute. 
toxicity of a lllllterial divided by an app:ropriate 
measure of the chronic toxicity, of the s 'ame material 
under the same conditions. 

Appropriate regulatory authority - Usually tbe State water 
pollution control agency, even for State:a under the National 
'l'l:»cica· Rule: if, how.Ver, a State were t10 -iva ita aection 
401 authority, t .he Water Managm.nt Divi:aion of the EPA 
Regional Office would becCIIIIe the IU'Propr:iate regulatory 
authority . 

Clean techniques - a set of procedurea design,ed to prevent 
contamination of a~lea eo that concent:retiona of 
trace metal a can be 1111taaured accurately :and preciae.ly. 

Critical epecies - • species that ia ec.merci1a.lly or 
recreationally important at the aite, a 11peciea that exiata 
at the Bite and ia listed as threatened 10r endangered under 
aection 4 of the Endangered Speciee Ac:t, or a apeciea for 
which there is evidence that the loaa of the species from 
the site ia likely to cause an unaccept~ble impact on a 
coamercially or recreationally important species, a 
threatened or endangered species. the G'undances of a 
variety of other species, or the structure or function of 
the cOIIIIIWlity. 

Design flow - the flow used for eteady-state •waateload 
allocation modeling. 

Diesolved metal - defined here as •metal that paaaes through 
either a 0.45-11111 or a 0.40-11111 m.lbrans fi•lter•. 

Endpoint - the concentration of teat material that is expected to 
cause a specified amount of adverse effe,ct . 

Final Water-Effect Ratio - the WER that ia ua·ed in the 
calculation of a site-specific aquatic life criterion. 

Flow-through teat - a teat in which teat aolu·tiona flow into 
the test chambers either int ermittently (every ,_ 
minutes) or continuously and the exceaa flows out. 

Labile metal - metal that ia in -ter and will readily 
convert fran one for111 to another when in a 
nonequilibrium condition. 

Particulate metal - metal that is measured by the total 
recoverable method but not by the diaaolved mathod. 
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Primary test - the toxicity test used in the determination 
ot a Pinal Water-Effect Ratio (FWER); the specification 
of the test includes the test .species , · the life stage 
of the species, the duration of the test. and the 
adverse effect ~n which the endpoint is bAsed. 

Refractory metal - metal that is in water and will not 
readily convert fr0111 one fonn to another when in a 
nonequi.librium condition. i.e . • metal that is in water 
and is not labile . 

Renewal teat - a test in which either the test solution in a 
teat chamber is renewed at least once during the test 
or the test or;ani~ are transferred into a new test 
solution of the same c~aition at least once during 
the teat. 

Secondary test - a toxicity teat that ia usually conducted 
along with the primary teat only once to teat the 
aasu=ptions that, within .xperimental variation, tal 
similar WER8 will be obtained using testa that have 
similar sensitivities to the test material, and (b) 
taste that are leas sensitive to the test material will 
usually give WBRa that are closer to 1 . 

Simulated downstream water - a site water prepared by mixing 
effluent and upstream water in a known ratio. 

Site-specific aquatic life criterion - a water quality 
criterion tor aquatic life that has been derived to be 
specifically appropriate to the water quality 
characteristics and/or species c~aition at a 
particular location. 

Site water - upstream water, actual downstream water, or 
simulated downstream water in which a toxicity test is 
conducted aide-by-side with the same tOXicity test in a 
laboratory dilution water to determine a WER. 

Static teat - a teat in which the solution and organisms 
that are in a teat chamber at the beginning of the teat 
remain in the chamber until the end of the test. 

Total recoverable metal - metal that is in aqueous solution 
after the s~le is appropriately acidified and 
digested and insoluble material is separated . 

Water-effect ratio - an appropriate meaaU:c"e of the toxicity 
of a material obtained in a site water divided by the 
same measure of the toxicity of the same material 
obtained simultaneously in a laboratory dilution water . 

Several issues ne~ consideration when guidance such as this is 
written: 

l. ~-· Y' ilportance: Proc~urea and -tbods are series of 
ruttrliet one, but scae of the instructions are a.)ra iqlortant 

than others. Scae in.tructions are so iqlortant that, if they 
are not fol~owed, the results will be questionable or 
unacceptable; other inatructiotla are leas iqlortant, but 
definitely desirable. Possibly the best way to upra88 
varioua degrMa of iqlortance is the approach described in 
several ASTM Standards, such as in section 3.6 of Standard 
E729 (AS'ftl 1993&), whic:h is IIIOdified hera to apply to WBb: 

'nle words ":adlt •, •ahould•, •may• , •can•, and. •aight" have 
specific -.oinga in this d.oClDMilt. "Nuat • is uaed to 
upreaa an inatructiotl tbat is to be followed, W1lesa a 
site-specific consideration requires a deviatica, and is 
uaed only in connectiOD with instructions that directly 
relate to the validity of toxicity teats, WZRs, FMERa, and 
the Recalculation Procedure. •Should" is ua~ to state 
inatructiona that ere recc.ae:nded and are to be followed if 
reasonably possible. o.vi.ation from cae •should" will not 
invalidate a WBR, but deviation from several probably will. 
~ suc:h as •is desirable•, •is ofteo desirable•, and 
•llliaht be desirable• are used in connection with less 
illportant inatructions . •Kay• is uaed to~ •is (ere) 
allowed to•, •can• is uaed to -.n •is lara) able to•, and 
•might• is us~ to ~ •could possibly•. 'l'hua the classic 
diatinctiOD bet-en •may• and •can• is preserved, and 
•might• is not used as a ~ for either •may• O:E' •can•. 

This does not eliminate all probl- CODcezuing the degree of 
~rtance, bollever. Por ~le, a -11 4eviation from a 
"IIIWit" might not invalidate a WBR, whereas a large deviation 
would. (Bach •.aat • and •.aat -t • is in bold print for 
conveniance, not for aaphasia, in this d.o~t.) 

2. Bducatignal Md txpljNlttqrv gttrial: Many people have asked 
for ~~a~c:h detail in this d.oC~DMDt to ensure that •• 111a11y WERa 
•• possible are deterlllined in an acceptable manner. tn 
addition, some people want justifications for each detail. 
Much of the detail that is desired by acae people ia based on 
"beat profeasional judgment •, wbic:h is rarely considered an 
acceptable justification by people wbo disagree with e 
specified detail. £van if detaih are taken frc. an ZPA 
method or an AS'ftl standard, they ware often included in those 
d.oClDMilta 0t1 the basis of beat professional judgment . In 
contrast, some people want detailed methodology presented 
without uplanatory material. It was decided to include as 
~~a~ch detail a.s is feasible, and to provide rationale and 
explanation for major itema. 



3. Alternatiyes: When more than one alcernative ie bo~h 
ecientifically sound and appropriately protective, lt seems 
reaaonable to preeent the alternatives rather than presenting 
the one that ie coneidered best . The reader can then .a elect 
one based on cost-effectiveness, personal preference, details 
of the particular situation, and perceived advantages and 
dieadvantagea. 

' · Stptratiop of ··ciensc•. •bs•t proftssignal jydqmcnt • tpd 
'Jj;egulatory dcc~1ions• : Thale can never be coapletely 
1eperatld 1n thia kind of document ; for ~le, if data are 
analyzed for e at.atiatically aignificant difference, the 
aelection of alpha ~~ an important decision, but a rationale 
for ita aalection is rarely preaented, probably becauae th~ 
selection ia not a scientific decision. In tbia document, an 
atteq,t haa been 1111de to focus on good ecience, beet 
profeaeional judgment , and presentation of the rationale; when 
posaible, theee are eeparated fro. •regulatory deciaiona • 
concerning margin of safety, level of protection, beneficial 
use, regulatory convenience, and the goal of zero diachar11e. 
Some •regulatory deciaiona• relating to i=pl~tation, 
however, should be inteqrated with, not aeperated fro., 
•acience• becau1e the two ought to be carefully considered 
together wherever aciance has implication. for implementation. 

S. Bett Pityfeasio9al iudgmcnt: Much of the guidance contained 
herein s qual1tat1ve rather than quantitative, and much 
judgment will ueually be required to derive a site-specific 
water quality crit.erion for aquatic life. In addition, 
a lthough thie version of the guidance for determining and 
using ~ att.e=pte to cover all major queetiona that have 
arisen during uee of the previoua veraion and during 
preparation of thia veraion, it undoubtedly dote not cover all 
situations , queationa, and extenuating circumetancee that 
might ariee in the future . All neeeuary decision• ahould be 
baaed on both a thoroug-h knowledge of aquatic: teldcology and 
an Wlderetand.ing of thie guidance; each decision ehou.lcS be 
consiatent with the epirit of this guidance, which i s to make 
beat use of •good science• to derive the moat appropri ate 
tit.e-specific crite.ria. .'J'hia guidance should be modified 
whenever tound scientific evidence indicate• that a aite
specific criterion produced ueing thie guidance will probably 
eubstantially underprotect or overprotect the aquatic life a t 
the aite of concern. Derivation of aite-apecific criteria for 
aquatic life is a coaplex process and requires knowledge in 
many areas of aquatic toxicology; auy deviation fr0111 thie 
guidance should be carefully conaidered to ensure that it ie 
conaistent with other parts of this guidance and with •good 
science• . 

6 . Personal bios: Sial can never be eliminated, and acme 
decision• are at the fine line between 'bias• and 'best 
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proteseional judgment•. The pouibility of biae can be 
eliminated only by adoption of an extreme po1ition auch .. •no 
regu.lati011' or •no diac:harge•. One way to deal with biaa ia 
to have deciaione made by a te&lll of knowledgeable people. 

7. TttecpJj;k: 'l'be detend~~ation of e WEll abould be a cooperative 
team effort beginning with the coapletion of the initial 
worlq)lan, inte.rpretetion of initial date, reviaion of the 
wor)qllan, etc. The interact.ion of 1 verie~ of lmowledgeable, 
r.,.OD&ble people will help obtein the belt reaulte for the 
expeaditure of the fewwlt re1ource1 . N.mber1 of the t.am 
should acknowledge their biaae1 eo that the t.aam can ..Xe beat 
uaa of tbe aveilable inforaation, tak.ing into accoWit ita 
relevancy to the ~diate aituat.ion and ite quality. 
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National aquatic life criteria for metals are int.ended to. protect 
the aquatic life in almoet all surface waters of the. United 
Stat.ea (U.S. BPA 19851. This level of protection is accomplished 
in two ways . Firat., the national dataset is required to contain 
aquatic species that bava been found to be sensitive to a variety 
of pollutants . second, the dilut.ion water and the metal salt 
used in the toxicity teste are required to have physical and 
ch.mical eharacteriatice that eneure that the metal is at l eaet 
as toxic in the teats as it is in nearly all surface waters. For 
ex&Dpla, the dilution water is to be low in suspended solids and 
in organic carbon, and •~ fon. of metal (e.g., inaoluble metal 
and .. tal bound by orv.ruc cC~~q~lexing agents) cannot be used as 
the telt material . (Tha term •metal• is used herein to include 
both •metals• and •metalloids•. ) 

Alternatively , a national aquatic life criterion might not 
adequately protect the aquatic life at some sites. An untested 
lpecies that is import.ant at a site might be more sensitive than 
any of tha tasted species. Also, the metal might be more toxic 
in aita water ~han in laboratory dilutio~water because, for 
~UCA~~~Ple, tha site water has a lower pH and/or hardnasa than most 
laboratory watere . Thus although 11 national aquatic life 
criterion ia intended to be lower than necessary for meet sitaa, 
a national criterion might not adequately protect the aquatic 
life at acme aitaa . 

Because a national aquatic life crit.erion might be more or leas 
protective than int.ended for t.he aquatic life in most bodies of 
water, the U.S. SPA provided guidance (U.S. EPA 1983a,19841 
concerning three procedures that may be used to derive a site
specific criterion: 
1 . Tbe Recalculation Procedure is intended to t ake into account 

relevant differences between t.ba s&DSitivities of the aquatic 
organisms in tha national dataset and the sensitivities of 
organisms that occur at the site. 

2 . The Indicator Species Procedure provides for the uae of a 
water-effect ratio (WER) that is intended to take into account 
relevant ditfarancea bet-an the toxicity of the matal in 
laboratory dilution water and in site water . 

3. The Resident Species Procedure ia intended to take into 
account both ltinda of differences simultaneo\.lSly. 

A site-specific criterion is intended to came closer than the 
national criterion to providing the intended level of protection 
to the aquatic life at the site, usually Dy talting into account 
the biological and/or chemical conditions (i.e., the species 
composition and/or water quality charscteristicsl at the aita. 
The fact that the u.s. EPA has made these procedure• available 
should not be interpreted as implying that the agency advocates 
that states derive site-apecific criteria before setting state 
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standards. Ala.;. derivation of a aite-apecitic criterion cSoea 
not change the intended level of protection of the aquatic life 
at the sit a. Because a WER ia expected to appropriately talta 
into account (a) the sita-~cific toxicity of the metal ,. and (bl 
aynarvhm. antagonism, and additivity with other conatituents of 
the sit.e water, using s WD ia mora likely to provide tbe 
intended laval of protection than not u.iJlg a WD . 

Although guidance eoacerning aita-~cific criteria baa been 
available since 1983 cu.s. BPA 1983a,l98'1, interest baa 
iner-•ect in recant years as ststaa have devoted more attention 
to eh.-ical-~ecific water quality criteria for aquat.ic life. In 
addition, interest in water-affect ratios (WKRaJ incr ... ect when 
the "lntarill Guidance• concerning -tala (t7.S. BPA 1992) made a 
fundamental c:banga in the WilY that WZRa are u;»erimentally 
determined (a" Appendix Al, bacau•• the change il expactect to 
substantially increase the magnitude of -.ay WKRa . Intar .. t was 
further focuaect on WBRII when they -r• integrated into sCDa of 
the aquatic life criteria for metals that were prc.aU.gatect kly the 
National 'l'oxics Rule (57 lJl 608U, Dactllllber 22, 1992). The 
n ... st guidance i1sued kly the u.s. EPA (Prothro 19931 concerning 
aquatic llfa criteria for -tala affected the determination and 
use of WERe only insofar as it affected the usa of total 
recoverable and dissolved criteria. 

Tha early guidance concerning WERe (U .S. EPA 1983a,198') 
contained f- details and need.a revision, e~ially to talte into 
account newa.r guiO&nca concerning metala (U.S. &PA 199~; Prothro 
1993) . The guidance presented herein auperaadaa all 9\lidance 
concerning WZRa and tha Indicator Spacial Procedure give in 
Chapter • ot tha Water Quality Standard.a Banc!book (U.S. BPA 
U83al and in a.s. EPA (198" . All guidance praseted in u.s. 
EPA 119921 is superseded kly tha~ preaetect kly Prothro (1993) and 
Dl' thia ~~. Metals are specifically acSdraased barain 
because of tha National 'rclodca Rule (NTit) and bacau.e of Cl.lrrant 
interaat in aquatic life criteria for metala1 although moat of 
t.his guidance also applies to other pollut.anta, •~ obviously 
applies only to -tala. 

Bven though thia d~t wee prepared -iDly because of the ln'R, 
the guidance contained herein concerning WIIRa is likely to bave 
illl>act btlyond ita use with the N'nl. Therefore, it is appropriate 
to alao praaent new guidance concerning the Recalculation 
Procedure (see Appendix Bl bacauae tha previous guidance (U.S. 
EPA 1983a,l984) concerning thia procedure also contained few 
details and needs revision. 'l'be NTil cSoea not allow usa of ~he 
Recalcula~ion Procedure in jurisdictions subjac~ to tha NTR. 

The previous guidance concerning site- specific procaduraa did not 
allow the Recalculation Procedure and the WER procedure to be 
used together in the derivation of a aite-apacific aquatic life 
criterion; the only way to taka into account both specie• 



c~aition and water quality characteristics in the 
determination of a site-specific criterion was to use the 
Resi dent Species Proc~ure. A specific: cb4ngc contained herein 
is tbot. S¥CIQL in iuriadictions tbot ore lubiect to t he NTR· the 
Recalculation ~cc4urc opd the wgR Procedure PlY ngw be uat d 
toocther. Addiuonal reason. for addressi ng both the 
Recalculation Procedure and the WER Procedure in this document 
a're that both procedures are based directly on t he guidelines for 
deriving national aquatic life criteri a (U.S. EPA 19851 and, when 
the two are us~ together, use of the Recalculation Procedure has 
specific i=plicstiona concerning the dete~tion of the WER. 

'nlia guidance is intended to produce WBRs that may be us~ t o 
derive site-specific aquatic life criteria for metals from moat 
national and s t a t e aquatic life criteria that ~re derived f rom 
laboratory toxicity data . Except in ;uriadictiona that are 
subj ect to the NTR, the WERa may also be used with site-specific 
aquatic life criteri a that er e derived for metals using the 
Recalculation Procedure described in Appendix B. WEB• obta~ood 
using the,moth~o dtscribld hertin 9hould not be uaed to ad]ust 
aquatic lAft crltoria that were dfrlyed for ;ctolq in other ways. 
For IXAq)le, because they are dea1gned to be appl:l.ed to criteria 
derived on the baaia of laboratory toxicity tests, WERa 
dete~n~ using the methods described herein cannot be used t o 
adjust the residue-baaed mercury Criterion Continuous 
Concentration (CCCI or the field-baaed seLenium ! reabwat;er 
criterion. Por the p\lrl)Oaea of t;he NTR, WBRs may be used with 
the aquatic life crit:eria for arsenic. cadmium. chromium!IIII, 
chromium(Vl), copper, l ead, nickel, silver, and zinc and with the 
Criterion MaxiDium Concentration lOCI tor mercury . WERa may abo 
be used with saltwater criteri a for selenium. 

The concept of a WER is rather a~le : 
TWo aide-by-aide toxicity t eats arc conducted - one teet: u.ing 
l aboratory dilut:ion water and t;he other u.ing site wat er . The 
endpoint ob~ained using site water ia divided by the endpoint 
obtained uung labora tory dilut:ion water. 'ftle quotient i a the 
WER, which is multiplied times the national, state, or 
recalcula ted aquatic life criterion to calculate the site
specific criterion. 

Although the concept i s aillllle, the dete~nation and u.e of WER.a 
involves many conaidera t:iona. 

The primary purposea of this document are to: 
1 . ldent:ify steps t:hat should be t aken before t:be det ermination 

of a WER i a begun. 
2 . Describe the 111ethoda rec~ded by t;hc U.S. EPA for the 

dete~nation of WERe . 
3. Address aome iaeues concerning t he use of WERB . 
• · Present new guidance concerning the Recalculation Procedure . 
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Befgrc Dct•pmininq a WEB 
Because a national criterion is intended to ·prot ect aquatic life 
in a.~at all bodies of water and because a WElt is int:anded teo 
account: for a difference between t:he toxicity of a -tal in a 
laborat:ory dilution water and i u t:ox.iciey in a ait e water 
diac:hargera wbo want: higher pe~t; limiu than thoae deri~ on 
the baaia of an existing aquatic life crit:erion will probably 
ccmaider datez:mining a WBR . Use o f a WBR should be con.idered 
onlY u a last reaon for a t l east thr .. raaaona: 
a . Bvan though ec.. wmw will be aubatantially greater than 1. o, 
•~ will be about 1.0 and some will be leas than 1.0. 

b . 'l'be determinat:ion of a WER requirea aubat antial resources . 
c . 'ft\ere are other things t hat a d.iac:b.arger can do that might be 

~re coat-effective then determini ng a MER . 

'ftle two ahustion. in which the dete~n.tion of a MER might 
appear att:ractiva to diac:hargera are when (a) a disc:b.arge appears 
to exceed exiating or proposed water quality•baaed pa~t li.aita 
and (bl an i.Jutre&~a c:oncant:rat:ion appears teo exceed an exiat:ing ' 
or proposed aquatic life criterion. Such 1it:uationa re.ult from 
meaaur-t of the concentration of a -tal in an affiuaut: or a 
aurface water . It: would t:herafora •a- reasonable to ensure that 
such -•ur-te -r• not subj ect to contamination. Uaually it 
is IIIUch easier teo verify chalical -a•ur-ta by using •clean 
techni~ea• for collecting, handling, atoring, preparing, and 
enaly~~g •IIIIIPlOia , tilan to dete~ne a WElt . Clean t:aehniquu and 
aoa. r elated QA/QC cOAaiderationa a r e dia cuaaed in Appco~ c. 

In addition teo inveatigat:ino t:he uae of •clean taehniquea•, other 
steps that; a discharger ahould u.ke prior to beginning the 
mcperimcltal detendnat:ion of a HER include: 
1 . Evaluate t:he potenHal for reducing the d.iac:harge of t;he 

-tal. 
2. tnveat;i~te such possible conatraint:a on ~t limits u 

ant:ibeculiding and ant:idegradation requir..nt:a and h..-n 
health and wildlife erit:eria. 

3. Obtain assistance from an aquatic toxicologist who undernanda 
the buies of WBRs 1•- Appendix Dl, the U. S. I!:PA ' a nat:ional 
aquat:ic life guideline• (U.S. EPA 19851, t:he guidance 
preaent:ed bY Prothro 119931 , the nat:ional criteria doc:umen~ 
for tJ;Ie metal Cal of concern 1 aee Appendix I!: I , the procedures 
described by the o.s. BPA 11993a,b,cl for acute and chronic 
toxicity t:eat:a on effluent• and eurface wat:ara , and the 
procedures described by ASTK (1993a ,b,c, d , a l for acute and 
chronic toxicity tastes in laboratory dilut:ion wat:er. 

• · Develop an initial definit:ion of the a it:e to which the ait:e
apecific criterion is to apply . 

5. Conaider uae of the Recalculation Procedure Ieee APPendix Bl . 
6. Evaluat:e the c:oat:-effec:tiveneaa of t:he dete~nation of a WER. 

Comparative toxicity t:e1ta provide t:he moat useful dat:a, but 
cheucical analysis of the downatrea= water might be helpful 
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because the following a~e often t ,=e for acme metals : 
a. The lower the percent of the total recoverable metal in the 

downstre~ water that is dissolved, the higher the WER. 
b . The higher the concentration of total organic carbon CTOC) 

and/or total suspended solids ITSS), the higher the WER. 
It is also true that the higher the concentration of nontoxic 
dissolved llll!tal. the higher the WER. Although SOllie chl!lllical 
analyses might proVide useful information concerning the 
toxicities of so=e metals in water, at the present only 
toxicity teats can acc~ately reflect the toxicities of 
different fonns of a metal (see Appendix D) . 

7. Submit a workplan for the experimental determination of the 
WER to the appropriate regulatory authority (and possibly to 
the Water Management Division of the EPA Regional Office) for 
comment . The workplan should include detailed descriptions of 
the site; existing criterion and standard; design flows; site 
water; effluent; aaJQpling plan; proced~es that will be used 
for collecting, handling, and anal~ing samples of site water 
and effluent; primary and secondary toxicity testa; quality 
assurance/quality control (QA/QC) procedures; Standard 
Operating Proced~es (SOPS)J and data interpretation. 

After the workplan is coapleted, the initial phase should be 
iDIIlemented; then the data obtained should be evaluated. and the 
workplllll should be reviled if appropriate. Developing and 
JIIOdifying the wor)cplan and analy:ing and interpreting the data 
should be a cooperative effort by a te~ of lalowledgeable people . 

TW9 !inda of WEB• 
Moat aquatic life criteria contain both a ac and a CCC , and it 
ia usually possible to determine both a emeWBR and a cccWER. The 
two WBRs cannot be assumed to be equal because the magnitude of a 
WER will probably depend on the eenaitivity of the toxicity teat 
uaed and on the percent effluent in the site water. (see Appendix 
Dl , both of \llhich can depend on which WEft ia to be determined . 
In aome cases, it is expected that a larger WBR can be appl i ed to 
the CCC than to the ac, and so it would be env~nmentally 
conservative to apply cmcwERB to ceca. In aueb cases it is 
possible to determine a emcwER and apply it to both t he CMC and 
the CCC in order to derive a aite-~cific ac, a aite-apecifil: 
CCC, and new permit limits . If theae new permit limits are 
controlled by the new aite-specific CCC, a cccWER could be 
determined using a more aenaitive teat, possibly raising the 
aite-apecific CCC and the permit limits again. A cccWER may, of 
course, be determined whenever deair.CS . Unlesa the experi.mental 
variation is increased, use of a ccCWER will usually improve the 
accuracy of the resulting site-specific CCC. 

In aome oases. a larger WER cannot be applied to the CCC than to 
the 0«:: and so it might not be environmentally conservative to 
apply a emcWER to a CCC (see section A.4 of Method l). 
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Steady-state and P¥Qamic HQdels 

Same of the guidance contained herein specifically applies to 
situationa in wbieh the permit limits w-re calculated using 
s t .. ~-state modeling; in particular. same saJQples are to be 
obtained when tbe actual stream flow is close to the design flow. 
If permit liDdts ~e calculated using dynamic modeling, the 
guidance will have to be IIIOdified, but it i.e unclea~ at present 
what liiOdificationa are IIIOSt appropriate. For ~le, it might 
be useful to determine whether the magnitude of the WER ie 
related to the flow of the upstream water and/or the effluent . 

'l'Wo -t~ are used to determine WEb . Method 1 will proba})ly 
be uaed to determine all e:mc:WERe and 1110st cc~ becauae it can 
be applied to aituationa that are in the vicinities of pl=-a. 
Because WBilB are liltely to depend on the concentration of 
effluent in the water and because the percent affluent in a -ter 
.. ZIIPle obtained in the ~ate vicinity of a pl=- ia unlalown, 
siallated downatr- water ie uaed eo that the percent effluent 
in the aaJQple ia lalown. For ~le, if a S8111Ple that -s 
sUPPQeed to repreaent a c~lete-aix situation waa accidently 
taken in the plume upstream of coaplete mix, the a8111Ple would 
proba})ly have a higher percent effluent and. a bighar WD than a 
eaJQple taken downatr- of c~lete mix; use of the bigber WZR to 
derive a site-specific criterion for tbe co.plete-mix situation 
would. result in und.erprotaction. If the aample were accidently 
taken upatream ot c~lete mix but outaide tbe plume. 
overprotection would proba})ly result . 

Method l will probably be uaed to determine all e:mc:WERII and 1110et 
cc~ in flowing freab waters , aueh as riven and str-. 
Method. 1 ia intended to apply not only to ordinary rivera and 
atreama but aleo to str .... that same people ~ght conaid.er 
extraordinary, aueh ae etr- whose design flows are :ero and 
atreama tbat ecx. state and/or federal agenciu refer to ae 
•effluent-dependent•, "babitat-cruting•, or •effluent
dominated" . Method 1 ia also used to determine CIIIICWERa in such 
large aitu ae oceana and. large lakes, ruervoirs, and estuaries 
(see Appendix F) • 

Method 2 ia uaed to determine WElle tbat apply outside the ar .. of 
pl\DU in large bodies of water. Such WElle will be ccc:wmt. and 
will be determined using saJQples of actual site water obtained at 
various tU.s, loeationa , and deptba in order to identity the 
range of WElle that apply to tbe ~ of -tar. These 
experimentally determined WElle are than uaed to decide how maey 
site-specific criteria should be derived for the body of water 
and what the criterion (or criteria) should be. Method 2 
requires substantially 1110re resources than Method l. 
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The complexity of each ~thod increases when the number of metals 
and/or the nl.llllber of discharges is two or more: 
a . The simplest s i tuation is when a WER is eo be determined for 

only one metal an4 only one discharge has permit lillli.t.s for 
that metal . (Ttlia i s the dngle-metal. single-discharge 
situation.) 

b . A JDOre c<XQPl ex situation is when a WER is to be determined for 
only one -tal , but more than one discharge baa permit limits 
for that metal . (Tbis is the single-metal ~tiple-diacharge 
situation. ) 

c. An even more ccaplex situation is when WERB are to be 
detandned for more than one metal, but only one discharge has 
permit limits for any of the metals. (This is the multiple
metal. aingle-d.iacharge situation .) 

d . The moat complex situation is when WERB are to be determined 
for more thAn one metal and more then one discharge has permit 
limits for some or all of the metals. (This is the multiple
metal multiple-disoha.rge situation . ) 

WERa need to be determined for each metal. at each site because 
extrapolation of a WER from one metal to ~other, one e~fluent to 
another, or one surface water to another 1s too uncerta1n. 

Both -thode worlc well in multiple-metal eitustiona, but special 
testa or additional teats will be necessary to show that the 
resulting combination of eite-apecific criteria will not be too 
toxic . Method 2 is better suited to multiple-discharge 
situations than is Method 1. Appendix F provide• additional 
guidance concerning multiple-~tal and ~tiple-diacharge 
situations , but it does not discuss allocation of waste loads. 
which ia performed when a waateload allocation IWLA) or a total 
maximum dai ly load ITMDLI ia developed (O.S . EPA 199la l . 

D«o Analvticol Mtosurcmento 

A total recoverable WER can be detenllined if the Jnetal in both of 
the aide- by-ai de toxicity teats is analyzed using the total 
recoverable measurement ; aiailarly, a dissolved WER can be 
determined if the metal in both tests is analyzed using the 
diasolved measurement . A total recoverable WER is used to 
calculate a total recoverable site-specific criterion from an 
aquatic life criteri on that ia expressed using the total 
recoverable measurement, whereas a dissolved WEll is used to 
calculate a dissolved ait e-specific criterion from a criterion 
that is expressed in taDU of the dissolved measurement. Figure 
1 illustrate• the relationahips between total recoverable and 
dissolved criteria, WERa, and the Recalculation Procedure . 

Beth Method l and Method 2 can be used to determine a total 
recoverable WER and/or a dissolved WER. The only difference in 
the experimental procedure is whether the WER is based on 
measurements of total recoverable metal or dieaolved metal in the 
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test solutions. Beth total recoveral)le and dissolved 
measurements are to be performed for all teats to help judge the 
quality of the testa , to provide a check on · the analytical 
chemistry, and to help understand the results; performin~ both 
measurements also increases the alternatives available for use of 
the results . For exaJ~!Ple, a dissolved WER that ia not u.aeful 
with a total recoverable criterion might be useful in the future 
if a cSisaolved criterion bee~• available. Also, as explained 
in Appendix D, except for exper~tal variation, use of a total 
recoverable WZR with a total recoverable criterion should produce 
the s- total recoverable penU.t limits ae use of a dissolved 
WBR with a dissolved criterion; the internal consistency of the 
approaches and the data can be evaluated if both total 
recoverable and dissolved criteria and WDs are determined. It 
ia expected that in many situations total recoverable WERa will 
be larger and more variable than dissolved WERe . 

'ftle Quality gC the T9xieity Tt•ta 

Traditionally, for practical reasons, the requirements concerning 
such aspects aa acclimation of teet organism. to teat temperature 
and dilution water have not been aa stringent for toxicity testa 
on surface watera and effluents aa for teats using laboratory 
dilution water. Because a WBR ia a ratio calculated from the 
results of side-by-aide teats, it aight •- that acclimation is 
not ~rtant for a WEll as long ae the organi- and conditio1111 
are identical in the two testa. Because WERe are used to adjust 
aquatic life criteria that are derived from results of laboratory 
testa, the teste conducted in laboratory dilution water for the 
determination of WERa ahollld be conducted in the • ._ way u th4! 
laboratory toxicity teats uaed in the derivation of aquatic lite 
criteria. Xn tbe WBR proceea, the testa in laboratory dilution 
water provide the vital link bet-.n national criteria and aite
apecific criteria, and ao it ia important to coapare at least 
a~ results obtained in the laboratory dilution water with 
resulta obtained in at least one other laboratory . 

Thr.. important principles tor making daciaione concerning the 
methodology for the aide-by-aide testa are : 
1. The teste using laboratory dilution water should be conducted 

ao that the results would be acceptable for use in the 
derivation of national criteria . 

2 . As much as is feasible, the t est e using site water should be 
conducted using the same procedures aa the teat s using the 
laboratory dilution water . 

3 . All tests should follow any special requirements that are 
necessary because the reaulta are to be used to calculate a 
WER. Some such spacial requirement• are imposed because the 
criterion for a rather complex situation is being changed 
baaed on few data, so znore assurance is required that the data 
are high quality . 
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The moat ~rtant e~cial requirement is that the concentrations 
of the -tal are to be meaaured using both the total recoverable 
and diaaoLvad .. thode in all toxicity tests used for the 
4etermination of a WER . Thia requirement is necessary because 
h&lf of the teats conducted for the determination of WERa use a 
site water in which the concentration of ~tal probably i s not 
~egligibla . Because it ia likely that the concentration of ~tal 
in the labora tory dilution water ie negligible, au\111\ing that the 
concentration in both watera i8 negligible and basing WERs on the 
..ount of .. tal added would produce an unnecessarily low value 
for the WER. In addition. ICI:Il8 an ba.aed on too few data to 
ua- that nOIIIinal concentrations are a ccurate. Nominal 
ccmcant:rationa obviously cannot be used it a diaeolved WBR ia to 
be cS.eteatinad. ~Maaured diaaolved concantrationa at the 
beginning and and of the teat are Wled to judge the acceptability 
of the t .. t. and it ia certainly reasonable to measure the total 
recoverable concantzation when the dissolved concentration ia 
-•urad. Purt.l\er, .-&suring the conc:entrations might lead to an 
interpretation of the reaulta that allows a substanti ally better 
Ulla of the WElle. 

Cgp4itign• Cor pttt£1ininq a WEB 
The appropriate regulato~ authority might recommend that one or 
110n con4itiooa ~ •t whCI a WER ia determined in ordtr to 
reduce the possibility of having to determine a n- WBR later: 
1. Requi~t• that aze in the existing permit concerning WET 

teating, ~city Identification Evaluation (TIE), and/or 
~city Reduction Evaluation ITREl (O.S. 2PA l99lal. 

2 . t.pl..antation of pollution prevention efforta, such aa 
pretreatment, waste miniaization, and source reduction. 

3 . A d~tration that applicable technology-baaed requir~u 

;~~~~:l~!J::ti.t;~ :~ 
Bven if all re~dad conditions are aatiafied, determination 
of a WD migbt not be po .. ible if the effluent, upstream ~otater, 
and/or downatrealll water are toxic to the test organisms. In acme 
auch caaea, it ~gbt be possible to determine a WBR , but 
~~!tion of the toxicity ia liltely to be required ll!lylofll.y , .It 
~~ ~=~~y ~~~ ~:t~~~ ~~~ r~~~t,ion would be Q a eo f~ d ~ If i~ ia cSea~ad to date ~:7: WER betore remediation and the toxicity is 
in the upatrea. water, it might be possible to use a labora tory 
dilution water or a water frCIIII a clean tributary in place of the 
upatrea. water; if a substitute water is used, its water quality 
characteristic• ehould be eimilar to those of the upstream ~otater 
(i.e., the pH should be within 0.2 pH units and the hardness, 
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alkalinity, and concentrationa of TSS and TOC should be within ~0 
t or 5 IIIQ/L, whichever ie greater, of those in the upatr ... 
water) . If the upatre- water ie chronically toxic, but DOt 
acutely toxic, it might be pouible to detanline a CIIICWEil evan if 
a ccCWER cannot be dete.DIIinad; a CIDCWER aigbt not be Ulleful 
however, . if the permit liaita are controlled by the CCC; in' such 
• case, .lt would probably not be acceptable to •••- that the 
cmcWER is an enviroamentally conservative estt.ate of the ccCWER 
U the WZR ia determined Ulling downatre- water and the toxicity' 
ia due to the effluent, testa a t l_..r concentrations of the 
effluent might give an in4ication of' tl\e amount of r~ation 
11eeded. 

Copditiopa fgr Using a NIB 

Buides requiring that the WEll. be valid, the appropriate 
regulatory authority might ccmaidar imposing other conditions for 
the approval of a site-~citic criterioa baaed em the tma: 
1. Periodic reevalUIItion of the WEll.. 

a . WBR8 determined in \IPStreaa water taka into account 
constituents c:ontdbuted by point aud ncmpoint .ourees and 
natural runoff 1 thus a MII':R abo~d be r-luated ..tlenevar 
newly iJipl-ted coatroh or other ehallgea aub8tant i ally 
affect such factore u hardneaa, alkalinity, pB, auapclded 
solicS.e , organic: carbon, or other toxic •teriala. 

b. Jfost WI!:Ra -ietermin.ed uaino dowll.at~ -tar are infl.ueneed 
mere by the effluent thaD the upat~ -t.•r. Downatr ... 
WERe ahould be reevaluated whenever a .. ly illlpl~ted 
control8. or other c:hangea might aub8tantially i.llipact the 
eff1uent , i.e., might Ulpact tbe to~ aD4 c:oac.atz-ationa 
of th! •tal, hardness, alkalinity, pB, auapC~ded solids, 
orgazuc carbon, or otl\er toxic Mtari ala . A ~ial 
concern i a the possibility of a shift froa discharge of 
nontoxic ..-tal to diacbarve of tOJdc m.tal alaeh that the 
concentration of tla -tal does DOt inc:r ... e 1 analytiC4l 
chemiatry might not detect tha change but ~citY teat• 
would. 

Bven if no ehanges are )mown to have occurred, WJDta ahould be 
reevaluated periodically. l'l'ba ~ rae~ that Nft!BS 
pe=ita include periodic 4eterainationa of WBR.a in the 
IIIOnitoring requir-ta.l With adYanca plannitlg, it aboul4 
usually be poasible to perfona such reevaluatioca Wl4er 
conditions that are at least reasonably similar to those that 
control tl\e permit lilllita !e . g ., eitl\er cSellig~~-tlow or high
flow conditional because there abould be a r.aaonab.ly long 
period of time during which the reevaluation can be perforllled. 
Peri~c dete~nation of WBRa abould be daaig~~ad to anaw.r 
quest1ons, not )ust generate data. 

2. Increaaed chemical monitoring of the upatreaa water, effluent , 
and/or downstream water, •• a;propriate, for water quality 
eharac:teriatics that probably affect the toxicity of the metal 
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(e. g. , hardness, al~linity, pH, TOC, and TSS) to determine 
~ether conditions change . The conditions at the times the 
a~lea were obtained should be kept on :ll'ecord for reference . 
The WER ahould be reevaluated whenever b.ardneas, alkallnity, 
pH, TOC, end/ or TSS decrease below the values that exLated 
when the WERa were determined. 

3. Periodic reevaluation of the environmental fate of the me~l 
in the effluent Ieee ~pendix AI . 

4. WET teating. 
S. tn.treaa biOAaaeasmenta . 

Deciaiona concerning the poaaible i=position of auch conditione 
should take into account : 
a . 'l'he ratio of the new and old criteria . 'l'he greater the 

increaae in the criterion, the more concern there should be 
about Ill the fate of any nontoxic ~tal that contribute• to 
the WElt and (21 changes in water quality that might occur 
within the site. The imposition of one or more conditions 
should be considered if the WER is used to raise the criterion 
b,y, for ~le, a factor of two, and especially if it ia 
raiaed b.Y a factor of five or more. The significance of the 
-gnitude of the ratio can be judged by c~iaon with the 
acute-chronic ratio, the factor of two that is the ratio of 
the FAV to the CMC, and the range of sensitivities of apeciea 
in the criteria document for the metal (see Appendix E) . 

b. The si&e of the aite. 
c. The aite of the discharge . 
d. The rate of downstream dilution. 
e . Whether the CHC or the CCC controls the permit limitJ. 
When WER.s are determined using upatream water, conditioiUI on the 
use of e WElt ere more likely when the water contains an effluent 
that increaaes the WER by adding TOC and/ or TSS, because the WE:R 
wi ll be larger and any decrease in the discharge o~ INch TOC 
and/ or TSS might decrease the WElt and result in underprotection . 
A WER determined using downstream water is likely to be larger 
and quite dependant on the ~sition of the effluent ; there 
ahould ~ concern about whether a change in the effluent might 
result l.Jl undexprotection at aome t~ in the future. 

Implementation Considc[Jtion• 

In aome aituationa a diacharger might not want to or udght not be 
allowed t o r aiae a criterion as ~ch as could be j ustified by a 
WER : 
1 . The maximwn poaaible i ncrease i a not needed and raising the 

criterion more than needed might greatly raiaa the cost i f a 
greater increase would require more testa and/or increase the 
condi t i one iq)osed on approval of the aite-specific criterion . 

2. Such . other constraint• as antibacksliding or antidagradation 
requ1rementa o; human health or wildlife criteria might limit 
the amount of 1ncreaae regardless of the magnitude of the WER . 
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3. The permit limite might be limited by an aquatic life 
criterion that applies out aide the eite. It is EPA policy 
tbat pu:mit limite cannot be eo high tbat tb~ inadequately 
protect a portion of the a.- or a different body of ,..ter 
that is outside the site; nothing contai ned herein changes 
this policy in any way. 

I! no incr ... e in the exhting diacbarve ia allowed. the only uae 
of a WD. will be to determine whether an exiatinQ diacbarve needs 
to be reduced. 'nlus a -jor use of WllR.a might be where 
technology-~~ controls allow concentrations in aurtace waters 
to exceed national, state, or recalculated aquatic life criteria. 
h this case, it lllight only be neceuary to determine tbat the 
WD. ia gr .. ter tban a partiCNl.ar value , it might not be necessary 
to quantity the WD.. Mhen possible, it might be c1asirable to 
abow that the-. ... ; ... WBR is gr .. ter than the WD tbat will be 
used in order to d.-:>natrate that a -rvin of safety axista, but 
again it might not be neceuary to quantify the maxin~m WER . 

In jurisdictione not subject to the NTit, lmka should be used to 
derive site-specific criteria, not just to calculate pe~t 
limits. because data obtained from ambient .,.UtorinQ should be 
intexpreted b.Y coapariaon with ambient criteria. l~s is not a 
probl• in jurisdictione aub::lect to the NTit because the NTil 
define~ the aabient criterion as •WD x the KPA criterion• . l If 
a ~ ~a used to adjual: permit liaita without adjusting the 
cr1ter1on, the permit liaitl would allow tba criterion to be 
exceeded. Tbllll the WBR should be used to calculate a aite
~ific criteriOil, which should th- be uae4 to calC\llate s:>anlit 
liaits . In ac.e statea, site-apec:Uic criteria can only be 
adop~ed •• revised cr~teria in a separate, independent water 
qu&11ty atandarda rev1aw process . Xn other statea, aite-apecific 
criteria can be developed in conjunction with the NPtlZS 
~tting proceaa, ae long aa the adoption of a aite-apecific 
criterion satiafiaa the pertinent -ter quality atanda.rda 
procedural ~r..enta (i.e ., a public notice and a public 
bearing) . Xn either caae, site-specific criteria are to be 
adopted prior to NPDZS perait iaeuance . Moreover, the BPA 
ltegional Adai.D:iatrator baa authority to approve or di .. pprove all 
new and revised aite-apecific criteria and to review NPDBS 
~t~ to verify CQ~~Pliance with the applicable water quality 
c:nter1a . · 

~r aJpacta of the uae of WERa in connection wieh permit 
liaita, WLAa, and 'nCDLa are outaide the acope of this doCUIDIIllt . 
'1'ba Technical Support ~t (U.S . BPA 1991a) and Prothro 
119931 provide n:tre informAtion concerning illpl.-ntation 
procedure•. Nothing contained here ill should be intexpreted u 
changing the three-part approach that EPA usea to protect aquatic 
life : Ill numeric ch.adcal-apecific water quality criteria for 
individual pollutanta , 12 ) 'Whole effluent toxicity IWETI testing 
and 13) inatream bioaasesam.nts. ' 
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Even thougll tllere are similarities between WE'!' tefting and tha 
determination of WERa, there are important differences. Por 
~le, WER8 can be uaed to derive site-specific criteria for 
individual pollutants, but WET tasting cannot. The diff~ence 
between WET testing and the determination of WER8 is lees when 
the toxicity testa used in the determination of the WER are ones 
that are used in WET testing. If a WER is used to ~~e a laroe 
change in a criterion, additional WET testing and/or· inatr~ 
bioassea.ments are li~ely to be rec~ded. 

Th• Sa;ple~Spceitic WEB Approach 

A major problem with the determination and uae of aquatic life 
criteria for metals ia that ~o analytical measurement or 
combination of measurements has yet been shown to explain the 
toxicity of a metal to aquatic plants, invertebrate•, aaphibiana, 
end fishes over the relevant range of conditione in surface 
waters Ieee Appendix Ol • It is not just that inaufticient data 
exilt to justity a relationahip1 rather, existing data possibly 
contradict aOBe ideas tha~ could poaaiblY be very useful if true. 
For example, the concentration of free metal ion could possibly 
be a u1eful baais for expressing water quality criteria for 
metals if it could be feasible and could be used in a wa,y that 
does not result in widespread underprotection of aquatic life. 
SOBe av.!Ulable data, howeve~, might contradict the idea that the 
toxicity of copper to aquatic organiiii!IS is proportional to the 
concentration or the activity of the cupric ion. Evaluating the 
usefulness of any approach baled on metal speciation is difficult 
until it is Mown how maey of tbe 11pecies of the metal are tCIItic, 
what the relative toxicities are, whether they are additive tit 
more thAn one is toxic), and the quantitative effect• of the 
factora that have major i=pacts on the bioavailability and/or 
toxicity of the toxic epeciea. JuSt as it ia not ea.sy to find a 
useful quantitative relationship between the analytical cb.mietry 
of metals and the toxicity of metals to aquatic lite, it ia alao 
not eaey to find a qualitative relationship that can be uaed to 
provide adequate protection tor the aquatic life in e.llno•t all 
bodies of water without providing as =uch overprotection for same 
bodies of water as reeulte from uae of the total recoverable and 
dissolved measurements. 

The U.S. EPA cannot ignore the existence of pollution probl ... 
and delay setting aquatic life criteria until all scientific 
issues have been adequatelY resolved . ln light of uncertainty, 
the agency needs to derive c·riteria thai:: are environmentally 
conservative in moat bodiee· of water. Because of uncertainty 
concerning the relationship between the analytical ch~atry and 
the toxicity of metals, aquatic life criteria for metals are 
expressed in terms of analytical meaaurcnents that result in the 
c~it~ia providi~g 1110re protection thAn necessary for the aquatic 
hfe l.n most bodies of water. The agency has provided for the 
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use of WERe to address the general conservatism, but expects that 
•~ WERe will be leas than l.O· because national. state·, and 
recalc:ulated crite.ria are not necessarily environmentally 
conservative for all bodies of water. 

It ha8 bee~ obvious, however, that the determination and use of 
WZRa is not a staple solution to the existing general 
cona~tbm. u ia likely that a perJD&nant solution will have 
to be ~aed on an adequate quantitatLve explanation of ~ metals 
and aquatic organi_. interact. In the -an time, the uae of· 
total recoverable and dissolved measurements to express criteria 
and the usa of aite-apecific criteria are intended to provide 
adequate protection for allllost all bodies of water wit.hout 
axcusive ovaEProtection for too ~ bodies of water. Work 
~eeda to continua on the permanent solution and, just in caae. on 
iJII)roved altU'D&tiva approaches . 

~sa of MBkB to derive site-specific criteria is intended to allow 
a reduction or elimillation of the general overprotection 
associated with application of a national criterion to individual 
bod.ies of -ter, but a -jor probl- is that a tfBR will rarely be 
constant over time, location, and dtrpth in e body of water due to 
plumes, .nxing, and ruuapenaion. It ia possible that dissolved 
caacentrations aad WERe will be lesa variable than total 
recoverable on.. . It might a leo be poaaible to reduce the ill;lact 
of the heterogeneity if WERe are additive acroaa time, location, 
and dtrptb Ieee Jlppendix G). Regardleaa of what approaches, 
toola, ~thaaaa, and aewu=ptiona are utilized, variation will 
exist end WERe will have to be used in a conservative 1DII.Dner . 
Because of variation betwecl bodies of water, national criteria 
are derived to be environmentally conaarvative for moat bodiea of 
-tar. wberNa the I4Ba procedure, which ia intended to ~educe the 
general con.arvatiam of national criteria, haa to be conservative 
because of variation .-g WERa within a body of water . 

~e conaervatiam introduced ~ variation among ~ i a due not to 
the conctrpt of WERa, but to the way they are used. '%he reason 
that national criteria are conservative in the first place ia the 
uncertainty concerning the linkage of analytical ch~stry and 
toxicity: the toxicity of solutions can be uwaaured, but toxicity 
cannot be 11104alled adeq\l&tely WJing available ch~cal 
-•ur-ta. Similarly, the currant way that WERs are used 
dtrpanda on a linkage bat-an analytical ch~atry and toxicity 
because WERe are uaed to derive aite~apecific criteria that are 
axpresaed in te.rma of ch-tcal measurements . 

Without changing the amount or kind of toxicity testing that is 
performacs 'lfben WI!:R!I are determined using Method 2, a different 
way of uaing the WERa could avoid eome of the problema introduced 
by the dtrpendence on ana~ytical ch~stry. . 1'tle "s8q)le-specific 
WER approach• could conuat of s8q)ling a body of water at a 
number of locations, determining the WER for each sample, and 
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measuring ~e concentration of the metal in each sample . Then 
for each individual IJample, a quotient would be calculated by 
dividing the concentration of metal in the sample by the product 
of the national cri~erion times the WER obtained Lor the~ 8&aple. 
Except for experimental variation, when ~e quotient for a sa.ple 
i• leas thAn 1, the concentration of ~tal in that •ample i• 
accept.abl-e; when the quotient for a sample is greater thAn 1, the 
concentration of metal in that •ample is too high. As a check, 
lxlth the total recoverable maaeur-t and the dissolved 
-allurement should be used because they should provide the sa
ane-r if trVerythino i• done correctly and accurately . 'Ibis 
approach can also be used whenever Method 1 ie. ueed; although 
Method 1 i• u•ed wi~ simulated downstream water, the eample
epecitic WER approach can be used wi~ either simulated 
downstrea& water or actual downstream water. 

'l'llis sampl.e-•pecific WER approach has several interesting 
feature•: 
1 . rt is not a different way of dete:r:mining WERa; it ie -rely a 

different way of uaing the WBRs that are datennined . 
l . Variation among WBRa within s boey of water ie not a probl-. 
3. rt eliminates problems concerning ~e unknown relationship 

between toxicity and analytica.l ch.emiatry . 
' . It works equally well in areas that ere in or near pl.umes and 

in areaa that are away from plumea. 
5 . lt work• equally well in •inole-diacharoe and multiple

diacharge situations . 
6. It aut011111tically accounts for eynergism, antagonillll\, and 

additivity between toxicanta. 
This way of using WBRs i8 equivalent to expressing the national 
criterion for a pollutant in terma of toxicity teats whose 
endpoints equal the CHC ·and the ccc , if the site water cauaea 
leas adverse effect than is defined to be the endpoint, the 
concentration of that pollutant in the site water does not exceed 
the national criterion. '!'hie 8IIJII)le-apecific WEll approach doea 
not directly fit into the current framework wherein criteria are 
derived and then permit limite are calculated freD the criteria. 

lf the sample-apecitic WER approach w.ere to produce a number of 
quotients that are greater thAn 1, it would seem that the 
concentration of metal in the diacharge(s) should be reduced 
enough that the quotient ie not greater than 1. Although this 
~ght sound straightforward, the dischargar (a) would find that a 
substantial reduction in the discharge of a metal would not 
achieve the intended result if the reduction was due to removal 
of nontoxic metal. A chlllllical 1110nitorino approach that cannot 
differentiate between toxic and nontoxic 111etal would not detect 
that only nontoxic metal had been removed, but the sample
specific WER approach would. 
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Method 1 ia baaed on the det~nation of WERa using simulated 
downstream water and 10 it can be uaed to determine a HE:R tbat 
applies in the vicinity of a plu.e . Use of s~lated downstream 
water enaurea that the concentration of effluent in the aite 
water is known, which ia i.Jnportant beca\IJie the IMIJflitude of the 
WER will often depend on the concentration of effluent in the 
downatr ... water. Jtnowing tbe concentration of effluent Nke.a it 
poaaible to quantitatively relate the WBR to the effluent. 
Method 1 can be uaed to determine either CllCWER8 or ccc:WERa or 
both in aingle-Ntal, flowing fre.ahwater aituationa, including 
atreama whoae daliqn flow ia zero and •effluent-dependent• 
atreama Ieee Appendix F) . All ia also elCPlained in Appendix F, 
Method 1 is used when cmcwERa are determined for •large sites • , 
although Method 2 ia used when ccCWERs are determined for 'large 
litea•. In addition, Appendix F addresses special conaiderationa 
ragardiniJ eultipla--.tel and/or multiple-discharge aituationa. 

Neither Method 1 nor Method 2 covare all i.Jnportant methodological 
details for conducting the aide-b.Y-aide toxicity teats that are 
necaaaary in or1ler to determine a WER. Many references are made 
to information publiahad by the u.s. EPA (1993a,b,c) concerning 
toxicity teats on effluanta and eurface waters and b.Y ASTK 
!1993a,b,c,d,e,fl concerning teats in laboratory dilu~ion water . 
Method 1 addreaaea aapecta of toxicity ~eata that (a) need 
special attention wben determining ~ and/or (b) are ueually 
different for teata conducted on elfluanta and teata conducted in 
laboratory dilution water. Appendix B provides additional 
inforNtion concerning toxicity testa with saltwater apeciea . 

A. Experimental Design 

Becauae of the. variety of eoneideration.s that have ilaportant 
~licationa tor the det~tion of a WER, dacLaiona 
concerning experiaental deaign ahould be given careful 
attention end need to anaw.r the following quaationa: 
1 . Should WEitl be determined uaing upatre.aa water. actual 

downatream water. and/or aieulated downatream water? 
2 . Should wmt. be determined wban the stream flow is equal to, 

higher than , and/or lowsr than the deaiqn flow? 
3 . Which toxicity teata ahould be used? 
4 . Should a cncWER or a cceWER or both be determined? 
5. How should a .FWEII. be derived? 
6. For metala wboae criteri.a are hardnesa-dependan~. at what 

hardneaa should HERa be determined? 
The an1wera to these queationa ahould be baaed on the reason 
that WERa are dete~ned, but the decisions should also take 
into account aome practical considerations. 
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~. Should WER.s be deteX'IIIined uain11 u,patr•- water, actUAl 
~treaa water, and/or aimulated downatream water? 

a. ppatrttm water providea tba leaat coaplicated -.y of 
det.anuniniJ and utiniJ WEill bec:auae pl-a, ID.ixing 
zonea, and effluent variability do not have to be taken 
into acc:o\lllt. Uae of upatr._ water provide• the lea at. 
uaatul WBR.a becauae it does not take into account tl\e 
pruence of the effluent, which ia the aource of the 
.. tal. lt ia .. ay to aaa- that upatreaa water will 
give -ll•r WDa than CSowu.atraaa water, tNt in aome 
eaaea downatr ... water might give a.aller WBRa (aee 
APPendix Gl • Ragardlaaa of whether upatr ... water 
givaa smaller or larger WBRa. a WIR ahould be 
determined uaing the water to which the aite-apecitic 
criterion ia to apply (aee Appendix AI. 

b. Act\~1 dgwpUrtiD\ wa ter might •- to be the moat 
pert:l.nent water to uae when WBila are determined, tNt 
whether thia ia true dependl on tibet uae ia to be ~~~ade 
of the WBR.a. WZR.a determined uaing actual downatream 
water can be QU&Dtitetively interpreted uainiJ the 
aa.pla-apecific WIR approach deacribad at the end of 
the Introduction. If, however, it ia deaired to 
underatand tbe quantitative t.plication.s of a WBR for 
an effluent of concern, uae of actual downetrea~~~ water 
ia problematic becauaa tbe concentration of effluent in 
the water can ODl.y be kAowo appZ"Cl~Ximately. 

~ling actual CSowuatreUI water in areaa that are in 
or n .. r pl-• ia eapecially difficult. ~ WBR 
obtained is likely to depend on where the sample is 
taken bacauae the WBR will probtlbly depend on the 
percent effluent in the aaq,le (a" Appendix Dl . 'ft1e 
~UU~~Ple c:ould be taken at the and of the pipe, at the 
edge of the acute ~Dg zone, at tbe edge of the 
chraDic ~ng zone. or in a completely mixed 
eituation. lf the aaq,la is taken at the edge of a 
mixing zone, the coapoaition of tbe aa.ple will 
probtlbly differ from one point to another along the 
edge of the mixing zone. 

lf aaq,laa of actual CSowuatr ... water are to be taken 
close to e diacharge, the mixing patterna and plumes 
ehould be wall known. Dye dieperaion atudiea 
(Kilpatrick 19921 are c~nly uaed to determine 
iaapletha of effluent concentration and coaplete mix; 
dilution modele (U . S. EPA 1993d) miobt alao be helpful 
when aelecting aampling locationa. The molt uaeful 
aamplea of actual downatrea~~~ water are probably those 
tekan just downatream of the point at which complete 
mix occur• or at the moat distant point that is within 
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the site to which the site-specific criterion is to 
apply . When s~les ere collected tr~ a co.plete-~ 
situation, ie might be appropriate to c:capoaite a~lea 
taken over • cross section of the stream. Regardless 
of where it ia decided conceptually that a sample 
should be taken, it might be difficult to i deneify 
where the point exists in the stream and bow it changes 
'-lith flow and over time. In addition, if it ia not 
lalown totactly what the saD!ple actually r~eaets, 
ther11 ia no way to know how reproducible th.e SUIIPle ia . 
These probl~ make it difficult to relate WBka 
determined in actual downstream water to an effluent of 
concern because the concentration of effluent in the 
eample ie not known: thi1 i1 not a probl.m, ~r. if 
the aa~~~~le-epecifi-c WER approach is used to interpret 
the reaultl . 

c. SiJDullljed dgwnetnom ya~r would aeem to be the .oat 
unnatural of the threenda of water. but it offera 
aeveral important advantages because eftluet and 
upatre11111 water are mixed at a known ratio. Thia i1 
iqx)rtant beceu .. the 1111gnitude of the WD will often 
depend on the concentration of effluent in the 
downatre11111 water. Hix:tu.rea can be prepared to aiaulate 
the ratio of effluent and upatreAIII water that exiata at 
the edge of the acut e mixing zone, at the edge of the 
chronic mixing zone , at c~lete mix, or at an,y other 
point of interest. If desired, 11 aa.ple of effluent 
can be mixed with a a~le on upnreaa -t•r in 
different ratio• to simulate different poi.nta in a 
stream. Alao, the ratio Wled can be one that aiallatel 
condition• at des i gn flow or at any other flow. 

The aa.ple-lpecitie WER approach can be uaed with both 
aceual and aiallated downatream water. Additi OCI&l 
quantitative u aea can be llllde o f WBRa deterained uaing 
simulated downstream wat er because the percent effluent 
in the water ia known. which allows quantitative 
extrapolations to the effluent . ~ addition, aiDulated 
downstream water can be u.aed to determine the variation 
in the WER t hat ia due to variation in the effluent. • 
It alao allows coapariaon of two or more effluent• and 
determination o f the i nteractions of two or 80ra 
effluent•. Additivity of WERa can be aeudied uaing 
ailnulated down1tream water Ieee Appendix Gl1 studies o f 
toxicity within plumes and s t udies of whether increased 
flow of upstre811l wa t er can increase toxicity are both 
•tudiea of additivity of WERI. Uee of simulated 
downstream wat er also maltes it possible to conduct 
controlled 1tudiea of cbangea in WERa due to aging end 
changes in pH. 
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In Method 1, therefore. NERs a .re detend.ned using 
aiallated downatream water that ie pr.pared t1y mixing 
aamplea of effluent and up1tream water in an appropriate 
ratio. lloat illlportantly. Method 1 can be used to 
det~e a NIR that applies in the vicinity of e plume 
and can be ~titetively extrapolated to the effluent. . 

2 . SbcN.lcS WEb be deterlained when the 1tream flow ia equal 
to, higher than, and/or lower than the design flow? 

1IIBRII are uaed in tbe derivation of site-specific criteria 
whC1 it ia desired that penlit li.llliu be baaed on a 
criterion tbat takes into account the characteristics of 
t.be water and/or tbe -tal at the aite . In .,.t caaea, 
puait liaita ere ~lcu.lated using at .. ~-atate ~ela and 
are baaed on a design flow . It ia therefore i.alportant 
that WBRII be adequately protective under design-flow 
conditiOIUI, ldl.icb might be expected to require that acme 
seta of •UIIPl .. of effluet and upltream -ter be obtained 
wbe the actual etream flow ia cl08e to tbe design flow. 
Collecting a.-plea WbeD the stream flow ia close to the 
design fl.ow will limit a WZR determination to ttle low-flow 
.... on (e.g., frca mid-July to aid-october in ea. plac .. l 
and to years in wohich the flow ia aufticietly low. 

Xt ia allo illlportant, bi::Jw.ver, that VDa that are applied 
at design flow provide adequat e protect ion at higher 
flows . Ganeralisati OIUI concerning t.be illllact of higher 
flows on WDa ere difficult becau1e aucb flows might (a) 
reduce bardneaa, alkalinity. and pH. lbl increa1e or 
deer .. •• the concentrations of 'roC and TSS, (c) re1uapand 
toxic: and/or DCDtoxic -tal frca the •~t. and ldl 
wah ad4itiOCI&l pollutanu into t he -tar. Acidic 
~t. for ex&~~Pl•, aight lower the WD both by 
dilut.i.no the tiD an4 by reducing the hardneaa, alkalinity, 
an4 pH: if aubetantial labile Mtal ia preaent , the WER 
aight be 1-.red .are than the concentration of the -tal, 
possibly raaulti.no in increased toxicity at flow. higher 
than cSuign tlow. Samples talten at higher flows might 
oive ~ler WDa becauae the concentration of the 
effluet ia a;)re dilute1 ~u. total recoverable WDa 
aight. be larger if the a~le ia take j ust after an evant. 
that OT .. tly increa••• the concentration of TSS and/or 10C 
becauae thia aight increase both Ill t.be concentration of 
nontoxic particulate -tal in the -t•r and 12) the 
~city of the water to aorb and detold.f)' -tel. 

WDa are not of concern when the stream flow ia lower than 
the deaion flow because theae are acknowledged ti.-a of 
reduced protection. keduc:ed protection miobt not occur, 
however, if the WER ia aufficiently high when the flow ia 
lower than design flow . 
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3. Which toxi city t~tsta sho\Ud be used? 

a. As explained in Appendix D. the lllll!llritude of an 
experimentally determined WER is likely to d~d on 
the a.ndtivity of the toxicity test used. 'lbia 
relationship bet-en the IIBgnitude of the WER and the 
aeneitivity of the toxicity teat is due to the aqueous 
ch.U.etry of metals and i s not related to the teet 
orga:~iazna or the type of test . 'the available data 
indicate that WERe dete~ned with different teata 4o 
110t dif~er greatly if the tests have about. the •
sensitivities. but the data aleo support. the 
generali zation that less sensitive toxicity teats 
usually give smaller WERa than ~re sensitive teats <•- Appendix D). 

b . When the CCC is lower thai! the ate, it is likely that a 
lar ger WER will r ·esult fr0111 tests that are ae:raieive at 
the CCC than fr0111 teats that are sensitive at the CNC. 

c. The considarati011a concerning the sensitivities of two 
testa should also apply to two endpoints for the s ... 
teat . For any lethality test, uae of the LC25 is 
likely to result in a larger WER than uae of the LCSO, 
although the difference might not be -•urable ill ~ae 
cues and the LC25 is likely to be. ~re variable tban 
the LCSO . Selecting the percent effect to be used to 
define the endpoint. might. take i11to account (a) whether 
the endpoint ie above or below the CNC and/ or the CCC 
and (b ) the date obtained wen tuta are conducted. 
Once the percent effect ie selected for a particular 
teet (e . g ., a U-br LCSO with l-day-old fathead 
minnows ) , the .... percent effect -.1: be uaed tlbaDevar 
that teat h uaed to determine a WER for that. effluent . 
Similarly. if two different teats with t .he .... species 
(e . g . • a lethality teat a:~d a sublethal teat ) bave 
substantiall y ditfer&Pt aenaitivitiea, both a ~ 
and a cccWBJI could be obtained wi tb the •- speci .. . 

d . The pri.Mrv toxicity t .. t used in the datermin.aticm of 
a WEll should have an en~int in laboratory dilution 
water that ia close to. but not lS!!f!r than, the CNC 
and/ or CCC to which the WER ia to be l!IPPlied. 

e . Because the endpoint of the pri.m&ry teat in laboratoxy 
dilution water c&PPot be lower than the CMC and/or CCC, 
the ma!llritude of the WER is likely to becane cloaer to 
l •• the endpoint of the prilllllry test becanea closer to 
the CMC and/ or CCC (aee ~dix D). 

f. The WER obtained with t.be l)rimary teat ahould be 
confi~d wi th a ae;en4try teat. that uses a apeciea 
that is taxonOIIIically different from the speciea uaed 
in t he primary teat. 
l ) The endpoint of the secon~ teat may be higher gr 
~ thAn the CKC, the CCC. or the endpoint of the 
p r 111'110ry t e•t . 
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2) Beeeuaa of the limited nlllllber of toxici ty teats that 
bav. aenaitivitiea near the CMC or CCC for a -tal , 
it •- unreaaonable to require that the two 
apec:iaa .be further apart te.xDnOIIIically than being in 
different orders . 

1W different endpointa wi~h the au. apaciea -.t DOt 
be u.aed .. the primary and secondary teat.a. even if one 
endpoiDt ia lethal and t he other ia aubletbal. 

g . If .ore aeaaitiva toxicity testa generally give larger 
~ thaD l .. a sensitive teats, the ~ value of a 
WBR will u.aually be obtained uaing a toxicity teat 
whose endpoint in laboratory dilution water equals the 
OC or CNC. If such a teat is not uaed, the ~~~~Uti== 
possible WIR probably will not be obtained. 

h. Mo rationale exiata to aupport the idea that different 
species or testa with the a ... sensitivity will produce 
different WDa. Becauae the ~~ of action Pdght 
differ fraa speciea to species and/or from effect to 
effect, it is .. ay to speculate thAt in aoae eaaea the 
.. gnitude of a WD will depend to aoae -tent on the 
speciea, life etage, end/or ki11d of t .. t , but no data 
are available to aupport eoncluaiona concerning the 
cxiataDCe 1114/or .. gnitude of any auch differences. 

i. If the teats an othenri.ae acceptable, both CIIICWERa and 
ec~ 1M)' be detl%1lined uaing acute and/or chronic 
t .. ta and Wling lethal and/or sublethal endpointl. The 
ilaport&Pt eozuaideration ia the eenaitivity of the test, 
not the duration. apeeiea, life atege, or adverae 
effect uaed. 

j. ~ ia no reaaon to uee apaciae that occur at the 
site; th~ -.y be uaed in the determination of a WER if 
dee~. but: 
ll It might be difficult to determine which of the 

speci .. that occur at tbe aite are aenaitive to the 
-tal and are adaptable to laboratory conditions. 

21 Speeiea that occur at tbe site aigbt be harder to 
obtain in sufficient nUIIbera for conducting toxicity 
teats over the tasting period. 

31 Additicmal QA teats will probably be needed taae 
aection C.3 .b) because data are not likely to be 
available from other laboratorial for comparison 
with tbe results ill laboratory dilution vater. 

k. Bec:&u.ae • WBR ia a ratio of reaulta obtained with the 
, ... t:.eat in two different dilution vatara, toxicity 
teata that are used in WET testing , for example. may be 
u.aed, even if the national aquatic life guidelines 
(U.S. EPA 1985) do not allow use of the teat in the 
derivation of an aquatic life criterion . Of course , a 
teat wboaa endpoint in laboratory dilution water is 
below the CNC and/or CCC that ia to be adjuated cannot 
be used aa a prilllllry test . 
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1. Beca~s& there ia no rationale that suggest that i t 
makes any difference whether the test is conducted with 
a species that ia warmwater or coldwater, a fish or an 
invertebrate, or resident or nonresident at the. site, 
other than the faot that lesa sensitive testa are 
likely to give ~ller ~. such considerations as the 
availability of teat orgahiSliiS might be iaoortant in 
the selection of the teat. Information in Appendix I. 
a criteria document for the metal of concern (see 
Appendix E) , or any other pertinent source might be 
useful when selecting primary and secondary teats. 

m. A teat in which the teat organisms are not fed might 
give a different WER than a test in which the organi
are fed jUIIt ·because of the preal!llce of the food (see 
Appendix D) . "nlia might depend on the metal, the type 
and amount of food, and whether a total recoverable or 
diasolved WBR is deterlll.ined. 

Different testa with similar sensitivities are expected to 
give similar WERe, except for experillwntal variation. '%be 
purpose of the secondary teat ia to provide information 
concerning this a88IJIII)tion and the validity of the WER. 

t. Should a CIDCWBR or a ocdWER or both be determined? 

Thb question does not have to be answered if tbe 
criterion for the site contains either a CMC or a CCC but 
not both. Per 8Xallllle, a body of water that ia protected 
for put-and-take fiahin.g might have only o. CMC, whereas e 
stream whose design flow is zero might have only a CCC . 

When the criterion contains both a 0«: and a CCC, the 
ai=pliatic way to answer the question is to determine 
whether the CMC or the CCC controla the exiating permit 
limits; which one ia controlling depends on (al the ratio 
of the CNC to the CCC, (b) whether the number of mixing 
zones is zero, one, or two, and (c) which steadY-state or 
dynamic IDO<lel -• Ulled in the co.lculo.tion of the permit 
limite. A better way to ana-r the question would be to 
alec detarlll.ine how IIIUch the controlli.ttg value -.ould have 
to be changed for the other value to become controlling; 
thia might indicate that it would not be coat-effective . to 
derive, for example, a site-specific CMC laaCMCI without 
also deriving a site-specific CCC (asCCC) . There are also 
other possibili~iea: (1) It might be appropriate to uae a 
phased approach, i.e .• determine either the cmcWER or the 
cceWER and then decide whether to determine the other. 
(2) It might be a;prop:-iate end enviroDIDentally 
con.aervative to determine a WER that can be applied to 
both the OtC and the CCC. (3) It is always allowable to 
determine and Ulle both a CIDCWER and a cccwER, although 
both can be determined only if toxicity teats with 
appropriate sensitivities are available . 
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Because the phased approach co.n alwsya be used. it ia only _ 
illlportant . to decide whether to use a different approach 
when ita use might be coat-effective. Deciding whether to 
usa a different approach and aelecting which one to uae is 
cQq~lex becaUIIe a number of conaiderationa need to be 
talten int? account: · · 
a. Ie the CMC equal to or higher than the CCC? 

If the OC eQ\Ieb the CCC, two WERa cannot be 
detandned if they would be determined using the 
•- site water, but two WERa. could be determined if 
the c:mc:WD ano:f the cccW!:R would be determined using 
different eite waters, e.g . , waters that contain 
different concentrationa of the affluent. 

b. If the ONC ia higher than the CCC, ia there a toxicity 
ten wboae endpoint in laboratory dilution water ia 
bet- the 01: and the CCC? 

If the OC ia higher than the CCC and there ia a 
toxicity test Wboaa endpoint in laboratory dilution 
-ter ia betwaen the CMC and the CCC, both a OIICWEil 
and • ccoWD can be deterlll.ined. If the oc ia 
higher than the CCC but no toxic:i ty teat haa an 
endpoint in laboratory dilution water between the 
ac ud the CCC, two WERa cannot be daterlll.ined if 
they would be determined Ulling th• au. site water; 
two WD.a could be da.termined if they were determined 
using different site waters, e.g., waters that 
contain different ~oncentrationa of the affluent. 

c. waa e ateed.y-atete or a dynalll.ic model used in the 
calculation of the permit limite? 

:U. ia cQq~lex, but r ... onably clear, bow to -xe a 
decision when a atead.y-atate IIIOdel waa used, but it 
ia not clear bow a decision should be -de when a 
4Ynaaic IDO<lel waa Ulled. 

d. If a atead.y-atate IDO<lel was used, -re one or two 
design flows used, i.e., was the hydrologically baaed 
atead.y-atata method Ulled or was the biologically baaed 
atead.y-atate method used? 

WbCl the hydrologically baaed method ia uaed, one 
design flow ia Ulled for both the CMC and the CCC, 
whereas wh.n the biologically baaed method ia used, 
the:-a ia a OC design flw and a CCC design flaw. • 
When WERa are determined using downstream water, use 
of the biologically baaed method will probably cause 
the percent affluent in the site water used in the 
determination of the cmcWER to be· different from the 
percent effluent in the site water used in the 
determination of the cccWER; thus the two WERe 
should be determined using two different aite 
waters. This does not impact WER• determined using 
upatr~UU~~ wo.ter . 
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e. Is there an acute mixing zone7 Is tbere a chronic 
mixing %one? 

1 • When WERs are deterlllined using upstream water, 
the preaance or absence of mixing :ones has no 
ilrp«<c!t; the CIIICWEJ\ and the cceWER wiU both be 
determined using eit.e water that contains :ero 
perc:ent efflue.nt., i.e., the I:'WO WERa will be 
determined using the same aite water. 

2 . Bven when downstream water is used, whether there 
ia an acute mixing :one affects the point of 
application of the CMC or aeCMC, but it doea not 
affect the determination of any WEI\. 

3 . 'n'le exiatence of a c:hr·onic lllixing %one has 
illlportant i.q!licatione for the determination of 
WERa when downetrea~~~ water ia used Caee Appendix 
Al . When WERa are determined using downatream 
water, the cmawBR ahould be determined uaing 
water at the edge of the chronic mixing :one, 
whereaa the cccWER ahould be determined using 
water fr~ a c:OQplete-mix aituation, IIf the 
biologically baeed -thod ia uaed, the two 
different deaign flows should alae be talten into 
account when determining the percent effluent. 
that ahould be in the aiallated d.cNntltreiUII 
water. 1 'nlua the percent effluent in the aite 
wa t er uaed in the determination of the cmcwER 
will be cSifferent from the percent effluent in 
the aite water used in the determination of the 
ccCWER; this is illlportant becauae the -gnitude 
of a WER will often depend aubatantially on the 
percent effluent in tbe water (aee AppeniSu DJ. 

t. In what situations would it be environmentally 
conservative to determine one WBR and uae it to adjuat 
both the CIDCWER and the c:ccWER? 

Because (11 the ex: is nev1U' lotOer than the CCC and 
(2) a .ore sensitive telt will generally give a WER 
e.lo .. r to 1, it will be envi~tally conaervative 
to uae e CIDCWER to adjust: a CCC when there are no 
contradicting conaideraciona. In tbia c•ee, a 
c:mc:WER can be detUIIIined and uaed to edjuat both tbe 
OC: llDd the CCC. Beeauae water quality can atfact 
the WER, thia approach ia neceaaarily valid only if 
the cmcWER and the ccCWER are determined in the aue 
site water. Other eituationa i .n which it would be 
environmentally conservative to uae one WER to 
edjust both the CMC and the CCC are described below. 

These consideration. have one aet of i.q)licationa when 
both the c:mcWBR and ccc:WER are to be determined ueing the 
,.., site water, and another aet of iq)licationa when the 
two WERa are to be determined using different site waters, 
e.o . . when the site waters contain different 
concentrations of effluent. 
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When WERe are determined using upuream water, the same 
aite water is used in the determination of both the CIIIICWER 
and the ccc:WER. Whallever the two WDa are determined in 
the a- site water, asry difference in the lllllt:rnitude of 
the cmcWER and the cccWZk will probably be due to the 
senaitivities of the toxiciey testa used. 'n'lerefore: 
e. If .are aenaitive toxicity testa generally give larger 
~ thaD l .. a aenaitive teata, the _ .. ;.m ccCWER (e 
ccc:WD determined with a teat whoae endpoint equal.11 the 
CCCI .will uaually be larver than the .axi•m CIIICWER 
becauae the CCC il nwver higher thaD the OC:. 

b. Becau.e the CCC ia nwver higher than the OC:, the 
-.x1aa c::JIICWZR will uaually be Deller than the 11111xinP11 
ccc:WER an4 it will be envirom.ntally conaervative to 
u.e the c:a::WBR to edjuat the CCC. 

c. A ccc:WD can be determined a~rately fta~~ a CIIICWER 
only if there is e toxicity test with an endpoint in 
laboratory dilution water that is betwen the otC and 
the CCC. If no such test exists or can be dwviaed, 
only a aw::WD can be determined, but it can be used to 
edjuat both the ex: and the CCC. 

d . Unleaa the ~rim&Qtal variation i a inc:reaeed, use of 
a ccc:WZil, inat .. d of a CIIICWBR, to adju.t the CCC will 
u.ually illprove the accuracy of the reaulting lite
apecific CCC. 'n'lua a ccc:WER 11111y be determined and uaed 
whenwver deaired, if a toxicity test baa llD endpoint in 
laboratory dilution water between the OC: and the CCC. 

a. A ccc:WZil cADDot be uaed to adjust a oc: if the cceWER 
waa detenained uaino an endpoint that waa l.,....r than 
the OC: in laboratory dilution water becau.se it will 
probably reduce the lwvel of protection. 

f. even it there ia a toxicity teat that baa an endpoint 
in laboratory dilution water that is bet-.n the OC: 
and the CCC, it ia not neceasary to decide initially 
whether to detead!le a ~ and/or a cec:WD. When 
upatr- -ter ia uaed, it i a al~a allowable to .. 
det~e e caewER and u.e it to derive a site-apec1f1c: 
CMC and e aite-apecific CCC and than decide whether to 
determine a ccc:MZR. 

g . If there ia a toxicicy t est whose endpoint in 
laboratozy dilution water ia bet- the CCC and the .. 
CMC, and if tbia teat ia uaed as the secondary test 1n 
the deteraination of tbe CIIICWER, this test will provide 
information that ahould be very useful for deciding 
whether to determine a cccWER in addition to a c:mcWER . 
Further, if it is decided to determine a cccWER, the 
same two testa uaed in the determination of the cmcWER 
could then be uaed in the determination of the ccc:WER, 
with a rwveraal of their roles aa primary an4 secondary 
testa. Alternatively, a CIIICWER and a ccc:WER could be 
determined aimultaneoua1y if both testa are conducted 
on each aample of aite water . 
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When ~ are determined using downstream water. the 
magnitude o f each WER will probably depend on the 
concentr•tion of effluent in the downatr~ water uaed 
(aee ~endix D ) • 'rbe first i.q)ortant consideration ie 
whether the deeign flow ia greater than z:ero, and the 
second ia Whether there i a a chronic mixing zone. 
a . If the c!eaign flow is zero, CII>CWERe and/ or ccc:WEJU that 

are determined for design-flow conditions will both be 
determined in 100 percent effluent. 'rhus this case i8 
similar to using upat-reU\ water in that both WER.a are 
determined in the same aite water. When W!Ra are 
determined for high- flow conditions, it will make a 
difference whether a chronic mixing zone needs to be 
e.Jten into account, which ia the second consideration. 

b. If there b no chronic aixing zone, both WBila will be 
determined for the c~lete-mi.x situation; this case ia 
similar to udng upstream water in that both WERe are 
determined using the e.- aite water. If there is a 
chronic mixing zone, CIIICWBRa should be determined in 
the site water that .xiats at the edge of the chronic 
adx!ng zone. whereas ccCWERa should be determined for 
the c~late..mx aituation (see Appendix A) • 'rbua the 
percent efflueat will be higher in the site water used 
in the 4etermination of the ~ than in the aite 
water uJed in the determination of the cccWER. l!lecause 
• lite water with • higher J)ercent effluent will 
probably give e larger WBil than a aite ,..ter with a 
1-.r percent effluent. both a c::IIICM!:R and a ccCWER can 
be determined even if there ia n.o test whose endpoint 
in laboratory dilution wate.r is between the ex and the 
CCC. 'nler·e are opposing conaiderationa, bovever: 
1 ) "nle lite water u.ed in the determination of the 

CIIIC'ofER lotill probably have a higher percent effluent 
than the dte water used in the determination of the 
ccCWBR, which will tend to cause the cmcWER to be 
larger then the cccWER. 

2J If there ia a toxicity teat wboae endpoint in 
laboratory dilution water ia bet- tbe ex and the 
CCC, use of • 1110ra aenaitive teat in the 
determination of the ccc:WER will tend to cause tha 
cccW!:R to be larger than the CIIICW!R. 

One con1equence of theae opposing ccnaiderationa ia that 
it ia not known whether uae of the cmcWBR to adjust the 
CCC would be enviro~ta~ly con.ervative; if thia 
simplification i1 not known to be conservative, it should 
not be used. 'l'bua it ia ialportant whether there ie a 
toxicity teat whose endpoint in laboratory dilution water 
ie between the CHC and the CCC: 
a. If no toxicity teat hal an endpoint in laboratory 

dilutio11 water between the CMC and the CCC. the two 
WBRa have to be determined with the same teat, in which 
caae tht cmewER will probably be larger because the 
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percent effluent in the aite water will be higher. 
hcause of the difference in percent effluent in the 
aite -tara that should be used iD the determinations 
of the two ~. uae of the CIIIC'WZR to adjust tbe ccc 
would POt be anvir~tally conaervative, but use ot: 
the cc~ to adjust the ex would be enviroamentally 
c:on.uvativ.. Although both WBJ\1 could be determined. 
it would alao be acceptable to dateraine only tha 
cedeD eD4 use it to adjust both the CHC and the ccc. 

b. If there i8 a toxicity teat wbo., endpoint in 
laboratory dilution water ia bet..an the ex and the 
CCC. the two WDa could be dete.ndned using different 
toxicity tut.a. AD anviro-tally conaervative 
alteraative to date.raining two 1IIRa would be to 
det&DUDe a eybrid WD by using (ll a toxicity teat 
wboaa endpoint ia ~the OMC (i.e., a toxicity teat 
that ia appropriate for the detez:mination of a CIIICWERI 
and (2) aite water for the coap~te-~ situation 
(i.e., aita -tar e,ppropriate for the deteraination ot 
ccctfllt) . It would be anviroumantally conaarvative to 
usa tbia !wbri4 MD to adjust tJw OMC and it would be 
anvu--tally conae~tive to use thia ~rid MER to 
a4just the CCC. Altho\lgh both 1IIRa could be 
dataraifted, it would aleo be acceptable to determine 
anly tbe b,ytlrid WD and use it to adjust both the CHC 
and tbe CCC. l'fhia !wbricS MD daacribed here in 
paragraph b ie the .... aa the cc:C'M!:R described in 
Ji;*regrapb a above in which DO tOKic:ity teat bad an 
endpoint in laboratory dilution lAter between the OMC 
and the CCC. J 

5. Bow llhou.lc1 • P'MD be derived? 

ltskqrgup4 

a.cause of ~tal .ariation and variation in the 
CCIIIIPOsition of surface -tara and affluanta. a single 
deteraination of a WD dou not provide sufficient 
infor.ation to justify adjus~t of a criterion . After a 
autUciant n\lllbar of MDat have bean deterained in an 
acceptable -.nner. a PiDal Mate.r-•Uect Ratio IPWERl ia· 
dari ve4 froa the ND.a, and the PWD ia then used to 
~culate tha aita-~cific cri terion. If both • aite-
8P~Qific OMC and a aite-8P4Cific CCC are to be derived, 
both a CIICPWZil ud a cccPWD have to be derived, unless an 
anvi~tally conservative eatt..te ia used in place of 
the C2IICl'WD and/or the cccPWIJ\. 

t«ban a WEll ia cSetaraiDed using upatream water, the two 
-jor aourcaa of variation in the tiD are Ia) variability 
in the quality of the upstreiUII water, much of ~ch might 
be related to aeaaon and/or flow, end (b) experimenta~ 
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variation. When a WER ia determined in downnrat.lll wat.a·r, 
the four major sources of variation are lal variability in 
the quality of the upstret.lll water, JnUCh of which might be 
related to ••~eon and/or flow, {b) ~er~tal vaciotion, 
(c) variability in the ca.position of the affluent, end 
ldl variability in the percellt effluent in tha downatraalll 

water. Variability and the possibility of mistak .. and 
rare evente Mke it necessary to try to COIIIpraaiee bet
Ill providing • high probability of adequate protection 
end 121 placing too much reliance on the ..alleat 
experimentally determined WBR. which might reflect 
experimental variation, a misteke, or a rare event rather 
tha:1 a Man.ingful difference in the WBR. 

Various ways can be ~loyad to address variabilit.Y: 
•· Replication can be uaed to reduce the illpaet of •~ 

sources of variation and to verity the t.pQrtanca of 
othen. 

b . Because variability in the campoaition of the effluent 
might contribute substantially to the variability of 
the WER, it lllight be deairable to obtain end store two 
or more samples of the affluent at elightly different 
t.U.a, with tha selection of the sampling t!.ea 
dependl.ng on such characteristics of the discharge u 
the average retention t1me, in caee an unu.ua1 MER is 
obtained with the firet sample used. 

c . Becauae of the possibility of llliataku and rare events, 
samples of affluent and upetreaJII water abou.ld be large 
enollgh that portions can be etored for later testing or 
analyses if an unusual WBR ie obtained. 

d. It might be possible to reduce the imp«ct of the 
variability in the percent effluent in the downatre
water b.Y establishing a relationship betw.cn the WBR 
and the percent effluent. 

Confounding of the aourcea can be a probl• when .:>re than 
one source contributes substantial variability. 

When permit lilllita era calculated using a ataady•.tate 
JDOdel, the lilllita are baaed on a design flow, e.g., the 
7Q~O. It ie u.u.ally a as~ that a concentration of .. tal 
in an effluent that doaa not eauae unacceptable affacts. at 
the dea1gn !low will not cause unacceptable affects at 
lligher flows bacauaa the .. tal ia diluted l!y the incraaaad 
!low of the upstreUI water. Decreased protection aight 
occur, however, if an increase in flow incraaaee toxicity 
more than it dilut .. the coccentration of .. tal. MbeD 
permit limita are b .. ed on a national criterion, it is 
often aasu.ed that the criterion is sufficiently 
conservative that an incraaaa in toxicity ,nu not be 
great enough to ovanlhalln tba combination of dilution and 
the assUU~ed conservatism, even though it is likely that 
the national criterion ia not overprotective of all bodies 
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of war.ar. When WBR.a are uaed to reduce the assumed 
conservatism, ther• is mora concern about the poasibil~ty 
of increased toxicity at !lowe higher than the design flow 
end it ia t.port.ant to Ill determine ICIM WERe that 
correspond to higMr flOWII or (2) provide aCIM 
conauvati-. If the concentration of affluent in the 
downat~ ... tar cSacraasaa aa flow incraaaaa, WDa 
cSater.ined at higher flows are liltaly to be -ller than 
WDa detu:ai.Dad at cSaaig:n flow but tba concentration of 
.. ta.l will alao be lower. If the concentration of TSS 
inc:raaau at bioh tlowa, however, both the WEft and the 
coocantntioo of .. tal Jligbt increase. If th.y are 
det~ in an appropriate MDner. WDa determined at 
flows bighu than the duign tl~ can be u.ed in two ways: 
a. Aa envi~tally CODBU'Yat1V8 eat~tU Of WBR.a 

detarained at design flow. 
b. '1'0 aaaaes wbetber WBR.a determined at design tlCN will 

provide adequate protection at higher flows . 

In order to appropriately take into account eeaeonal and 
flow affects and tbair intuaetiona, both W8Ye ot u.ing 
bigb-tlow 'MD.a require that the downatr ... -tar uaed in 
the det~tiOD of the WBR be aimilu to that which 
actually .xiata during the t!.e of c:oncem. In addition, 
high-flow ND.a can be uaed in the sec:on4 way only it tba 
caapoaition of the downatraaa watu ia ltnowr:l. 1'o aatiaty 
the raquir-ta that Ia) the downatr- water used in the 
deterllin.atioo of a WBR be similar to the actual water and 
Cbl the c:a.poaitioo of the downatraaa water be known, it 
ia necessary to obtain •UIIPlU of affluent and upatraaa 
-tar at the t~ of concern and to prepare a ai.JIIulated 
downat~ water b.Y aixillg the saq,lu at the ratio of the 
flows of tha effluent and the 11Pitr ... water that existed 
'When the •UIIPlaa -r• obtained. 

For the tint w-.y of uaing high-flow WDa, th.y are uaec! 
directly as envi~tally conservative ut.i.-etea of t.be 
duign-flow MER. For the second way of u.ing high-flCN 
MI:Ra, each ia u.ed to calculate the bigbeat concentration 
of -tal that c:ou.ld be in the effluent witbol.lt cau.ing the 
concentration of -tal in the downa1:raaa water to exceed 
the aite-~cific criterion that would be derived for that 
-tar u.ing the u:pen-tally det.aJ:'IIined WD. 'ntia 
highest concentration of -tal in the effluent (BOCEI can 
be calculated aa: 

._ • ucxq ,._, saruw • U!l.Q!!) 1 - "!!CD!J!:l !!!I'UI!) 1 
en.DII 

where: 
CCC • the national, atat.a, or recalculated CCC lor CMCl 

that ia to be adjusted. 
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eFLOW • the f1.0iol oL the effluent tbat was the basis of the 
preparation of the a~ated downstrea= water. 
~ia should be the tlow of the effluent that 
exiated when the samples -r• talten. 

UFLOW • the fl01o1 of the upstream water that was the basis 
of the preparation of the simulated downstreaJD 
water. 'n>is should be the flow of the upetreUI 
water that existed when the e~les were taken. 

uCONC • the c-oncentration of llleta l in the s~le of 
upstream wat~r used in the preparation of the 
simulated downstream water. 

In order to calClllate e HOG fr0111 an experilnentally 
deterwdned WER, the only information needed besides the 
flow. of the effluent and the upstream water is the 
concentration of -trt in the upatrea.m water, which •hould 
be meaeured anyway in conjunction with the dete~nation 
of the WER. 

When a atea~-atate model is ueed to derive permit limits, 
the limits on the effluent a_pply at all flOWII; thus, each 
HOG Call be uead to calculate the highest WER (bWER) that 
could be ueed to derive a site-specific criterion for the 
downstreu water a t deeign flow so that there would be 
adequate protection a t the flow for which the HCMB wae 
dete:rmined. 'nle hWER ie calculated ae : 

blfD • IRDdl'l ~~~ 

'nle euttix 'df ' indica tes that the values used for these 
quantities in the calculation of the hWBR are those that 
exiet at deaigu-flow conditions. 'nle additional datum 
n"ded in order to calculate the bWEa ia tbe concentration 
of -tal in upstr.- -ter at deaigu-flow conditiona : if 
this ia assumed to be zero, the hWilR will be 
envi ronmenta lly conservative. If a WER ia determined when 
uf'lO'I equal• the duign flow. bWER • WER. 

'nle two ~s of using W£Ra dete:rminad at flow. higher than 
design flow can be illustra ted using the follooring 
~lee. These examples wer e formulated using the 
concept oC additivity of liiER8 (eee App.ndix G). A WER 
dete~ned i n downstraaD vater conaiats of two c~nents, 
one due to the affluent (the eWER) and one due to the 
upstream water ( the uWER). 'If the eWBR and uWER are 
strictly additive, When WER8 are de termined a t various 
upstream flows. the downatrau WERe can be ca lculated from 
the oompoaition of the downatream water !the ' effluent 
and the ' upstreaJn water) and the two WER.a (the eWER and 
the uWER) using the equation: 

In tbe ~lu below, it ia auumed that: 
a. A eite-~ific CCC i s being derived. 
b. ~ natiooal CCC ie 2 ug/L. 
c. ~ eMIR ie , 0, 
d . ~ eMIR aDd uWZR are conatant and strictly additive. 
. , ~ flow of tha a fflu.at (eFLOW) is a lways 10 cfe . 
t. 'l'be daaigu U .ow of t;be upatr•- water lu.l"LLMdf) is co 

cfa . 
'ftlerefore: 

._. ti2&W/L)(!ral(tOc1's•~l- !IUCD!C)I!!P'LC!!)l . 
10. z. 

In tile firat ~le, the uWD ie aaeumed to be 5 and s o 
tbe upatraaa e ite-epecific CCC (uaaCCC) • ICCCI (uWER) • 
(2 ug/L)(5) • 10 ug/L. UC0NC ia aeau.ad to be 0.4 Ug/L, 
whicb ..-na tbat tbe asaimilativa ca~city of the upatream 
water ie 9.6 uo/L. 

eP'LOif \&FLOW A1i ~sa~•~~• m1 Bee hMER 
~ ~ L.I1L. 1.Jla. I!IIZ ..1lWloL 

10 40 20.0 80.0 12.000 l18.c 12.00 
10 63 13.7 86 .3 9.795 140.5 14.21 
10 90 10 . 0 90.0 8.500 166 . 4 16.80 
10 190 5.0 95.0 6.750 262 .c 26.40 
10 490 2.0 tB.O 5 . 700 550.c 55.20 
10 990 1 . 0 99.0 5 . 350 1030.& 103.20 
10 1.990 0 . 5 99.5 5.175 1990.c 199.20 

Aa tha flow of the upatr._ water ineraaeea , the NER 
decr.aaes to a liaiting value equal to uWZR. Becauee the 
ueiailative c.pacity ie gruter than sero, the ROCEs and 
bMBRa in~• 4ue to the increaeed dilution of tbe 
ef1luct. '1ba increaee in bWER at higher flows will not 
allow eny use of the u d.mila tive c:a~city of the upstream 
- ter because the allowed concentration of -tal in the 
effluct ie controlled by the loweat bWER, whicb ie the 
4eaigu-flow bleD in thi• ~la. Any NER datez:lldned at a 
higher now can be used as an environmantally conservative 
.. timate of tbe design-flow NER, and the hWERa ehow that 
the WER of 12 providee adequate protection a t al l flows. 
When uFLOW equala the design flow o f &0 eta, WER • hWER. 
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In the second example. uWER i a assumed to be 1 , whic h 
~• that usaca: • 2 ug/ L . uCONC is assumed to be 2 
ug/ L, 8 0 that uCONC • ussCCC . 'nl.e aasilllilati ve capacity 
of the upstream water ia 0 ug/ L . 

eFLOW uFLOW a' ctmlr)~~~~ Hi~ HCME hWER 
~ ~ J....UL.. .uza.. lml. ..l.lWJ.&l 

10 40 20 . 0 80 . 0 8.800 80 . 00 8.800 
10 63 13.7 86 . 3 6 . 343 80 . 00 8 . 800 
10 90 10.0 90. 0 • . 900 80 . 00 8 . 800 
10 190 5.0 95.0 2 . 950 80 . 00 8 . 800 
10 uo 2 . 0 98 .0 1.780 80 . 00 8 . 800 
10 990 1 . 0 99.0 1.390 80. 00 8.800 
10 1990 0 . 5 99.5 1.195 80.00 8.800 

All the WERa in this exaq>le are lower than the CCIII1Parable 
WER8 in the first example because the uWER dropped from 5 
to l; the limiting value of the WER at very high flow is 
1. Also, the HO«Es and h\li'EIIll are independent of flow 
because the increased dilution does not allow any more 
~~~ectal to be discharged when ueol«: • usaa:c, i.e ., when the 
auim.ilative eapecity is zero . All in the first example, 
any WER detetmined at a flow higher than design flow can 
be used as an environmentally conservative estimate of the 
deaignr flow HER and tbe bWE:Ra show that the WElt of 8. 8 
detetmined at design flow will provide adequate protection 
at all flows for wlticb i n!o:DIIIItion is available . When 
uFLOW equals the design flow of 40 cfs, WER • hWER. 

In the third exaJI;)le. uWER ill us~ to be 2, whic:h means 
that uaaa:c • • ug/ L. uCONC ia assumed to be 1 ug/L; thus 
the assimilative capacity of the upatream water ia 3 ug / L . 

eFLOW uFLOW l.t cam11t1 I:S.ia Hex£ hWER 
~ ~ LUL..~ lfJZ ..l.lWJ.&l 

10 •o 20.0 8 0 .0 9 . 600 92 . 0 9 . 60 
10 63 13 . 7 86.3 7 • .206 98 . 9 10 . 29 
10 90 10 . 0 90 . 0 5 . 800 107.0 11 . 10 
10 190 5.0 95.0 3 . 900 137.0 14.10 
10 490 :z .o 98 . 0 2 . 760 227.0 23.10 
10 990 1.0 99.0 2 . 380 377 . 0 38.10 
10 1!190 0 . 5 !19 . 5 2.190 677 . 0 68 .10 

All the WERa in this ~le are intermediate between the 
eClq)ara.ble WEJI.I in the first two ~lea because the uWER 
ia now 2 , wtU.c:h ia bet-- 1 and 5; the limiting value of 
the WER at veey high flow il 2 . U i.n the other ~les, 
any WER determined a t a flow higher than design flow can 
be used aa an environmentally conservati ve estimate of the 
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design- flow WD and the hWERs show that the WER of 9 . 6 
deterained at design !low will provide adequate protection 
at all tl0W11 for which information h available . When 
un.cM equals the design flow of 40 cfs, WER • hWEJI.. 

If this t~rd exa~~~~Ple ia au~ to be subject to acidic 
a~t in the 8PrilllJ eo that the eWER end uWEit ere len
than-ad4itive and result in a WEI\ of 4 . 8 (rather than 5.8) 
at a un.ow of 90 cfa, the ~ Hom would be 87 ug/L, and 
tn. ~ bMD would be 9 .1 . 'nUs hWER i .s lower than the 
design-flow WBR of 9.6, eo the site-specifi c cr iterion 
would have to be derived using the W!R of 9 .1. rather than 
the design-flow NI:R. of 9 . 6 , in order to provi de the 
i.nt~ level of protection. If the eWER and uwmt -r.• 
1us-than-ad4itive only to the extent that the third WER 
,... 5.3, tn. third BOCB would be 9? ug/L and the th.ird 
bWD would be 10.1. I.n this ease, dilution by the 
ine~sed flow would more than e~ensate for the WEJI.I 
being leas-th&D-ad4itive, eo that the design-flow WER of 
9.6 would provide adequate protection at a uPLOW of 90 
eta. AuXiliary i.nfo:DIIIItion might indica te whether an 
unusual MD ie rMl. or ie an accident; for ex.u.ple, if the 
bardnus. alllali.nity, and pJl of an-lt are all low, this 
~~tion would support a low wmt . 

If the eWD and uWD wu-e more-than-additive ao that the 
third MD -• 10, this WER would not be an envirou..ntally 
CODBervative eatimate of the deaign-flow WER. If a WER 
detetmined at a higher flow is to be used aa an estimate 
of the deaign-flow WER and there ia reason to believe that 
the eNER and the uWER might be more-than-additive, a teat 
for ed4itivity can be perfo~d (see Appendix G) • 

calculating IIOG!e and hMEb is atraightforvard if the WERa 
are baaecl OD tn. total recoverable _.sur-t . If they 
are baaed on tbe diasolvecl .... IU"-t, it is naceasary to 
take into ac:c:ount the percent of the total recoverable 
-tal in the effluent that bec:oaes diaaolved in the 
downatrMIII -tar. 

To ~IU"e ad~te protection, a group of WBRa ahould 
include one or more WBRs corresponding to flows near the 
deaign flow, u -11 aa one or more WERa corresponding to 
higher flows. 
a. caleu.letion of bWERa fn= WEJI.I determined a\:. various 

flows and a .. aona identifiea the highut WEll that can 
be u.ed in the derivation of a a i te-speeifie criterion 
and still provide adequate protection at all flows for 
whicb WEJI.I are available . Use of bWERs elilllinatea the 
need to aaau.e that WBRa determined at design flow will 
provide adequate protection at higher flows . Because 
hW£1\a are calculated to apply at design flow, they 
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«PPlY to the flow on which the perftit limits are bAsed. 
The loweat of the hMZRe ensurea adequa t e protection a t 
all flow- , if hHERa are available for a sufficient 
reno• o f flow. , aeaaoca , and other conditione . 

b. Uftleea additivity ie aaeumed, a WER cannot be 
.xtnpolated trcm one flow to another and therefore it 
ia not poeeible to predict a deaign-flow WER from a WER 
deterained a t other cao4itione . The l argeat WER ia 
likely to occur a t CSedgn flow because, of the U0W11 
duriAg Wbicb protection ie to be provided, the design 
flow ia t he flow a t which the highest concentrat ion of 
effluent will probably occur in the downstream water . 
'ftlia largeat WKR bee to be uper.u.ntally determined; 
it cannot be predicted . 

The ~lea a l ao illuatra t e that if the concentration of 
met al in the upatre~ water ia below the site-epecific 
crit.eriao for that water , in t he limit of infillite 
dilution of the efflueat with upstream water , th~e will 
be adequate protection. The concern, therefore , ia for 
int~ate l evala of dilution. Even if the a aai.ll\ilative 
~city i a aero, u ill the eecond ex.IUI\?le, the·re ia more 
coacem et t he lower or intermediate flow., when the 
affluent load ia atill a !Mjor portion of the total load. 
than at higher flow. when the effluent load ie • minor 
c:aotri.butioo. 

7bt PR'iiRP' 

To enaure adequate protectiou over • range of flows , two 
typee o f WERe need to be det ermined; 
Type 1 WU. are daterailled by obtailliD,g ·~lea of 

effluent end upet~reaa wat er when the dowruot:re.m 
flo.~ 1e bet- one end two ti.-e higher than 
wbat it would be under 4eaign-fl- conliitione. 

Type ~ MDII are datenai.ned by obtaining eUC>lee of 
effluent and upatreaa wat er when the d~atream 
flow i a be~ two end ten t i.-a higher than 
wbat i t would be under deaign-tlow conditions . 

The only difference between the two typee of e~les is. 
the downatr- fl- a t the time the ea=pl ee are t aken. 
For both typee of WDa, the aaJII5)lea ebould be mixed a t the 
ratio of the flow- tbat existed when the aa=pl ea - re 
taltan 10 that aeaeooal and n--related cb&llgu in the 
water quality cberacteriatica of the upstream wat e r a re 
properly related to the flow at vhic.h they occurred . The 
ratio at which tha &UIPl .. are mixed doea not. have to be 
the exact ratio thet axiated When the sample• were taken, 
but the ratio baa to be known, which is ~ siJnul ated 
downatreaa water i a uaad. For each type 1 WER and ea ch 
Type 2 WER t hat i e det ermined, a hWER is calculated. 
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Ideally, euffici ent nu.bera of both typea of WERe would be 
av.ilable and .. cb WER would be eufficiently preciee and 
accurate and the Type l WDa would be auftieiently aiailar 
that the P1diR could be the o-tric - of the ~ 1 
WDa, Wlleaa the PMD had to be lowered becauae of cme or 
.,n h~. U eA e4equate allllber of oae or both typee of 
NDa ie not available , eA envinx.entelly conaervative WER 
or hWBR ehould be uaed ae t he PMD . 

'lbree Type 1 aDd/or 'JYpe ~ WD.a , 'lllbic:b were datezminad 
uail:lg acceptable procedure• aDd for whic:h there -r• a t 
l .. at three -.ke bet- allY two eapli11g evanta, -..e be 
available in order for a P1diR to be derived. If three or 
eore ar. available, the PMD Jhould be derived frcm the 
NDa aDd liHERa uaing the loweat nllllbared option wboee 
requira.enta are aatiaf i ed: 
1. If there an two or eore 'JYpe 1 WIRa : 

a . If at l .. at ninatecn ~cant of all of tbe WERe are 
Type :2 ~. the darivatiao of the ni'D ~ oo 
the propartiea of the 'JYpe 1 Wllb: 
ll If the reAII'e of the Type 1 WIRa ia DOt greater 

tban a factor of 5 and/or the range of the ratioa 
of the Type 1 MD to tha c:aocantratioa of •tal 
in the aiallated downat~r- water ia DOt greater 
then a factor of 5 , the PMKR ia the lowe~r of (al 
the adjuated 11'-tric ..aD (a .. Figura 2 1 of a ll 
of the Type 1 WDa and (b) the 1oweat bMZR. 

21 If the rano• of the Type 1 waa ia gr .. ter then a 
factor of 5 aDd the rano• of the ratioa of the 
Type l MD to the coacantration of •tal in tbe 
aiallated downatr- water 1a or-tar then e 
factor of 5, the PMD ia the loweat of (a l tha 
l_.at Type 1 MD, lbl the 1-t bND., and (c;) 
the v-tric ~ of all the Type 1 aDd Type :2 
WII:RII , Wlle .. en analyaia of the joiAt 
p~ilitiM of the occurranc:u of WIRa and 
• tal c:aocantratioca iAdicat .. thet a higher WER 
'WOU.ld nill provide the l aval of protection 
illtaded by the tTiterioa. IIJPA 1Atanda to 
provide vuickllc:e c:aocenU.zlg auc:h en analyaia .I 

b . lf laaa t hen nineteen parcat ot all ot the WBRe ar• 
Type :2 WI::Ra , the PWD u the l ower of (ll the l oweat 
Type 1 wm and (21 the loweat !lMD. 

:2 . lf tllara i a one Type l WIIR, the fWD ia the loweet of 
(e l tha 'JYpe 1 MD, lb ) the loweat bWIR, and (c;) the 
gecaetric ~of a .ll of the Type 1 end Type~ WERe . 

3 . If there ere DO Type 1 lfllla , the PMD ia the lOOof&.t of 
l e l th• loweat Type 2 MD end lbl the 1-t bMD . 

lf fewwr than thr .. WBRa are available and a aite-~ific 
criterion ia to be derived uaing a MER or a FWBR, the MER 
or ~ hila to be aaa~ to be 1. IIXulplaa of deriving 
FWERI uaing thaae optiona are preaentad in Figure 3. 
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The options are des i gned to ensure that ' 
a . The opt ions apply equally well to ordinary flowing 

waters and to streams whose design flow i s zero . 
b. The requir~ts for deriving the FWER as something 

other thart the lowest WER are not too stringent. 
c . The probability is high that the criterion will be 

adequately protective at all flows , regardless of t he 
a1110unt of data that are available. 

d . The generation of both types of WERe is encouraged 
because enviroiiD*ltal conservatifll!l is built in if both 
types of WERe are not available in acceptable numbers , 

e . The amount of conservatism decreases as the quality and 
quantity of the available data increase. 

The requirement that three WERs be available is baaed on a 
jud~t that fewer W£Ra will not provide sufficient 
information. The requir~t t hat at least nineteen 
percent of all of the available WERs be Type 2 WERs is 
based on a judgment concerning what constitutes an 
adequate mix of the two types of WERa : when there are five 
or more WER.s, at least one-fifth should be Type 2 WERs . 

Because each of these options for deriving a FWER is 
expected to provide adequate protection, atJyone who 
dedre.a to determine a PWER can generate three or more 
appropriate WERs and use the option that correspond5 to 
the WERs that are available . The options that utilize the 
least useful WERs are ~cted to provide adequate 
protection because of the way the PWBR is derived from the 
WER.s . It i s intended that , on the average, Option la will 
result i n the highes t l'WSR, and so i t is recoamended that 
data generation should be designed to satisfy the 
;requir-ta bf this option if possible. For ex.a~QPle , if 
two Type 1 WERs have bean determined, determining a third 
Type l WER will require use of Option lb, Whereas 
determining a ~ 2 WER will require use of Option la. 

Calculation of the PWER as an adjusted gecaetric mean 
raises· three iaaues: 
a . The level of protection would be greater if the lowest 

WER, rather than an adjusted mean, were uaed aa the 
FWER. Although true, the intended level of protection 
ia provided by the natio n«l aquatic life criterion 
derive d according to the national guidelines; wben 
sufficient data are available and it i s clear how the 
data should be used, there ia no reason to add a 
aubstantial margin of aafety and thereby change the 
intended level of protection . Oae of an adjusted 
geametric mean ia acceptable if sufficient data are 
available concerning the WBR to demonstrate that the 
adjusted geometric mean will provide the intended level 
of protection . Use of t he lowest of three or more WERs 
would be justified, if , for example, the criterion had 
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been lowered to protect a commercially important 
species and a WER determined wi th that apeciea waa 
l~r than WERII determined with other 11peciea . 

b . 'l'he level of protect.ion would be great«tr if the 
adjuat.ent waa to a probability of 0 . 9$ rather than to 
a probability of 0.70. Aa above, the intended level o f 
protection ia provided by the natiOn«l aquatic life 
crite-rion derived according to the national guide linea. 
'l'hare ia no need to aubstantially incrs~ae the level of 
protection when aite-apecific criteria are derived. 

c . It would be easier to uae the more cc.a101:1 arithiDetic 
me&n, ellpeci.ally because the gec:aetric -an ueually 
does not provide much more protection than the 
ariu-tie me&n . Although true, use of the gec:aetric 
me&n rather than the arithiDetic -an ie justified on 
the baaia of atatiatica and math-tics.; uae of the 
gec:aetric a.an ia alao conaiatent with the intended 
1.,.1 of protection . Oee of the aritlm•tic ~ is 
IIPPI"OPriate when the values can range from ainua 
infinity to plus infinity, 'l'be gec-.trie mean IGNI ia 
~valent to using the arit~tie -an. of the 
logaritlDa of tbe valuea . WDa cannot be negative, but 
the logaritm. of NBR.a can . 'l'be c!iatribution of the 
logaritm. of NBR.a is therefore mora likely to be 
normally c!iatributed than ia the c!iatribution of the 
NBR.a. 'l'hus, it is better to use the aMI of WBRa. In 
addition, When dealing with quotienta, use of the GN 
reducea a~ta about the correct way· to do ac:ae 
caleuJ.atiOiii beC:.ul6 th6 IUI6 ~ itt otitain~ in 
ditfarent waya. Por ex.aple, if WBIU • • INli/IDll and 
WER2 • IN21/(D21. then theGN of WBIU aiDd WBR.2 givea 
the aame value aa [(GN of N1 and N2)/(GM of Dl and D211 
and alao equals the aquare root of 
([IN111N2)J/[1Dl)ID21]) . 

~ime the FWBR is derived as the loweat of a aeriea of 
expertm.Dtally determined WBRa and/or bWB!~, the magnitude 
of the PNER will depend at leaat in part c::tn experimental 
variation . There are at leaat three waya that the 
influence of ~r~tal variation on tbt1 FWBR can be 
~;educed: 
a . A W!R determined with a primary teat CIID be replicated 

and the geanetrie -.an of the replieattta used as the 
value of the WER f"or that determinatiOill . Than the FWER 
would be the loweat of a number of geoa.etrie -ana 
rather than the lowest of a nUIIIber of i.ndividual WBRa . 
'llo be true replica tea, the replicate dlnterminatione of 
a WER abould not be baaed on the aame t:eat in 
laborato~ dilution wate:r, the aame aaa~le of aite 
water, or the same s~le of effluent. 

b . If, for exaq:.le, Option 3 ill to be usee! with three 'tYPe 
2 WBRa and the endpoints of both the pdmary and 
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secondary testa in laboratory dilution water are above 
the CMC and/or CCC to which the WER is to apply, WER3 
can be deterlllined with both the pr~ry and secondary 
tests for each of the three sampling times. For eacb 
sampling tUlle, the geametdc mean of the WEll obtained 
with the primary test and the WER obtained with the 
secondary teat could be calculated; then the lowest of 
these three ge~tric means could be used as the FWER. 
The three WERa cannot consist of same WBRs det~ned 
with one of the testa and same WERa determined with the 
other test; similarly the three WERe cannot consist of 
a combination of individual WERs obtained with the 
primary and/or secondary tests and geometric means of 
results of primary and secondary tests. 

c. As mentioned above, because the variability of the 
effluent might contribute substantially to the 
variability of the WERe, it might be desirable to 
obtain and store more than one sample of the effluent 
when a WER is to be determined in case an unusual WER 
is obtained 'with the first sample used. 

Examples of the first and second ways of reducing the 
~ct of experimental variation are presented in Figure 
~. 'ftle availability of these alternatives does not 111ean 
that th~ aTe necessarily coat-effective. 

6. For Jnetala Whose criteria are hardness-dependent, at what 
hardness should WERa be determined? 

The 1asue of ftar4Dass bears on such topics as acclimation 
of teat organisms to the site water, adjustment of the 
hardness of the site water, and how an experimentally 
determined WER should be uaed. If all WERe were 
determined at design-flow conditions, it .Ught seem that 
all WERa should be determined at the design-flow hardness. 
Some permit limits, however, are not baaed on the hardness 
that is moat likely to occur at design flow; in addition, 
conducting all teats at deaign~~low conditions provides no 
information concerning whether adequate protection will be 
provided at other flows. 'ftlus, unless the hardnesses of 
the upstream water and the effluent are similar and do not 
vary with flow, the hardness of the a.ite water will not . be 
the same for all WER determinations. 

Because the toxicity testa should be begun within 36 hours 
after the aaq,lea of eft:luent and upatream water are 
collected, there is little time to acclimate organisms to 
a saq,le-apecific hardneaa . One alternative would be to 
acclimate the organiSIIIS to a preselected hardness and then 
adjust the hardness of the site water, but adjusting the 
hardness of the site water =!ght have various effects on 
the toxicity of the metal due to competitive binding and 
ionic impacts on the test organisms and on the speciation 
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of the metal; lowering hardness witbout also diluting the 
WER is especially problematic. The least objectionable 
approach is to acclimate the organiiiD8 to a la.boratozy 
dilution water with a hardness in tha range of SO .to 150 
~ag/L and then· uae this water as the laboratory dilution 
water ,men the WER is determined. In this way, the teat 
orvani- will be acclimated to the laboratory dilution 
water- as specified~ ASTM (1993a,b,c,d,e). 

~at organi- may be acclimated to . the site water for a 
ehort time as long aa this does not cause the testa to 
begin more tha.n 36 hours after the samples ware collected. 
Regardless of ~t acclimation procedure is uaed, the 
organi8m8 uaed for the toxicity test cOD4ucted using site 
-ter are unlikely to be acclimated as wall as would be 
deeirable. 'ntis ie a general probl- with toxicity teats 
conducted in eite water (U.S. EPA 1993a,b,cJ ~ 1993fl, 
and ita illpact on the results of teeta is unknown. 

For the practical r-•ona given above, an ecperimentally 
determined WBR will ueually be a ratio of endpoints 
detHJIIined at two different hardneues aDc5 will thus 
include contributions frQD a variety or differences 
betw.en the two -t•r•, including hardneaa . ~ 
diaac5vantagea of differing hardneaaea ere that Ia) the 
teat organi.m. probably will not be ac5equately acclimated 
to site water and (b) additional calculations will be 
needed to account for the differing bardneaaea; the 
advantages ere that it allows the generation of data 
concerninq the adequacy of protection at varioua flows of 
upstream water and it provides a way of overcCIIIIing two 
probl-. with the bardneaa equationa: (1) it is not known 
hOw applicable they are to hardneasea outaide the range of 
25 to ~00 ~~~g/1. and (2) it ia not known bow applicable they 
are to unueual ccxabinatione of hardness, al!Ualinity, and 
pB or to unusual ratios of caleiUIII and -gneaiUIII. 

The additional calculations that are neceaaary ·to account 
tor the differing hardneasea will also overcome the 
ahortCOIIIinga of the hardneaa llq\l&tions. The purpose of 
determ1Jling a WEI\ is to determine how a~ch -tal can be· in 
a aite water without lowering the intended level of 
protection. Bach &lCperi.JDentally determined WBR ia 
inherently referenced to the hardneea of the laboratory 
dilution -ter that was uaed in the detlt%1Dination oC tbe 
WEI\, but tbe hardnua equation can be uaed to calculate 
adjuated WER8 that are referenced to other hardneaaes for 
the laboratory dilution water. When uaed to adjus~ WERa, 
a bardneae equation for a OC or CCC can be used to 
reference a WER to ~ hardness for a laboratory dilution 
water, whether it is inside or outside the range of 25 to 
400 ~ag/L, because any inappropriateness in the equation 
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will be automatically C'Oq)ensatad tor when ~he edju.atad 
MER is uaed in the derivation of a FWEil and perai t limite , 

Fo~ example, the hardness equation for the treahwater CMC 
for copper givea CMCa of 9 . ~. 18, and 34 ug/L at 
hardnaaeea of so, 100, and 200 mg/L, respectively. lf 
acute toxicity teata with Coriodaphoio rc,isyl•S• gave an 
ECSO of 18 ug/L using a laboratory dilution water with a 
hardDe .. of 100 JIJQ/L and an ECSO of 532.2 ug/L iD • lite 
water, the reaulc:ing W!:R -..auld be ~9. 57. It can be 
•••~ that , within exper~tal variec:ion, ICSOa of 9.2 
and 34 ug/L and WERa of 57. 85 and 15.65 would hav. been 
obtained if laboratory dilution waters with berdneaaea of 
so and 200 mg/L, respectively, had been used, becau.ae the 
EC50 of 532. ~ ug/L obtained in the site wac:er doea not 
depend on whee: water is used for the laboratory dilution 
-tar . The lfERa of 57.85 and 15.65 can be conrldered to 
be adjusted WERa that were axtrapoleted fr0111 the 
exper~tally determined MER using the hardDa .. equation 
for the copper 01:. lf uaed correctly, the experi.entallY 
determined WD. and ell of the ed:iu.ated WERa wiU r .. ult in 
the eame permit limite because they are internally 
COD8ietent and are all baaed on the ECSO of 532.~ ug/L 
that was obtained in site water. 

A hardneaa equation for copper can be used to adjust the 
WBR it the herdneaa of the laboratory dilution water uaed 
in tha determination of the MER is in the range of 25 to 
400 mg/L (preferably in the range of about 40 to 250 mg/L 
because moat of the data ueed to derive the equation ere 
in thia range). Howwver, the hardnen equation can be 
ueed to adjust WERa to hardneeaea outaide the range of 25 
to 400 eg/L becauae the baaia of tbe adjuated WKR doea not 
cbange the fact that the ICSO obtained in e1te water waa 
532.2 ug/L. ~f the hardneea of tbe aite water was 16 
eg/L, the hardne11a equation -uld predict aD ICSO of 3 .153 
ug / L, whicb would result iD an adjusted WEll of 168.8. 

~!oi::Oi~r!!:i!!!~!i;!!:~~~~:tii£~~~~;a;~25 
hardness of the site water had been U7 DQ/L, the bardnan 
equation would predict an EC50 of 72.66 ug/L, with a 
corresponding adjuated W!R of 7 . 325. If the hardneaa of 
447 mg/L were due to an effluent that contained calcium 
chloride and the alkalinity and pH of the aita water were 
what -uld usually occur at a bardnen of SO ~~g/L nther 
than 400 mg / L, any in.tppropriateuua in the ul.culated 
ECSO of 72 . 66 ug/L v ill be cCII~>enntad for in the edju..eecl 
WBR of 7 .325. becauee tbe adjusted WE:R .ill baae4 oo tbe 
EC50 of 532 . 2 ug/L that waa obtained uaing the site water. 

I.n tb. abov. ex&~~~Plea it -• aaauq~otd that at a hardnaaa of 
100 mg/L the IC50 for k· ret~lft' equalled tha OHC, 
whicb ia a very r-aonable lllfyi.ng aaaua;>tion. If, 
bowwver , the WJ:R had betil determined with the 1110ra. 
Teai..eant t»fnh maa and ECSOe of so ug/L and 750 ug/L 
had been o ta ned using a laboratory dilution vatar and a 
site water, reapectively, the OC given by the hardnaea 
aquat.ioo CO\lld not be used •• the predicted ECSO . A n
aquatioo would bave to be derived by changing the 
iDterce>t ao tbat tbe n- equatioo givaa an ECSO of 50 
ug/L at a hardo .. a of 100 mg/ L1 this n- equation could 
t:hc1 be used to celcul.ate adjuated EC50a. which could then 
be uaed to calculate corresponding adj~ated WERa: 

Bardneaa ECSO WEll 
1111£1.1 ~ 

16 e.u• 84 .33 
50 :26.02:2 28.82 

100 so .ooo• 15.00• 
~00 96.073 7.81 
447 204.970 3.66 

1be val.uu ~ked with an aateriak ere tbe aaa~ 
experiaentally deterai.ned veluea1 the others were 
c:elculated frca tbne n1uee . At .. cb berdneea the 
product of the ICSO ttD&a the W!R equala 750 ug/L because 
all of the WBRII are baaed on the aaa. BCSO obtained using 
aite water . Thu uaa of the W'IR allow. application of tbe 
bardneaa equation for a metal to condition• to which it 
otharwiaa aigbt not be applicable. 

~~~i?'~ 
-::: oo of copper in the upau•aa water waa 1 ug/ L 
and the tlowa of the affluent and vpatr- water were 9 
and 73 eta, l'eapectively, when the alliiPlea .. re collected, 
the ROCB calculated fl"'OII the WEll of 15. 00 would be : 

Baa • (17 . 73 !W/L) (15) t• + 73 ct•l - !1 ug/L) (73 eta) • Z41.S 1.111/L 
' cl• 

because the CNC ie 17.73 ug/L at a bardnaaa of 100 mg / L . 
!Tbe nlue of 17.73 ug/L ia used for the CMC inatead of 18 
ug/L to reduce roundoff error in this example . I lt t .he 
bardnea1 of the aite water was actually 447 ug/L, the HCME 
could also be calculated uaing the WEll. of 3. 66 a.Dd the CMC 
of 72.66 ug/L that would be obtained frCIIII the OHC hardneu 
equation : 



IIOt6 • (72 .U up/L) ()·"I (I • '73 chi - (1 !.!1l/Ll 113 c:J'•l • 2415 USIIL • 
, ct• 

Either WEll can be uaed in the calculation of the BCICE u 
long aa tile Ole a.nd the WEll correspond to the au. 
hardneaa and therefore to aao.h other, beoauae: 

(17,13 11/1/Z.l (15) • (12,16 11/1/Ll (3.66) • 

Although the IIO!IE will be correct aa long as the bardneae. 
0«: ,. and WER c:orreepond to each other. the WEll \lle<S ill the 
derivation of the PWER .uat be the one that ia calculated 
using a hardness equation to be coapatible with the 
hard.neaa of the eite water. If the hardoeaa of tbe eite 
water was tt7 ug/L, t~e WER used in the derivation of the 
PWER hae to be 3. 66; therefore, the aiq)leat approach ia 
to calculate the HONE using the WER of 3.66 and the 
corresponding OIC of 72.66 ug/L, becauae theee correspond 
to the hardneu of 447 \lg/L, which ie the hardness of the 
aite water. 

In contraat, the hWER ehould be calculated ueing the CMC 
that corresponda to the deaign hard.ne.. . If the d .. ign 
hardneaa is 50 ~/L, the correapond.ing CMC ie 9.2 ug/L. 
If the deaign flowa of the effluent end the uPetreu water 
are 9 and 20 cfa. reapectively, and the concentration of 
metal in upstream water at design conditione i e 1 ug/L, 
the hWER obtained fram the ~ determined using the aita 
water with a hard.neu of 447 ~/L would be: 

blr.lll. (2US if(£) It era> • 11 1§1/Ll 120 era) • 11 .~ 
•• 2 1417 Ll It a • • 20 era) 

None of these calculeticma provides a way of extrapolating 
e WER frc~~~ one ai t.e-water hardness to another. 'Ihe only 
axtr~lationa that are posaible are f~ one hardness of 
laboratory dilution -tar to another; the adjuated WU. 
are baaed on predicted toxicity in laboratory dilution 
water, but they are all baled on .. asured toxicity in eite 
water . If e WZR is to apply to the design flow and the 
design hardlleae, one or -re toxicity testa have to ba 
conducted uaing eamplea of effluent and upetream water 
obtained under design-flow conditions and mixed at the 
design-flow ntio to produce the design hardoeea. A WZR 
that ie epecifically appropriate to design conditions 
cannot be bated on predicted toxicity in site water; it 
baa to be baaed on meesur•d toxicity in site water that 
correeponda to deeign-tlow conditions. 'Ihe eituation is 
more c~licsted if the design hardneae ie not the 
herd.neea that ia -st liltaly to occur when effluent and 
upstream water are mixed at the ratio of the design flowa. 
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B. Backgrouod 1Dformation and Initial Deci aione 

1. Infor.ation ahould be obtained concern1ng the effluent and 
the operating and diac:harge achedulea of the diecharger. 

:Z. '1'tle qlatial extent of the aite to ~ch the WER and the 
aite-~ific criterion are intended to apply ehould be 
defi.Ded (aH Appendix AI • l:nfo~tion concerning 
tributariaa. the pl-. and the point of coaplete mix 
abould be obtai.Ded. Dilution 180dele (U.S. EPA 1U3d) and 
dye diaperaion atudiea IIU.lpatrick 19921 might provide 
infoxaation that ie uaeful for defining eitea for cmcW!Ra. 

3 . If the Jlee&lcu.letion Procedure (aH Appendix B) ia to be 
uaed, it ahould be perfor.ed . 

t. hrtinent information .concerning the calculation of the 
pexmit limita ahould be obtained: 
a. Mbat are the deaign flowe, i.e., the flow of the 

upatreaa water (e.g., 70101 and the flow of the 
effluent that are uaed in the calculation of the permit 
limita? t'l'be deaign flowe tor the 01: and CCC might be 
the •- or different . l 

b. Ia there a 01: (acute) llixing zcme and/or a CCC 
(ehronicl aixing &one? 

c. Mbat are the dil\lticm(a) at the edgela) of the mixing 
~one tel? 

d. lf the criterion is hardlle .. -d.epc\dent, what is the 
bardllue on which the permit limits are beeed7 Is this 
a bardne .. tbat ie likely to occur u.nder deaign-tlow 
cooditicma7 

5. It abould be decided whatber to dae.rlline a CIIICWER and/or 
a ccc:ND. 

6. ~water QWUity criteria ~t taH Appendix Sl that 
aervu u the baaia of tbe aquatic life criterion ahould 
be r-d to identify aey ch.aical or tox.icol()9ical 
prapertiu of tbe Mtal that are relevant. 

7. rt the MD. ia being determined by or for a diac:harger. .it 
will probably be desirable to decide what ia the emallest 
WD that ia duired by the diecharver I e . g .• the -llest 
WD that wo\lld not reqllire • reduction in the UIO\IDt of 
Mtal diacbarged.J . Tbia ·-lleat e!esired WER• might be 
uel!f\11 when deciding whether to determine a WElL :u a "IllER 
ie determined, thia "am&lleat deaired WER" might be uaefo1 
when aelecting the range of concentrations to be tested in 
tbe aite water. 

8. :Information should be read concerning health and safety 
consideration• regarding collection and handling of 



effluent ana surface water samples ana conducting toxicity 
teats (U.S . EPA 1993a; ASTM l993al . Information should 
also ba read concerning safety and handling of the 
~~~etallic salt that will be used in the preparation. of the 
stock s olution. 

9. The proposed work should be discu.ued with the appropriate 
regulato~ authority (and possibly the Water Management 
Division of the EPA Regional Office) before deciding how 
to proceed with the development of a detailed workplan . 

10. Plana ahould be made to perform one or more range finding 
telte in both laboratory dilution water and site water 
(aee aection G.7). 

C. Selecting Primary and Secondary Teats 

1. For each ~ ICIIICWBR and/or cccWER) to be detenllined, the 
primary and secondary teste should be selected using the 
rationale presented in section A.J , the information in 
Appendix I, the information in the criteria document for 
the Mtal Ieee Appendix B), and any other pertinent 
information thAt i1 available . When a apecific test 
apeciel ia not specified, also select the species . 
Becau.ee at least three WbJI -t be detenli.ned with the 
primary tut, but only one -t be datexmined with the 
secondary teat, selection of the testa might be influenced 
by the availability ot the species (and the life stage in 
some caaeel during the planned testing period. 
a. The description of a •teat• specifies not only the teat 

apeciea and the duration of the teat but al1o the life 
atage of the species and the adverse effect on which 
the results are to be baaed, all of which can have a 
major impact on the 1enaitivity of the teat. 

b. 'ftle enc!point (e.g. , LCSO, ECSO, ICSOI of the primary 
te1t in laboratory dilution water should be as close aa 
pouible, but it -t aot be below, the oc and/or ca: 
to which the WBR is to be ~lied, because for 8f!Y two 
teats, th.e teat that baa the lower e~c!point ia likely 
to give the higher WBR (see Appendix D) . 
NOTE: If both the Recalculation Procedure end a WER are 

to be used in the derivation of the site-specific 
criterion, the ~•calculation Procedure ~t be 
CQIII)leted first because the recalculated CMC 
and/or CCC -t be used in the selection of the 
prilllary and aecondary teata . 

c. The endpoint (e.g., LCSO, ECSO, :tCSO I of the seconc2ary 
teat in laboratory dilution wat er should be as cloae as 
poaaible, but may be above or below, the CMC and/or CCC 
to which the WER ia to be applied. 
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11 Because r- toxicity testa bave -~inte close to 
the OC and a:c and bacauee the -jor use of the 
eeconc2ary tut ie confirmation . ,(see section I 7 b ) 
the eo~int of the eeconc2ary tttst -Y ba beJ~ · th~ 
OC or CCC . If the enc!point of the eeeonc2ary teat 
in laboratory dilution -ter ie above the OC and/or 
CCC, it might ba possible to u.e11 the results to 
reduce the Ulpact of experimentnl variation Ieee 
Figure 4) • If the e~c!point of t:be pr:L.ary te1t in 
laboratory dilution water ia above the oc and the 
e~c!point of the uconcSary te1t jle between the oc 
and CCC, it abould ba poaaible t;o detendne both a 
cce'WBR and a c:.cWER ueillg the er~De two teata. 

ll It ie often de1in.ble to CODduct: the aeconc2ary teat 
~ the fint _pn..-ry tut ie cXIDductecS in caae ·the 
reaulte are aurpriaing; conducti.ng both te1ta the 
fint t~ alao makes it poaaibl.e to interchange the 
pr:L.ary and aecondary teat1, if dadrecS, without 
inc:rMeing the n\llllber of teats t:hat neecS to ba 
conducted. (:tf reaulte of one c1r .,re rangefinding 
teete are not available, it might be daairable to 
-it and conduct the aeconc2ary t:e1t whm~ a:~re 
information ia available concenli.no the laboratory 
dilution -tar and the aite -t•ar. 1 

:Z. 'ftle prilllary and secondary teats -t be conducted with 
apeciea in different taxonCIIIlic ~r at 1-at one 
apec:iea ~ be an aniaaal and, Wfieilloaeible, one epeciea 
abould ba a vertebrate and the other 11bould ba an 
invertebrate . A plant cannot ba u.eecS if nutrim~ta and/or 
cheletora need to be added to either or bot.h dilution 
-te.ra in order to detenli.ne the WD. It ie desirable to 
u.ee • teat and apeciee for which the J:ate of aucce1a i1 
'known to be high and for which the tellt organi- are 
r-dily available. (If the WD il to be u.eecS with a 
recalculatecS OC and/or CCC, t .he epec:i ... u.eecS in the 
primary and eeconcSary teeta cSo AQt. ha,,. to be on the liat 
of epeciea that are u.eed to obtain thu recalculated ex: 
and/or CCC. I 

3 . 'ftlere are advantage• to u.eing teat a auggeeted in Appendix 
r or other teata of coq>arable aenaitllvity for which data 
are available frt1111 one or a:~re other Jlaboratoriee. 
a. A good indication of the aenaitivit;y of the teat ia 

available. This helpa enaure that the enc!point in 
laboratory dilution water ia cloae to the OC and/or 
CCC and aida in the selection of cnncentrationa of the 
-tal to be uaecS in the rangefi.ndiug and/or definitive 
toxicity teats in laboratory dilutlion water. Tuta 
with other apeciu such aa apec:iu that occur at the 
aite My be uaed, but it ia •~tiJMa moTe difficult to 
obtain, hold, and teat auch apecie1t. 
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b . When a WER ie det~ned end ueed, the result• o f t he 
taste in laboratory dilution water provide the 
connection betveen the data used in the derivat ion o f 
the nati oD41 criterion and the data o btained i~ s i te 
water, i . e. , the reaulte in laboratory di l ut i on water 
are a vi tal l i nk in the derivation and use of a WER. 
It ie , therefore, ill;>ortant to be able to judge the 
quality of tha results in laboratory dilution water . 
ca.pariaon of results with data from other laboratories 
evaluates all aapecte of the teet methodology 
a~lte.neoualy, but for the determination of ~. the 
moat iJI\?Ortant aapect ia the quality of the laboratory 
dilution water because the dilution water ia the most 
i:al>ortant difference betwaen the two aide-by-aide taste 
from which the WBR ia calculated. Thus, two testa -.aat. 
be conducted for which data are available on tha -tal 
of concern in a laboratory dilution water f~ at leas t 
ona other laboratory. It both the primary and 
secondary testa are ones for which acceptable data are 
available tram at laaat one other laboratory, these are 
the only two teats that have to be conducted. If, 
however, the primary and/or secondary teats are ones 
for which no results are already available for the 
metal of concan~ from another laboratory, the first or 
second t~ a WER ia determined at least two additional 
taste -.aat be conducted in the laboratory dilution 
water in addition to the testa that are conducted for 
the determination of WERs Ieee aactiona F.5 and I.5 l . 
1 ) For the determination of a MER, data are not 

required tor a reference toxicant with either the 
primary teat or the secondary teat because the above 
raquir-t provides ai.llli.lar data for the -tal for 
which the WBR ia actually being detend.ned. 

2 1 Sea Section 1 .5 concerning interpretation of the 
results of thaae teats before additional teats are 
conducted . 

D. Acqui r i ng and Acclimating -r.at Organi1111111 

1 . The teat organi ... should be obtained, cultured. held . 
acc lilllated, fad, and twndled •• recoamended by the U.S . 
EPA (l993a,b,c) and/or by ASTM (1993a,b,c, d , e ). All test 
or9ani11111S -t be acceptably acclimated to a laboratory 
dilut ion Vlltar that satisfies the requirements given in 
sections F . 3 and F.• ; an a~ropriata number of the 
organi1111111 may btt randomly or impanially r..wed fr0111 the 
laboratory dilution water and place4 in the site wat er 
when i t becomes available in order to acclimate the 
organiama to the site water for a while just before the 
teats are begun . 

2. The organi ... used in a pair of aide- I::!Y-aide teat a -.at. be 
dra1f!l fraal the aa.e population and tested under identical · 
condi tiona . 

E . Collecting and Handling Upstream Water and Effluent 

1 . tJpat~ water will usually be mixed with affluent to 
prepare aial.lated downstream water . Upstream water -Y 
also be uaed aa a aita -tar if a MER ia to be datanllined 
uaing ups~ -tar in addition to' or instead of 
datuaining a WIDl uaing downatr•- water. The aa~~~plaa of 
upstream -tar _.t be rapraaantat i va, th~ -.t DIK be 
unc!uly affected by recant runoff events (or other erosion 
or realliiPCU!iOD events) that causa higher levels of 'l'SS 
ttwn would no~ly be praaant., unless there ia particular 
concern &bout aueh conditions . 

l. Ttw aa~~~ple of affluent uaed in the detaraination of a WD 
-.t be repraacatative; it -.t be collected during a 
period wbc1 tba 4iac:hargar ill operating noEJ~~ally . 
Selection of the data and t~ of aa.pling of the effluent 
ahould take into account the discharge pattllnl of the 
discharger. It lllight be appropriate to eollac:t affluent 
a~laa during tba llli&Ue of the waelt to allow for 
raaatablian..Dt of ataa~-etata conditions attar shutdowns 
for weekends and bolidaya; alternatively , if end-of-the
weak slug discharges are routine, th~ should pTObably be 
evaluated. Aa MDtionad abova, beeauaa the variability of 
the effluent aigbt contribute substantially to the 
variability of tbe WEb , it aight be desirable to obtain 
and store wore tban one aa~~~pla of the effluent wban W!:RII 
are to be datU'IIined in ease an u.nuaual MD is obtained 
with tba tirat .apla used. 

3 . When .aplu of aita -ter and affluent era collected for 
tbe detarainatiOD of the MDa wit.b tba prt.ary teat, there 
-.t be at lMU t~u ""kl between one aa~~~pling evant 
and the n.xt. It 11 daa1rable to obtain a~laa in at 
least two diffareot seasons and/ or during tiDes of 
probable diffarencu in the characteriatics of the aita 
water and/or afflueot . 

' · SUplea of 14111tream -tar and affluent -.t be collected, 
transported, handled, and stored as ra~ed by the 
u.s. EPA (1993a). For ~le, a~les of afflueot should 
uaually be c~aitas , but grab a&~~~~l•• are acceptable if 
the reaideoce tiDe of the effluent ia sufficiently long. 
A sufficient volWM should btt obtained ao that •~ can be 
stored for additional tasting or analya•• if an unusual 
WER is obtained. Samples -.t be stored at 0 to •oc in 
the dark with no air apace in the sample container . 



5. At the time of collection, the flow of both the ~pstream 
water an~ the effl~ent ~•t be either meas~red or 
estimated by means of correlation with a nearby U. S.G . S. 
gauge, the pH of both ~pstream water and effl~ent .u.t be 
aeas~ed. and samples of both ~pstream water and efll~ent 
aho~ld be filtered for meas~rement of dissolved metals . 
Hardness, TSS, TOC, and total recoverable and dissolved 
metal .a.t be 11111as~red in both the effl~ent and the 
~pstream water. Any other water quality cha:t:acteristics, 
s~ch as total dissolved solids (TDS) and cond~ctivity, 
that: are 1110nitored 1110nthly or 1110re often by the permit t ee 
and reported in the Discharge Monitoring ~eport .a.t also 
be measured . 'l'hese and the other 11111as~ements provide 
information concerning the representativeness of the 
samples and the varittbility of the upstream water and 
effluent. 

6 . •Chain of cuatod;y• proced~es (U.S . EPA 1991b) sho~ld be 
used for all samples of site water and effl~ent, 
especially if the data might be involved in a legal 
11roceeding . 

7. Teats .a.t be begun within 36 hours after the collection 
of the aa=ples of the effluent and/or the site water, 
except that tests IIIIIY be begun 1110re than 36 hours after 
the collection of the sa=ples if it would require an 
inordinate amount of resources to transport the sa=ples to 
the laboratory and begin the tests within 36 hours . 

8 . If acute and/or chronic tests are to be conducted with 
daphnids and if the sample of the site water contains 
predators, the site water .aat be filtered through a 37-~ 
sieve or screen to remove predators . 

P. Laboratory Dilution water 

l . 'l'he laboratory dilution water -t satiscy the 
requirements given by U.S . BPA (1993a,b,cl or ASTH 
(1993&, b, c, d, e). 'l'he laboratory dilution water -t be 11 

ground water, aurf.ace water, reconstituted water, diluted 
mineral water, or dechlorinated tap water that has been 
demonstrated to be acceptable to aquatic organisms. If ,a 
surface w11ter ia used for acute or chronic tests with 
daphnids and if predators are observed in the sample of 
the water, it -t be filtered throu.gh a 37-~ sieve or 
screen to ramove the predators. Water prepared ~ such 
treatments as deionization and reverse osmosis .a.t DOt be 
ueed as the laboratory dilution water unless salts, 
mineral water, ~ersaline brine , or sea salts are added 
as recommended ~ u.s. EPA (1993a) o~ ASTH (1993a) . 
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2. 'l'he concentrations of both TOC and TSS -..e be less than s 
JQO/L. 

3 . 'l'he hardness 9f the laboratory dilution water should be 
between 50 and 150 1110/L and -t be between 40 and 220 
mg/L. If the criterion for ~e metal is hardness
d~dent, the hardness of the laboratory dilution water 
-t DOt be above the hardness of the site water, unless 
the hardness of the site water is below 50 JQO/L. 

4. 'l'he alkalinity and pH of the laboratory dilution water 
-c be appropriate for its hardness; values 1or 
alkalinity and pB that are appropriate for •~ hardneaaes 
are given by U.S. BPA (1993&) and ASTM (1993a); other 
corre81)0nding values should be determined by 
interpolation. AlUlinity should be adjusted using aodi11111 
bicarbonate, and pH should be adjusted using aeration, 
aoc!i\181 b,yd.roxide, and/or sulfuric acid . 

5 . It would •- reasonable that, before any aamplea of aite 
water or effluent are collected, the toxicity teata that 
are to be conducted in the laboratory dilution water tor 
CCIIIIIPU'iaon with results of the au. teats fran other 
labora.toriea <•- sections C.3.b and I . 5) ahould be 
conc!ueted. These ahould be perfon.d at the hardness, 
alkalinity, and pB specified in section• 7 . 3 and P.,. 

G. Conducting -r.ata 

1 . 'l'hex-e -t be no differences betwwen the aide-~-aide 
teats other than the cc:lq)Oaition of the dilution water , 
the concentrations of metal tested, and possibly the water 
in which the teat organi1111111 are acclimated just prior to 
the beginning of the testa. 

2. More than one test using site wate~ mey be conducted side
by-aide with a test using laboratory dilution water; the 
one t .. t in laboratory dilution watar will be used in the 
calculation of aeveral WER.s, which means tbat it is very 
important that that one teat be acceptable. 

3 . Facilities for conducting toxicity testa should be aet up 
and teat chambers should be selected and cleaned as 
rec~ded by the U. S . EPA (1993a, b,cl and/or ASTH 
(1993a,b,c,d, el. 

4. A atock solution should be prepared using an inorganic 
aalt that ia highly soluble in water . 
a. 'l'he salt does not have to be one that was used in tasta 

that were used in the derivation of the national 
criterion. ~itrate salts are generally acceptable; 
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chloride and eulfate salts of .any ~tals are aleo 
acceptable (eaa Appendix J}. It i s usually daeirabla 
to avoid woe of a hyg:roecopic aalt . The aalt uead 
ahould meet A.C.S. specifications for reagent-grade, if 
euch apacificationa are available: uae of a batter 
grade is uaually not wort.h the axtra coat. No aalt 
ahould be uaad until information concerning eafaty and 
handling haa been read. 

b. The atock eolution may be acidified (using metal-fr .. 
nitric acid) only ae neceseary to get the metal into 
1olution. · 

c. The aame atock 1olution -.t be uaed to add metal to 
all teats conducted at one time. 

5. Por taeta euggeated in APPendix l, the appendix pra1enta 
the recODMndad duration and whet.her t.he atatic or renewal 
technique 1hould be uaed; additio.a.al infortNltion ie 
available in the reference• cited in t.he appendix. 
ltagardlaea of whet.har or not or bOlo! often teet eolutiona 
are renewed when theae testa are conducted for other 
purpoeae, the following guidance appliee to all teata that 
are conducted for the determination of WERe: 
•. The renewal technique .uot be uaed for teet a that laet 

longer than •a hr. 
b. lf the concentration of dieaolved metal deer••••• ~ 

more than 50 \ in •a boura in etatic or renewal teeta, 
the t eat eolution1 .uot be ren~ every 2• houra. 
Silllila.rly, if the concentration of diuolved o11;ygen 
becor.• too low, the teet aolutions ... t be ren--e! 
every 2• boura. 7f one teat in a pair of taste ia a 
renewal teat, both tuta ... t be renewal taata. 

c. When teat aolutione are to be ran~. the new teat 
eolutione .uot be prepared from the original unapiked 
affluent and water a~lea that have been at.ored at 0 
to • oc in the dark with no a ir apace in the alllll)la 
containa.r . 

d. The etatic teclmique -Y be uald for teata that do not 
last longer than •a hours unle .. the above 
epecifications require uae of the renewal technique. 

If • teat ia uaad tbat il not augguted in Appendix I, the 
duration and t echnique ra~ded for a CCiq)Srable teat 
ehould be uald. 

6 . ltacOIIDendatione CO"Dcerning t~rature, loading, feeding, 
diesolved OxYgen, aeration, diaturbance, and eontrola 
given ~ the o.s. BPA 11993a,b,cl and/Or ASTM 
(1993a,b,c,d, e ) ... t be followed. The procedure• t hat •~• 
used -.t be ueed in both of the aida-~-aide testa . 

7. To a id in the aelection of the concentrations of metale 
that should be used in the teat solutions in aite water, a 
etatic rangefinding teat abould be conducted for 8 to 96 
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houra , uaing a dilution factor of 10 lor 0.11 or 3 . 2 lor 
0 .32) incr .. eing frc1111 about a fact.or of 1.0 below the value 
of the endpoint givan in the criteria doc~t for t.he 
-tal or in Appendix I of t.hie doc\mwnt for t.aeta with 
n-ly hatched fat.h .. d lllinnowa. It the ttoat ie not in the 
criteria doc1.D.nt and no other data are e.vailable, a mean 
acute value or other data for a taxonOIIIic:ally similar 
apeeiea ahould be uaed ae the predicted '~'alue. 'l'hie 
rangefin4ing t.alt will provide infoTIIIlticon concerning the 
CODC:entnatiODI that ahould be uaed to bn,ckat the endpoint 
in tba definitive teat and will provide information 
conCC"'liJJ.g 101batbar the control •urvival "rill be 
acc~~pt&bla. If di .. olved -tal ia -a•w:•ed in one or 1110re. 
tr-~ta at: the ba9inning and end of ttl1a rangefinding 
teat, theae data will indicate whether tt11a concentration 
1hould be expected to deer•••• ~ mere ttl~ 50 • during 
the definitive taat. 'ftle rangefinding tt1at mey be 
conducted in either of two waye : 
a . It mey be conducted uaing the a~l•• of effluent and 

aite water that will be uaed in the dt1finitive teat. 
ID thia ca.ea, the dura.tion of the J:"an;1afinding teat 
ahould be •• long •• poeeible within t .he limitation 
that the definitive t.aat ... t begin within 36 houre 
after the a~lee of affluent and/or 11ite wateJ:" were 
collected, -cept ae per eaetion E . 7. 

b. It mey be conducted uaing one eat: of 11~lea of 
effluent and \IPitraUI water with the cllafinitive teiU 
being conducted uaing IUIPlea obtaine<!l at a later date. 
lD thia caaa tba J:"angefinding teet aig1ht give better 
reaulla becauae it can laat longer. bl:1t there ia the 
poaaib.ility that the quality of the et:fluent and/or 
site -tar aight chabge. Chemical ana•lylea for 
ha%dueaa and p8 aight indicate whethu· any 1116)or 
cbangea occurred fran one 88111Ple to the next. 

JlaDgefinding teate are eapeeially deairallle before the 
tint eat of toxicity teat a . It aight btt deairable to 
conduct rangefinding taata before -cb il:1dividual 
det~tion of a MER to obtain additior~l info~tion 
concerning tba effluent, dilution water, organieme, etc , . 
befo~• .. ch aet of aide-~-eide teate artt begun . 

8 . S.V.ral con~iderationa are ~rtant in t.he aelection o! 
the dilution factor for definitive tuta. Oae of 
concentration• that are cloee together will reduce the 
UDcertainty in the WER but will require 110ra 
concentration~ to cover a range within which the endpoiotll 
might occur. Bacauae of the reaourcaa nctcea1ary to 
determine a WER, it i1 ~rtant that anc~inta in both 
dilution watera be obtained whenever e aot of aide·~·aid& 
teata are conducted. Becauee static and renewal te1ta ca.n 
be uaed to determine WERIS, it ia relativoly e.aey to uae 
1110re treatment• than would be uaed in now-through tests . 
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The diluuon fac~:or for l:ol:al recoverable metal -..e I.e 
between 0.65 and 0 . 99 . and the rec~nded fac1:or is 0.7. 
Although factors becween o. 75 and 0. 99 -Y be uaed, cheir 
uae will pro~ly not be con-effective. Because ~hare ia 
likely to be .ore uncertainty in the predicted value of 
the endpoint in lite water, 6 or 7 concentrations are 
recommended in the laboratory dilution water , and 8 or 9 
in the ailnulated downstream wat.er, at a dilution factor of 
0. 7 . It aUQht be desirable to usa even more treataentl in 
the first of the WER deterlldnation8, because the daaign of 
aubaaquent testa can be baaed on the reault.a of the firet 
t aate if the aite water, laboratory dilution water, and 
teat organi- do not change too much. The coat of adding 
t.reat.ante can be minimiud if t.ha concentration of Mt.al 
ia ~Maeured only in aamplea fr0111 trellt.IDenta that will be 
uaed in cha calculation ot the endpoint. 

9 . Each test. auat contain a dilution-water control. The 
number ot tan organi- intended to be exposed to .. c:h 
treatment, including the controla, .a8t be at la•at 20. 
It ia daairabla that thlll organi- be dinri.buted bet
two or more teat ebalabera par treatlllent. l"f t.eat 
orvani- are not rllDdomly ... igned to the teat c:bambera, 
th~ _..t be aeaigned ~ially (O.S. EP~ 199la : ASTM 
H9lal between all teat chamt>u-a for a pair of aida•by
aide teata. For example, it ie not acceptable to aaaign 
20 OrQCIJliaJU t.O one t.reau.nt • ..,o than assign ~0 
organi.ma to another trea~t. etc. Similarly, it i a not 
acc eptable to a .. ign all tbe organi- to the teat uainll 
one o! the dilution w.tera and t.hen aaaign organi- to 
the teat uaing the otbar dilution water. Tbe test 
cbambera ahould be aaaigned to location in a total~ 
random arr.ng-t or in a ranclomh.ed bloc:lt d-ign. 

10 . For the teat uain; aite water, one of the following 
procedure• a bould be uaed to prepare the test. s olut.iona 
for the tea t ehalllbara and the 'chedat.ry control•• (a H 
eeetion H. ll: 
a. 'n\orou;bly mix the a...,l e of the effluent and place the 

aa- lulown vol~ of the effluent in each teat c:haJit)er; 
add the necea1ary amount of metal, which will be 
different. for aac:h tr .. tlllent: lldx thoroughly; l et atancl 
tor 2 to 4 houra; add the necesaary amount of upatream 
water to each tea t chamber; mix tborougbly: l e t etand 
for l to 3 hours. 

b . Add the neceaaary amount of metal to a large aa=ple of 
the effluent and alao maintain .an wupiked sample of 
the effluent; perfo~ aerial dilution uaing a graduated 
cylinder and the well·mixad epiked and .unspiked a&qllea 
ot the affluent: let atand for 2 to 4 hours: add the 
necenary IUnOunt of upatream wat er to each test 
chamber; mix thoroughly; let atand for 1 to 3 houra. 
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e. Prepare a large volume of a~lated clownetraam wat er by 
.uxing effluent and upstream wat e r in the daaired 
ratio; p l ace the a..a known volume of the aimulatecl 
downatr.am water in each talt chamber; add the . 
necuaary uoount of -tal , which will be different for 
eac:h treae-nt; mix thoroughly and let stand tor 1 to 3 
boun. 

6 . Prepare a large volume of ai.Jnulat ad downetraam water by 
aixing affluent and u~etream water in the daaired 
ratio; divide it into two portions; prepare a large 
vol~ of the highaet teat concentration of -tal uaing 
ana portion of the eimulated dawnatream water: perfor111 
aerial dilution uaing a graduated cylinder and the 
well-.ixad epilcad and unapilcad ea=plee of the ailnulated 
downatr- water1 let atand for 1 to 3 hours. 

Proeaduree •a• and •b• allow the - t al to equilibrate 
aaa.what with the effluent before the eolution ia diluted 
with ~~:Patr- -ter. 

11. Por the teat uaing the laboratory dilution water , either 
of the following procedures uy be uaed to prepare the 
teat aolutiona for the teat chaabare and tbe 'challdatry 
~trola• ta .. aaetion 8.11: 
a. Place the eame known volume of the laboratory dilut.ion 

-ter in eac:h teat c:hallber 1 add the neeaaaary uoount of 
-tal, whic:h will be different for aac:h treatment; mix 
t.bozou;bly, let a~cl tor 1 to 3 b.oure. 

b . Prepare a large volu.a of the higheat teet 
ecmcantration in the laboratory dilution water: perfocn 
aerial dilution ulinQ a graduated cylinder and the 
well-aixad apilcad .and unapilcad aample• of the 
laboratory dilution water; l a t •tand for 1 to 3 hours. 

12. '!be ta•t orgaoi-, 'Whic:h hav e been accl~tad a• per 
aaeticm D.l, -..t be ad4ed to the teat c:halllben for the 
aite-by•8ide teata at the a..a time. Tile time at which 
t.ba teat org&Ai- are placed in the tut c:hulbera ia 
defined •• the beginning of the te•te, which -..t be 
within 36 hours of the collection of the aa~~~Plea, except 
aa per aection 8.7. 

13. Obaerve the teet orvani111111 and record the effect a and 
~tea. aa apaeified by the o.s. BPA (1993a,b,c) end/or 
~ (1993a,b,c,d,a). B•pecially nota whether the 
effect•. aymptoaa, and tt.&. couraa of toxicity ere the 
.... in the aida·by-•ide taate. 

14. Mhenever aolutiona are renewed, sufficient aolution ahould 
be prepared to allow for ehaadcel analy .. a . 
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l! · Chemi-cal and Other Neas=-nts 

1 . To reduce the possibility of contamination of teat 
soluti ons be(ore or during tests. ther'IIICIIIM!ters anct. probes 
for measuring pH and dis solved oxygen .u.t DOt be placed 
in teat chambers that will provide data concerning effects 
on teat organisms or data concerning the concentration of 
the metal. Thus ~~~eaaur-ts of pH, dissolved (UQ'gen, and 
temperature before or during a teat .ast be performed 
either on •chemistry controls• that. contain test organisms 
and ar~ fed the same as the other test chambers or on 
aliquots that are .renove_d frcm the test chambers. 'nle 
other measurements may be performed on the actual teat 
solutions at the beginning and/or end of the test or tbe 
ren-1 . 

2 . Hardness (in fresh water) or salinity (in salt water), pH, 
allcAlinity, TSS, and 'IOC .ast be measured on the upstrelll!l 
water, the effluent, the simulated and/or actual 
downatrelll!l water, and the laboratory dilution water. 
Measurement of conductivity and/or total dissolved solida 
(TDS) is recomm.nded in fresh water. 

3. Dissolved oxygen, pB, and te~~~>erature .ast: be measured 
during the test at the tilDes specified by the u.s. EPA 
(1993a,b,c) and/or ASTN (1993a,b,c,d,el . The measurements 
.ast be performed on the same schedule for both of the 
aide-by-aide testa . Measurements .aat be performed on 
both the chemistry control• and actuol teat solutions at 
the end of the teet. 

• · Both total r•coverable and dissolved metal .ast be 
measured in the upstream water, the effluent, and 
appropriate teat solutions for each of the teste. 
a. The analytical measurements should be sufficiently 

1enaitive and precise that variability in analyses will 
not greatly increase the variability of the WER.e . If 
the detection limit of the analytical method that will 
be used to determine the metal is greater than one
tenth of the CCC o:r:. OC that is to be adjusted, the 
analytical -thod should pro;bably be iq>roved or 
replaced !see Appendix C) . If additional sensitivity 
is needed, it is often useful to s-.parate the metal 
fr0111 the llllltrix because this will simultaneously 
concentrate the metal and remove interferences . 
~eplicate analyses should be performed if necessary to 
Teduce the !=pact of analytical variabili ty. 
l) SPA methoda (D .S. _SPA 1983b, l99lc) should usually be 

used for both total recoverable and dissolved 
measurements, but in some cases alternate methods 
might have to be used in order to achieve the 
necessary sensiti vity . Approval for use of 
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alternate methods is to be requested h 'OIII tha 
appropriate regulatory authority . 

b. All JDeasuremenu of metals .ast be perforuted using 
appropriate QA/QC tec:llniquea. Clean tecbptiaues. for 
gbtainipg : hAndling. stgrinq. prcparipq, on4 analyzing 
the oamplta (boul4 be uat4 when nescasary to psbieyt 
bltpka thAt oro aufficiont.ly lCJW '''' bppep4ix Cl . 

c . Rather than Nasuring the metal in all tea.t soluti ons , 
it is often possible to store a~lea and then analy%e 
only those that are needed to calculate th1e results of 
the toxicity teats. For dichot01110ua data (e .g. , 
either-or data; data concernting survival), the metal in 
the following .wt be measured: 
11 all conc.ntrationa in 'Which acae, but not all, of 

the teat organiame were adversely affected. 
21 the highelt COQCaDtration tbat did not adversely 

affect aey teat organiame . · 
3) the lowest concentration that adversely affected all 

of the teat organiame . 
•• the controls. 
For data that ere not dichotCD:lus <i.e . , for count and 
continuous datal, the metal in the cont.rola and in the 
treat.enta that define the concentration-effect curve 
.ast be Naaured; -•ur.-nt of the concentrations of 
metals in other trea~te is desirable. 

d . In each treatment in Which the concentration of metal 
is to be measured, b9th the total ttcgyuable and 
4iasolytd CQDSCDtQtiODI Fft be Mlturf4: 
11 S~lea .wt be taken for meas=-t o•f total 

recoverable metal once for a static te1t, and once 
for each re>ewal for r.n~ testa; in renewal 
teats, the a~lea are to be taken aft11X: the 
organiama have been transferred to the n- teat 
solutions . When total recoverable meta.l is Nasured 
in a test c:hulber, the whole solution i.n the chamber 
.a.t be ·~ before the a~le is taken for 
analysis; the solution in the teat chAD~r .u.t DOt 
be acidified before the s~le is takern . The aiJI'C)le 
.a.t be acidified after it is placed in, the a~le 
container . 

21 Diaeolved metal .wt be measured at tht: beginning
and end of each static test; in a rena.~l teat , the 
dissolved metal .a.t be measured at t.he1 beqinning of 
the test and just before the solution i.a ren-ed the 
first time. When dissolved metal is IDOIIAsured in a 
test chamber, the whole solution in tht• teat chamber 
.wt. ~ ra.ixed before a autfici.nt amow11t is raoved 
tor filtration ; the solution in the te11t chaJIIber 
.aat. DOt be acidified before the a~ltt ia taken . 
The SII.II!Ple .wt be filtered within one hour after it 
is taken. and the filtrate .aat be acidified after 
filtration. 
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S. Replica t es, JMt.rix spikes, and o t her OA/ OC checks .a.t be 
perfo~d as required by the U.S. EPA !1983a,l99lc). 

l . Calcula tin11 and lnterpretin11 the Results 

1. To prevent roundoff error in subsequent calculations a t 
l .. at four eiiJDificant di11ite -..t be retained in ali 
endpoint.s, WERs , and FWE!U . This requirement ie not baaed 
on meth..ati ca or a t a tistica and does not reflect the 
precision of the value : ita purpose ia to ~ze concern 
about the effects of roundin11 off on a site-specific 
criterion . All of these numbers are intermediate values 
in the calculation of perudt limits and should not be 
rounded off as if they were values of ultimate concern. 

2. Evaluate the acc eptability of each toxicity test 
individually. 
a. lf the procedures used deviated from those lpecified 

above, particularly in terms of acclimation, 
randomization. t~erature control, measurement of 
metal, and/or diaeaae or diaease•treatment, the teat 
ahould be rejected; if deviations were n~roua and/or 
substantial. the t .. t -..t be r-ejected. 

b . Moat teats are unacc41S)table if 1110re than 10 percent of 
the Ot!Jenisma in the controls were adversely a.ffected, 
but the limit is higher for some tests ; for t.he teata 
reccanended in Appendix I, the re,f-erencea given ahould 
be conaulted. 

c. If an LCSO or ECSO i a to be calcula ted: 
11 Tbe percent of the orga.niams that were adversely 

affected -..t have bean less than SO percent, and 
ahould have been leaa than 37 percent, in a t lea at 
ooe treatment other than the control. 

2 1 In labora tozy dilution water the percent of the 
or11aniama that - r• adver aely affected -..t have 
been greater than 50 percent, and ahol.lld have been 
greater than 63 percent , in at leaat one treat.ment 
Io aite water the percent of the organi.ma that we;• 
adversely affected should have been greater than 63 
percent in at l eaat one treatment. (1'tle LCSO or 
ECSO may be a •greater tha.n• or •leas than• value in 
a ite water, but not in laboratory dill.ltion water.l 

3) If there waa en inversion in the data (i.e .• if a 
lower concentration killed or affected a greater 
percentaiJe of the orga.nisms tha.n a highe~ 
concentration). it -..e DOt have involved more tha.n 
two concentration• that killed or affected between 
20 end 80 percent of the test orga.nisms . 

If an endpoint other than an LCSO or ECSO is uaad or if 
Abbott's forMUla ia used, the above requirements will 
have to be modified accordingly. 
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d. Determine whether there waa anytbin11 unusual about the 
te"at reaulta that would me)te th- queationable 

• · If aolut ior;ut -re J?Ot. renewed every :ac hours , the 
conce~trat.J.on of diaaolved metal -..t DDt have . 
deer .. aed by 1110re . than SO percent fro~~~ the be1Jinnin11 to 
the end of a atat1c teat or fraa the beginnin11 to the 
aDd of a ren.wal in a renewal teat in teat 
conce~tratiOZUI that -re uaed in the calculation of the 
reaulta of tha teat . 

3 . Det endne whether the effects, 8)'q)tCIIIIII, and time course 
of toxicity wa. the aame in the aide-by-aide teata io the 
aite .. tar ao4 the laboratory dilution water. Por 
&XU~Ple , did aortality oeeur in one acute teat, but 
~ilization in the other? Did IIIDat deatha occur before 
2' bourtl in ooe teat , but aft er 24 houra in the other? Io 
aubletbal teata, waa the moat aenaitive effect the aaae in 
both teata? If the effects, 8)'q)taaa, and/or time course 
of toxicity ware differ.ot, it might indicate that the 
teat 1a queatiooable or that addit ivity , ~et!Jiam or 
aotagoniam oceun-.4 in a ita water. Such informeti~n might 
be particularly uaeful when c~ring t eata that produced 
unuaually low or high WERa with teata t hat produced 
a:lderate WDa . 

4 . Calculate the reaulta of each t eat : 
a . If the data for the moat a.oaitive effect are 

dichot~. ~ endpoint ... t be calculat ed as a LCSO , 
BCSO, U::25, BC25, etc ., uain11 methocSa deacribed by the 
o.s . BPA (1993al or~ Cl993a ) . If two or more 
trea~ta affected bet-en o and 100 percent in both 
t .. u in a aide-by-aide pair. probit enalyaia -..t be 
l.lSad to calculate reaulta of both teata, unless the 
probit .odel ia rejected by the goodQeaa of fit t eat in 
one or both of the acute teat• . It probit enal.yaia 
cannot be uaed, either becauae f~ than two 
perc:entagea are between 0 and 100 percent or becauae 
the .odel doea not fit the data , ec.putational 
~t&q~Dlation _.t be uaed Ia .. Pigure Sl; graphical 
Ulterpolatioo _.t 110t be uaed. 
ll '!be •- adpoint !LC50, IC2S, etc.) and the au.· 

ec.putatiooal method ... t be l.leed for both testa 
uaad in the calculation of a W'IR. 

2) 'Dle aeleetion of the percentage uaed to define the 
endpoint aight be influenced by the percent effect 
that occurred in tbe t aata and the correapoodence 
with the C:CC: anct/or ex:. 

3) If no trea~t killed or affected 1110re than 50 
percent of the teat organi- and the teat was 
otherwiae a cceptable , the LCSO or BC50 ahould be 
reported to be greater than the highest teat 
concentration. 
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5 . 

41 If no treatment other than the control killed or 
affected leaa than 50 percent of the teat organiam. 
and the teet was otherwise acceptable, the LC50 or 
EC50 should be reported to be lese than the lowest 
teat concentration. 

b. If the data for the moat aanaitive effect are not 
diehotCIIIOua , the endpoint .uat be calculated using a 
regression-type method IRoekatra and Van Ewijk 1993; 
Stephan and Jlogara 1985), such •• line.r interpolation 
(O.S. EPA 1993b,cl or a nonlinear regress ion method 
(8arnthouaa et a l. 1987; Suter et al . 1987; Bruce and 
Varat.eeg 1992 I . '1'he aelection of the percentage used 
to define the endpoint might be influenced by the 
percent effect that occurred in the teau and tbe 
corra&lpOndanca vith tbe CCC end/or 01:. '1'ha endpoint• 
in the aide- by-aide teats .uat be baaed on the au. 
.aouot of the .... adverae effect ao that the WER ia a 
ratio of idaotiea l endpoints . '1'he aaJM caq;~utatiooal 
-thod .a.t be used for both teata uaed in tbe 
calculation of the WBR . 

e. Both total recoverable and di .. olved reaulta ahould be 
calculate d for each teat. 

d . Raaulta abould be baaed on the tU.-weightad average -•=eel -tal concentrations Caaa FiQUnt 61 • 

'1'he a cceptability of the laboratocy dilution water .a.t be 
evaluated by ccaparing reaulta obtained with two sensitive 
teats uaing the laboratory dilution water with rea~ta . 
that were obta ined using a coaparable laboratory dilut~on 
water in one or mora other laboratoriaa (see sections 
C. ) .b end P . 5) . 
a . If, after taltiDg into account aey lalown effect of 

hardnus on tCDC:icity, the n- -lwta for the endpointa 
of ~of the teats are Ill more than a factor of 1 . 5 
higher than the reapective -ana of the values froa> the 
other laboratories or 121 more than a factor of 1 . 5 
lower than the reapective means of values from the 
other laboratoriea or 131 lower than the reapective 
lowest values available from other laboratories or (4 ) 
higher than the r ·aapective highest va lues available 
fran other labora tories. the ll8W and old data .uat ba 
carefully evaluated to daterlllille wbethar the laboratory 
dilution water uaed in the WER determination wa. 
acceptable . For ~le, there might t_u~ve l?-&o an 
error in the chad cal meaaurG*lta, which IIUght -an 
that the reaulta of all teata perfor..d in the WER 
determination need to be ed;uated and that the WER 
would not change. It ia also poarible that the metal 
ia more or laaa toxic in the laboratory dilution water 
uaed in the W!:R detenainatioo . Punher, if the new 
data were baaed on measured concentrations but the old 
data were baaed on nc:ali.nal concentrations, the new data 
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7 . 

ahould probably be considered ~o be better tt_ul~ the 
old. evaluation of results o~ ~ other to~c1ty testa 
on the •- or a different metal using the a.
leboratory , diluti~n water might be useful . 

b. If, after taking 1nto account aay known effect of 
bardneaa on toxicity, the•new values for the endpoint• 
of the two teata an not either b9th higher or ~ 
~ in campariaon than dat a from other laboratoriea 
(aa per aection a above) and if both of the new values 
ere within a factor of 2 of the raapactive means of the 
previously available valuea or are within the ranges of 
tbe values, the laboratory dilution water uaed in the 
WD datu..ination ia a ccept.able. 

c . A control chart approach -Y be uaed if sufficient date 
are available . 

d. If the c:c:.pariaOIUI doo not indicate that the laboratory 
dilution water, t eat method, e tc .• are accept.able, the 
testa prObably ahould be conaidered unacceptable, 
~ ... . other tCDC:icity cSata are available to indicate 
tbat. th"Y are acceptable. 

ec.pariaon of reaulta of testa between laboratoriu 
providu a check on all aspect• of the test procedure; the 
-.pbaaia bare ia em the qu.aUty of the laborat ory dilution 
water because ell other aq>eeta of tbe aide-by-aida tasu 
em which the WD ia baaed -.e be the •-· except 
poaailily for tbe eoncaotratiOIUI of metal uaed and the 
accltm.tion juat prior to the beginning of the teats. 

If all the oeeeaaary testa and the laboratory dilution 
water ere acceptable, • WD ..at be calculated by dividing 
tbe cdpoint obtain-a uaing nte water by the endpoint 
obtained using laboratory dilution water . 
a . If both a pn.-ry teat and a aeconcSary teat were 

conducted uaing both wat a r a , WERa ..at be calculated 
tor both taata. 

b. Both total recoverable and diaaolved WERa .a.t be 
calculated. 

c. If the datection limit of the analytical .. thod uaed to 
-.ure tbe -tal ia above the cdpoint in laboratory 
4ilution .. tar, the detection limit ..at be uaed a a tbe 
endpoint, which will reault in a lower WER than would 
be obtained if the ectual concentration had been 
-•urad. 1f the detection limit of the analytical 
method uaed ia above the andpoint in aite water, a WER 
cannot be datarmined. 

Xnveatigaticm of the WER . 
a. '1'ha ruulta of the ch..S.cal -.aur-ta of hardness, 

alkalinity, pa, TSS, TOe, total recoverable -tal, 
diaaolved .. t a l, etc., on the effluent and the upatream 
water ahould be &lCamined and cC~~~P&red with previously 
available valuea for the effluent and upatream water, 
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respectively, to determine whether tho samples were 
re,presentative and to get some indication of the 
variability in the composition, especially as it ~ght 
affect the toxicity of the metal ond the WER, end to 
see if the WER correlates with one or more of the 
measuremente. 

b. 'l'he WERs obtained with the prima.ry ond secondary tesUI 
should be compared to determdne whether the WER 
obtained with the secondary test confirmed the WER 
obtained with the primary test. Equally sensitive 
teste are expected to give WERs that ore similar (e.g. , 
within a factor of 3), whereas a test that is less 
seneitive will probably give o smaller WER than a more 
sensitive test (see Appendix 0). Thus a WER obtained 
with a primary test is considered confirmed if either 
or both of the following ore true: 
1) the WERs obtained with the primary and secondary 

testa are within a factor of 3. 
2) the test, regardless of whether it is the primary or 

secondary test, that gives a higher endpoint in the 
laboratory dilution water also gives the larger WER, 

If the WER obtained with the secondary test does not 
confirm the WER obtained with the primary test, the 
results should be investigated. In addition, WERa 
probably should be determined using both tests the next 
time samples ore obtained and it would be desirable to 
determine o WER using o third test. It is also 
important to evaluate what the results imply about the 
protectiveness of any proposed site-specific criterion. 

c. If the WER is larger than S, it should be investigated . 
1) If the endpoint obtained using the laboratory 

dilution water was lower thon previously reported 
lowest value or was more than a foetor of two lower 
than on existing Species Mean Acute Value in a 
criteri a document , additional tests in the 
laboratory dilution water are probably desirable. 

2) If a total recoverable WER was larger than S but tbe 
dissolved WER was not, is the ~tAl one whose WER is 
likely to be affected by TSS and/ or TOC and was the 
concentration of TSS and /or TOC high? Was there a 
substantial difference between the total r~coverable 
and dissolved concentrations of the 111etAl in the 
downstream water? 

3) If both the total recoverable and dissolved WERe 
were larger than 5, ia it likely that there is 
nontoxic dissolved ~tal in the downstream water? 

d. The adverse effects and the time-course of effects in 
the side-by- aide tests should be compared. If they are 
different, it might indicate that the site-water teat 
is questionable or that additivity, synergia~. or 
antagonism occurred in the site water. This might be 
especially i~ortant if the WER obtained with the 
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secondary test did not confi~ the WER obtained with 
the primary teet or if the WER was very large or small . 

8. If at least ooe WER determined with the primary teat was 
confirmed by a WER that was simultaneously determined with 
the secondazy test, the cmcPWER and/or the ccci'WER should 
be derived ae described in section A.S. 

9. All date generated during the determination of the WER 
should be examined to see if there are any ~lications 
for the national or 'aite-specific aquatic life criterion. 
a. If there are data for a species for which data were not 

previously available or unusual data for a species for 
Which data were available, the national criterion might 
need to be revised. 

b. If t he primary test gives an LCSO or ECSO in labora tory 
dilution water that is the same as the national CMC, 
the resulting site•apecific CHC should be simila r to 
the LCSO that was obtained with the primary test using 
downstream water. Such relationships might serve as a 
check on the applicability of the use of WERs . 

c. If data indicate that the site-specific criterion would 
not a dequately protect a critical species, the site
specific criterion probably should be lowered. 

J. Reporting the Results 

A report of the experimental determination of a WER to the 
oppropriot~ regulatory authority ~•t include the following: 
1. Na=eCs) of tbe investigator(&), n~ and location oC the 

laboratory, and dates of initiation and termination of the 
teats. 

2. A description of the laboratory dilution ~ater, including 
source, preparation. and any demonstrations that an 
aquatic species can survive, grow. and reproduce in it . 

3. 'ftle n~. location, and description of the discharger, a 
description of the effluent, and the design flows of the 
effluent and the upstream water. 

(. A description of each sampling station, date, and time, 
with an explanation of why they were selected, and the 
flows of the upstream water and the effluent at the time 
the samples were collected . 

5. The procedures used to obtain, transport, and store the 
samples of the ~pstream water and the effluent . 

6. Any pretreatment, such as filtration, of the effluent , 
aite water, and/or laboratory dilution water . 

7. Results of all chemical and physical measurements on 
upstr eam water, effluent , actual and/or simulated 
downstream water, end laboratory dilution water. including 
hardness (or salinity), alkalinity, pH, and concentrations 
of total recoverable metal. dissolved metal, TSS, and TOC. 
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8 . Description of the experimental design, test chambers, 
depth and volume of solution in the chambers, loading and 
lighting, and numbers of organisms and chambers per 
treatment. 

9. Source and grade of the metallic s alt, and how the stock 
solution was prepared, including any acids or bases used. 

10. Source of the test organisms, scientific name e nd how 
verified, age, life stage, means and ranges of weights 
and/or lengths, observed diseases, treatments, holding and 
accli~tion procedures, and food. 

11. The average and range of the temperature, pH, hardness lor 
salinity), a nd the concentration of dissolved oxygen (as • 
saturation end a s mg/Ll during acclimation, e nd the method 
used to measure them. 

12. The following ~•t be presented for ea ch toxicity test: 
a . The a verage and range of the measured concentrations of 

dissolved oxygen, as t s atura tion and as mg/L. 
b. The average and range of the test temperature end the 

method used to measure it. 
c. The schedule for t aking samples of test solutions and 

the methode used to obta in, prepar e , and store them. 
d . A summary t able of the total recoverable and dissolved 

concentrations of the meta l in eacb treatment, 
including a ll controls, in which they were measured . 

e . A summary table of the va lues of the toxicological 
variable lsl for each treatment , including all controls, 
i n sufficient detail to allow an independent 
s tatistical analysis of the data . 

f. The endpoint and the method used to calculat e it. 
g. Comparisons with other data obtained by conducting the 

same test on the same meta l using laboratory dilution 
water in the same and different laboratories; such date 
m5Y be from a criteria document or from another source . 

h . Anything unusua l about the test . any deviations from 
the procedures described above, and any other relevant 
information. 

13. All differences. other than the dilution water and the 
concentra tions of metal in the test solutions, between the 
side- by-side tests using laboratory dilution water and 
site water. 

l 4 . Comparison of results obta ined with the primary and 
secondary tests. 

l5 . The WER end an explanation of its calculati on . 

~ report of the deriva tion of a FWER ~t include the 
following: 
l . A report of the determina t ion of each WER tha t was 

dete~ned for the derivati on of the FWER; all WERs 
determined with secondary tests .uet be reported along 
with a.ll WERs that were determined with the pri.mery test . 
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J. 

' · 

The de sign flow of the upstream wat er and the e f fluent and 
t h e hardness used in the derivation of the perudt limits 
if ~e criterion for the metal is ha~dneas-dependent. 
A s ummary table .u.t be presented that conta ins the 
following for each WER that was der ived : 
e . the va lue of the WER and the two endpoints from which 

it -• calculated . 
b. the hWER ca lcula ted from the WER. 
c. t he teet and species that -• used. 
d. the ~te the samples of effluent e nd site wa ter were 

colle:cted. 
e . the flows of the effluent and upstream water when the 

sllli'Cllee were t aken . 
f . the f ollowing information concerning the labora tory 

dilution water, effluent, upstream wa ter, and actua l 
and/or s imulated downstream water : hardness (sa linity) , 
a l kalinity, pH, and concentra tions of tota l recovera.ble 
met al , dissolved metal, TSS, a.nd TOC. 

A det a i l ed explan ation of how the FWER )oles derived from 
the WERs tha t are in the summary table. 
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Method 2 might be viewed as a simple process wherein samples of 
site water are obtained from locations within a large body of 
fresh or salt water (e.g . , an ocean or a large lake, reservoir, 
or estuary), a WER is dete~ned for each sample, and the FW2R is 
calculated as the oeo~tric ~an of some or all of tbe WERs. In 
reality, Method 2 is not likely to produce useful results unless 
substantiol resources are devoted to planning and conducting the 
study. Host sites to which Method 2 is applied will have long 
retention times, co~lex mixing patterns, and a number of 
dischargers. Because metals are persistent, the long retention 
times ~an that the sites are likely to be defined to cover 
rather large areas; thus such sites will herein be referred to 
generically as •large sites•. Despite the differences between 
theu~, all lar·ge sites require silllilar special considerations 
regarding the dete~nation o£ wsas . Because Method 2 is based 
on samples of actual surface water (rather than simulated surface 
water), no sample should be taken in the vicinity of a plume and 
the method should be used to deterllline cccWERs, not omcWERs . If 
WERs are to be deterlllined for more than one metal, Appendix F 
should be read. 

Method 2 uses many of the same methodologies as Method l, such as 
those for toxicity tests and chemical analyses. Because the 
sampling plan is crucial to Method 2 and the plan has to be based 
on site-Apec:: ifiC! consideraci ons . this description of Method 2 
will be more qualitative than the description of Method 1. 

Method 2 is based on use of actual surface water samples, but use 
of simulated surface water might provide information that is 
useful for some purposes: 
1. It might be desirable to compare the WERs for two discharges 

that contain the same metal . This mdght be accomplished~ 
seleotino an appropriate dilution water and preparing two 
simulated surface waters, one that contains a known 
concentration of one effluent and one that contains a known 
concentration of the other effluent . The relative magnitude 
of the two WER.s is likely. to be more useful than the absolute 
values of the WER3 themselves. 

2 . It might be desirable to determine whether the eWER for a 
particular effluent is additive with the WER of the site water 
(see ~ppendix G) . This can be studied ~ determining WERs for 
several different known co.ncentrations of the effluent in site 
water. 

3. An event s.uch as a rain lllight affect the WER. because of a 
change in the water quality, but it might also reduce the WER 
just by dilution of refractory metal or TSS . A ~roportional 
decrease in the WER and in the concentration of the metal 
!such as by dilution of refractory metal) will not result in 
underprotection; if, however, diluti·on decreases the WER 
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proportionally more than it decreases the concentration of 
metal in the downstream water, underprotection is likely to 
occur . This is essentially a determdnation of whether the WER 
is additive when the effluent is diluted with rain water (see 
~pendix G). 

•· An event that increases TSS might increase the total 
recoverable concentration of the metal and the total 
recoverable WBR without having much effect on either the 
dissolved concentration or the dissolved WER . 

In all four cases, the use of s~lated surface water is useful 
because it allows for the deterlllination of WERs usino known 
concentrations of effluent. 

An important step in the dete:nnination of any WER is to define 
the area to be included in the site. The major principle that 
should be applied when defining the area is the same for all 
sites: The site should be neither too small nor too large. rt 
the area selected is too Slllll.ll, permit lilllits might be 
unnecessarily controlled by a criterion for an area outside the 
site, wherea.s too large an area lllioht unnecessarily incorporate 
spatial complexities that are not relevant to the discharge(s) of 
concern and thereby unnecessarily increase the cost of 
determining the WER. ~plying this principle is likely to be 
more difficult for large sites than for flowing-water sites . 

Because WERs for large sites will usually be deterlllined usino 
actual, rather than s~lated, surface water, there are five 
major considerations regarding experimental design and data 
analysis: 

1. Total recoverable WERs at large sites might vary so much 
across time, location, and depth that they are not very 
useful . An assumption should be developed that an 
appropriately defined WER will be much more similar across 
time, location, and depth within the site than will a total 
recoverable WER. If such an assumption cannot be used, it is· 
likely that either the FWER will have to be set equal to the 
lowest WER and be overprotective for most of the site or 
separate site-specific criteria will have to be derived for 
two or more sites . 
a . One assumption that is likely to be worth testing is that 

the dissolved WER varies much less a cross time, location, 
and depth within a site than the total recoverable WER. If 
the assumption ~roves valid, a dissolved WER can be applied 
to a dissolved national wat~ quality criterion to derive a 
dissolved site-specific water quality criterion that will 
apply to the whole site. 

b. A second assumption that might be worth testing is that the 
WER correlates with a water quality characteristic such as 
TSS or TOC across time, location, and depth. 

c. Another assumption that ndght be worth testing is that the 
dissolved and/or total recoverable WER is mostly due to 
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nontoxic metal rather than to a water quality 
characteristic that reduces toxicity. If this is true and 
if there .is variability in the WER, the WER will correlate 
with the concentration of metal in the site water .. This is 
similar to the first assumption, but this one can allow use 
of both total recoverable and dissolved waRs , whereas the 
first one o~y allows use of a dissolved WER. 

If WERs are too variable to be useful and no way can be found 
to deal with the variability, additional sampling will 
probably be required in order to develop a WER and/or a site
specific water quality criterion that is either (a) spatially 
and/or temporally dependent or (b) constant and 
environmentally conservative for nearly all conditions . 

2. An experimental design should be developed that tests whether 
the assumption is of practical value across the range of 
conditions that occur at different times, locations, and 
depths within the site. Bach design has to be formulated 
individually to fit the specific site. The design should try 
to take into account the times, locations, and depths at which 
the extremes of the physical, chemical, and biological 
conditions occllr within the site, which wi.l.l require detailed 
info~tion concerning the site. In addition, the 
experimental design should balance available resources with 
the need for ~equate sampling. 
a. Selection of the number and timing of sampling events 

should take into account seasonal. wee.kly, and daily 
considerations. Intensive sampling should occur during the 
two most extreme seasons, with confirmatory sampling during 
the other two seasons . Selection of the day and time of 
sample collection should take into account the discharge 
schedules of the major industrial and/or municipal 
discharges. For example, it might be appropriate to 
collect samples during the middle of the week to a.llow for 
reestablishment of steady-state conditions after shutdowns 
for weekends and holidays; alternatively, end-of-the-week 
slug discharges are routine in some situations. In coastal 
sites, the tidal eycle might be important if facilities 
discharge, for example, over a four-hour period beginning 
at slack high tide. Because the highest concentration of 
effluent: in the surface wat:,er probably occurs at: ebb cide, 
determination of WERs using site water samples obtained at 
this time might result in inappropriately large WBRs that 
would result . in underprotection at other times; samples 
with unusually large WE:Rs might be especially useful for 
testing asswmptions . The importance of each consideration 
should be determined on a case-by-case basis. 

b. Selection of the number and locations of stations t o be 
sampled within a sampling event should consider the site as 
a whole and take into account sources of water and 
discharges , mixing patterns, and currents (and tides ~n 
coastal areas). If the site has been adequately 
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characterized, an acceptable design can probably be 
developed using existing information concerning (1) sources 
of the metal and other pollutants and (2) the spatial and 
teq><>ral distribution of concentrations of the metaJ. and 
water quality factors that might affect the toxicity of the 
metal. Samples should not be taken within or near mixing 
zones or pl\llllee of dischargers; dilution models (U.S. EPA 
1993) and dye dispersion studies (Kilpatrick 1992) can 
indicate areas that should definitely be avoided. Maps, 
current charcs, eydrodynamic models, and wacer quality 
models used to allocat-e waste loads and derive permit 
limits are likely to be helpful when determining when and 
where to obtain site-water samples. Available information 
might provide an indication of the acceptability of site 
water for testing selected species. The larger and more 
coaplex the site, the greater the number of sampling 
locations that will be needed. 

c. In addition to determining the horizontal location of each 
sampling atation, the vertical location (i.e., depth) of 
the sampling point needs to be selected . Known mixing 
regimes, the presence of vertical stratification of TSS 
and/or salinity, concentration of metal, effluent plumes, 
tolerance of test species, and the need to obtain samples 
of site water that span the range of site conditions should 
be considered when selecting the depth at which the sample 
is to be taken. Some decisions concerning depth c annot be 
made until i nformation is obtained at the time of sampling; 
for exaDPle, a conductivity meter, salinometer , or 
transmissometer might be useful for determining where and 
at what depth to collect samples. Turbidity might 
correlate with TSS and both might relate to the toxicity of 
the metal in site water; salinity c an indicate whether the 
teat organisms and the site water are compatible. 

Because each site is unique, specific guidance cannot be given 
here concerning either the selection of the appropriate number 
and locations of sampling stations within a site or the 
frequeney of Baqlling. All available information concerning 
the site should be utilized to ensure that the times, 
locations, and depths of samples span the range of water 
quality characteristics that might affect the toxicity of the 
metal' 

a. High and low concentrations of TSS. 
b. High and low concentrations of effluents . 
c. Seasonal effects. 
d. The range of tidal conditions in saltwater situations. 

The sampling plan should provide the data needed to allow an 
evaluation of the usefulness of the assumption(s) that the 
exper~tal design is intended to test . Statisticians should 
play a key role in experimental design and data analysis, but 
professional judgment that takes into account pertinent 
biological, chemical, and toxicological considerations is at 
least as important as rigorous statistical analysis when 
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interpreting the data and determining the degree to which the 
data correspond to the assumption(s) . 

3. The details of each sampling design should be formulated with 
the aid of people who understand the site and people who have 
a working knowledge of WERs . Because of the complexity of 
designing a WER study for large sites, the design te~ should 
utilize the combined expertise and experience of individuals 
from the appropriate EPA Region, states, municipalities, 
dischargers, environmental groups, and othe~s who can 
constructively contribute to the design of the study. 
Building a te~ of cooperating aquatic toxicologists, aquatic 
chemists, limnologists, oceanographers, water quality 
modelers, statisticians, individuals fram other key 
disciplines, as well as regulators and those regulated, who 
have knowledge of the site and the site-specific procedures, 
is central to success of the derivation of a WER for a large 
site. Rather ~ban submitting the workplan to the appropriate 
regulatory authority rand possibly the Water Management 
Division of the EPA Regional Office) for comment at the end . 
they should be members of the te~ from the beginning. 

4 . Data from one sampling event should always be analyzed prior 
to the next Sllltq)ling event \olith the goal of improving the 
sampling design as the study progresses . For example, if the 
toxicity of the metal in surface water samples is related to 
the concentration of TSS, a water quality characteristic such 
as turbidity might be measured at the time of collection of 
water samples and used in the selection of the concentrations 
to be used ~n the WER toxicity tests in site water . At a 
minimum, the te~ that interprets the results of one sampling 
event and plans the next should include an aquatic 
toxicologist, a ~tals chemist, a statistician, and 4 modeler 
or other user of the data. 

5. The final interpretation of the data and the derivation of the 
FWER(s) should be performed by a team. Sufficient data are 
likely to be available to allow a quanti tative estimate of 
experimental variation, differences between species , and 
seasonal differences . It will be necessary to decide whether 
one site-specific criterion can be applied to the whole area 
or whether separate site-specific criteria need to be derived 
for two or more sites . The interpretation of the data might 
produce two or more alternatives that the appropriate 
regulatory authority could subject to a coat-benefit analysis. 

Other aspects of the determination of a WER for a large site are 
li~ely to be the same as described for Method 1. For exllltq)le : 
a . WERs should be determined using two or more sensitive species; 

the suggestions given in Appendix I should be considered when 
selecting the tests and species to be used. 
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b . Chemical analyses of site water, laboratory dilution water. 
and teat solutions sbould toll~ the requir~nts for the 
speci fie teat used and those given in thi·s document . 

c. If testa in ~~~any surface water sllltq)les are con;>ared to.one 
teat in a laboratory dilution water, it is very important that 
that one teat be acceptable. Use of (l) rangefinding tests, 
(21 additional treatments beyond the standard five 
concentrations plus controls, and (3) dilutions that are 
functions of the known concentration-effect relationships 
obtained with the toxicity test and metal of concern will help 
ensure that the desired endpoints and WElls can be calC\Ilated. 

d. Measurements of the ·concentrations of both total recoverable 
and dissolved metal should be targeted to the test 
concentrations whose data will be used in the calculation of 
the endpointe. 

e. Samples of site water and/or effluent should be collected, 
handled, and transported so that the tests can begin as soon 
as is feasible. 

f. lf the large site is a saltwater site, the considerations 
presented in ~~endix H ought to be given attention . 
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Where n r the nuober of experimentally determcined WERs in a set, 
the •adjusted geometric mean• of the set is calculated as 
follows: 

a . Take the logarithm of each of the WERs. The logarithms can be 
to any base, but natural logarithms (base e) are preferred for 
reporting purposes. 

b. Calculate x • the arithmetic mean of the logarithms . 
c. Calculate • • the sample standard deviation of the 

logarithms: 

··~ ex- x )• 
n-1 

d. Calculate SB • the standard error of the arithmetic mean : 
SB • •f.fii . 

e. Calculate A • i- ( t,,,l (SB'l. where e.. .• is the value of Student • a 
t statistic for a one-sided probability of 0. 70 with n- 1 
degrees of freedom. The values of t,., for some comnon 
degrees of freedom ldfl are: 

M r:. .• 
1 0.727 
2 0.617 
3 0.584 
4 0.569 

5 0.559 
6 0 . 553 
7 0.549 
8 0.546 

9 0.543 
10 0.542 
11 0.540 
12 0 . 539 

The values of r;., for more degrees of freedom are available, 
for example. on page T-5 of Nacrella (1966) . 

f. Take the antilogarithm of A . 

This adjustment of the geometric mean accounts for the fact that 
the means of fifty percent of the sets of WERs are expected to be 
higher than the actual mean; using the one-sided value of t (or 
0.70 reduces the percentage to thirty. 
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This exaq)le ass~•· that cccWERs were determned 1110nthly. using 
simulated dawnstrelllll water that was prepared by mixing upatrelllll 
-ter with effluent at the r atio that existed when the a~les 
were obtained. Also, the flow of the effluent is always 10 cfs, 
and the design flow of the upstrelllll water is CO cfs . (Therefore , 
the downstrelllll flow at design-flow conditions is 50 cfs.) The 
concentration of -tal in upstrelllll water at design flow is O.C 
ug/L, and the CCC is 2 ug/L. tach FWBR ill derived from the WERs 
and hWERs that are available through that I!IOnth. 

Month eFLOW uFLOW uCONC WER HCME hWER FWBR 
.i£U.l. ..illlll. .i.Y.UL.l. l.IWJ..l. 

March 10 850 0.8 5 .2• 826.4 82.80 l.O• 
April 10 289 0.6 6 .o• 341.5 34.31 l.o• 
May 10 300 0.6 5 .a• 341.6 34.32 Lo• 
June 10 430 0.6 5. 7• 475.8 47.74 5. 7• 
July 10 120 0.4 1. o• 1?7 . 2 17.88 5.7° 
Aug . 10 85 0.4 10 .5· 196.1 19.77 6 .eo' 
Sept. 10 40 0.4 12 .o• 118.4 12.00 10 .69' 
OCt. 10 45 0.4 11.0• 119.:1 12.08 10.881 

Nov. 10 150 0.4 1 .s• 234 .0 23.56 10 .88' 
Dec. 10 110 0.4 3 .s• 79.6 8.12 8 .12" 
Jan. 10 180 0.6 6. g• 251. 4 25.30 a.u• 
Feb. 10 2U 0.6 6 .1• 295.2 29.68 8.12. 

.. 

• 

Neither TYPe l nor Type 2; the downstream flow (i.e ., the sum 
of the eFLOW and the uFLOWI is > 500 cfs. 
The total number of a vailable Type 1 and Type 2 WERs is less 
than 3. 
A Type 2 WER; the downstream flow is between 100 and 500 cfs. 
No Type 1 WER is available; the FWBR is the lower of the 
lowest Type 2 WER and the lowest hWER. 
A Type 1 WER; the downstream flow is between 50 and 100 cfs . 
One Type 1 WER ia available ; the FWER is the geometric mean of 
all Type 1 and Type 2 WERe. 
Two or more Type 1 WERs are available and the range is less 
than a factor of 5; the FWER is the ad justed geometric mean 
taee Figure 2) of the Type 1 WERs. because a ll th~ hWERs are 
higher. 
Two or more Type 1 WERe are available and the range is not 
greater Chan a factor of 5; the FWER is the lowest hWER 
because the lowest hWER ie lower than the adjusted geometric 
mean of the Type 1 WRits . 
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l'igure '' Reducing the I:Jipact: ot lt!Q)er~tal Vari.ation 

When the FWER is the lowest o f, for example1 three WERs, the 
impact of experimental variation can be reduced by conducting 
additional primacy tests. If the endpoint of the secondacy test 
.ie abova the CMC or CCC to which the FWER is to be appli·ed.. the 
additional tests can also be conducted with the secondary test. 

Month 

April 
May 
June 

Lowest 

Month 

Apri.l 
May 
June 

Lowest 

case 1 

(Primacy 
Test> 

4 . 801 
2.SS2 
9.164 

2.5S2 

Case 3 

(Primacy (Second. 
Test) Test.) 

4 . 801 3.163 
2.S52 5.039 
9.164 7.110 

(Primacy 
Test) 

4 . 801 
2.5S2 
9 . 164 

Geo. 
~ 

3 .897 
3.S86 
8.072 

3.586 

Case 2 

<Primacy Geometric 
Test! Mean 

3.565 4.137 
4.190 3.270 
6.736 7.8S7 

3.270 

Case 4 

(Primacy (Second. Geo. 
Test) Test! -Hw!. 

4.801 3.163 3.897 
2.SS2 2. 944 2.741 
9 . 164 7.110 8.072 

2 . 741 

Case 1 uses the individual WERs obtained with the primary test 
for the three months, and the·PWER is the lowest o~ the three 
WERs. In Case 2, duplicate primary tests were conducted in each 
month, so that a geometric mean could be calculated for each 
month; the FWER is the lowest of the three geometric means. 

In Cases 3 and 4, both a primary test and a secondary test were 
conducted each month and the endpoints for both tests in 
laboratory dilution water are above the CMC or CCC to which the 
FWER is to be applied. In both of these cases, therefore, the 
FWER is the lowest of the three geometric means. 

The availability of these alternatives does not me"n that they 
are necessarily cost-effective . 
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When fewer than two treatlllents kill SOllie but. not all of the 
exposed teat organisms, a statistically sound estimate of an LCSO 
cannot be calculated. SOllie programs and methods produce LCSOs 
when there are f-er than two •partial ltiUs• , but such results 
are obtained using interpolation, not statistics. If (a ) a test 
is otherwise acceptable, (b) a sufficient number of organisms are 
exposed to each treatment, and (c) the concentrations are 
sufficiently close together, a test with zero or one partial kill 
can provide all the information that is needed concerning the 
LCSO. An LCSO calculated by interpolation should probably be 
called an •approximate LCSO• to acknowledge t :he l ack of a 
sta tistical basis for ita calculation, but this does not imply 
that such an LCSO provides no useful toxicolo.gical information. 
If desired, the binomial test can be used to •calculate a 
statistically sound probability that the true LCSO lies between 
two tested concentrations (Stephan 1977) . 

Although more cOIJl,?l- interpolation methods c.an be used, they 
will not produce a more useful LCSO than the 1method described 
here. Inversions in the data between two teat concentrations 
should be removed by pooling the mortality data for those two 
concentrations and calculating a percent mort.slity that is then 
assigned to both concentra tions. Logarithms to a base other than 
10 can be used if desired. If Pl and P2 are the pe.rcentages of 
the test organisms that died when exposed to concentrations Cl 
and C2, respectively, and if Cl < C2, Pl < P2, 0 S Pl S SO, 

and SO s P2 S 100, then ; 

P•~ 
P2- Pl 

C • Log Cl + P(Log C2 - Log Cl)' 

LCSO • 10" 

If Pl '"' o and P2 • 100 , LC50 • .'tell tdl 
It Pl P2 : SO, LCSO • .'(Cl) (dl 
If Pl • 50, LCSO • Cl. 
If P2 :50, LCSO ; C2. 
If Cl c 4 mg/L, C2 = 7 mg/L, Pl = lS t, and P2 = 100 ,, 

then LC50 = 5.036565 mg/L. 

Besides the mathematical requirements given above, the following 
toxicological rec~dations are given i n sections G.8 and 1.2: 
a . 0.6S < Cl/C2 < 0 . 99. 
b . 0 S Pl < 37. 
c. 63 < P2 S 100 . 
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~fa sampling plan (e.g . , for measuring metal t n a treatment i n a 
toxicity test) is designed so that a series of values are 
obtained over time in such a way that each value contains the 
same amount of information (i.e ., represents the same amount of 
time), then the ~st meaningful average i s the arithmetic 
average. In most cases, however, when a series of values is 
obtained over time, some va.lues contain more information than 
others; in these cases the most meaningful average is a time
weighted average (TWA). If each value contains the same amount 
of information, the arithmetic average will e~al the TWA . 

A TWA is obtained by multiplyi ng each value by a weight and then 
dividing the sum of the products by the sum of the weights . The 
simplest approach is to let each weight be the duration of t ime 
that the sample represents. Except for the first and last 
samples , the period of time represented by a sample starts 
halfway to the previous .sample and ends halfway to the next 
sample. The period of time represented by the first sample 
starts at the beginning of the test. and the period of time 
represented by the last sample ends at the end of the test . Thus 
for a 96-hr toxicity test , the sum of the weights will be 96 hr. 

The following are hypothetical examples of grab s amples taken 
from 96-hr flow• through tests for two common sampling regimes: 

Sampling Cone . We ight Product Ti me-weighted average 
~i~ !btl J.m9:..LW.. _ihi:L !btl !!!l!:ILI..I !msJLI..I 

0 12 48 576 
!l6 14 .!§. _ill 

96 1248 1248/96 13 . 00 

0 8 12 96 
24 6 24 144 
48 7 24 168 
?2 9 24 216 
96 8 ll -2.§. 

96 720 720/96 7.500 

When al l the weights are the same, the ari thmetic average equals 
the TWA. Similarly, if only one sample is taken, both the 
arithmetic average and the TWA equal the value o f that sample. 

The rules are more complex for composite sampl es and for samples 
from renewal tests. In all cases, however. the sampling plan can 
be designed so that t he TWA equals the arithmetic average . 
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~z A : C~hOD ot wat. Detezw.!D.ed Vaizlg Vpatre .. aD4 
lloWD8tr ... water 

The •Interim Guidance• concerning metals (U.S. EPA 19921 made a 
fundamental change in the way WERs should be experimentally 
determined because it changed the source of the site water . The 
earlier guidance (U.S. EPA 1983,1984) required that u~stream 
water be used as the site water, whereas the newer guidance (U.S. 
EPA 19921 recommended that downstream water be used as the site 
water. The change in the source of the site water was merely an 
acknowledgement that the WER that applies at a location in a body 
of water should. when possible, be determined using the water 
that occurs at that location. 

Because the change in the source of the dilution water was 
~ected to result in an increase in the magnitude of ma~ WERs, 
interest in and concern about the determination and use of WERs 
increased. When upstream water was the required site water, it 
was expected tha t WERe would generally be low and that the 
determination and use of WERs could be fairly simple. After 
downstream water became the recoll'l!lended site. water. the 
determina tion and use of WERs was examined much more closely. It 
was then realized that the determination and use of upstream WERs 
was more complex than originally thought. It was also reali~ed 
that the use of downstream water greatly increased the complexity 
and was likely to increase both the magnitude and the variability 
ot many WERe. concern abOut the tate ot discharged metal also 
increased because use of downstream water might allow the 
discl'l&rge of large amounts of metal that has reduced or no 
toxicity at the end of the pipe . The prob&ble increases in the 
complexity, magnitude, and variability of WERs and the increased 
concern about fate, increased the importance of understanding the 
relevant issues as they apply to WERs determined using both 
upstream water and downstream water. 

A. Charact~ristics of the Site Water 

The idealized concept of an upstream wat.er is a pristine vater 
that is relatively unaffected ~ people. In the real world. 
however, many ~stream waters contain naturally occurring 
ligands, one or more effluents, and materials from nonpoint. 
sources; all of these might impact a WER. If the upstream 
water receives an effluent containing TOC and/or TSS that 
contributes to the WBR, the WER will probably change whenever 
the quality or quantity of the TOC and/or TSS changes. In 
such a case, the determination and use of the WER in upstream 
water will have some of the increased complexity associated 
with use of downstream water and some of the concerns 
associated with multiple-discharge situations (see Appendix 
F) . The amount of complexity will depend greatly on the 
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number and type of upstream point and nonpoint ~ources, the 
frequency and magnitude of fluctuations, and whether the WER 
is being determined above or below the point of c~lete mix 
of the upstream sources. 

DownatreUI water is a mixture of effluent and upstream water, 
each of which can contribute to the WBR, a.nd so there are two 
coaponenta to a WBR determined in downstream water : the 
effluent coaponent and the upstream coaponent. 'Itle existence 
o~ these two coaponents has the following implications: 
1. WBRa determined using downstream water are likely to be 

larger and JDOre variable than WBRa determined using 
upstream water. 

2. 'Itle effluent CCIIC>Cment should be applied only where the 
effluent occurs, which hall i.ov;llications concerning 
impl-.ntation. 

3. 'ftle 11111gnitude of the effluent CQII'Cionent of a WER will 
depend on the concentration of effluent in the downstream 
water . (A consequence of this is that the effluent 
coaponent will be zero where the concen•tration of effluent 
is zero, which is the point of it~ 2 &bove.) 

4. The magnitude of the effluent component of a WER is likely 
to vary as the cOJI'C)osition of the efflu·snt varies. 

s. C~red to upstream water, many effluents contain higher 
concentrations of a wider variety of a~batancea that can 
impact. the toxicity of metals in a wide:r variety of ways, 
and ao the effluent component of a WER •Can be due to a 
v.riety of chemical effects in addition to such factors as 
hardness, alkalinity, pH, and humic acid. 

6. Because the effluent component might be due, in whole or in 
part, to the discharge of refractory -tal (see ~pendix 
PI, the WBR cannot be thought of s~ly as being cau11ed ~ 
the effect of water quality on the toxicity of the metal. 

Dealing with downstream WBRa is so IIIUch aiJ~ler if the 
effluent WBR (eWER) and the upstream WER luWERI are additive 
that it is desirable to understand the concept of additivity 
of WERa, its experimental determination, and its use (see 
~pendix Gl. 

B. 'Itle ~lications of Mixing Zones. 

When WERa are determined using upstream water, the presence or 
absence of mixing zones hall no i.ov;lact; the CIIICWER and the 
ccCWER will both be determined using site water that conta ins 
zero percent of the effluent of concern, i.e., the two WERs 
will be determined using the same site water . 

When WERs a re determined using downstream water, the magnitude 
of each WER will probably depend on the concentration of 
effluent in the downstream water used (see Appendix D). The 
concentration of effluent in the site water will depend on 
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where the sample is taken. which will not be the same for the 
cmcWER and the cccWER if there are mixing zone(s) . Most, if 
not all, discharges have a chronic (CCC) mixing zone; many. 
but not all, also have an acute (CMC) mixing zone. The CMC 
applies at all points except those inside a CMC ndxing zone: 
thus if there is no CHC mixing zone, the CMC applies at the 
end of the pipe. The CCC applies at all points outside the 
CCC mixina zone. It is generally asswmed that if permit 
limits are based on a point in a stream at which both the CMC 
and the CCC apply, the CCC will control the permit limits, 
although the CMC might control if different averaging periods 
are appropriately taken into account. For this discussion, it 
will be assumed that the same design flow (e.g., 7010) is used 
for both the CMC and the CCC. 

If the cmcWER is to be appropriate for use inside the chronic 
mixing zone, but the cccWER is to be appropriate for use 
outside the chronic mixing zone, the concentration of effluent 
that is appropriate for use in the determination of the two 
WBRs will not be the same. Thus even if the same toxicity 
test is used in the determination of the cmcWER and the 
cccWBR, the two WERs will probably be different because the 
concentration of effluent will be different in the two site 
waters in which the WERs are determined. 

It the CMC is only of concern within the CCC DUxing zone, tbe 
highest relevant concentration of metal will occur at the edge 
of the CMC mixing zone if there is a CMC mixing zone; the 
highest concentration will occur at the end of the pipe if 
there i s no CMC mixing zone. In contrast, within the CCC 
mixing zone, the lowest cmcWER will probably occur at the 
outer edge of the CCC mixing zone. Thus the greatest level of 
protection would be provided if the cmcWER is determined using 
~ater at the outer edge of the CCC mixing zone, and then the 
calculated site-specific CMC is applied at the edge of the CMC 
mixing zone or at the end of the pipe, depending on whether 
there is an acute mixing zone . The cmcWBR is likely to be 
lowest at the outer edge of the CCC mixing zone because of 
dilution of the effluent, but this dilution will also dilute 
the metal. If the cmcWER is determined at the outer edge of 
the CCC mixing zone but the resulting site-specific CMC is 
applied at the end of the pipe or at the edge of the CMC 
mixing zone, dilution is allowed to reduce the WE~ but it is 
not allowed to reduce the concentration of the metal. This 
approach is environmentally conservative, but it is probably 
necessary given current ~lementation procedures . (The 
situation might be more complicated if the uWER is higher than 
the eWER or if the two WERs are less-than-additive . ) 

A CO!Ti>arable situation appl.ies to the CCC. Outside the CCC 
mixing zone, the CMC and the CCC both apply, but it is assumed 
that the CMC can be ignored because the CCC will be more 
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restrictive. The cccWER should probably be determined for the 
cccplete-mix situation, but the site-specific CCC wil~ have to 
be met at the edge of the CCC ~ng zone . Thus dilution of 
the WBR from the edge of the CCC mixing zone to the point of 
complete mix is taken into account, but dilution of the metal 
is not. 

If there is neither an acute nor a chronic mixing zone, both 
the CMC and the CCC apply at the end of the pipe, but the CCC 
should stil~ be determined for the complete-mix situation. 

C. Definition of site . 

In the general context of site-specific criteria, a •site• may 
be a state, region, watershed, waterbod¥, segment of a 
waterbod¥, categoz;y of water (e.g. , ephemeral stream.s), etc. , 
but the site-specific criterion is to be derived to provide 
adequate protection for the entire site, however the site is 
defined. Thus, when a site-specific criterion is derived 
using the Recalculation Procedure, all species that •occur at 
the site• need to be taken into account when deciding what 
s~ecies, if any, are to be deleted fr~ the dataset. 
Similarly, when a site-specific criterion is derived us.ing a 
WER, the WBR is to be adequately protective of the entire 
site. If, for example, a site-specific criterion .is being 
derived for an estuary, WERs could be determined using samples 
of the surface water obtained from various sampling stations, 
which, to avoid confusion, should not be called •sites•. If 
all the WER& were sufficiently similar, one site-specific 
criterion could be derived to apply to the whole estuary . If 
the~ were sufficiently different, either the lowest WER 
could be used to derive a site-specific criterion for the 
whole estuary, or the data might indicate that the estuary 
should be divided into two or more sites, each with its own 
criterion. 

The major principle that should be applied when defining the 
area to be included in the site is very simplistic: The site 
should be neither too small nor too large. 
~- Small sitea are probably appropriate tor cmcWERs, but 

usually are not appropriate for cccWERs because metals are 
persistent, although some oxidation states are not 
~ersistent and some metals are not persistent in the water 
column. For cccWERs, the smaller the defined site, the 
more likely it is that the patm!t limits will be controlled 
by a crite.rion for an area that is outside the site, but 
which could have been included in the site without 
substantially changing the WER or increasing the cost of 
determining the WER. 

2 . Too large an area might unnecessarily increase the cost of 
determining the WER. As the size of the site increases, 
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the spatial and temporal variability is likely to increase, 
which will probably increase the number of water samples in 
which WERa will need to be determined before a site
specific criterion can be derived. 

3. Events that import or resuspend TSS and/or TOC are likely 
to increase the total recoverable concentration of the 
metal and the total recoverable WER while having a much 
s~ller effect on the dissolved concentration and the 
dissolved WER. Where the concentration of dissolved metal 
is substantially more constant than the concentration of 
total recoverable metal, the site can probably be much 
larger for a dissolved criterion than for a total 
recoverable criterion. If one criterion is not feasible 
for the whole area, it might be possible to divide it into 
two or more sites with separate total recoverable or 
dissolved criteria or to make the criterion dependent on a 
water quality characteristic such as TSS or salinity . 

4 . Unless the site ends where one body of water meets another, 
at the outer edge of the site there will usually be an 
instantaneous decrease in the allowed concentration of the 
metal in the water column due to the change from one 
criterion to another, but there will not be an 
instantaneous decrease in the actual concentration of metal 
in the water column. The site has to be large enough to 
include the transition zone in which the actual 
concentration decreases so that the criterion outside the 
site is not exceeded . 

Tt is, of course, possible in same situations that relevant 
distant conditions Ce.g., a lower downstream pKl will 
necessitat~ a low criterion that will control the permit 
limits such that it is pointless to determine a WER . 

When a WER is determined in upstream water, it is Qenerally 
assumed that a downstream effluent will not decrease the WER . 
It is therefore ssswned that the site can usually cover a 
rather large geographic a rea. 

When a site-specific criterion is derived based on WERs 
determined usinQ downstream water, the site should not be 
defined in the same way that it would be defined if the WE.R 
were determined using upstream water. The eWER should be 
allowed to affect the site-specific criterion wherever the 
effluent occurs, but it should not be allowed to affect the 
criterion in places where the effluent does not occur. In 
addition, insofar a s the magnitude of the effluent co~onent 
at a point in the site depends on the concentra tion of 
effluent, the ~gnitude of the WER at a particular point will 
depend on the concentration of effluent at that point. To the 
extent that the eWER and the uWER are additive, the WER and 
the concentration of metal in the plume will decrease 
proportionally (see Appendix G). 
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When WERs are determined ~sino downstream water, the following 
considerations should be taken into account when the site is 
defined: 
1. If a site-specific criterion is derived usino a WER that 

applies to the co=plete-mix situation, the upstream edge of 
the site to which this criterion applies should be the 
point at which co=plete mix actually occurs. If the site 
to which the complete -mix WER is applied starts at the end 
of the pipe and extends all the way across the stream, 
there will be an area beside the plume that will not be 
adequately protected ~ the site-specific criterion. 

2. Upstream of the point of complete mix, it will usually be 
protective to apply a site- specific criterion that was 
derived using a WBR that was determined using upatreiUII 
water. 

3. 'ftte plume lrlight be an area in which the concentration of 
metal could exceed a site-specific criterion without 
causing toxicity becau.se of silnultaneous dilution of the 
metal and the eWER. The fact that the pl~ is IIIUCh larger 
than the mdxing zone might not be important if there is no 
toxicity within the plume. Aa long as the concentration of 
metal in 100 ' effluent does not exceed that allowed ~ the 
additive portion of the eWER, from a toxicologic~! 
standpoint neither the size nor the definition of the plume 
needs to be of concern because the metal will not cause 
toxicity within the plume. Yf there is no toxicity within 
the plume, the area in the plume might be like a 
traditional mix~ng zone in tnat the concentration of metal 
exceeds the site-specific criterion, but it would be 
different from a traditional mixing zone in that the level 
of protection is not reduced. 

Special considerations are likely to be neceasary in order to 
take into account the eWER when defining a site related to 
IIJUltiple discharqes (see Appendix F) . 

D. The variability in the experimental dete~nation of a WER. 

When a WER is determined using upstream water, the two major 
sources of variation in the WER are (al variability in the 
qu4.Li ty of the site water, which might be related to season 
and/or flow, and (bl axperimental variation . Ordinary day-to
day variation will account for some of the variability, but 
aeasonal variation is likely to be more important. 

Aa explained in Appendix D. variability in the concentration 
of nontoxic dissolved metal will contribute to the variability 
of both total recoverable WERs and dissolved WERB ; variability 
in the concentration of nontoxic particulate metal will 
contribute to the variability in a total recoverable WER, but 
not to the variability in a dissolved WER . Thus, dissolved 
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WERs are expected to be less variable than total recoverable 
WSRs, especially where events co1m10nly increase TSS and/or 
TOC. In some cases, therefore, appropriate use of ana~tical 
chemistry can greatly increase the usefulne~s of the 
experimental determination of W&Rs. The concerns regarding 
variability are increased if an upstream effluent contributes 
to the WER. 

When a WER is determined in downstream water, the four major 
sources of v~riability in the WER are (a) variability in the 
quality of the upstream water, which might be related to 
season and/or flow, (b) experimental variation, (c) 
v~iability in the composition of the effluent, and (d) 
variability in the ratio of the flows of the upstream water 
and the effluent . The considerations reg~ding the first two 
are the same as for WERs determined using u~stream water; 
because of the additional sources of variab~lity, WERs 
determined using downstream water are likely to be more 
va,riable than WERs determined using upstream water. 

It would be desirable if a sufficient number of WERs could be 
determined to define the variable factors in the effluent and 
in the upstream water that contribute to the variability in 
WERs that are determined using downstream water. Not only is 
this li~ely to be very difficult in most cases, but it is also 
possible that the WER will be dependent on interactions 
between const.ituents o f the effluent. and the upstream water, 
i.e., the eWER and uWER might be additive, more-than-additive, 
or less-than-additive (see Appendix G). When interaction 
occurs, in order to completely understand the variability of 
W&Rs determined using downstream water, sufficient tests would 
have to be conducted to determine the means and variances of: 

a . the effluent component of the WER. 
b. the upstream component o f the WER. 
c. any interaction between the two components. 

An interaction might occur, for example, if the toxicity of a 
~etal is affected by pH, and the pH and/or the buffering 
capacity of the effluent and/or the upstream water vary 
considerably. 

An increase in the variability of WERs decreases the 
usefulness of any one WER. Compensation for this decrease in 
usefulness can be attempted by determining WERs at more times; 
although this will provide more data, it will not necessarily 
provide a proportionate increase in understanding. Rather 
than determining WERs at more times, a better use of resources 
might be to obtain more information concerning a smaller 
number of specially selected occasions. 

It is likely that some cases will be so complex that achieving 
even a reasonable understanding will require unreasonable 
resources. In contrast, some~ determined using tne 
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methods presented herein might be relatively easy to 
understand if appropriate chemical measuren~ents are perfonned 
When WERs are determined . 
1. If the variation of the total recoverable WBR is 

aubstantiaUy greater than the variation of the comparable 
dissolved WBR, there is probably a variable and substantial 
concentration of particulate nontoxic metal. It might be 
advantageous to use a dissolved WER just because it will 
have less variability than a total recoverable WElL 

2. If the total recoverable and/or dissolved WER correlates 
with the total recoverable and/or dissolved concentration 
of metal in the site water, it is likely that a substantial 
percentage of the metal is nontoxic. In this case the WER 
will probably also depend on the concentration of effluent 
in the site water and on the concentration of metal in the 
effluent. 

Tbese approaches are more likely to be useful when WERs are 
determined using downstream water, rather than upstream water, 
unless both the magnitude of the WER and the concentration of 
t he metal in the upstream water are elevated by an upstream 
effluent and/or events that increase TSS and/or TOC . 

Both of these approaches can be applied to WERs that are 
determined using actual downstream water, but the second can 
probably provide much better information if it is used with 
WERs determined using simulated downstream water that is 
prepared by mixing a sample of the effluent with a sample of 
the upstream water. In this way the composition and 
characteristics of both the effluent and the upstream water 
can be dete~ned, and the exact ratio in the downstream water 
is known. 

Use of simulated downstream water is also a way to study the 
relation between the WER and the ratio of effluent to upstream 
-ter at one point in time, which is tile most direct way to 
test for additivity of the eWER and the uWER (see Appendix G) . 
'nlis can be viewed as a test of the ass~tion that WERs 
determined using downstream water will decrease as the 
concentration of effluent decreases. If this ass~tion is 
true, as the flow increases, the concentration of effluent in 
the downstream water will decrease and the WER will decrease. 
Obtaining such information at one point in time is useful, but 
confirmation at one or more other times would be much more 
useful. 

E. The fate of metal that has reduced or no toxicity. 

Metal that has reduced or no toxicity at the end of the pipe 
might be more toxic at some time in the future. For example, 
metal that is in the -ter column and is not toxic now might 
become more toxic in the wat er column later or might move into 
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the sediment and beco~ toxic. If a WER allows a surface 
water to contain as much toxic metal as is acceptable , the WER 
would not be adequately protective if metal that was nontoxic 
when the WER was determined became toxic in the water ~olumn, 
unless a con;>ensating change occurred. Studies of the fate of 
metals need to address not only the changes that take pl ace. 
but al,so the rates of the changes . 

Concern about the fate of discharged ~tal justifiably raises 
concern about the possibility that metals might contaminate 
sediments. The· possibility of contamination of sediment bY 
toxic and/or nontoxic metal in the water column was one of the 
concerns that led to the establishment of EPA's sediment 
quality criteria program, which is developing guidelines and 
criteria to protect sediment . A separat e program was 
necessary because ambient water quality criteria are not 
desi gned to protect sedi ment . Insofar as technology-based 
controls and water quality criteria reduce the discharge of 
metals, they t end to reduce the possibility of contamination 
of sediment. Conversely, insofar as WERs allow an increase in 
the discharge of metals, they tend to increase the possibility 
of contamination of sediment . 

When WERs are determined in upstream water, the concern about 
the fate of metal with reduced or no toxicity is usually small 
because the WSRs are usually small. In addition, the factors 
that result i n upstream WERs being greater than 1.0 usually 
are (a ) natural organic materials SllCh as humic aciOs and (b) 
water quality characteristics such as hardness, alkalinity, 
and pH. I t is easy to assume that natural organic materials 
.,ill not degrade rapidly, and it is easy to monitor changes in 
hardness, alkalinity, and pH . Thus there is usually littl e 
concern about the fate of the metal when WERs are determined 
in upstream water, especially if the WER is small. If the WER 
i s laroe and possibly due at least in part to an upstream 
effluent, there is more concern about the fate of metal that 
has reduced or no toxicity . 

When WERs are determined in downstream water. effluents are 
allowed t o contain vi rtually unlimited amounts of nontoxic 
p~ticulate metal and nontoxic dissolved metal . It would seem 
prudent to obtain some data concerning whether the nontoxic 
metal might become toxic at some time in the future whenever 
(1) the concentration of nontoxic metal is large, (2) the 
concentrat ion of dissolved metal is below the dissolved 
national criterion but the concentration of tot.al recoverable 
metal is substantially above the total recoverable. national 
c riterion, or (3) the site-specific criterion is substantially 
above the national cri terion . It would seem appropriate to : 
a . Generate some data concerning whether •fate• (i . e . , 

environmental processes) wi ll cause any of the nontoxic 
metal to become toxic due to oxi dation of organic matter , 
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oxidation of sulfides , etc . For ex&nll•le, a WER could be 
determined using a sample of actual or- simulated downstream 
water, the sample aerated for a periodl of time (e.g .• two 
weeks) , the pH adjusted if necessary, and another WER 
determined. If aeration reduced the ~~. shorter and 
longer periods of aeration could be us:ed to study the rate 
of change. 

b. Determine the effect of a change in water quality 
characteristics on the WER; for example, determine the 
effect of lowering the pH on the WER if influent lowers the 
pH of the downstream water within the area to which the 
site-specific criterion is to apply. 

c . Determine a WBR in actual downstream w•ater to demonstrate 
whether downstream conditions change sufficiently (possibly 
due to degradation of organic matter, multiple dischargers , 
etc.) to lower the WBR more than the concentration of the 
metal is lowered. 

If environmental processes cause nontoxic metal to become 
toxic, it is i~rtant to determine whether the time sC4le 
involves dsys, weeks , or years. 

SUI!JIIOry 

When WERs are determined using downstream water, the site water 
cont~ins effl~ent and the WER will t•ke into• ~9count not only the 
constituents of the upstream water, but also• the toxic and 
nontoxic metal and other constituents of the• effluent as they 
exist after mixing with upstream water. The• determination of the 
WBR automatically takes into account any add1iti vity, synergiSl'n, 
or antagonism between the metal and con;>anen.ts of the effluent 
and/or the upstream water. The effect of t;a.lcium, magnesium, and 
various heavy metals on competitive binding by such organic 
materials as humic acid is also taken into a.ccount . Therefore, a 
site-specific criterion derived using a WBR is likely t o be more 
appropriate for a site than a national , stat.e , or recalculated 
criterion not only because it takes into acc:ount the water 
quality characteris tics of the site water bu:t also because it 
takes into account other constituents in the• effluent and 
upstream water . 

Determination of WERs using downstream water· causes a general 
increase in the cotr;~lexity, magnitude, and v·ariability of WERs, 
and an increase in concern about the fate of metal that has 
reduced or no toxicity at the end of the pip•e. J:n addition , 
there are &<lillie other drawbacks with the use of downstream water 
in the deterucination of a WER : 
1. J:t might serve as a disincentive for some• dischargers to 

remove any more organic carbon and/or pa%·ticulate matter than 
required, although WERs for some metals ~rill not be related to 
the concentration of TOC or TSS . 
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2 . If conditions change, a WER might decrease in the future. 
This is not a problem if the decrease is due to a reduction in 
nontoxic metal, but it might be a problem if the decrease is 
due to a decrease in TOC or TSS or an increase in competitive 
binding. 

3 . If a WER is determined when the effluent contains refractory 
metal but a change in operations results in the discharge of 
toxic metal in place of refractory metal , the site-specific 
criterion and the permit limits will not provide adequate 
protection. In most cases chemical monitoring probably will 
not detect Sl.lCh a change, but toxicological monitoring 
probably will. 

Use o£ WERs that are dete~ned using downstream water rather 
than upstream water increases ~ 
l. The importance of understanding the various issues involved in 

the determination and use of WERs. 
2. The importance of obtaining data that will provide 

understanding rather than obtaining data that will result in 
the highest or lowest WER. 

3 . The appropriateness of site-specific criteria . 
4 . The resources needed to determine a WER. 
5. The resources needed to use a WER. 
6. The resources needed to monitor the acceptability of the 

downstream water. 
A WER determined using upstream water will usually be smaller, 
less variable, and simpler to implement than a WER determined 
using downstream water. Although in some situations a downstream 
WER might be smaller than a.n upstream WER, the i~ortont 
consideration is that a WER should be dete~ned using the water 
to which it is to apply . 
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NO'l'B: 'nle National Toxics Rule (N'l'R) does not allow use af the 
Recalculation Procedure in the derivation of a site
specific criterion. Thus nothing in this appendix applies 
to jurisdictions that are subject to the NTR . 

The Recalculation Procedure is intended to cause a site-specific 
criterion to appropriately aitfer from a national aquatic life 
criterion if justified by demonstrated pertinent toxicological 
differences between the aquatic specie.s that occur at the site 
and those that -re used in the derivation of the national 
criterion. There are at least three reasons why such differences 
might exist between the two sets of species . First, the national 
dataset contains aquatic species that ore sensitive to many 
pollutants, but these and compa.rably sensitive species might not 
occur at the site. Second, a species that is critical at the 
site might be sensitive to the pollutant and require a lower 
criterion. (A critical species is a species that is commercially 
or recreationally important at the site , a species that exists at 
the site and is listed as threatened or endangered under section 
4 of the Endangered Species Act, or a species for which there is 
evidence that the loss of the species from the site is likely to 
cause an unacceptable ilmpact on a commercially or recreationally 
important species, a threatened or endangered species , the 
abundancee of a variety of other species, or the structure or 
function of the community.) Third, the species that occur at the 
site might represent a narrower mix of species than those in the 
national dataset due to a limited range of natural environmental 
conditions . The procedure presented here is structured so that 
corrections and additions con be made to the national dataset 
without the deletion process being used to toke into account taxa 
that do and do not occur at the site; i n effect, this procedure 
makes it possible to update the national aquatic life criterion. 

The phrase •occur at the site• includes the species, genera . 
families, orders , classes, and phyla that : 
a. are usually present st the site. 
b. are present at the site only seasonally due t o migration. 
c. are present intermittently because they periodically return to 

or extend their ranges into the site. 
d. were present at the site in the past, ore not currently 

present at the site due to degraded condition.s, and are 
expected to return to the site when conditions improve. 

e . are present in nearby bodies of water, are not currently 
present at the s ite due to degraded conditions, and are 
expected to be present at the site when conditions improve . 

The taxa thAt •occur at the site• cannot be determined merely by 
s~ling downstream and/or upstream of the site at one point in 
t~. •occur at the site• does not include taxa that were once 
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present at the site but cannot exist at the site now due to 
permanent physical alteration of the habitat at the site 
resulting from dams, etc . 

The definition of the •site• can be extremely important when 
using the Recalculation Procedure . For example, the number of 
taxa that occur at the site will generally decrease as the size 
of the site decreases. Also, if the site is defined to be very 
amall, the pe~t limit might be controlled_by a criterion that 
applies outside (e.g . , downstream of) the s~te. 

Note: If the variety of aquatic invertebrates, amphibians, and 
fishes is so limited that species in fewer than eight 
families occur at the .site, the general Re~alculat~on 
Procedure is not appl1cable and the follow1ng spec1al 
version of the R~calculation Procedure -..t be used: 
1 . Data .uat be available for at least one species in 

each of the families that occur at the site . 
2. The lowest Species Mean Acute Value that is available 

tor a epecies that occurs at the site .uat be used as 
the FAV. 

3. The site-epecific ~ and CCC .uat be calculated as 
described below in part 2 of step B, which is titled 
•oeterminstian of the CMC and/or ccc• . 

The concept of the Recalculation Procedure is to create a dataset 
that is appropriate for deriving a site-specific criterion by 
DOdiCying the national dataset ~ some or all or t~e woys : 

a . Correction of data that are in the national dataset . 
b . Addition of data to the national dataset. 
c. Deletion of data that are in the national dataset . 

All corrections and additions that have been approved by U.S. EPA 
are required. whereas use of the deletion process is optional . 
'l!le Recalculation Procedure is tnOre likely to result in lowering 
a criterion if the net result of addition and deletion is to 
decrease the number of genera in the dataset, whereas the 
procedure is 1n0re likely to result in raising a criterion if the 
net reeult of addition and deletion is to increase the number of 
genera in the dataset. 

The Recalculation Procedure consists of the following steps : 
A. Corrections sre ~de in the national dataset . 
8. Additions are made to the national dataset. 
C. The deletion process may be applied if desired. 
D. If the new dataeet does not satisfy the applicable Minimum 

Data Require~~~ents (MD!ts), additional pertinent data -..t be 
generated; if the new data are approved by ~he u.s . EPA, ~he 
Recalculation Procedure .uat be started aga1n at step B Wlth 
the addition of the new data . 

s. The new CMC or CCC or both are determined. 
F. A report is written. 
Each step is discussed in more detail below. 
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A. Coqections 

1. Only corrections approved by the U.S. SPA ~Y be ~de. 
2. The concept of •correction• includes removal of data ~t 

should not have been in the national dataset in the first 
place. 'nle concept of •correction • does not include remova l 
of a datu= fr~ the national dataset just because the quality 
of the datum is claimed to be suspect . If additional data are 
available for the same species. the U. S. EPA wi 11 decide which 
data should be used, based on the available guidance (U.S. EPA 
19851; also, data based on measured concentratic:ms are ueu.ally 
preferable to thoee baaed on nominal concentrat1ons. 

3 . Two kinde of correctione are poseible: 
a. The first includes those corrections that are known to and 

h4ve been approved by the u.s. EPA; a list of these will be 
available from the o.s . EPA. 

b. The second includes those corrections that are submitted to 
the u.s. EPA for approval . lf approved, these will be 
added to EPA's liet of approved corrections. 

4. Selective corrections are not allowed. All corrections on 
EPA's newest list .uat be made. 

8. Additionp 

1. Only additions approved by the U.S. EPA may be made . 
2 . Two kinds of additions are possible: 

a . The first includes those additions that are known to and 
h4ve been approved by the U. S . EPA; a list of these will be 
available from the U.S. EPA. 

b. The eecond includes those additions that are submitted to 
the u.s. EPA for approval . If approved, these will be 
added to EPA's list of approved additions . 

3 . Selective additions are not allowed. All additions on EPA's 
newest liat -..t be ~de . 

C. Tbe peletion frocess 

The basic principles ere: 
1. Additions and corrections -..t be snade as per steps A and B 

above, before the deletion process is performed. . . 
2. Selective deletions are not allowed. If any apec1es 1s to be 

deleted, the deletion process deecribed below ~•t be applied 
to all species in the national dataset, after any n~cessary 
corrections and additions have been made to the nat1onal 
dataset. The deletion process specifies which species .uat be 
deleted and Which species .a.t DOt be deleted. Use of the 
deletion process is optional, but no deletions are optional 
wben the deletion process is used. 

3. Comprehensive information .uet be available concerning what 
species occur at the site; a species cannot be deleted based 
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on incomplete information concerning the species tha t do and 
do not satisfy the definition of •occur a t the site• . 

4 . Data might have to be genenated ~ tbe deletion process is 

begun: . . . ld b "lbl a . Acceptable pert1nent tax4colog1ca ata .u.t e ava1 a a 
for at least one species in each~ of aquatic plants, 
i nvertebrates, aJJI)hibians, and fish tha t conta ins a species 
that is a critical species at the site. 

b. For each aquatic plant, invertebrate, amphibian, and fish 
species that occurs a t the site and is listed as threa tened 
or endangered under section 4 of the Endangered Species 
Act, da ta .ust be available or be generated for an 
acceptable surrogate species. Data for each surrogate 
species .u.t be used a s if they a re data for species that 
occur a t the site. 

If additiona l da t a are generated using acceptable procedures 
(U.S . EPA 1985) and they are approved by the U.S. EPA, the 
Recalcula tion Procedure .ust be started a ga in a t step B with 
the addition of the new da t a . 

s. Data might have to be generated ~ the deletion p rocess is 
completed. Even if one or more species are deleted, there 
still are MDRs (see step D below) tha t .ust be s a tisfied. If 
the da ta remaining after deletion do not satisfy the 
applicable MDRa, additiona l toxicity test s .ust be conducted 
using acceptable procedures (U.S. E~A 1985) so that all MDRs 
are satisfied. If the new da t a are approved by the u.s. EPA, 
the Recalculation Procedure .u.t be started a ga in at step B 
with the addition of new data. 

6. Chronic testa do not have to be conducted because the national 
Pinal Acute-Chronic Ratio (FACR) may be used in the deriva tion 
of the site-specific Pina l Chronic Value (PCV) . If acute
chronic ratios (ACRal are available or are generated so that 
the chronic HDRs are s a tisfied using only species ~t occur 
a t the site, a site-specific FACR may be derived and used in 
place of the national FACR. Beca use a FACR was not used in 
the derivation of the f reshwater CCC for cadmium, this CCC can 
only be modified the same way as a FAV; what is acceptable 
will depend on which species a re deleted. 

If any species are to pe deleted, the following deletion process 
.uat be applied: 

a. Obta in a copy of the national dataset, i.e., tables 1, 2, 
and 3 in the national criteria document (see APpendix E) . 

b. Make corrections in and/or additions to the national 
dataset as described in steps A and B above. 

c. Group all the speciea in the dataset taxonomically by 
phylum, class, order, family, genus, and species. 

d. Circle each species that s a tisfie s the definition of •occur 
at the site• as presented on the first page of this 
appendix, and including any data for species that a re 
surrogates of threatened or endangered species that occur 
at the site. 
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e. Use the following atep-wise proceas to detervdne 
which o f the uncircled species .u.t be deleted and 
which -..t 110t be deleted: 

1. Does the genus occur at the site? 
If 'No' , go to Step 2. 
If ' Yea • , are there one or more species 1n the genus 

tha t occur at the site but are not in the 
dataset? 

If 'No', go to step 2. 
If ' Yes • , retain the uncircled species. • 

2. Does the family occur at the site? 
If 'No ' , go to atep 3. 
If ' Yes • , are there one or more genera in the f amily 

that occur at the site but a re not in the 
dataaet? 

If ' No ' , g o to step 3. 
I f 'Yes • , retain the uncircled species. • 

3. Does the order occur a t the site? 
If ' No', go to step 4 . 
I f ' Ye s • , does the dataaet contain a circled species 

that is in the same order? 
If ' No • , retain the uncircled species. • 
If 'Yes • , delete the uncircled species. • 

•· ~s the class occur a t the site? 
If ' No• , go to step 5. 
If •Yes•, doea the dataset conta in a circled apecie s 

that ia in the aame clasa? 
If ' No', retain the uncircled species. • 
If ' Yes•, delete the uncircled species.• 

5. Does the phylum occur at the site? 
If ' No', delete the uncircled speciea. • 
If •Yes • , does the dataset contain a circled species 

that is in the same pl1yll.1111? 
If ' No•, retain the uncircled species. • 
If 'Yea • , delete the uncircled species.• 

• s Continue the deletion process by atarting at step 1 for 
another uncircled species unless all uncircled species 
in the data set have been considered. 

The species that are circled and those that a re retained 
constitute the site-specific dataset. (An example of the 
deletion process is given in Figure Bl.) 

This deletion process is designed to ensure that: 
a . Each species that occurs both in the national dataset and 

at the site a lso occurs in the site-specific dataset. 
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b. Each species that occurs at the site but does not occur in 
the national dataset is represented in the site-specific 
dataset by All species in the national dataset that are in 
the same genus. 

c. Each genus that occurs at the site but does not occur in 
the national dataset is represented in the site-specific 
dataset by All genera in the national dataset that are in 
the same family. 

d. Each order, class, and phylum that occurs both in the 
national dataset and at the site is represented in the 
site-specific dataset by the one or ~re species in the 
national dataset that are most closely related to a .species 
that occurs at the site. 

p. Checking the Minimum pate Requirements 

The initial MDRs for the Recalculation Procedure are the s ame as 
those for the derivation of a national criterion. If a specific 
requirement cannot be satisfied after deletion because that kind 
of species does not occur at the site, a taxonomically similar 
species 81lst be substituted in order to meet the eight MDRs : 

If no species of the kind required occurs at the site, but a 
species in the same order does, the MDR can only be satisfied 
by data for a species 'that occurs at the site and i s in that 
order; if no species in the order occurs at the site, but a 
species in the class does , the MDR can only be satisfied by 
data for a spe.cies that occurs at the site and is in that 
class. If no species in the same class occurs at the site, 
but a species in the phylum does, the MDR can only be 
satisfied by data for a species that occurs at the site and is 
in that phylum . If no species in the same phylum occurs at 
the site, any species that occurs at the site and is not used 
to satisfy a different MDR can be used to satisfy the MDR. If 
4dditional data are generated using acceptable procedures 
(U.S. EPA 1985) and they are approved by the U.S . EPA, the 
Recalculation Procedure .u.t be started again at step » with 
the addition of the new data. 

If fewer than eight families of aquatic invertebrates , 
8J!i1hibians, and fishes occur at the site, a Species Mean Acute 
Value .uat be available for at least one species in each of the 
families and the special version of the Recalculation Procedure 
described on the second page of this appendix .ust be used . 

E. Determining the CMC and/or CQC 

~. Determining the FAV : 
a. If the eight family MDR.s are satisfied, the site-specific 

FAV .nat be calculated from Genus Mean Acute Values using 
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the procedure described in the national aquatic life 
guidelines (U.S. EPA 1985). 

b. If fewer than eight families ot aquatic invertebrates, 
a=phibians, and fishes occur at the site, the lowest 
Species Mean Acute Value that is available for a species 
that occurs at the site .u.t be used as the FAV, as per the 
special version of the Recalculation Procedure described on 
the second page of this appendix. 

2. The site-specific CHC .u.t be calculated by dividing the site
specific FAV by 2. The site-specific FCV .a.t be calculated 
by dividing the site-specific FAV by the na-tional FACR (or by 
a site-•pecific FACR if one is derived) . (Because a FACR was 
not used to derive the national CCC for cadmium in fresh 
water, the site-specific CCC equals the site-specific FCV . J 

3. The calculated FAV, CMC, and/or CCC 811St be lowered, if 
necessary, to !1) protect an aquatic plant, invertebrate, 
a=pbibian, or fish species that is a critical species at the 
site, and (2) ensure that the criterion is not likely to 
jeopardize the continued existence of any endangered or 
threatened species listed under section 4 of the Endangered 
Species Act or result in the destruction or adverse 
modification of such species' critical habitat. 

F. Writing the Report 

The report of the results of use of the Recalculation Procedure 
-.at include: 
1. A list of all speci es of aquatic invertebrates, amphibians, 

and fishes that are known to •occur at the site • , along with 
the source of the information . 

2 . A list of all aquatic plant, invertebrate, amphibi an, and fish 
species that are critical species at the site, including all 
species that occur at the site and are listed as threatened or 
endangered under section 4 of the Endangered Species Act. 

3. A site- specific version of Table l from a criteria document 
produced by the U. S. EPA after 1984. 

4. A site-specific version of ~able 3 from a criteria doc~t 
produced by the U.S. EPA after 1984. 

5. A list of all species that were deleted. 
6. The new calculated FAV, CMC, and/or CCC. 
7 . The lowered FAV, CMC. and/or CCC, if one or ~re were lowered 

to protect a specific species. 

Reference 

U.S. EPA. 1985 . Guidelines for Deriving Numerical National 
Water Quality Criteria for the Protection of Aquatic Organisms 
and Their Uses. PB85-227049. National Technical Information 
Service. Springfield , VA. 
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J'igur-e a11 AD b~UQ:~le of tiM Deletion lProceaa 'Oaing ~e lP):arla 

SPECIES 'niAT ARE IN THE THREE PHYLA AND OCCUR AT THE SITE 
.fl:r£lJml ~ ~ l:AI!lih SOecies 

Annelida 
Bryozoa 
Chordata 
Chordata 
Chordata 
Chordata 
Chordata 
Chordata 
Chordata 
Chordata 

Hirudin. Rhynchob. 
(No species in this 
Oateich . Cyprinif . 
Osteioh. Cyprinif. 
Osteich. Cyprinif. 
Osteich. Cyprinif. 
Osteich . Salmonif. 
Osteich . Percifor. 
Osteich . Percifor . 
~hibia Caudata 

Glossiph . Glossip . complanata 
phylum occur at the site.) 

Cyprinid . Carassius auratus 
Cyprinid. Notropis anogenus 
Cyprinid. Phoxinus eos 
Catostam. Carpiodes carpio 
Osmerida . Osmerus mordax 
Centrarc. Lepomis oyanellus 
Centrarc. Lepomis humilis 
Ambystom. Ambys toma gracile 

SPECIES THAT ARE IN THE THREE PHYLA AND IN THE NATIONAL DATASET 
~ ~ ~ ~ Speci es ~ 

Annelida Oligoch. Haplotax . Tubifici. Tubifex tubifex 
Bryozoa Phylact . Lophopod. Lophopod . carteri 
Chordata Cephala. Petromyz. Petromyz . Petromyzon marinus 
Chordata Osteich. Cyprinif. Cyprinid. Cara.ssius auratus 
Chordata Osteich . Cyprinif . Cyprinid. Notropis hudsonius 
Chordata Osteioh. Cyprinif. Cyprinid. Notropis stramineus 
Chordata Osteich. Cyprinif. Cyprinid. Phoxinus eos 
Chordata Osteich . Cyprinif. Cyprinid . Phoxinus oreas 
Chordata Osteich. Cyprinif. Cyprinid. Tinea tinea 
Chordata Osteioh. Cyprinif . Catostom. Ictiobus bubalus 
Chordata Osteich. Salmonif. Salmonid. Oncorhynchus mykiss 
Chordata Osteich. Percifor . Centrarc. Lepomis cyanellus 
Chordata Osteich . Percifor. Centrarc . Lepomis macroohirus 
Chordata Osteicb. Percifor. Percidae Perea flavescens 
Chordata ~hibia Anura Pipidae Xenopus laevis 

Explanations of Codes: 
5 = retained because ~his Species occurs at the site. 
G retained because there is a species in this Genus that 

occurs at the site but not in the national dataset. 
F retained because there is a genus in this Family that 

occurs at the site but not in the national dataset. 

p 
D 
D 
s 
G 
G 
5 
D 
0 
F 
0 
s 
G 
0 
c 

o retained because this Order occurs at the site and is not 
represented by a lower taxon. 

C retained because this Class occurs at the site and is not 
represented by a lower taxon. 

P retained because this Phylum occurs at the site and is not 
represented by a lower taxon . 

0 deleted because thi s species does not satisfy any of the 
requirements for retaining species. 
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Appcl4iz Ct Qlaid.aDce CODCerDiD(J tiM tJae of •clean or.clmiqgea• aD4 
QA./OC 'ldwtll .,.aavzi.Dg 'h"ace lletal• 

Note: This version of this appendix contains more infonmation 
than the version that was Appendix B of Prothro (1993). 

Recent information (Shiller and Boyle 1987 : Windom et al. 1991) 
has raised questions concerning the quality of reported 
concentrations of trace metals .in both fresh and salt (estuarine 
and marine) surface waters. A lack of awareness of true ambient 
concentrations of ~~~etals in fresh and salt surface waters can be 
both a cause and a result of the problem. The ranges of 
dissolved ~~~etals that are typical in surface waters of the United 
States away from the immediaee influence of discharges (Bruland 
1983; Shiller and Boyle 1985 , 1987; Trefry et al. 1986; Windom et 
al. 19911 are: 

Metal Salt water Fresh water 
IAA/LI lua/LI 

Cadmium 0.01 to 0.2 0.002 to 0.08 
Copl)er 0 . 1 to 3. 0 . 4 to 4. 
lA! ad 0.01 to l. 0 . 01 to 0.19 
Nickel 0.3 to 5. 1 . to 2 . 
Silver 0.005 to 0.2 -------------Zinc 0 . 1 to 1 5 . 0.03 to 5. 

The U.S . EPA (1983,1991) ha s published analytical methods for 
monitoring ~~~etals in waters and wastewaters , but these ftlethods 
are inadequate for detecnination of ambient concentrations of 
SOllie metals in some surface waters . Accurate and precise 
Jneasu.rement of these low concentrations requires appropriate 
a ttention to seven areas: 
1. Use of •clean techniques• during collecti ng, handling, 

storing, preparing, and analyzing s~les to avoid 
contamination. 

2. Use of analytical methods that have sufficiently low detect ion 
limits. 

3 . Avoidance of interference in the quantification (instrumental 
analysis) step. 

4 . Use of blanks to assess contamination. 
5. Use of matrix spikes (s~le spikes) and certified reference 

materials (CRNa) to assess interference and contamination . 
6 . Use of replicates to assess precision . 
7 . Use of certified s tandards. 
In a strict sense, the term •clean techniques• refers to 
techniques that reduce contamination and enable the accurate and 
precise measurement of trace metals in fresh and salt surface 
waters . In a broader sense , the term also refers to related 
issues concerning detection limits, quality control, and quality 
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assurance . Documenting data quality demonstrates the amount of 
confidence that can be placed in the data, whereas increasing t he 
sensitivity of methods reduces the problem of deciding how to 
interpret results that are reported to be below detection. limits . 

Tbis appendix is written for those analytical _ lab9fa;orie~ that 
wpnt quidonsc conqeroinq wavs ;o ~ lgwer deteet1on l1!Q;a, 1ncreote 
accvracy. and/or lncrease prec~s~ory. The ways to a~h~eve these 
goals are to increase the sens1t~v~ty of the analyt1cal methods, 
decrease contalllination, and decrease interference. Ideally, 
validation of a procedure for measuring concentrations of metals 
in surface water requires demonstration that agreement can be 
obtained using completely different procedures beginning with the 
sampling step and continuing through the quantification step 
(Bruland et al. 1979), but few laboratories have the resources to 
coq~a,re two different procedures. Laboratories can, however, (a) 
use techniques that others have found useful for iq~roving 
detection limits, accuracy, and precision, and (b) document data 
quality through use of blanks , spikes, CRMs, replicates, and 
standards. 

Nothing contained or not contoined. in this appendix qdds to or 
s@trtcts from any reaulJtory regugement set forth l,n other EPA 
documents cooceroing analyses of metals. A WER can be acceptably 
determined without the use of clean techniques as long as the 
detection limits, accuraey, and precision are acceptable . No 
QA/QC requirements beyond those that apply to measuring metals in 
effluents are necessary for the determination of WERs . The word 
•must • is not used in this appendix. Some items, however, are 
considered so iqlortant by analytical chemists who have worked to 
increase accuracy and precision and lower detection limits in 
trace- metal analysis that •abDQ14' is in bold print to draw 
attention to the item. Host such items a re emphasi%ed because 
they have been found to have received inadequate attention in 
some laboratories performing trace-metal analyses. 

1n general, in order to achieve a ccurate and precise measurement 
of a particular concentration, both the detection limit and the 
blanks should be less than one-tenth of that concentration. 
Therefor,e, the term ·-ta l-free• can be interpreted to mean that 
the total amount of contamination that occurs during sample 
collection and processing (e.g . , from gloves, saq~le containers , 
labware, saq~ling apparatus. cleaning solutions, air, reagents, 
etc.) is sufficiently low that blanks are less than one-tenth of 
the lowest concentration that needs to be measured. 

Atmospheric particulates can be a major source of contamination 
(Moody 1982; Adeloju and Bond 1985). The term •class-100' refers 
to a specifica tion concerning the amount of particulates in a ir 
(Moody 1982); although the specification says nothing ~ut the 
composition of the particulates, generic control of p art1culates 
can greatly reduce trace-metal blanks. Except during collection 
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of samples. initia l cleaning of equipment, and handling of 
samples conta ining high concentrations of metals, all handling of 
samples, sample containers, labware, and sampling apparatus 
should be performed in a clasa- 100 bench, r~. or glove box. 

Neither the •ultraclean techniques• that might be necessa.ry when 
trace analyses of mercury are performed nor safety in analytical 
laboratories is addressed herein . Other doc~ts should be 
consulted if one or both of these topics are of concern. 

Avoiding contamination by usc of ' clean techniques • 

~aurement of trace metals in surfa ce waters should take into 
a ccount the potential for contamination during ea ch step in the 
process. Regardless of t he specific procedures used for 
collection, handling, storage, prepa ration !digestion, 
filtration, and/or extraction), a nd quantification (instrumental 
analysis ), the general principles of contamination control should 
be applied , Some specific recommendations are: 
a . Powder-free (non-ta lc, class-100) latex, polyethylene, or 

polyvinyl chloride (PVC, vinyl) gloves abDu14 be worn during 
a ll steps from saq~le collection to analysis. (Talc seems to 
be a particular problem with %inc; gloves made with t alc 
cannot be decontaminated sufficiently.) Gloves should only 
contact surfaces that are metal- free; gloves should be changed 
if even suspected of contamination. 

b. Tbe acid uaed to acidify samples for preservation a nd 
digestion and to acidify wa ter for fina l cleaning of labware, 
sampling apparatus, a nd saq~le conta iners ~14 be metal
free. The quality of the acid used should be better than 
reagent-grade . Each lot of a cid ah.o\114 be ana ly%ed for the 
metal(s) of interest before use . 

c. The water used to prepare acidic cleaning solutions and to 
rinse l abware, saq~le containers, and sampling apparatus may 
be prepared by distillation, deionization, or reverse os~K~sis. 
and ~ be demonstrated to be metal-free. 

d. The work area, including bench tops and hoods, should be 
cleaned (e.g., washed and wiped dry with lint-free, class-100 
wipes) frequently to r~ve contamination. 

e . All handling of samples in the l aboratory, including filtering 
and analysis, aboul4 be performed in a class-100 clean bench 
or a glove box fed by particle- free air or nitrogen; idea lly 
the clean bench or glove box should be loca ted within a class-
100 clean r~. 

t. Labware, reagents, sampling apparatus. and saq~le containers 
abou14 never be left open to the atmosphere; they should be 
stored in a class-100 ben.cb. covered with plastic wrap, stored 
in a plastic box, or turned upside down on a clean surface. 
Min~:ing the time between cleaning and using will help 
minimi%e cont&DUnotion. 
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g. Separ~te sets of sample containers, labware, and sampling 
apparatus should be dedicated for different kinds of samples, 
e.g . , surface water samples, effluent s~les, etc. 

h. To avoid contamination of clean rooms, samples that contain 
very high concentrstions of metals and do not require use of 
•clean techniques• •bov.l4 DOt be brought into clean rooms. 

i. ~cid-cleaned plastic, such as high-density polyethylene 
(MOPE), low-density polyethylene (LOpE), or a fluoroplastic, 
~14 be the only material that ever contacts a sample, 
except possibly during digestion tor the total recoverable 
cneasurexnent. 
1. Total recoverable samples can be digested in some plastic 

containers . 
2. HDPE and LOPE might uot be acceptable for mercury. 
3. Even if acidified, samples and standards containing si~ve~ 

should be in amber containers. 
j. All labwsre, ssmple containers, and sampling apparatus •bov.ld 

be acid-cleaned before use or reuse. 
1. Sample containers, sampling apparatus, tubing, membrane 

filters, filter assemblies, and other labware •hould be 
soaked in acid until metal-free. The amount of cleaning 
necessary ndght depend on the amount of contamination and 
the length of time the item will be in contact with 
samples. For example, if an acidified sample will be 
stored in a sample container for three weeks, ideally the 
container should have been soaked in an acidified metal
free solution for at least three weeks . 

2. It might be desirable to perform initial cleaning, for 
which reagent-grade acid IIISY be used, before the items are 
taken into a clean room. For most metals, items should be 
either (a) soaked in 10 percent concentrated nitric acid at 
50°C for at least one hour, or (bl soaked in SO percent 
concentratej nitric acid at room temperature for at least 
two days; for arsenic and mercury, soaking for up to two 
weeks at 50°C in 10 percent concentrated nitric acid might 
be required. For plastics that might be damaged by strong 
nitric acid, such as polycarbonate and possibly HDPE and 
LOPE, soaking in 10 percent concentrated hydrochloric acid, 
either in place of or before soaking in a nitric acid 
solution, nUght be desirable. 

3. Chromic acid •houl4 DOt be used to clean items that will be 
used in analysis of metals. 

4. Final s oaKing and cleaning ot sample containers, laoware, 
and sampling apparatus aboul4 be performed in a class-100 
clean room using metal-free acid and water. The solution 
in an acid bath ~4 be analyzed periodically to 
demonstrate that it is metal-free. 

k. Labware, sampling apparatus, and sample containers should be 
stored appropriately after cleaning: 
1. After the labware and sampling apparatus are cleaned, they 

may be stored in a clean room in a weak acid bath prepared 
using metal-free acid and water. Before use, the items 
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should be rinsed at least three times 1~ith metal-free 
water. After the fin~ rinse, the it~ns should be moved 
immediately, ~tb the open end pointed down, to a class-100 
clean bench . Items may be dried on a c:lass-100 clean 
bench; items aboQl4 DOt be dried in an oven or with 
laboratory towels . The sampling apparc1tus should be 
assembled in a class-100 clean room or bench and double
bagged in metal-free polyethylene zip-l~ype bags for 
transport to the field; new bags are u:mally metal-free. 

~. After a~le containers are cleaned, they should be filled 
with metal-free water that has been acidified to a pH of 2 
with metal-free nitric acid (about 0.5 mL per liter) for 
storage until use. 

l. Labware, aaD;~ling apparatus , and s~le ccmtainers aboul4 be 
rinsed and not rinsed with sample as nece11sary to prevent high 
and low bias of analytical results becausl! acid-cleaned 
plastic will sorb s~ metals from unacid:ified solutions. 
1. Because a~lea for the dissolved measurement are not 

acidified until after filtration, all nampling apparatus, 
s~le containers, labware, filter holders, membrane 
filters, etc ., that contact the sample before or during 
filtration aboal4 be rinsed with a por1~on of the solution 
and then that portion discarded. 

2. For the total recoverable measurement, labware, etc., that 
contact the saD;~le ~ before it is acidified •hould be 
rinsed with sample, whereas items that contact the sample 
after it is acidified lll:aov.14 DOt be rinsed. For example, 
the sampling apparatus should be rinse1i because the sample 
will not be aci4ified until it is in a sample container, 
but the sample container should not be rinsed if the sample 
will be acidified in the Saqlle container. 

3. lf the total recoverable and di,sso1ved meaBI.tl'ements are to 
be performed on the same sample (rathe;r than on two s~les 
obtained at the same time and place), llll the apparatus and 
la.bware, illclu4ing the sample containeJr, should. be rinsed 
before the sample is placed in the s~~le container; then 
an unacidified aliquot should be removced for the total 
recoverable measurement (and acidified,, digested, etc.) and 
an unaci4ified aliquot should be resrovl!d for the dissolved 
measureJ~~ent (and filtered, acidified, cetc.) (If a 
container is rinsed and filled with saiT!ple and an 
unacidified aliquot is removed for the dissolved 
measurement and then the solution in the container is 
acidified before removal of an aliquot for the total 
recoverable measurement, the resulting measured total 
recoverable concentration' might be bia:sed high because the 
acidification mi~ht desorb metal that lhad been sorbed onto 
the walls of the saqlle container; the amount of bias will 
depend on the relative volwnes in\lblved and on the amount 
of sorption and desorption.) 

m. Field samples •~14 be collected in a ~nner that eliminates 
the potential for contamination from sampling platforms , 
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probes. etc. Exhaust from boots and the direction of wind and 
water currents should be tAken into account . The people who 
collect the samples abou14 be specifically trained on how to 
collect field samples. After collection, All hondlin~ of 
samples in the field that will expose the sample to air sbou~d 
be performed in o portable closs-100 clean bench or glove box. 

n . Samples abould be acidified (after filtration if dissolved 
metal is to be measured) to a pH of less than 2, except that 
the pH ebou14 be len than 1 for mercury. Acidification 
should be done in a clean room or bench, and so it might be 
desirable to wait and acidity samples in a laboratory rather 
than in the field . If samples are acidified in the field, 
metal-free acid can be transported in plastic bottles and 
poured into a plastic container from which acid can be removed 
and added to samples using plastic pipettes. Alternatively, 
plastic automatic dispensers con be used. 

o. Such things as probes and thermometers s boul4 aot be put in 
samples that are to be analyzed for metals. In particular, pH 
electrodes and mercury-in-glass thermometers s boul4 aot be 
used if mercury is to be measured. If pH is measured, it 
sbou14 be done on a separate aliquot. 

p. Sample handling should be minimized. For example, instead of 
pouring a sample into a graduated cylinder to measure the 
volume, the sample can be weighed after being poured into a 
tared container, which is less likely to be subject to error 
than weighing the container from which the sample is poured. 
(For aaltwater samples, the salinity or density should be 
taken into account if weight is converted to volume.) 

q. Each reagent used a boul4 be verified to be metal-free. If 
metal-free reagents are not comnercially available, removal of 
metals will probably be necessary. 

r. For the total recove~oble measurement, samples should be 
digested in o class-100 bench. not in o metallic hood . If 
feasible, digestion should be done in the sOll;)le container by 
acidification and heating. 

s . The longer the time between collection and analysis of 
samples. the greater the chance of contamination, loss, etc. 

t , SOll;lles should be stored in the dark, preferably between 0 and 
4°C with no oir space in the sample container . 

Acbieyinq low detection limits 

a. Extraction of the metal from the sample can be extremely 
useful if it simultaneously concentrates the metal and 
eliminates potential matrix interferences. For example, 
ammonium 1-pyrrolidinedithiocarbamate and/or diethylammonium 
diethyldithiocarbamate can extract cadmium, copper, lead, 
nickel, end zinc (Bruland et ol. 1979; Nriogu et al. 1993). 

b. The detection limit should be less than ten percent of the 
lowest concentration that is to be measured. 
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Ayoidinq interference• 

a . Potential interferences •~4 be assessed for the specific 
instrumental analysis technique used and for each Dletal to be 
-.sured. 

b. If direot analysis is used, the salt present in high-salinity 
saltwater SOll;)les is li~ely to cause interference in most 
inatrumental techniques. 

c. As sta ted above, extraction of the metal from the sample is 
particularly useful beeau:se it simultaneously concentra tes the 
metal and elwnates pot"entiol JMt~ix interference:s. 

poinq blanks to assess contamination 

a. A laboratory (procedura l, method) blank consists of filling a 
sample container with ana lyzed ~•tal-free water and pro~essing 
(filtering , acidifying, etc.) the water through the laboratory 
procedure in exactly the same way as a sample. A laboratory 
blank abaul4 be included in each set of ten or fewer samples 
to check for contamina tion in the laboratory, and sbaQ14 
conta in less than ten percent of the lowest concentration that 
is to be measured. Separate laboratory blanks sboul4 be 
processed for the total recoverable and dissolved 
measurements, if both mea surements are performed. 

b. A field (trip) blank consists of filling a ~le container 
with analyzed metal-free water in the l aboratory, taking the 
container to the site, processing the water through tubing, 
filter, etc.-, collecting the water in a sample container, and 
acidifying the water the same u a field sample. A field 
blank abou14 be processed for each sampling trip. Separate 
field blanks sbould be processed for the total recoverable 
measurement and for the dissolved measurement, if filtrations 
ore performed at the site. Field blanks aboal d be processed 
in the laboratory the same os laboratory blanks. 

Assessing accuracy 

a. A calibration curve sbolll d be determined for each analytical 
run and the calibration should be checked about every tenth 
saq:~le. Calibration solutions aboul d be traceable back to a 
certified standard from the u.s. EPA or the National Institute 
of Science and Technoloqy (NISTI • 

b. A blind standard or a blind calibration solution aboul4 be 
included in each group of about twenty samples. 

c. At least one of the following aboul4 be included in each group 
of about twent~ samples: 
1. A matrix sp~ke (spiked sample: the method of known 

addi tiona) . 
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2. A CRM, if one is available in a matrix that closely 
approximates that of the samples. Values obtained for the 
CRM aboulel be within the published va.lues. 

The concentrations in .·blind standards and solutions, spikes, and 
CRMs aboulel DOt be more than 5 times the median concentration 
expected to be present in the samples. 

Assessing precili2n 

a. A sampling replicate should be included with each set of 
samples collected at each sampling location. 

b. If the volume of the sample is large enough, replicate 
analysis of at least one sample should be performed along with 
each group of about ten samples. 

Special considerations concerning the dissolyed measurement 

Whereas total recoverable measurements are especially subject to 
contamination during digestion, dissolved measurements are 
subject to both loss and contamination during filtration. 
a. Because acid-cleaned plastic sorbs metal from unacidified 

solutions and because samples for the dissolved measurement 
are not acidified be!ore filtration, all sampling apparatus , 
sample containers, labware, filter holders, and membrane 
filters that contact the sample before or during filtration 
should be conditioned by rinsing with a portion of the 
solution and discarding that portion. 

b. Filtrations sbaQ14 be performed using acid-cleaned plastic 
filter holders and a cid-cleaned membrane filters . Samples 
abould DOt be filtered through glass fiber filters, even if 
the filters have been cleaned with acid. If positive-pressure 
filtration is used, the a ir or gas sboulel be passed through a 
0 . 2-pm in-line filter; if vacuum filtration is used, it aboQld 
be performed on a clasa-100 bench. 

c. Plastic filter holders sbould be rinsed and/or dipped between 
filtrations, but they do not have to be soaked between 
filtrations if all the samples contain about the same 
concentrations of metal . It is best to f ilter samples from 
low to high concentrations. A membrane filter shoulel DOt be 
used for more than one filtration. After e~ch filtration, the 
membrane filter ahoml4 be removed and discarded, and the 
filter holder s~ be either rinsed with metal-free water or 
dilute acid and dipped in a metal-free acid bath or rinsed at 
least twice with metal-free dilute acid; finally, the filter 
holder should be rinsed at least twice with metal-free water. 

d. For each sample to be filtered, the filter holder and membrane 
filter should be conditioned with the sample, i.e., an initial 
portion of the sample ahould be filtered and discarded. 

lOS 

The accuracy and prec1s1on of the dissolved measurement abou1Cl be 
assessed periodically . A larve vol~ of a buffered solution 
(such as aerated 0.05 N sodium bicarbonate for analyses in fresh 
water and a combination of sodium bicarbonate and sodium chloride 
tor analyses in sa~t water) should be spiked so that the 
concentration of the metal of interest is in the range of the low 
concentrations that are to be measured. Sufficient SaJIIPles 
sho~d be taken alternately for (a) acidification in the same way 
as after filtration in the dissolved method and (b) filtration 
and acidification using the procedures specified in the dissolved 
method until ten SaJIIPles have been processed in each ,ay. The 
concentration of metal in each of the twenty samples should then 
be determined using the same analytical procedure . The means of 
the two groups of ten measurements should be within 10 percent, 
and the coefficient of variation for each group of tan should be 
less than 20 percent . Any values deleted as outliers aboG14 be 
acknowledged. 

Reporting resulta 

To indicate the quality of the data, reports of results of 
measurements of the concentrations of metals abo91d include a 
description of the blanks, spikes, CRMs, replicates, and 
standards that were run. the number run, end the results 
obtained. ~1 valuea deleted aa outliera eboQ14 be acknawled~ed . 

Additional inforpotion 

The items presented above are some of the ~rtant aspects of 
•clean techniques • ; some aspects of quality assurance and quality 
control are also presented. This is not a definitive treotlllent 
of these topics; additional informetion that ~ght be useful is 
available in such publications as Patterson and settle (19761, 
Zief and Mitchell (19761. Bruland et al. 1197.9), Moody and Beary 
(19821. Moody (19821, Bruland (19831, Adeloju and Bond (19851. 
Berman and Yeats (19851. Byrd and Andreae (1986), Taylor (1987), 
Sakamoto-Arnold (1987), Tramontano et a l. (19871, Pula and 
Barcelona 119891, Windom et al . (19911, U.S. EPA (19921, Horowitz 
et al. (19921, and Nriagu et al. 11993). 
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~1:1: D: R.elatioa.eh1pa bat -ao WDa aD4 tU ch .. h try aD4 
Toxicol ogy of Met a l & 

The aquatic toxicolo~ of metals is complex in pa rt because the 
chemistry of metals in water is complex . Metals usually exist in 
surface water in various combinations of particulate and 
dissolved forms, some of which are toxic and some of which are 
nontoxic. In addition, all toxic fo~ of a metal are not 
necessa rily equally toxic. and various water quality 
ehoracteristics can affect the relative concentrations and/or 
toxicities of some of the forms. 

The toxicity of a metal has sometimes been reported to be 
proportional to the concentration or activity of a specific 
species of the metal. For example, Allen and Hansen (1993) 
summarized reports b¥ several investigators that the toxicity of 
copper is related to the free cupric ion, but other data do not 
support a correlation (Erickson l993a) . For example, Borgmann 
(1983), Chapman and McCrady (1977), and French and Hunt (1986) 
found tha t toxicity expressed on the basis of cupric ion activity 
varied greatly with pH, and Cowan et al. (1986) concluded that at 
least one of the copper hydroxide species is toxic . Further, 
chloride and sulfate salts of calcium, magnesium, potassium, and 
sodium affect the toxicity of tbe cupric ion (Nelson et al. 
1986). Similarly for aluminum, Wilkinson et al. (1993) concluded 
that •mortality wa s best predicted not b¥ the free A11

' activity 
but rather as a function of the sum I< [Al'•J ~ (A1F1') I • and that 
•no longer can the reduction of Al toxicity in the presence of 
organic acids be interpreted simply as a consequence of the 
decrease in the free A11

' conce ntration • . 

Until a model has been demonstrated to explain the quantitative 
relationship between chemical and toxicological measurements, 
aqua tic life criteria should be established in on environmenta lly 
conservative manner with provision for site-specific adjustment. 
Criteria should be expressed in te~ of feasible analytical 
measurements that provide the necessary conservatism without 
substantially inc.reasing the cost of implementation and site
specific adjustment. Thus current aquatic lite criteria for 
meta ls ore expressed in te~ of the total recoverable 
measurement and/or the dissolved measurement, rather than a 
meas urement that would be more difficult to perform and wou1d 
still require empirical adjustment. The WER is operationally 
defined in te~- of chemical and toxicological measurements to 
allow site-specific adjustments that a ccount for differences 
between the toxicity of a metal in laboratory dilution water and 
in site water . 
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forp!!! of Meta ls 

Even if the relationship of toxicity to the fo~ of ~tols is 
not understood well •nough to allow setting site-specific water 
quality criteria without using empirical adjustments, appropriate 
use and interpreta tion of WERs requires on understanding of how 
changes in the r ·elative concentrations of different forms of o 
metal might affect toxicity. Because WERs or e defined on the 
basis of relationships between mea surements of toxicity and 
meosureDenta of total recoverable and/or dissolved metal, the 
toxicologically relevant distinction is between the forms of the 
metal that ore toxic and nontoxic ~ereas the ch~colly relevant 
distinction is between the fo~ that ore dissolved and 
particulate. 'Dissolved metal ' is defined here as ·~tal that 
passes through either a 0. 45-pm or a 0. 40-~ membrane filter • and 
•pa rticulate metal' is de fined a s •total recoverable metal minus 
dissolved metal ' . Metal that is in or on particles that pass 
through the filter is operational~ defined as ' dissolved•. 

In addition, same species of metal can be converted from one form 
to another. Some conversions are the result of reequilibration 
in response to changes in water quality characteristics wherea s 
others are due to such fate processes as oxidation of sulfides 
and/or organic matter. Reequilibration usually occurs f oster 
than fate processes and pro~ly results in any r apid changes 
thot ore due to effluent mixing with receiving water or changes 
in»H a t a gill surface. To account for r apid changes due to 
reequilibration, the terms 'labile' and •re f ractory• will be used 
herein to denote metal species that do and do not readily convert 
to other species when in a nonequilibrium condition, with 
• readi~· r eferring to substantial progression toward equilibrium 
in less than about an hour. Although the toxicity and lability 
of a form of a metal are not merely yes/no properties, but rather 
involve gradations, a simple classification scheme such as this 
should be sufficient to establish the principles regarding how 
WERS a re related to various operationally defined fo~ of metal 
and how this affects the determination and use of WERs. 

Figure Dl presents the classification scheme that results from 
distinguishing fo~ of metal based on analytica l methodology, 
toxicity tests, and lability, as described above. Metal that is 
not measured b¥ the total recoverable measurement is assumed to 
be sufficiently nontoxic and refractory that it will not be 
further considered here . Allowance is mode for toxicity due to 
particula te metal because some data indicate that particulate 
metal might contribute to toxicity and hioaccumulation, although 
other date imp~ that little or no toxicity eon be ascribed to 
particulate metal !Er ickson 1993bl . Even it the toxicity of 
particula te metal is not negligible in a particular situation, a 
dissolved criterion will not be underprotective if the dissolved 
criterion was derived using a dissolved WER (see bel:owl or if 
there are sufficient cOllq)ensotinq factors. 
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Total recoverable metal 
Dissolved 

Nontoxic 
Labile 
Refractory 

Toxic 
Labile 

Particulate 
Nontoxic 

Labile 
Refractory 

Toxic 
Labile 

Metal not measured by the total recoverable measurement. 

Not only can some changes in water quality characteristics shift 
the relative concentrations of toxic and nontoxic labile species 
of a metal, some changes in water quality can also increase or 
decrease the toxicities of the toxic species of a metal and/or 
the sensitivities of aquatic organiali)S. Such changes migbt be 
caused by (a) a change in ionic strength that affects the 
activity of toxic species of the metal in water, lbl a 
physiological .effect whereby an ion affects the permeability of a 
membrane and thereby alters both uptake and apparent toxicity, 
and (c) toxicological additivity, synergism, or antagonism due to 
effects within the organism. 

Another possible coaplication is that a form of metal that. is 
toxic to one aquatic organism acight not be toxic to another , 
Although such differences between organisms have not been 
demonstrated, the possibility cannot be ruled out. 

Tbe Importance of Lability 

The only common metal measurement that can be validly 
extrapolated from the effluent and the upstream water to the 
downstream water merely by taking dilution into account is the 
total recoverable measurement. A major reason this measurement 
is so useful is because it is the only measurement that obeys the 
law of ~~~ass balance (i.e., it is the only measurement that is 
conservative) . Other metal measurements usually do not obey the 
law of mass balance because they measure some, but not all, of 
the labile species of metals. A measurement of refractory metal 
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would be conservative in terms of changes in ~~ater quality 
characteristics, but not necessarily in regards to fate 
processes; aucb a Jneaaureznent has not been de11eloped, however. 

Permit limits apply to effluents, whereaa wattsr quality criteria 
apply to surface watera. If permit ·limits ancS water quality 
criteria are both expressed in terms of total recoverable metal, 
extrapolations from effluent to surface water only need to take 
dilution into account and can be performed as mass balance 
calculations. If either permit limits or watt!r quality criteria 
or both are expressed in terma of any other netal measurement, 
lability needs to be taken into account, even if both are 
expressed in terJU of the San! measurell!ellt. 

Extrapolations concerning labile species ot n!tals from effluent 
to surface water depend to a large extant on t:he differences 
bet-en the water quality characteristics of l:he effluent and 
those of the surface water. Although equilib1rium ~Wdels of the 
speciation of metals can provide insight, the inte~actions are 
too cc:.q~lex to be able to make useful noneq>ilrical extrapolations 
from a wide variety of effluents to a wide v~riety of surface 
waters of either fa) the speciation of the nsl:al or fbi a metal 
measurement other than total recoverable. 

Empirical extrapolations con be performed fai1rly easily and the 
1110st ccmmon case will probably occur when penait limits are based 
on the total recoverable measurement but wate1r quality criteria 
are based on the dissolved neasurement. The •~irical 
extrapolation is intended to answer the quest:ion "WNit percent of 
the total recoverable netal in the effluent ~'comes dissolved in 
the downstream water?• Thia questi on can be 11nswered by: 
a . Collecting s~les of efflu.ent and upstrea~n water. 
b. Measuring total recoverable 1netal and dissc)lvad metal in both 

sau;>les. 
a . Combining aliquots of the two sau;>les in the ratio of the 

flows when the SaD~Ples were obtained and mixing tor an 
appropriate period of time under approprial:e conditions , 

d. Measuring total recoverable netal and disst3lved metal in the 
mixture. 

An e~t4q~le is presented in Figure D2. This p<arcentage cannot be 
extrapolated fr0111 one metal to another or frOln one effluent to 
another . The data needed to calculate the pe1rcentage will be 
obtained each time a WER is determined usi,ng /Simulated downstream 
water if both dissolved and total recoverable 1netal are measured 
in the effluent, upstream water, and si1111.1lated downstream water. 

The i.nterpretation of the percentage is not noBcessarily as 
atraightforward as might be assumed. For exa~~le, some of the 
metal that is dissolved in the upstreaJJ~ water might sorb onto 
particulate matter in the effluent, which can be viewed as a 
detoxification of the upstream water by the e·ffluent. Regardless 
of the interpretation, the described procedur•e provides a simple 
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way of relating the total recoverable concentration in the 
effluent to the concentration of concern in the downstream water . 
Because this empirical extrapolation can be-used with any 
analytical Jnea surement that is chosen as the basis for expression 
of aquatic life criteria, use of the total recoverable 
measureJnent to express pe~t limits on effluents does not place 
a ny restrictions on which analytical -asurement can be used to 
express criteria. Further, even if both criteria and pe~t 
limits are expressed in tenns of a -asurement such as dissolved 
Jnetal, an empir~cal extrapolation would still be necessary 
because dissolved metal is not likely to be conservative from 
effluent to downstream water. 

Merjts of Tptal Recoverable and Dissolved WEBs and Criteria 

A WER is operationally defined as the value of an endpoint 
obtained with a toxicity test using site water divided by the 
value of the same endpoint obtained with the same toxicity test 
using a labora tory dilution water. Therefore, just as aquatic 
life criteria c an be expressed in terms of either the total 
recoverable ~~~easurement or the dissolved measurement, so can 
WERs. A pair of side-by-side toxicity tests can produce both a 
total recoverable WER and a dissolved WER if the metal in the 
test solutions in both of the tests is measured using both 
methods. A total recoverable WER is obtained by dividing 
endpoints that were calculated on the basis ot total recoverable 
metal. whereas a dissolved WER is obtained by dividing endpoints 
that were calculated on the basis of dissolved metal. Because of 
the way they are determined, a total recoverable WER is used to 
calculate a total recoverable site-specific criterion from a 
national, state, or recalculated aquatic life criterion that is 
expressed using the total recoverable measurement. whereas a 
dissolved WER is used to calculate a dissolved site-specific 
criterion from a national, state, or recalculated criterion that 
is expressed in terms of tbe dissolved measurement. 

In terms of the classification scheme given in Figure 01, the 
basic relationship between a total recoverable national water 
quality criterion and a tota l recoverable ~ is: 
• 11. tota l recoverable criterion treats all the toxic and 

nontoxic metal in the site water as if its average 
toxicity were the same as the average toxicity of all 
the toxic a nd nontoxic meta l in the toxicity tests in 
laboratory dilution water on which the criterion is 
based. 

• 11. total recoverable ~ is a measurement of the actual 
ratio of the average toxicities of the total 
recoverable metal and replaces the assumption that 
the ratio is 1. 
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Similarly, the basic relationship between a dissolved notional 
criterion and a dissolved~ is: 
• A disao~ved criterion trea ts a ll the toxic and nontoxic 

dissolved meta l in tbe site water as if its averag~ 
toxicity were the same as the average toxicity of a ll 
the toxic and nontoxic dissolved INital in the 
toxicity tests in labora tory dilution wa ter on which 
the criterion ia based. 

• A dissolved ~ is a meesurement of the actual ratio of 
tbe overage toxicities of the dissolved metal and 
replaces the assumption that the r a tio is 1. 

In both eases, use of a criterion without a WER involves 
1111asurement of toxicity in laboratory dilution water but only 
prediction of toxicity in site water. whereas use of a criterion 
~ a WER involves measurement of toxicity in both laboratory 
dilution water and site water. 

When WERa are used to derive site-specific criteria , the total 
recoverable and dissolved approach~& are inherently consistent. 
They are consistent because the toxic effects c aused by the metal 
in the toxicity tests do not depend on what chemical measurements 
a re performed; the same number of organiai!IS are killed in t he 
acut e lethality tests regardless of what , if any, ~~~tasurements of 
the concentration of the metal are 1110de. The only difference is 
the chemica l measurement to which the toxicity i s referenced. 
Dissolved WERs can be derived fr0111 the same pai.ra of toxicity 
tests fr0111 which total recoverable WERs are derived, if the metal 
in the tests is measured using both the total recoverable and 
dissolved measurements. Both approaches start at the same place 
(i.e., the amount of toxicity observed in l abora tory dilution 
water) and end at the sAllie pla ce (i.e., the amount of toxicity 
observed in site water). The combina tion of a tota l recoverable 
criterion and WER a ccomplish the same thing as the combination of 
a dissolved criterion and WER. By extension, whenever a 
criterion and a WER based on the same measurement of the metal 
are used together, they will end up a t the same place. Because 
use of a total recoverable criterion with a tota l recoverable ~ 
ends up at exactly the same place as use of a dissolved crite;ion 
with a dissolved ~. whenever one WER is determined, both should 
be determined to a llow Ia ) a . check on the analytical chemistry, 
!bl use of the inherent internal consistency to check that tbe 
data are used correctly, and (c) the option of using either 
approach in the deri~ation of permit limits. 

An examination of how the two approaches !the total recoverable 
approach and the dissolved approach) address the four relevant 
forms of metal (toxic and nontoxic particulate ~~~etol and toxic 
and nontoxic dissolved metal) in laboratory dilution water and in 
site water further explains why the two approaches are inherently 
consistent. Here, only the way in which the two approaches 
address each o f the four forms of metal in site water will be 
co.nsidered: 
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a. Toxic dissolved metal: 
This form contributes to the toxicity of the site water and 
is measured by both chemical measurements. If this is the 
only form of metal present , the two WERs will be the sa.me. 

b. Nontoxic dissolved metal: 
This form does not contribute to the toxicity of the site 
water, but it is measured by both chemical measurements. 
If this is the only form of metal present, the two WERs 
will be the same. (Nontoxic dissolved metal can be the 
only form present, however. only if all of the nontoxic 
dissolved ~tal present is refractory. If any labile 
nontoxic dissolved metal is present, equilibrium will 
require that some toxic dissolved metal also be present.) 

c. Toxic particulate metal: 
This form contributes to the toxicological measurement in 
both approaches; it is measured by the total recoverable 
measurement, but not by the dissolved measurement. Even 
though it is not measured by the dissolved measurement, its 
presence is accounted for in the dissolved approach because 
it increases the toxicity of the site water and thereby 
decreases the dissolved WER. It is accounted for because 
it makes the dissolved metal appear to be more toxic than 
it is. Most toxic particulate metal is probably not toxic 
when it is particulate; it becomes toxic when it is 
dissolved at the gill surface or in the digestive system; 
in the surface water, however, it is measured as 
particulate metal. 

d. Nontoxic particulate metal: 
This form does not contribute to the toxicity of the site 
water; it is measured by the total recoverable measurement, 
but not by the dissolved measurement. Because it is 
measured by the total recoverable measurement, but not by 
the dissolved measurement, it causes the total recoverable 
WER to be higher than the dissolved WER. 

In addition to dealing with the four forms of metal similarly, 
the WERs used in the two approaches comparably take synergism, 
antagonism, and additivity into account. Synergism and 
additivity in the site water increase its toxicity and therefore 
decrease the WER; in contrast, antagonism in the site water 
decreases toxicity and increases the WER. 

Each of the four forms of metal is appropriately taken into 
account because use of the WERs makes the two approaches 
internally consistent. In addition, although experimental 
variation will cause the measured WERs to deviate from the actual 
WERs. the measured WERs will be internally consistent with the 
data from which they were generated. If the percent dissolved is 
the same at the test endpoint in the two waters, the two WERs 
will be the same. If the percent of the total recoverable metal 
that is dissolved in laboratory dilution water is less than 100 
percent. changing from the total recoverable measurement to the 
dissolved measurement will lower the criterion but it will 
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comparably lower the denominator in the WER, thus increasing the 
WER. If the percent of the total recoverable metal that is 
dissolved in the site water is less than 100 percent, chAnging 
.from the total recoverable measurement to the dissolved . 
measurement will lower the concentration in the site water that 
is to be coarpa_red with the c.riterion, but it also lowers the 
numerator in the WER, thus lowering the WER . Thus when WE:Rs are 
used to adjust criteria, the total recoverable approach and the 
dissolved approach result in the same interpretations of 
concentrations in the site water (see Figure DJI and in the same 
maximum acceptable concentrations in effluents (see Figure 04). 

Thus, if WERs are based on toxicity tests whose endpoints equal 
the CHC or CCC and if both approaches are used correctly, the two 
measurements will produce the same results because each WER is 
based on measureznents on the site water and then the WER is used 
to calculate the site-specific criterion that app.lies to the site 
water when the sazne chemical measurement is used to express the 
site-specific criterion. The equivalency of the two approaches 
applies if they are based on the same s!IJI"C)le of site water . When 
they are applied to multiple samples, the approaches can differ 
depending on how the results from replicate samples are used: 
a. If an appropriate averaging process is used, the two will be 

equivalent . 
b. If the lowest value ia used, the two approaches will probably 

be equivalent only if the lowest dissolved WBR and the lowest 
total recoverable WER were obtained using the same sample of 
site water. 

There ere several advantages to using a dissolved criterion even 
when a dissolved WER is not used. In some situations use of a 
dissolved criterion to interpret results of measurements of the 
concentretion of dissolved metal in site water might de1110nstrate 
that there ia no need to determine either a total recoverable WER 
or a dissolved WBR. This would occur when so 11111ch of the totel 
recoverable metel was nontoxic perticulate metal that even though 
the total recoverable criterion was exceeded, the corresponding 
dissolved criterion was not exceeded. The particulate metal 
llligbt come from an effluent. a resuspension .event, or runoff that 
washed particulates into the body of water. In such a situation 
the total recoverable WER would also show that the site-specific 
criterion was not exceeded, but there would be no need to 
determine a WER if the criterion were expressed on the basis of 
the dissolved measurement. If the variation over time in the 
concentration of particulate metal is much greater t han the 
va~iation in the concentration of disaolved metal, both the total 
recoverable concentration end the total recoverable WER are 
likely to vary so much over time that a dissolved criterion would 
be =uch more ~seful than a total recoverable criterion. 
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Use of a dissolved criterion without a dissolved WER has three 
disadvantages, however: 
1. Nontoxic dissolved metal in the site water is treated as if it 

is toxic. 
2 . Any toxicity due to particulate metal in the site water is 

ignored. 
3 . Synergism, antagonism, and additivity in the site water are 

not taken into account . 
Use of a dissolved criterion ~ a dissolved WER overcomes all 
three problems. For example, if (al the total recoverable 
concentration greatly exceeds the total recoverable criterion, 
(b) the dissolved concentration is below the dissolved criterion, 
and (c) there is concern about the possibility of toxicity of 
particulate metal, the determination of a dissolved WER would 
demonstrate whether toxicity due to particulate metal is 
measurable. 

Similarly, use of a total recoverable criterion without a total 
recoverable WER has three comparabLe disadvantages: 
1. Nontoxic dissolved metal in site water is treated as if it is 

toxic. 
2. Nontoxic particulate metal in site water is treated as if it 

is toxic . 
3. Synergism, antagonism, and additivity in site water are not 

taken into account. 
Use of a total recoverable criterion ~ a total recoverable WER 
overcomes all three problems. For example, determination of a 
total recoverable WER would prevent nontoxic particulate metal 
(as well as nontoxic dissolved metal) in the site water from 
being treated as if it is toxic . 

Relationships between WEBs and the forms of Metal s 

Probab~ the best way to understand what WERs can and cannot do 
is to understand the relationships between WERs and the forms of 
metals. A WER is calculated py dividing the concentration of a 
metal that corresponds to a toxicity endpoint in a site water by 
the concentration of the same metal that corresponds to the same 
toxicity endpoint in a laboratory dilution water . Therefore, 
using the classification scheme given in Figure 01: 

The subscripts • s• and • L • denote site water and laboratory 
dilution water, respectively, and: 

II ~ the concentration of aefractory metal in a water . (By 
definition, all refractory metal is nontoxic metal.) 
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N the concentration of Hontoxic labile metal in a water . 

T the concentration of ~oxic labile metal in a water . 

&N • the concentration of metal added during a WER determination 
that is Hontoxic labile metal after it is added. 

AT • the concentration of metal added during a WER determination 
that is ~c labile metal after it is added. 

For a total recoverable WER·, each of these five concentrations 
includes both particulate and dissolved metal, if both are 
present; for a dissolved WER only dissolved metal is included. 

Because the two side-by-side tests use the Sllllle endpoint and are 
conducted under identical conditions with comparable test 
organiSIIIII, :r, • .:r, • :r, + •TL when the toxic species of the metal 
are equally toxic in the two waters. If a difference in water 
quality causes one or more of the toxic species of the metal to 
be more toxic in one water than the other . or causes a shift in 
the ra.tios of various toxic species, we can define 

Thus H is a multiplier that accounts for a proportional increase 
or decrease in the toxicity of the toxic forms in site water as 
compared to their toxicities in laboratory~ dilution water. 
Therefore, the- general WER equation is: 

Several things are obvious from this equation: 
1. A WER should not be thought of as a $imple ratio such as H. 

H is the ratio of the toxicities of the toxic species of the 
metal. whereas the WER is the ratio o( the sum of the toxic 
and the nontoxic species of the metal. Only under a very 
specific set of conditions will JI8R • s . If these conditions 
are satisfied and if. in addition, H • 1. then Jt.BR • 1. 
Although it might seem that all o~ these conditions will 
rarely be satisfied, it is not all that rare to find that an 
experimentally deterucined WER is close to 1. 

2 . When the concentration of metal in laboratory dilution water 
is negligible, IlL • NL • T, • o and 
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Even though laboratory dilution water is low in TOC and TSS, 
when metals are added to laboratory dilution water in toxicity 
tests, 1ons such as hydroxide, carbonate, and chloride react 
with some metal s to form some particulate species and ~ome 
dissolved species, both of which might be toxic or nontoxic. 
The metal species that are nontoxic contribute to £H,, whereas 
those that are toxic contribute to .r,. Hydroxide, carbonate, 
chloride, TOC. and TSS can increase £N1 • Anything that causes 
£N1 to differ from AN, will cause the WER to differ from 1. 

3. Refractory metal and nontoxic labile metal in the site water 
above that in the laboratory dilution water will increase the 
WER. Therefore, if the WBR is determined in downstream water, 
rather than in upstream water, the WER will be increased by 
refractory metal and nontoxic labile metal in the effluent. 

Thus there are three major reasons why WERs might be larger or 
smaller than 1: 
a. The toxic species of the metal might be more toxic in one 

water than in the other, i.e., H .. ~. 
b. £N mdght be higher in one water than in the other. 
c. R and/or N mdght be higher in one water than in the other. 

The last reason might have great practical iDportance in some 
situations. When a WER is determdned in downstream water, if 
most of the metal in the effluent is nontoxic, the WER and the 
endpoint in site water will correlate with the concentration of 
metal in the site water. In addition, they will depend on the 
concentration of metal in the effluent and the concentration of 
effluent in the site water. This correlation will be best for 
refractory llletal because its toxicity cannot be affected by water 
qualit~ cha~acteristics; even if the effluent and upstream water 
are qu:a.te dl.fferent so that the water quality characteristics of 
the site water depend on the percent effluent, the toxicity of 
the refractory metal will remain constant at zero and the portion 
of the WER that is due to refractory metal will be additive. 

'Q)e Oependence of WE'f!s on the Sensitivity of Toxicity Tests 

It would be desirable if the magnitude of the WER for a site 
water were independent of tbe toxicity test used in the 
determination of the WER, so that any convenient toxicity teat 
could be used . It can be seen from the general WER equation that 
the WER will be independent of the toxicity test only if: 

lfB:R • Rcr .. • •r .. > • H 
tr, • .r,) ' 

which would require that R• • "• • ...,, • IlL • N, • .a, • o. (It would 
be easy to assume that r, • o, but it can be misleading in some 
situations to make more simplifications than are necessary.) 
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This is the simplistic concept of a WER that would be 
advantageous if it -re true, but which i8 not likely to be true 
very often. Any situa tion in which one or 1110re of the terms is 
greater than ze ro can ca use the WER to depend on the sensitivity 
of the toxicity test, a lthough the difference in the WERa might 
be small. 

'lVo situations that might be common can illustrate how the WER 
can depend on the sensitivity of the toxicity teat. For these 
illustrations,. there is no advanta ge to assuming that H . 1 ao 
B will be reta ined for generality. ' 
1. 'nle simplest situation is when 111 > o, i.e .. when a 

substantial concentration of refractory metal occurs in the 
site wate r. If, for simplifica tion, it is a ssumed that 
111 • ... • 11, • ~~~ • ...,, • o , then: 

WBil • II• + N ( r,. + &T,) • 11, H 
tr .. + . r,) (r, + . r,l • · 

'nle quantity 2'" • "'"" obviously changes a a the sensitivity of 
the toxicity teat changes. When • • • o, then WBR • H and the 
WER is independent of the sensitivity of the toxicity teat. 
When II• > o, then the WER will decreaae as the aenaitivity of 
the tea t decreases because r, • •r, will increaae. 

2. More coq)licated situations occur when (N1 • £N• ) > o. If, for 
aimplif ication, it is assumed that • • • Jt, • N, • £N, • o, then: 

WBil • (Jr• + .._.,• ) • H!r, • •T,I • (N• + 6H• ) • H . 
(2·, • .r,i lr, • •r,i 

a. If CH• • 6N• ) > o because the site water contains a 
substantial concentration of a complexing agent that has an 
affinity for the meta l and if complexation converts toxic 
metal into nontoxic metal. the complexation reaction will 
control the toxicity of the solution (Allen 1993). A 
c:c:q,lexation curve can be graphed in several ways. but the 
S-shaped curve presented in Figure OS is moat convenient 
here. The vertical axis is •t uncomplexed• , which i s 
a ssumed to correla te with •t toxic • . The •t c<lll;)lexed ' is 
then the ., nontoxic• . The ratio of nontoxic meta l to 
toxic meta l is: 

\noatax1C' • t C'C!!!!plu.cf 
\ tax1C' t l.lllC'CIIJIIlU:«f • v . 

For the complexed nontoxic metal: 

v . conc.Dtra c:1on o£ .DODtax1c - ul 
COilc-ntra t.1on of tOile -t&J 
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ln the site water, the concentration of complexed nontoxic 
metal is (N• + AN,l and the concentration of toxic metal is 
cr~ • •T,l. so that: 

V. IN, • AN,) (N1 + AN,) 
• • ( r, • .r,i • HC r .. • .r~.i ' 

and 

lltliR. v,ecr .. • .r,l • HIT, • .. r,.) • v,. .. 8 _HI .. 1 (r, • •r,) ,. v, 1 

If the WER is determined using a sensitive to.xicity test so 
that the' uncamplexed !i .e . , the\ toxic) is 10 \. then 
v, • 190 ' l/11 0 " • 9, whereas if a less sensiti ve test is 
used so that the ' uncomplexed is 50 '· then 
V1 • (SO ' l/(50 ' ' • 1 . Therefore, it a portion of the WER is 
due to a complexing agent in the site water. the ~gnitude 
of the WER can decrease as the sensitivity of the toxicity 
test decreases because the ' uncomplexed will decrease. In 
these situations, the largest WER will be obtained with the 
most sensitive toxicity test : progressively s~ller WERs 
will be obtained with less sensitive toxicity tests. The 
magnitude of a WER will depend not only on the sensitivity 
of the toxicity test but also on the concentrati on of the 
complexino agent and on its binding constant (complexation 
constant, scability constant ). In addition, the bi nding 
constants of most camplexing agents depend on pH. 

If the laboratory dilution water contains a low 
concentra tion of a complexing agent, 

and 

The binding constant of the complexino agent in the 
laboratory dilution water is probably different from that 
of the complexing agent in the site water. Al though 
changing from a more sensitive test to a less sensi tive 
test will decrease both v, and v, , tbe amount of effect is 
not likely to be proportional. 

If the ch.ange from a more sensitive test to a less 
sensitive test were to decrease v, proportionately more 
than v.,, the change could result in a larger WER, rather 
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then a smaller WER, as resulted in the case above when it 
was assumed that the laboratory dilution water did not 
contain any complexing agent. This is probably most likely 
to occur it H • 1 and if v, < v.,, which would mean that 
liD < 1. Although this is likely to be a rare situation, 
it does demonatrate again the· importance of determining 
WBRs using toxicity tests that have endpoints in laboratory 
dilution water that are close to the CHC or CCC to which 
the WBR is to be applied. 

b. If IN, + AM.J > 0 because the site water contains a 
substantia l concentration of an ion that will precipitate 
the metal of concern and if precipitation converts toxic 
metal into nontoxic metal , the precipitation reaction will 
control the toxicity of the solution. The •precipitation 
curve• given in Figure 06 is analogous to the ' cOII;)lexation 
curve• given in Figure OS; in the precipitation curve, the 
vertical axis i1 •\ dissolved•, which ia assumed to 
correla te with' ' toxic• . If the endpoint for a toxicity 
test is below the solubility limit of the precipitate, 
(N, • IJI,l • 0. whereas if the endpoint for a toxicity test 
il above the solubility limit, (N, • AN11l > o. If WERs are 
determined with a aeries of toxicity teats that have 
increasing endpoints that are above the 1olubility limit. 
the WER will reach a maximum value and then decrease. The 
magnitude of the WER will depend not only on the 
sensitivity of the toxicity tes t but also on the 
concentration of the precipitating agent. the solubility 
limit, and the solubility of the precipitate . 

Thus, depending on the composition of the site water, a WER 
obtained with an insensitive test might be larger, smaller, or 
simila r to a WER obtained with a sensitive teet. Because of the 
range of possibilities that exist, the bes t toxicity teat to use 
in the experimental detexmination of a WBR is one whose endpoint 
in laboratory dilution water is close to the CMC or CCC that is 
to be adjusted . This is the rationale that was used in the 
selection of the toxicity tests that are suggested in Appendix I . 

The available data indicate that a less sensitive toxicity test 
usually gives a s~ller WER than a more sensitive test (Hansen 
1993a). Thus, use of toxicity tests whose endpoints are higher 
than the CHC or CCC probably will not result in underprotection; 
in contrast, use of tests whose endpoints are substantially below 
the CMC or CCC might result in underprotection . 

The f actors that cause 11, and (N1 • 4N,l to be greater than zero 
are all external to the test organisms; they are chemical effects 
that affect the meta l in the water. The ~gnitude of the WER is 
therefore expected to depend on the toxicity test used only in 
regard to the. sensitivity of the test. If the endpoints for two 
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different teats occur at the •~ concentration oL the metal , tht 
JMgnitude of the WERa obtained with the two tests should be the 
same; they should not depend on (a ) the duration of the teat, (b) 
wbetber the enc!point is based on a lethal or sublethal efLect, or 
(cl whether the species is a vertebrate or an invertebrate . 

Another interesting consequence of the chemistry of complexation 
is that the t unc~lexed will i ncrease if the solution is 
diluted (Allen and Hansen 1993 I . The concentration of total 
- t al will decrease with dilution but the t unc~lexed will 
increase. The increase will not offset the decrease and so the 
concentration of unc~lexed meta~ will decrease. 't'bus the 
portion of a W!:R that i.e due to c~lexation will not be strictly 
additive (see Appendix G), but the amount of nonadditivity might 
be difficult to detect in toxicity studies of additivity . A 
similar effect of dilution will occur for precipitation . 

The illuatrationa presented above were simplified to malce it 
easier to understand the lcindl of effects that can occur . The 
illustrations ore qualitatively valid and demonstrate the 
direction of the effects, but re~-world situations wil~ probably 
be ao much more c~licoted that the various effects cannot be 
dealt with separately . 

Qther Propertiel of WBH• 
1. Because of t he variety of factors that ean affect W£Ra, no 

rationale exiats at present for extrapolating ~ from one 
-tal to another, from one effluent. to another, or frail one 
surface water to another . 't'bus WERs should be individ~ly 
determined for each met~ at each site . 

2. The 1110et ~rtant info%D&tion that the determinati on of a WE:R 
provides i1 whether a~ated and/or a ctual downstrea. water 
adver1ely affect• t eat organi.-. that are sensitive to the 
metal . A WER cannot indicate bow 111\.lch metal needs to be 
rei!O'Ved frOID or bow 111Ucb metal can be edded to an effluent . 
a . If the site water alreadY contains aufficient oetal that it 

ia tOKic to the test orvani-. a WER cannot be determined 
with a sensitive t est and so an insensitive teet will have 
to be used . r:ven if a WBR could be detarmined with a 
aenaitive teat, the WBR cannot indicate how much metal has 
to be r~ved . For ~le, if a WER indicated that there 
was 20 percent too much metal in an effluent, a 30 percent 
reduction by the discharger would not. reduce toxicity if 
only nontoxic -tal was removed . The next WER 
determination would show that the effluent atill contained 
too aruch metal . Removing metal is uaeful onlY if the ~~~etal 
removed is toxic metal. Reducing the total recoverable 
concentration does not necessarily reduce toxicity. 
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b. If the simul ated or a ctual downstream water is not toxic. a 
WBR can be determined and used to calculate how much 
addition~ metal the effluent could contain and atill be 
acceptable. Because an unlimited amount of rafra ctozy 
-tal can be &dded to the effluent without effecting the 
organisms, what the WER actually determines is how much 
additional toxic oetol con be added to the effluent. 

3. Tbe effluent c~nent of nearly all W!Ra ia likely to be due 
mostly to either Ia) a reduction i n toxicity of th~ metal by 
TSS or TOC, or (b) the presence of refractory metal . For both 
of these, if the percentage of effluent in the downstream 
water decreases, the magnitude of the WER will Ulual1y 
decreaae. ~f the water quality characteriatica of the 
effluent and the upstream water are quite different, it is 
possible that the interaction will not be additive; this can 
affect the portion of the weft that i• due to reduced toxicity 
caused by sorption and/or binding, but it cannot affect t he 
gortion of the WBR t hat is due to refractory metal. 

C. Teat orqoni- are fed during aome toxicity teete, but not 
during others; it ia not clear whether a WER determined in a 
ted test will differ frOID a WER determined in an unfed teet . 
Whether there ie a difference i e likely to depend on the 
metal, the type and amount of food , and whether a total 
recoverable or dissolved WER ia determined . This can be 
ev~uated by determining two W£Ra u.aing 11 teat in which the 
organi~ usually are not fed - one WER with no food added to 
the tests and one with food added to the teste. ~ effect of 
food is probably due to an i ncrease in TOC and/or TSS . rf 
food increases the concentration of nontoxic metal in both the 
laboratory dilution water and the site water, t he food will 
probably decrease the WBR. Because ~lexes of metals are 
usually aoluble, e~lexetion i s likely to lower both tot~ 
recoverable and dieeolved WIIIU ; sorption to aolida will 
probably reduce only total recoverable WERa. The food might 
oleo affect the acute- chronic ratio . ~ feeding during a 
test. should be limited to the lllinialum nece .. ary . 

8AnQCI of Act.uol MeAsured WE8I 

The a cceptable wmu found by Brunga et al . (1992 l -re total 
recoverable WBRII that were determined in relatively clean fresh 
water. These WBRII ranged frail about 1 to 15 for both copper and 
cadmium, whereas they ranged frCIII\ about 0. 7 to 3 for zinc. The 
few WERs that were available for chromium, lead, and nickel 
ranged fr0111 about 1 to 6. Both the total recoverable and 
dissolved wmu for copper in New York harbor range from about 0. 4 
to 4 with 1110st of the wefts being between 1 and 2 (Hansen 1993b) . 
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Pi;uz. D2: Ac ~1• ot tba -.pirical txtr~lation Proceaa 

Asswne the f ollowing l}ypothet i c:al effluent and upstream water: 

Bftluent: 
T•: 
D•: 
o.: 

100 ug/L 
10 ug/L 
24 cfs 

Upstream woter~ 
r.,: 40 ug/L 
D.,: 38 ug/L 
o.,: 48 cfs 

Downstrelllll 
.T., : 
~~ 
o,: 

where: 

water: 
60 ug/L 
36 ug/L 
72 cfs 

(10 t dissolved) 

(95 ' dissolveg) 

(60 ' dissolved) 

T concentration of total recoverable metal . 
D : concentration of di ssolved metal. 
() a flow . 

The subscripts E. U, and D signify effluent , upstream water, and 
downstream water, respectively. 

By conservati on of flow; 0, • o. + ()11 • 

By conservation of total recoverable metal: TA • T,P6 + Tr/}11 • 

If p ; the percent of the total recoverable metal in tne 
effluent .that becomes dissolved in the downstream water, 

p • 100 tD,Qz, - D,P"' 
r,p. 

For the data given above, the percent of the total rec:overable 
metal in the effluent that becomes dissolved in the downstream 
woter ia: 

P • 100 I (36 ug{L) (72 cfa) - (38 ui/L) (U cfal) • 32 ' 
(loo ug/L) (2·• cts) ' 

which is greater than the 10 t dissolved in the effluent and l ess 
than the 60 t dissolved in the downstream water. 
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'ftle internal con.sist~cy of the total recoverable and dissolved 
approaches can be illustrated by considering the use of WERs to 
interpret the total recoverable and dissolved concentrations of a 
metal in a site water. Por this hypothetical example, it will be 
assua.d that the national CCCs for the metal are: 

200 ug/L as total recove~le metal. 
160 ug/L as dissolved metal . 

It will ·also be ass~ that the concentrations of the metal in 
the site water are: 

300 ug/L as total recoverable metal . 
120 ug/L as dissolved metal . 

The total recoverable concentration in the site water exceeds the 
national CCC, but the dissolved ooncentrst ion does not. 

The following results might be obtained if WERs are determined : 

In L4b9ratory pilution Water 
Total recoverable LC50 = 400 ug/L. 

t of the total recoverable metal that is dissolved: 80 . 
C'nlis ia baaed on the ratio of the national cccs, 
which were determined in laboratory dilution water. l 

Dissolved LC50 c 320 ug/L . 

In Site Water 
Total recoverable LC50 c 620 ug/L. 

t of the total recoverable metal that is dissolved: 40. 
CThis is based on the data given above for site water) . 

Dissolved LCSO c 248 ug/L. 

~ 
Total recoverable WBR • !620 ug/L)/(400 ug/L) • 1.55 
Dissolved WBR • (248 ug/Ll/1320 ug/Ll ~ 0.775 

Cbeckinq the Calculations 

Tot&l r--rable WII:R • ~ • lab .. cer' d.taaol...ct • ~. 2 Dlaao.1Y1id Q:ll 0. 77 5 a .tee .. ter t dlssol...ct 40 

Site-specific cccs cascccs l 

Total recoverable saccc : 1200 ug/Ll (1 , 551 ~ 310 ug/L . 
Dissolved saCCC a (160 ug/ Ll (0.775) = 124 ug / L. 

8oth concentTations in site woter are below the respective 
ssCCCs . 
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In contrast, the following results might have been obtained when 
the WERs were determined: 

In L4b9ratory pilution Water 
Total recoverable LCSO z 400 ug/L. 

' of the total recoverable metal that is dissolved • 80. 
Dissolved LCSO • 320 ug/L. 

In Site WAter 
Total recoverable LCSO • 580 ug/L. 

t of the total recoverable metal that is dissolved • 40. 
Dissolved LC50 a 232 uo/L. 

Db 
Tota l recoverable WER z (580 ug/L)/(400 ug/L) c 1.45 
Dissolved WER • (232 ug/LI/(320 ug/L) = 0 . 725 

Checking the Calculations 

Total reco.,.r&bJ• wm1 • 1.&5 J~ .. ter ' d1esolvwd • eo • 2 Dl••olWd MI:R o:72S • •l te ,..t•r • dl .. olvwd &0 

Site-specific CQCs lssCCCsl 

Total recoverable ssccc » 1200 ug/Ll 11. 451 a 290 ug/~. 
Dissolved ss~CC • (160 ug/L) (0.725) ; ll6 ug/~. 

In this case, both concentrations in site water are above the 
respective ssCCCs . 

~ each case, both approac.hes resulted in the same conclus1on 
concerning whether the concentra tion i n site water exceeds the 
site-specific criterion. 

~e two key assumptions a re: 
1. The r a tio of total recoverable metal to dissolved metal in 

l abora tory dilution water when the WERs are determined equals 
the r a tio of the national CCCs. 

2. The r a tio of total recoverable metal to dissolved metal in 
site water when the WERs are determined equals the ratio of 
the concentrations reported in the site water. 

Differences in the ratios that are outside the range of 
experimental variation will c ause probl~ for t~e derivation of 
site-specific criteri a and, the refore, w1th the 1nterna l 
consistency of the t wo approaches. 
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Hypothetical upstream water and effluent will be used to 
demonstrate the equivalence of the tota l recoverable and 
dissolved approaches. The upstream weter and the effluent will 
be assumed to have specific properties in order to a llow 
ca lculation of the properties o f the downstream water, which will 
be assumed to be a 1:1 mixture of the upstream water and 
effluent. I t will also be a ssumed that the r a tios of the f orms 
of the ~tal in the upstream water and in t he effluent do not 
change when the total recoverable concentr ation changes. 

upstream water (Flow z 3 cfs) 
Total recoverable: 

Refractory particula te: 
400 ug/L 

200 Ug/L 
Toxic dissolved: 200 ug/L (50 ' dissolved) 

Effluent (Flow • 3 cfs) 
Total recoverable: 440 ug/L 

Refractory particula te: 396 ug/L 
Labile nontoxic particulate: 44 ug/L 
Toxic dissolved: 0 uo/L (0 • dissolved) 

(The labile nontoxic particulate, which is 10 ' of t he 
total recoverable in the effluent, becomes toxic 
dissolved in the downstream water.) 

pownatre;m water (Flow • 6 cfa) 
Total recoverable: 

Refractory particulate: 
Toxic dissolved: 

420 ug/L 
298 ug/L 
122 ug/L (29 t dissolved) 

The values for the downstream water a re calculated 
values for the upstream wate~ and the effluent: 

from the 

Total recoverable: (3(400) + 3(440))/6 
Dissolved: (3(200) ~ 3(44+0)]/6 
Refractory particulate: (3(200) + 3!396)]/6 

AsSumed Natjona l CCC lnCCCI 
Total recoverable • 300 uo/L 
Dissolved • 240 uo/L 
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Upstream sit e -specific CQC lussQCC! 

Assume : Di ssolved cccWER: 1.2 
Dissolved ussccc : (1 . 2 ) 1240 ug/L) ~ 288 ug/L 

~ calculation : TR ussCCC • (288 ug/LI / 10.5) c 576 ug/L 
Total recoverable cccWER: (576 ug/Ll/ (300 uo/Ll • 1.92 

Total recoverable : 
Dissolved: 

nCQC 
300 ug/L 
240 uo/ L 

~ 
1.92 
1.2 

ussccc 
576 ug/L 
288 uo/L 

50 ' 

Cone. 
400 ug / L 
200 ug / L 

50 ' t dissolved 
Neither concentration 

80 ' exceeds its respective ussCCC. 

P9wn3treom site-specific CCC ldssCCC! 

Assume : Dissolved cccWER: 1.8 
Dissolved dssccc • (1.8) 1240 uo/L) = 432 ug/L 

~ ca lculation : TR dssccc c 
((432 ug/L-((200 ug/L)/2])/0 .1)•((400 ug/L)/2) = 3520 ug/L 

This calculation determines the amount of dissolved 
metal contributed by the effluent, accounts for the 
fact that ten ~ercent of the total recoverable metal 
in the ettluent becomes dissolved, and adds the total 
recoverable metal contributed by the upstream flow. 

Total recoverable cccWBR • (3520 ug/LI / 1300 ug/Ll • 11 .73 

nQCC 
Total recoverable : 300 ug/L 
Dissolved: 240 uo/L 

t dissolved 80 t 

~ 
11.73 
1.80 

dssQCC Cone. 
3520 ug / L 420 ug/L 

432 uo/ L 122 ug/ L 
12.27 ' 29 ' 

Neither concentration exceeds its respective dssCCC. 

Calcylatinq the Mqxirnum Acceptable Concentration in the Efflyent 

Because neither the total recoverable concentration nor the 
dissolved concentration in the downstream water exceeds its 
respective site-specific CCC, the concentration of metal in 
the effluent could be increased. Under the assumption that 
the ratios of the two forms of the metal in the effluent do 
not change when the total recoverable concentration changes , 
the maximWII acceptable concent.ration of t9tal recoverable 
metal in the effluent can be calculated as follows: 
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Starting with the total recoverable dssCCC of 3520 uo/L 

(6 cf•l (3520 UV/L) - (3 cf•l (400 UllJL) • IUO ug/L 
3 cl• 

Starting with the dissolved dsaCCC of 432 ug/L 

(6 cf•) 1'32 ug/L) - (3 cf•l (400 ug/L) (O . S) • 6UO u.g/L 
(3 ct•! iO.lO) 

Cbeckinq the Calculations 

Total recoverable: 

(3 cf• ) (6U O llllfLI • (3 cf6) (400 UllJL) • 3520 ug/L • 'cl. 
Dissolved: 

(3 cf• ) (6640 UV/L) (0.10) • (l cf•l (400 ug/L) (0.50) • 432 ug/L. 
6 cf• 

The value of 0.10 is used because this is the percent of the 
total recoverable metal in the effluent that becomes dissolved 
in the downstream water . 

The values of 3520 ug/L and 432 ug/L equal the downstream 
site-specific ceca derived above . 

AnOther Way to Calculate the Kox]mum Acceptable Concentration 

'l'be maximulll acceptable concentration of total recoverable 
metal in the effluent can also be calculated from the 
dissolved dssCCC of 432 uo/L using a partition coefficient to 
convert from the dissolved dssCCC of 432 ug/L to the total 
recoverable dssCCC of 3520 ug/ L: 

(6 ct•l I 432 utl/L - (3 ct•l (400 ug/ L) I 
O.U27 

3 cl• • 6UO ug/L , 

Note that the value used for the partition coefficient in this 
calculation is 0.1227 (the one that oppliea to the downstream 
water when the total recoverable concentration of metal in the 
effluent is 6640 ug/LI, not 0.29 (the one that applies when 
the concentration of metal in the effluent ia only 420 ug/Ll . 
The three ways of calculating the maximum acceptable 
concentration give the same result if each is used correctly . 
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The curve is for a constant concentration of the complexing 
ligand and an increasing concentra tion of the metal . 

100 

. . . . 
o ~----~------~----~~----~-

LOG OF CONCENTRATION OF METAL 
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The curve ia for a constant concentration of the precipitating 
ligand and an increasing concentration of theo metal. 

100 . . . 

LOG OF CONCENTRATIO~I OF METAL 
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liGAl ErA Nlmlber ms Nl!!!\ber 

.Uuminum J!"PA 440/.5-116-0011 P888-2C5998 

Antimony EPA 440/5-80-020 PB81-117319 

Areenic EPA 440/5-84 -033 PB85-227445 

Becyllium EPA 440/5-80-024 PB81-ll7350 

Cac!miUIII EPA 440/5-84-032 PB85-227031 

Chr<lllli Ulll EPA 440/5-84-029 PB85-227478 

Copper EPA CC0/5-84-031 PB85 - 227023 

Lead BPA 440/5-84-027 PB85-227437 

Mercury EPA CC0/5 - 84-026 PB85- 227452 

Nickel EPA 440/5-86-004 P887- 105359 

Selenilllll EPA 440/5-87-006 PB88-142237 

Silver EJ>A 440/5-80-071 P881-117822 

'ttlall i Ulll EPA 440/5-80-0,, PB81-117848 

Zinc EPA 440/5-87-003 PB87-153581 

All are available from: 
National Technical Information Service IW'ISI 
5285 Port Royal Road 
Springfield, VA 22161 

TEL: 703-487-4650 
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~ix ~: Caa.ideratioua Concerning MUltlple-Metal, MUltiple
Dillcbarge , &D4 Spacial Plowing-Water Situation. 

H\!ltiple-Meta1 Situations 

Both Method 1 and Method 2 work well in multiple-metal 
situations, although t:he omount of testing required increases as 
the number of metals increases. ~e ~jor problem is the s~e 
for both methods; even when addition of two or more metals 
individually is acceptable, simultaneous addition of the two or 
more metals, each at ita respective maxilnWTI acceptable. 
concentration, might be unacceptable for at least two reasons: 
1. Additivity or synergism might occur between metals. 
2. "More than one of the metals might be detoxified by the same 

complexing agent in the site water. When WERs are determined 
individually, each metal can utilize all of the complexing 
capacity; when the metals ore added together, however, they 
cannot simultaneously utilize all of the complexing capacity. 

Thus a discharger might feel that it is cost-effective to try to 
justify the lowest sit e-specific criterion that is acceptable to 
the discharger rather than trying to justify the highest site
specific criterion that the appropriate requlatory authority 
might approve . 

There ore two options for dealing with the possibility of 
additivity and synergism between metals: 
a . WERs could be' developed using a mixtllre of the metsls but it 

might be necessary to use several primary toxicity tests 
depending on the specific metals that are of interest . Also, 
it might not be clear what ratio of the metals should be used 
in the mixture. 

b , If a WER is determined for each metal individually, one or 
more additional toxicity tests ~t be conducted at the end to 
show that the combination of all metals at their proposed new 
sit e-specific criteria is acceptable. Acceptability .uat be 
demonstrated ·with each toxicity test thst was used as a 
primary toxicity test in the determination of the WERs for the 
individual metals. Thus if a different primary test was used 
for each metal, the number of acceptability tests needed would 
equal the number of metals. It is possible that o toxicity 
test used as the primary test for one metal might be more 
sensitive than the 'CMC Cor CCC) for another metal ~nd thus 
might not be usable in the combination test unless sntagonism 
occurs. When o primary test cannot be used. an acceptable 
alternative test .uat be used. 

The second option is preferred because it is more definitive; it 
provides. data for each metal individually and for the mixture. 
The first option leaves the possibility that one of the metals is 
antagonistic towards another so that the toxicity of the mixture 
would increase if the metal causing the antagonism were not 
present. 

~3S 

Hultiple-pisgharge Situo,ions 

Becau•e the National Taxies Rule CNTRI incorporated WBRs into the 
aquatic li:fe criteria for some metals, it might be envisioned 
that more than one criterion could apply to a metal at a site if 
different investigators obtained different WERa for the same 
metal at the site. In iurisdictions subject to the NTR· as well 
as in all other jurisdictions. BrA intends tbat there ghould be 
no more tb4n one criterion fQr a polly,ont 9t a point in o body 
of "tQr. 'nlua whenever a site-apecif'ic cnterion is to be 
der1ved using a WBR at o site at which more than one discharger 
has permit limits for the same metal, it is important that oll 
dischargers work together with the appropriate regulatory 
authority to develop a workplan that is designed to derive a 
site-specific criterion that adequately protects the entire site. 

Method 2 is ideally suited for taking into account more than one 
di•charger. 

Kethod 1 is straightforward if the dischargers are sufficient.ly 
far downstream of each other that the stream can be divided into 
a separate site for each discharger. Method 1 can also be .fairly 
straightforward if the WBRa artt additive, but it will be c~lex 
if tbe WERa are not additive. Deciding whether to use a 
simulated downstream water or an actual downstre~ water can be 
difficult in a flowing-water multiple-discharge situation. Use 
of actual downstre~ water can be c~licated by the existence of 
multiple mixing zones and plumes and by the possibility of 
varying discharge schedulea ; these same problema exist, however, 
if effluents !rom two or more discharges are used to prepare 
simulated downstream water. Dealing with a multiple-discharge 
situation is much easier if the WERs are additive, and use of 
simulated downstream water is the best way to determine whether 
the WBRs are addi tive . Taking into account all effluents will 
take into account synergism, antagonism, ond addit i vity. If one 
of the discharges stops or is modified substantially, however, it 
will usually be necessary to determine a new WBR, except possibly 
if the metal being discharged is refractory. Situations 
concerning intermittent and botch discharges need to be handled 
on o case-by-case basis . 

Special llgwin0-water Sityotions 

Method l is intended to apply not only to ordinary rivers and 
streams but also to streams that some people might consider 
•special• , such os streams whose design flows are zero and 
atre~ thAt some state and/or federal agencies uUght re£er to as 
•effluent-dependent• , •habi tat-creating•, •effluent-dominated•. 
etc . (Due to differences between agencies, some streams whose 
design flows are zero are not considered •effluent-dependent• , 
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etc., end some •effluent-dependent• streams hove design flows 
that ere greater than zero.) The application of Method l to 
these kinds of streams has the following implications: 
1. 1f the design flow is zero, at least some WERs ought to be 

determined in 100\ effluent . 
2 . If thundersto~. etc., occasionally dilute the effluent 

substantially, at least one WER should be determined in 
diluted effluent to assess whether dilution by rainwater might 
result in underprotection by decreasing the WER faster than it 
decreases the concentration of the metal. This might occur, 
for exaJ11Ple, if rainfall reduces hardness,. alkalinity, and pH 
substantially. This might not be a concern if the WER 
demonstrates a substantial margin of safety. 

3. 1f the site-specific criterion is substantially higher than 
the national criterion, there should be increased concern 
about the fate of the metal that has reduced or no toxicity. 
Even if the WER demonstrates a substantial margin of safety 
(e.g., if the site-s;ecific criterion is three times the 
national criterion, but the experimentally deternUned WER is 
11), it might be desirable to study the fate of the metal . 

4 . If the stream merges with another body of water and a site
specific criterion is desired for the mer,ged waters, another 
WER needs to be determined for the mixture of the waters. 

5 . Whether WET testing is required is not a WER issue, although 
WET testing might be a condition for determining and/or using 
a WER. 

6 . A concern about what species should be present and/or 
protected in a stream is e beneficial-use issue, not a WER 
issue, although resolution of this issue might affect whet 
species should be used if a WER is determined. (If the 
Recalculation Procedure is used, determining what species 
should be present and/or protected is obviously important . ) 

7 . Human health and wildlife criteria and other issues might 
restrict an effluent more than an aquatic life criterion. 

Although there are no scientific reasons w~ •effluent
dependent • , etc., streams and streams whose design flows are zero 
should be subject to different guidance than other streams, a 
regulatory decision (for example, see 40 CFR 131) might require 
or allow some or all such streams to be subject to different 
guidance. For example, it might be decide4 on the basis of a use 
attainability analysis that one or more constructed streams do 
not have to comply with usual aquatic life criteria because ~t is 
decided that the water quality in such streams does not need to 
protect sensitive aquatic species. Such a decision might 
eliudnate any further concern for site-specific aquatic life 
criteria and/or for WET testing for such streams. The water 
quality might be unacceptable for other reasons, however . 

In addition to its use with rivers and streams, Method 1 is also 
appropriate for determining amcWERs that are applicable to near
field effects of discharges into large bodies of fresh or salt 
water, such as an ocean or a large lake, reservoir, or estuary: 
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a . The near-field effects of a pipe that extends f a r into e large 
boQy of fresh or salt water that has e current, such as an 
ocean, can probab~ bast be treated the same as a single 
discharge into a !lowing stream, For example, if a mixing 
zone is defined, the concentration of effluent at the edge of 
the mixing zone might be used to' define how to prepare a 
s~lated site water. A dye dispersion study (Kilpatrick 
1992) might be useful, but a dilution mode.l (U.S. EPA 1993) is 
likely to be a more cost-effective way of obtaining 
information concerning the amount of dilution at the edge of 
the mixing zone. 

b. The near-field effects of a single discharge that is near a 
sbore of a large body of frash or s a lt water can ~so probably 
bast be treated the same as a single dischArge into a flowing 
stream, especially if there is e definite plume and e defined 
~xing zone. The potential point of impact of near-field 
effects will often be an embayment, bayou, or estuary that is 
a nursery for fish and invertebrates and/or contains 
commercially ~rtant shellfish beds. Because of their 
~rtance, these areas should receive special consideration 
in the determin.a tion and use of a WER, taking into account 
sources of water ana dischar17es, mixing patterns, and currents 
(and tides in coastal areas) . The current and flushing 
patterna in estua~ies can result in increased pollutant 
concentrations in confined embayments and at the terminal up
gradient portion of the estuary due to poor tidal flushing and 
axchan9e. Dye dispersion studies (Kilpatrick 19921 can be 
used to determine the spatial concentration of the effluent in 
the receiving water, but dilution models (U.S. EPA 1993) lllight 
pot be. sufficiently accurate to be useful . Dye studies of 
discharges in near-shore tidal areas ere especially complex. 
pye injection into the discharge should occur over at least 
one, and preferably two or three, complete tidal cyclea; 
!lubsequent ·dispersion patterns should be monitored in the 
ambient water on consecutive tidal cycles using an intensive 
sampling regime over time, location, and depth. Information 
concerning dispersion and the community at risk can be used to 
define the appropriate mixing zone(sl , which lllight be used to 
define how to prepare simulated site water. 
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AppeD4iz G1 A44ith•1ty aD4 the ~ CC-.>ODeDU Of a WD Dete~ 
OaiDQ Dowlult.re- Water 

'Itle CQDCtpt of A,dditiyity ot WEBs 

1n theory, whenever samples of effluent and upstream water are 
taken, determination of a WBR in 100 ' effluent would quantify 
the effluent WEk (eWER) and determination of a WER in 100 ' 
upstream water would quantify the upstream WBR (uWER); 
determination of WERa in knOwn mixtures of the two samples would 
demon1trate whether the eWER and the uWER are additive. For 
example, if eWER c 40, uWER • 5. and the two WERs are additive, a 
mixture of 20 ' effluent and 80 ' upstream water would give a WER 
of 12, except possibly for experimental variation, because: 

20(•WJIR) • IIO(ultJIR) • 20(40) • 10 (5) • 800 • 400 • ~ • 12 • 
100 100 100 100 

Strict additivity of an eWER and an uWER will probably be rare 
because one or both WERa will probably consist of a portion that 
is additive and a portion that is not. The portions of the eWER 
and uWER that are due to refractory metal will be strictly 
additive, because a change in water quality will not make the 
metal more or less toxic. In contrast. metal that is nontoxic 
because it is complexed by a complexing agent such as EDTA will 
not be etrictly additive because the ' uncomplexed will decrease 
as the solution is diluted; the amount of change in the ' 
uncomplexed will usua~ly be small and will depend on the 
concentration ~d the binding constant of the complexing agent 
(see Appendix D) . Whether the nonrefractory portions of the UWER 
and eWER are additive will probably also depend on the 
differences between the water quality characteristics of the 
effluent and the upstream water, because t:llese will determine the 
water quality characteristics of the downstream water. If, for 
exAmple, 85 ' of the eWER and 30 ' of the uWER are due to 
refractory metal, the WER obtained in the mixture of 20 ' 
effluent and 80 ' upstream water could range from 8 to 12. The 
WER of 8 would be obtained if the only portions of the eWER and 
uWER that are addit i ve are those due to refractory metal, 
because: 

20(0.15) ( • WJIR} • 10(0 .)0) (ulltDI • 20(0.151 (60) • 10 (0.)0) (5) • 1 
100 100 

The WER co~d be as high as 12 depending on the percentages of 
the other portions of the WERs that are also additive. Even if 
the eWER and uWER are not strictly additive, the concept of 
additivity of WERs can be useful insofar as the eWER and uWER are 
~artislly additive, i.e .• insofar as a portion of at least one of 
the WERs is additive. In the example given above, the WER 
determined using downstream water that consisted of 20 ' effluent 
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and 80 • ~pstream water would be ll if the eWER and uWER were 
strictly additive; the downstream WER would be less than 12 if 
the eWER and uWER were partially additive. 

Tbe lmpottance of Additivity 

'nle ma jor advantage of additivity of WERe can be demonstrated 
using the effluent and upstream water that were used above . To 
simplify this illustration, the acute-chronic ratio will be 
assumed to be large, and the eWER of 40 and the UWBR of 5 will be 
assumed to be cccWERa that will be assumed to be due to 
refra ctory Detal and will therefore be strictly additive. In 
addition, the cQIIIPlete•llli.x downstream water at deaign-flow 
conditions will be assumed to be 20 ' effluent and 80 ' upstream 
water, so that the downstream WER will be 12 as calculated above 
for strict additivity. 

Because the eWER and the uWBR are cccWERs and a re strictly 
additive, this ~tal will cause neither a cute nor chronic 
toxicity in downstream water if lal the concentration of metal in 
the eff~uent ia leas than 40 times the CCC and (b) the 
concentration of metal in the upstream water ia lese than S times 
the CCC. As the effluent is diluted by mixing with upstream 
water, both the eWER and the concentra tion of -tal will be 
diluted s~ltaneously; proportional dilution of the metal and 
the eWER wil~ prevent the metal from causing a cute or chronic 
toxicity at any dilution. When the upstream flow equals the 
design flow, t:lle WER in the plUD'oe will decreaee from 40 a t the 
end of the pipe to 1:1 at c~lete lllix as the effluent is diluted 
by upstream water; because this WER is due to refractory metal, 
neither tate processes nor changes in water qu~lity 
characteristics will affect the WER. When stream flow is higher 
or 1~ than design flow. the c~late-mix WER will be lower or 
higher, respectively, than 12, but toxicity will not occur 
because the concentration of metal will a lso be lower or higher. 

lf the eWER and the uWER a re strictly additive and if the 
national CCC is 1 mg/L, tbe following conclusions are valid when 
the concentration of the metal in 100 ' effluent is less than 40 
mg/L and the concentration of the metal in 100 ' upstream water 
is less than 5 mg/L: 
1. This metal will not cause acute or chronic toxicity in the 

upstream water. in 100 ' effluent, in the pl-=-, or in 
downstream water . 

2. There is no need for an acute or a chronic mixing zone where a 
lesser degree of protection is provided. 

3. lf no mixin~ zone exists, there is no discontinuity at the 
edge of a mixing zone where the allowed concentration of metal 
decreases instantaneously. 

These res~ts also apply to partial a dditivity as long as the 
concentration of metal doea not exceed that allowed by the amount 
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of addi~ivity that exists. It would be more difficult to take 
into account the portions of the eWER and uWER that are not 
additive. 

The concept of additivi ty becomes unimportant when the rati os, 
concentrations of the metals. or WERs are ve~ different. For 
example. if eWER ~ 40, uWER = 5 , and they are additive, a ~xture 
of 1 t effluent and 99 \ upstream water would have a WER of 5.35 . 
Given the reproducibility of toxicity tests and WERs, it would be 
extremely difficult to distinguish a WER of 5 from a WER of 5 .35. 
In cases of extreme diluti on, rather than experi mentally 
dete~ning a WER, it is probably acceptable to use the l~ting 
WER of 5 or to calculate a WER if additivity has been 
demonstrat-ed. 

Traditionally it has been believed that it is environmentally 
conservative to use a WER determined in upstream water ti.e., the 
uWER) to derive a site-specific criterion that applies downstream 
(i . e . , that applies to areas that contain effluent) . This belief 
is proPably based on the assumption that a larger WER would be 
obtained in downstream water that contains effluent, but the 
belief co1.1ld also be based on the assumption that the uWER is 
additive. It is possible that in some cases neither assumption 
is true, which means that using a uWER ~o derive a downstream 
site-specific cri terion might result in underprotection . It 
seems likely, however, that WER8 determined usi ng downs tream 
water will usually be at least as large as the uWER . 

Several kinds of concerns abou~ the use of WERs are actually 
concerns about additivity: 
1 . DoWERs need to be dete~ed at higher flows in addition t o 

being determined at design flow? 
2 . Do WERs need to be determined when two bodies of water mix? 
3. Do WERs need to be determined for each odditional effluent 1n 

a multiple-discharge situation . 
In each case, the best use of resources might be to test for 
additivity of WERs. 

Mixing Zones 

In the exSJlq)le presented above, there wollld be no ne-ed for a 
regulato~ mixing zone with a reduced level of protection if: 
1. The eWER is always 40 and the concentration of the metal in 

100 \ effluent is always less than 40 mg/L. 
2 . The uWER is always 5 and the concentration of the metal in 100 

t upstream water i s always less than 5 mg/L. 
3 . The WERs are strictly additive. 
If, however, the concentrati on exceeded 40 mg/~ in 100 t 
effluent , but there is some assimilative capacity in the upstream 
water, a regulate~ mixing zone woul d be needed i f the discharge 
were to be allowed to utilize some or all of the ass~lative 
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capacity . The concept of additivity of WERs can be used to 
calculate the maximum allowed concentration of the metal in the 
effluent if the eWER and the uWER are strictly additive. 

If the concer~tration of metal in the upstream water never exceeds 
0.8 mq/L, the discharger might want· to determine how much above 
'0 mg/L the concentration could be in 100 t e£fluent . If, for 
exa=ple, the downstream water at the edge of the chronic mixing 
zone under design-flow conditions consists of 70 ' effluent and 
30 \ upstream water, the WER that would apply at the edge of the 
mixing zone would be: 

70( ... ) + 30(Uftii:R) • 70(40) • 30(5) • 2100 + 150 • Z!l S 
100 100 100 • . 

Therefore, the maximum concentration allowed at this point would 
be 29.5 mo/L. If the concentration of the metal in the upstream 
water was 0.8 mgt~. the maximum concentration allowed in 100 \ 
effluent would be H . 8 mg/L because: 

70 (41. I !fl!L) • 30 (0 .I lllfliLl • 2!126 IIfliL • 24 !llfl{L • 2!1 5 -IL 
100 100 • -. • 

Because the eWER is 40, if the concentration of the metal in 100 
t effluent ie tl.8 mg/~. there wo1.1ld be chronic toxicity inside 
the chronic mixing zone. If the concentration in 100 t effluent 
is greater than tl.8 mg/L, there would be chronic toxicity past 
the edge of the chronic mixing zone . Thus even if the eWER and 
the uWZR are taken into account and they are assumed to be 
completely additive, a mixing zone is necessary if the 
assimilative capacity of the upstream water is used to allow 
discharge of more metal. 

~f the complete-mix downstream water consists of 20 t effluent 
and 80 t upstream water at design flow, the complete-mix WER 
would be 12 as calculated above . The complete-mix approach to 
determining and using downstream WERs would allow a maximum 
concentration of 12 mg/ L at the edge o£ the chronic mixing zone. 
whereas the alternative approach resulted in a maximum allowed 
concentration of 29.5 mg/~. The complete-mix approach "'ould 
allow a maximum concentration of 16.8 mg/L in the effluent 
because: 

70(16 . 1 !fl/£1 • 30(0.111/g/L) • 1176 §/L • 24 §/L • 12 .gjc, 
J.OO 100 . 

Xn this example, the complete-mix approach limits the 
concentration of the metal in the effluent to 16.8 mg/L, even 
though it is known that as lono as the concentration in 100 \ 
effluent is leas than 40 mq/ L, chronic toxicity will not occur 
inside or outside the mixing zone. Xf the WER of 12 ia used to 
derive a site-specific CCC of 12 mg/L that is applied to a site 
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that starts at the edge of the chronic IIU.Xl.ng zone and extends 
all the way across the stream, there would be overprotection at 
the edge of the chronic mixing zone (because the maximum all owed 
concentration is 12 mg/ L, but a concentration of 29.5 mg/ L will 
not cause chronic toxicity), whereas there would be 
underprotect ion on the other side of the stream (because the 
~ allowed concentration is 12 mg/L, but concentrations 
above 5 mg / L can cause chronic toxicity. ) 

The Experimental Detepmination of Additivity 

Experimental variation makes it difficult to quantify additivity 
without determJning a large number of WERs, but the advantages of 
demonstrating additivity might be sufficient to make it worth the 
effort . It should be possible to decide whether the eWER and 
uWER are strictly additive based on determination of the eWER in 
100 t effluent, determination of the uWER in 100 t upstream 
water, and determination of WERs in 1 : 3, 1:1, and 3:1 mixtures of 
the effluent and upstream water, i.e., determination of WERs in 
100, 75, 50, 25, and 0 t effluent. Validating models of partial 
additivity and/or interactions will probably require 
determination of more WERs and more sophisticated data an11lysis 
Csee. for example, Broderius 19911. 

In some cases chemical measurements or manipulations might help 
demonstrate that at least some portion of the eWER and/or the 
u~R L~ odditlve : 
1 . If the difference between the dissolved WER and the total 

recoverable WER is explained by the difference between the 
dissolved and total. recoverable concentrations. the difference 
is probably due to particulate refractory metal. 

2 . If the WERe in different samples of the effluent correlate 
with the concentration of metal in the effluent, all, or 
nearly all. of the metal in the effluent is probably nontoxic . 

3 . A WER that remains constant as the pH is lowered to 6.5 and 
raised to 9.0 is probably additive. 

The concentration of refractory metal is likely to be low in 
upstream water except during events that increase TSS and/or TOC · 
the concentration of refractory metal is more likely to be • 
substantial in effluents. Chemical measurements might help 
identify the percentages of the eWER and the uWER that are due to 
refractory metal , but again experimental variation will limit the 
usefulness of chemical measurements when concentrations are low . 

Sllll!llilrv 

The distinction between the two components of a WBR determined 
using downstream water has the following implications : 
1 . The magnitude of a WER determined using downstream water will 

usually depend on the percent effluent in the sample. 
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2 . ~nsofar as the eWER and uWER are additive, the magnitude of a 
downstream WER can be calculated from the eWER, the uWER and 
the ratio of effluent and upstream water ·in the downatre~ 
water. 

3. The derivati~n and ~lementation of site-specific criteria 
should enaure that each component is applied onl,y where it 
occurs. 
a. Underprotection will occur if, for example, any portion of 

the eWER is applied to an area of a stream where the 
effluent does not occur . 

b. Overprotection will occur if, for example, an unnecessarily 
small portion of the eWER is applied to an area of a stream 
where the effluent occurs . 

• · Bven though the concentration of metal might be higher than a 
criterion in both a requlatory mixing zone and a plume, a 
reduced level of protection is allowed in a mixing zone, 
whereas a reduced level of protection is not allowed in the 
portion of a plume that ia not inside a lllixing zone. 

S. R!gulatory lllixing zonea are necessary if. and only if, a 
discharger want• to ~ke use of the assimilative capacity of 
the ypstream water. 

6. 2t might be coat- effective to quantify the eWER and uWER, 
d~terBdne the .xt~t of additivity, stu~ variability over 
t1me, and then dec~de how to regulate the metal in the 
effluent. 
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a:ppeD4ix B: ap.c:l.al Conai~atioca couceCliDG tba Det.endzl.ati.Oil 
ot ..-. with Saltwater B,pecies 

1 . Tbe test organ~sms should be compatible with the salinity of 
the site water, and the salinity of the laboratory dilution 
water should match that of the site water. Low-salinity 
stenohaline organisms should not be tested in high-salwity 
water, whereas high-salinity stenohaline organisms should not 
be tested in low-salin~ty water; it is not known, however, 
whether an ~ncompatibility will affect the WER. If the 
community to be protected principally consists of euryhaline 
species, the primary and secondary toxicity tests should use 
the euryhaline species suggested in Appendix I (or 
taxonomically re.lated species) whenever possible, although the 
range of tolerance of the organisms should be checked. 
a. When Method 1 is used to determine ~eWERs at saltwater 

sites, the selection of test organisms is complicated by 
the fact that most effluents a.re freshwater and they are 
discharged into salt waters having a wide range of 
salinities. 5~ state water quality standards require a 
permittee to meet an LCSO or other toxicity limit at the 
end of the pipe using a £reshwater species. However, the 
intent of the site-specific and national water quality 
criteria program is to protect the communities that are at 
risk. Tberefore, freshwater species should not be used 
when WERs are d.etennined for s~Sltwater sites Wlless such 
freshwater species (or closely related species} are in the 
community at risk. The addition of a small amount of brine 
and the use of salt-tolerant freshwater species is 
inappropriate for the same reason. The addition of a large 
amount of brine and the use of saltwater species that 
require high salinity should also be avoided ~hen salinity 
is likely to affect the toxicity of the metal. Salinities 
that are acce~table for testing euryhaline species can be 
produced py dilution of effluent with sea water and/or 
addition of a commercial sea salt or a brine that is 
prepared by evaporating site water; small increases in 
salinity are acceptable because the effluent will be 
diluted with salt water wherever the communities at risk 
are exposed in the real world. Only as a last resort 
should freshwater species that tolerate low levels of 
salinity and are sensitive to metals, such as Daphnia ~ 
and Hyalella ~. be used. 

b. When Method 2 is used to determine cccWERs at saltwater 
sites: 
l) If the site water is low-salinity but all the sensitive 

test organisms are high-salinity stenohaline organisms, 
a commercial sea salt or a brine that is prepared ~ 
evaporating site water may be added in order to increase 
the salWity to the DUnimum level that is acceptable to 
the test organisms; it should be determined whether the 
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salt or brine reduces the toxicity of the metal and 
thereby increases the WER. 

2) If the site water is high-salinity; selecting test 
organisms should not be difficult because many of the 
sensitive test organisms are compatible with high
salinity water. 

l. It is especially important to consider the availability of 
teat organilllllll when saltwater species are to be used, because 
maqy of the commonly used saltwater species are not cultured 
and are only available seasonally. 

3. Many standard published methodologies for tests with saltwater 
species recommend filtration of dilution water, effluent, 
and/or test solutions through a 37-tun sieve or screen to 
remove predators. Site water should be filtered only if 
predators are observed in the sample of the water because 
filtration might a.ffect toxicity. Although rec011111ended in 
some test methodologies, ultraviolet treatment is often not 
needed and generally should be avoided. 

'· If a natural salt water is to be used as the laboratory 
dilution water, the saq:>le.s should probably be collected at 
slack high tide (± 2 hours) . Unless there is stratification. 
samples should probably be taken at mid-depth; however, if a 
water quality characteristic, such as salinity or TSS, is 
important, the vertical an~ horizontal definition of the point 
of saq:>ling might be important. A conductivity meter, 
salinometer, and/or transmissometer might be useful for 
deterlllin~,. where and s.t what depth to collect the laboratory 
dilution water; any measurement of turbidity will probably 
correlate with TSS. 

S. The salinity of the laboratory dilution water should be within 
~ 10 percent or 2 mg/L (whichever is higher} of that of the 
site water . 
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~iz %1 SUgge•ted Tozic!ty Teat• for DetarainiDQ wza. for 
lletaJ• 

Selecting primary ancf secondary tox1c1cy tests for determining 
WERs for metals should take into account the following : 
1. WERs determined with more sensitive tests are likely to be 

larger than WERs det~rmined with less sensitive te~t~ (see 
Appendix D). Criter1a are der1ve~ to protect sens1~1ve 
species and so WERa should be d~r1ved to be appropr1a~e to~ 
sensitive epeoies . The appropr1ate regulatory author1ty w1ll 
probably accept WERs derived .with less sensitive tests b7cause 
such WERs are likely to prov1de at least as much protect1on as 
WERa determined with more sensitive tests. 

2. 'ftle species used in the primary and secondary tests 818t be in 
different orders and should include a vertebrate and an 
invertebrate. 

3. The test organism (i.e . , species and life stage) should be 
readily available throughout the testing period. 

4 . The chances of the test being successful should be high. 
S. The relative sensitivities ot test organisms vary 

substantially from metal to metal. 
6. The sensitivity of a species to a metal usually depends on 

both the life stage and kind of test used. 
7. Water quality characteristics might affect chronic toxicity 

4ifferently than they affect acute toxicity (Spehar and 
Carlson 1984; Chapman, unpublished; Voyer and McGovern 19911. . 

8 . 'l'hc endpoint of the priJNln;' toot in l<>.borato.ry dilution W<ltor 
should be as close as poss1ble (but .u•t DOt be belo~) the CMC 
or CCC to which the WER is to be applied; the endpoint of the 
secondary test should be as close as possible (and should not 
be below) the CMC or CCC. 

9. Designation of tests as acute and c~onic has no bearing on 
~hether they may be used to determine a cmcWER or a cccWER. 

The suggested toxicity tests should be considered, but the actual 
selection should depend on the specific circumstances that apply 
to a particular WER determination. 

Regardless of whether test solutions a~e ren~ed when tests are 
conducted for other purposes, if the concentrations of dissolved 
metal and dissolved oxygen remain acceptable when determining 
WERs, tests whose duration is not longer than 48 hours may be 
static tests, whereas tests whose duration is longer than 48 
ho~s .uat be renewal tests. If the concentration of dissolved 
metal and/or the concentration of dissolved oxygen does not 
remain acceptable, the test solutions 818t be renewed every 24 
hours. If one test in a pair of side-by-side tests is a renewal 
test, both of the tests .uat be renewed on the same schedule. 

Appendix H should be read if WERs are to be determined with 
saltwater species. 
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suggested Tests' for Determining cmoWERs and ocoWERa2 

(Concentrations are to be measured in all tests.) 

~ ~ crncms• cccWEBs• 

Alumin\1111 FW DA X CDC X 

Arsenic (III) FW DA GM CDC FMC 
sw BM CR MYC BM 

Cadmi\1111 FW DA SLs or PM CDC FMC 
sw MY CR MYC X 

Chr0111 (III l FW GM SL or DA FMC CDC 

Chrom lVI) FW DA GM CDC GM 
sw MY NE MYC NEC 

Copper FW DA PM or GM CDC FM 
sw BM AR BMC AR 

Lead FW DA GM CDC X 
sw BH MYC MYC X 

Mercury FW DA GM y y 
sw MY BM y y 

Nickel FW OA FX CDC FMC 
sw MY BM MYC BMC 

Seleni\1111 FW y y y y 
sw CR MYC MYC X 

Silver FW OA FMC CDC FMC 
sw BM CR MYC BMC 

Zinc FW DA PM CDC FMC 
sw BH MY MYC BMC 

The description of a test specifies not only the test species 
and the duration of the test but also the life stage of the 
species and the adverse effect(s) on which the endpoint is to 
be based. 

Some tests that are sensitive and are used in criteria 
documents are not suggested here because the chances of the 
test organisms being available and the test being successful 
might be low. Such tests may be used if desired. 
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FW = Fresh Water: SW e Salt Water. 

'7\to-letter codes are u.sed for acute tests, whereas codes for 
chronic tests contain three letters and end in •c• . One
letter codes are used for comments . 

In acute tests on cadmium with salmonids, substantial numbers 
of fish usually die after 72 hours. Also, the fish are 
sensitive to disturbance, and it is sometimes difficult to 
determine whether a fish is dead or immobilized. 

ACVTB T§ST$ 

AR. A 48-hr ECSO based on mortality and abnormal development from 
a static test with embryos and larvae of sea urchins of a 
species in the genus Arb§cia (ASTM l993a) or of the species 
Strongylocentrotus purpuratus (Chapman 19921. 

~- A 48-hr ECSO based on mortality and abnormal larval 
development from a static test with embryos and larvae of a 
species in one of four genera (Crassostrea, Mulinia, Hytilus, 
Mercenpria) of bivalve molluscs (ASTM l993b) . 

CR. A 48-hr ECSO (or LCSO if there is no immobilization) from a 
static test with Acartia or larvae of a saltwater crustacean; 
if ~lting doeo not occur within the first 49 houro, renew at 
48 hours and continue the test to 96 hours !ASTM 1993a). 

OA . A 48-hr ecSO (or LCSO if there is no immobilization) from a 
static test with a species in one of three genera 
!Ceriodppbnio. ppphnip, Simocephplysl in the family Daphnidae 
(U.S . EPA 1993a; AS'llf 1993al. 

FM. A 48-hr LCSO from a static test at 25°C with fathead minnow 
(Pirnephales prornelasl larvae that are l to 24 hours old (ASTH 
1993a; O.S. EPA 1993a). The embryos .u•t be hatched in the 
laboratory dilution water, except that organisms to be used 
in the site water ~Y b&hatched in the site water. The 
larvae .u.t DDt be fed before or during the test and at least 
90 percent au•t survive in laboratory dilution water for at 
least six days after hatch. 

Note : The ~ollowing 48-hr LC50s were obtained at a 
hardness of 50 C9/L with fatbead minnow larvae that 
were 1 to 24 hours old . The metal was measured 
using the total recoverable procedure (Peltier 
1993): 

~ 
Cadmium 
Copper 
Zinc 
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LC50 !ug/ Ll 
13.87 

6.33 
100.95 

FX . A 96-hr LCSO from a renewal test (renew at 48 hours! at 2soc 
with fathead minnow !Pimeph4les prgmelas) larvae that are 1 
to 24 hours old (ASTM 1993a; u.s. EPA 1993a). The embryos 
adlt be hatched .. in the laboratory dilution water, except that 
organisms to be used in the site water may be hatched in the 
site water . The larvae .u.t DOt be fed before or during the 
test and at least 90 percent .u.t survive in laboratory 
dilution water for at least six days after hatch. 

Note: A 96-hr LCSO of 188.14 ~/L was obtained at a 
hardness of SO mg/L in a test on nickel with fathead 
minnow larvae that were 1 to 24 hours old,. The 
metal was measured using the total recov~rable 
procedure (Peltier 1993). A 96-hr LCSO is used for 
nickel because substantial mortality occurred after 
48 hours in the test on nickel, but not in the tests 
on cadmium, copper, and zinc. 

GM. A 96-hr ECSO (or LCSO if there is no immobilization) from a 
renewal test (renew at 48 hours) with a species in the genus 
GA!!IJIOruS (AS'IW l99)a) . 

MY. A 96-hr ECSO (or LCSO if there is no immobilization) from a 
renewal teat (renew at 48 hours) with a species in one of two 
genera (Myaidopsis, H91mesimvsis [nee hconthgmysis]) in the 
family Myaidae (U . S. EPA l993a: ASTM 1993al. Feeding is 
required during all acute and chronic tests with mysids; for 
determining WERs. II!YSids should be fed four hours before the 
renewal at 48 hours and minimally on ehu non-ren.....,•l d•ys. 

NIL A 96-hr LCSO frO!n a renewal test <renew at 48 hours) using 
juvenile or adu.Lt polychaetes in the genus Nereidoe (ASTM 
19934) . 

SL. A 96-hr ECSO (or LCSO if there is no immobilization) from a 
renewal teat (renew at 48 hours) with a species in one of two 
genera !Oncorhynchus, ~~ in the family Sdmonidae (ASnt 
1993a). 

CHRONIC TESTS 

BHC. A 7-day 1C25 from a survival and development renewal test 
(renew every 48 hours) with a species of bivalve mollusc, 
such aa a species in the genus Mulinia. One such test has 
been described by Burgess et al. 1992 . [Note: When 
determining WBRs, sediment .a• t DDt be in the test chamber.] 
(Note: This test has not been widely used.) 

CDC. A 7-day IC25 based on reduction in survival and/or 
reproduction in a renewal test with a species in the genus 
Ceriodapbnia in the family Oaphnidae (U.S. EPA 1993b). The 
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test solutions .uat be renewed every 48 hours. (A 21-day 
life-cycle test with Daphnia~ is also acceptable.) 

FMC. A 7-day IC25 from a survival and groweh renewal tes~ (renew 
every 48 hours) with larvae (~ 48-hr old) of the fathead 
minnow !Pimephales prornelas) (U.S. EPA 1993b). When 
determining WERs, the fish .u•t be fed four hours before 
each renewal and minimally during the non- renewal days. 

HYC. A 7-day IC25 based on reduction in survival, growth, and/or 
~eproduction in a renews~ test with a species in one of two 
genera (Mvsidopsis, Holroesirnysis (nee Acanthomysisl) in the 
family Mysidae (U . S. EPA 1993c). Hysids .u.t be fed during 
all acute and chronic tests; when determining WE.Rs, they 
.uat be fed four hours before each renewal. The test 
solutions .uat be renewed every 24 hours. 

NEC. A 20-day IC25 frOlll a survival and growth renewal test (renew 
every 48 hours) with a species in the genus Neanthes (Johns 
et al. 1991) . [Note: When determining WER.s, sediment .uat 
not be in the test chamber.) [Note: This test has not been 
widely used. J 

COMMENIS 

X. Another sensitive test cannot be ldentiLied a t this ti~. and 
so other tests used in the criteria document should be 
conside.red. 

Y. Because neither the CCCs for mercury nor the freshwater 
criterion for selenium is based on laboratory data concerning 
toxicity to aquatic life, they cannot be ~djusted using a WER. 
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The following salts are rec011111ended for use when deter"lllining a 
WER for the metal list ed. If available, a salt that meets 
American Chemical Society (ACSl specifications for reagent-grade 
should be used. 

Aluminum 
•Aluminum chloride 6-hydra.te: Alcl,-6a,o 

Aluminum sulfate U·hydrat.e: Al,{SO,l ,·18H10 
Aluminum potasaiUIII sulfate 12-eydrate: AlK(SO,I 1 -12JI20 

Unnic CUI l 
•sodium arsenite: N&ABO, 

AfSertic CVl 
Sodium arsenate '1-eydrate, dibasic: Na,HAeO,· 7H,O 

~ 
Cadmiwn chloride 2. 5-hydrate: CdC11 · 2. SH10 
Cadmium sulfate hydrate: 3cdso1 • aa,o 

CbrOl!li um ! III) 
*Chromic chloride 6-hydrate {Chromilllll chloride!: C~l,·6H70 
•chromic nitrate 9-eydrate (Cbromilllll nitrate): Cr(N01 l 1 · 9S.,O 
Chromiwn potassium sulfate l.2-bydrate: CrK!SO,),·l2H10 

Cbromiwn!VIl 
PotassiUDI ohromate f K7CrO, 
Potassiwn dichroii\!Ste: K1Cr,O, 

•sodium ohroll\ate 4-hydrate: Na,crO, · 4H1o 
Sodium dichromate 2-bydrate: Na,cr,o, ·2H,O 

~ 
•cupric chloride 2-hydrate !Coppe.r chloride!: CuC11 ·2H10 
Cupric nitrate 2.5-hydrate (Copper nitrate): Cu(No,) 7·2.SB20 
CUPric sulfate 5-)lydrate (Copper sulfat~l : cuso, ·5H70 

1&4J1 
•Lead chloride: PbCl1 
Lead nitrate: Pb(N01 l 1 

~ic 
Mercur~c 
Mercuric 

chloride: llgC12 
nitrate monohydrate: Hg(NO,l,·H10 
sulfate: HgSO, 
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~ 
*Ni~elous chloride 6-hydrate !Nickel chloride): NiC12 ·6H2o 
.. Nickelous nitrate 6-hydrate (Nickel nitrate) : Ni !NO,) 1 • 6H10 
Nickeloua sulfate 6-hydrate (Nickel sulfate): NiS0, - 6H,O. 

se1e9ium!IVl 
• Sodi1.11D aeleni te 5-hydrate: Na,seO, • SH,O 

stl,oniumCVll 
•sodi1.11D selenate 10-hydrate: Na,seO, · lOH,o 

s;ne:r nitrate: AgNO, 
(SVen if acidified, atandards and samples containing silver 
-.at be in amber containers. ) 

~ 
Z1nc chloride: ZnCl, 

•zinc nitrate 6-hydrate : Zn(N01l 1 ·6H,O 
Zinc sulfate 7-hydrate: ZnS0,·7K10 

*Note: ACS reagent-grade specifications might not be available 
for this salt . 

No salt should be used until information concerning the safety 
and handling of that $alt has ~een read. 
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interpreting the data and determining the degree to which the 
data correspond to the assumption(s) . 

3. The details of each sampling design should be formulated with 
the aid of people who understand the site and people who have 
a working knowledge of WERs . Because of the complexity of 
designing a WER study for large sites, the design te~ should 
utilize the combined expertise and experience of individuals 
from the appropriate EPA Region, states, municipalities, 
dischargers, environmental groups, and othe~s who can 
constructively contribute to the design of the study. 
Building a te~ of cooperating aquatic toxicologists, aquatic 
chemists, limnologists, oceanographers, water quality 
modelers, statisticians, individuals fram other key 
disciplines, as well as regulators and those regulated, who 
have knowledge of the site and the site-specific procedures, 
is central to success of the derivation of a WER for a large 
site. Rather ~ban submitting the workplan to the appropriate 
regulatory authority rand possibly the Water Management 
Division of the EPA Regional Office) for comment at the end . 
they should be members of the te~ from the beginning. 

4 . Data from one sampling event should always be analyzed prior 
to the next Sllltq)ling event \olith the goal of improving the 
sampling design as the study progresses . For example, if the 
toxicity of the metal in surface water samples is related to 
the concentration of TSS, a water quality characteristic such 
as turbidity might be measured at the time of collection of 
water samples and used in the selection of the concentrations 
to be used ~n the WER toxicity tests in site water . At a 
minimum, the te~ that interprets the results of one sampling 
event and plans the next should include an aquatic 
toxicologist, a ~tals chemist, a statistician, and 4 modeler 
or other user of the data. 

5. The final interpretation of the data and the derivation of the 
FWER(s) should be performed by a team. Sufficient data are 
likely to be available to allow a quanti tative estimate of 
experimental variation, differences between species , and 
seasonal differences . It will be necessary to decide whether 
one site-specific criterion can be applied to the whole area 
or whether separate site-specific criteria need to be derived 
for two or more sites . The interpretation of the data might 
produce two or more alternatives that the appropriate 
regulatory authority could subject to a coat-benefit analysis. 

Other aspects of the determination of a WER for a large site are 
li~ely to be the same as described for Method 1. For exllltq)le : 
a . WERs should be determined using two or more sensitive species; 

the suggestions given in Appendix I should be considered when 
selecting the tests and species to be used. 
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b . Chemical analyses of site water, laboratory dilution water. 
and teat solutions sbould toll~ the requir~nts for the 
speci fie teat used and those given in thi·s document . 

c. If testa in ~~~any surface water sllltq)les are con;>ared to.one 
teat in a laboratory dilution water, it is very important that 
that one teat be acceptable. Use of (l) rangefinding tests, 
(21 additional treatments beyond the standard five 
concentrations plus controls, and (3) dilutions that are 
functions of the known concentration-effect relationships 
obtained with the toxicity test and metal of concern will help 
ensure that the desired endpoints and WElls can be calC\Ilated. 

d. Measurements of the ·concentrations of both total recoverable 
and dissolved metal should be targeted to the test 
concentrations whose data will be used in the calculation of 
the endpointe. 

e. Samples of site water and/or effluent should be collected, 
handled, and transported so that the tests can begin as soon 
as is feasible. 

f. lf the large site is a saltwater site, the considerations 
presented in ~~endix H ought to be given attention . 
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Where n r the nuober of experimentally determcined WERs in a set, 
the •adjusted geometric mean• of the set is calculated as 
follows: 

a . Take the logarithm of each of the WERs. The logarithms can be 
to any base, but natural logarithms (base e) are preferred for 
reporting purposes. 

b. Calculate x • the arithmetic mean of the logarithms . 
c. Calculate • • the sample standard deviation of the 

logarithms: 

··~ ex- x )• 
n-1 

d. Calculate SB • the standard error of the arithmetic mean : 
SB • •f.fii . 

e. Calculate A • i- ( t,,,l (SB'l. where e.. .• is the value of Student • a 
t statistic for a one-sided probability of 0. 70 with n- 1 
degrees of freedom. The values of t,., for some comnon 
degrees of freedom ldfl are: 

M r:. .• 
1 0.727 
2 0.617 
3 0.584 
4 0.569 

5 0.559 
6 0 . 553 
7 0.549 
8 0.546 

9 0.543 
10 0.542 
11 0.540 
12 0 . 539 

The values of r;., for more degrees of freedom are available, 
for example. on page T-5 of Nacrella (1966) . 

f. Take the antilogarithm of A . 

This adjustment of the geometric mean accounts for the fact that 
the means of fifty percent of the sets of WERs are expected to be 
higher than the actual mean; using the one-sided value of t (or 
0.70 reduces the percentage to thirty. 
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This exaq)le ass~•· that cccWERs were determned 1110nthly. using 
simulated dawnstrelllll water that was prepared by mixing upatrelllll 
-ter with effluent at the r atio that existed when the a~les 
were obtained. Also, the flow of the effluent is always 10 cfs, 
and the design flow of the upstrelllll water is CO cfs . (Therefore , 
the downstrelllll flow at design-flow conditions is 50 cfs.) The 
concentration of -tal in upstrelllll water at design flow is O.C 
ug/L, and the CCC is 2 ug/L. tach FWBR ill derived from the WERs 
and hWERs that are available through that I!IOnth. 

Month eFLOW uFLOW uCONC WER HCME hWER FWBR 
.i£U.l. ..illlll. .i.Y.UL.l. l.IWJ..l. 

March 10 850 0.8 5 .2• 826.4 82.80 l.O• 
April 10 289 0.6 6 .o• 341.5 34.31 l.o• 
May 10 300 0.6 5 .a• 341.6 34.32 Lo• 
June 10 430 0.6 5. 7• 475.8 47.74 5. 7• 
July 10 120 0.4 1. o• 1?7 . 2 17.88 5.7° 
Aug . 10 85 0.4 10 .5· 196.1 19.77 6 .eo' 
Sept. 10 40 0.4 12 .o• 118.4 12.00 10 .69' 
OCt. 10 45 0.4 11.0• 119.:1 12.08 10.881 

Nov. 10 150 0.4 1 .s• 234 .0 23.56 10 .88' 
Dec. 10 110 0.4 3 .s• 79.6 8.12 8 .12" 
Jan. 10 180 0.6 6. g• 251. 4 25.30 a.u• 
Feb. 10 2U 0.6 6 .1• 295.2 29.68 8.12. 

.. 

• 

Neither TYPe l nor Type 2; the downstream flow (i.e ., the sum 
of the eFLOW and the uFLOWI is > 500 cfs. 
The total number of a vailable Type 1 and Type 2 WERs is less 
than 3. 
A Type 2 WER; the downstream flow is between 100 and 500 cfs. 
No Type 1 WER is available; the FWBR is the lower of the 
lowest Type 2 WER and the lowest hWER. 
A Type 1 WER; the downstream flow is between 50 and 100 cfs . 
One Type 1 WER ia available ; the FWER is the geometric mean of 
all Type 1 and Type 2 WERe. 
Two or more Type 1 WERs are available and the range is less 
than a factor of 5; the FWER is the ad justed geometric mean 
taee Figure 2) of the Type 1 WERs. because a ll th~ hWERs are 
higher. 
Two or more Type 1 WERe are available and the range is not 
greater Chan a factor of 5; the FWER is the lowest hWER 
because the lowest hWER ie lower than the adjusted geometric 
mean of the Type 1 WRits . 
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l'igure '' Reducing the I:Jipact: ot lt!Q)er~tal Vari.ation 

When the FWER is the lowest o f, for example1 three WERs, the 
impact of experimental variation can be reduced by conducting 
additional primacy tests. If the endpoint of the secondacy test 
.ie abova the CMC or CCC to which the FWER is to be appli·ed.. the 
additional tests can also be conducted with the secondary test. 

Month 

April 
May 
June 

Lowest 

Month 

Apri.l 
May 
June 

Lowest 

case 1 

(Primacy 
Test> 

4 . 801 
2.SS2 
9.164 

2.5S2 

Case 3 

(Primacy (Second. 
Test) Test.) 

4 . 801 3.163 
2.S52 5.039 
9.164 7.110 

(Primacy 
Test) 

4 . 801 
2.5S2 
9 . 164 

Geo. 
~ 

3 .897 
3.S86 
8.072 

3.586 

Case 2 

<Primacy Geometric 
Test! Mean 

3.565 4.137 
4.190 3.270 
6.736 7.8S7 

3.270 

Case 4 

(Primacy (Second. Geo. 
Test) Test! -Hw!. 

4.801 3.163 3.897 
2.SS2 2. 944 2.741 
9 . 164 7.110 8.072 

2 . 741 

Case 1 uses the individual WERs obtained with the primary test 
for the three months, and the·PWER is the lowest o~ the three 
WERs. In Case 2, duplicate primary tests were conducted in each 
month, so that a geometric mean could be calculated for each 
month; the FWER is the lowest of the three geometric means. 

In Cases 3 and 4, both a primary test and a secondary test were 
conducted each month and the endpoints for both tests in 
laboratory dilution water are above the CMC or CCC to which the 
FWER is to be applied. In both of these cases, therefore, the 
FWER is the lowest of the three geometric means. 

The availability of these alternatives does not me"n that they 
are necessarily cost-effective . 
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When fewer than two treatlllents kill SOllie but. not all of the 
exposed teat organisms, a statistically sound estimate of an LCSO 
cannot be calculated. SOllie programs and methods produce LCSOs 
when there are f-er than two •partial ltiUs• , but such results 
are obtained using interpolation, not statistics. If (a ) a test 
is otherwise acceptable, (b) a sufficient number of organisms are 
exposed to each treatment, and (c) the concentrations are 
sufficiently close together, a test with zero or one partial kill 
can provide all the information that is needed concerning the 
LCSO. An LCSO calculated by interpolation should probably be 
called an •approximate LCSO• to acknowledge t :he l ack of a 
sta tistical basis for ita calculation, but this does not imply 
that such an LCSO provides no useful toxicolo.gical information. 
If desired, the binomial test can be used to •calculate a 
statistically sound probability that the true LCSO lies between 
two tested concentrations (Stephan 1977) . 

Although more cOIJl,?l- interpolation methods c.an be used, they 
will not produce a more useful LCSO than the 1method described 
here. Inversions in the data between two teat concentrations 
should be removed by pooling the mortality data for those two 
concentrations and calculating a percent mort.slity that is then 
assigned to both concentra tions. Logarithms to a base other than 
10 can be used if desired. If Pl and P2 are the pe.rcentages of 
the test organisms that died when exposed to concentrations Cl 
and C2, respectively, and if Cl < C2, Pl < P2, 0 S Pl S SO, 

and SO s P2 S 100, then ; 

P•~ 
P2- Pl 

C • Log Cl + P(Log C2 - Log Cl)' 

LCSO • 10" 

If Pl '"' o and P2 • 100 , LC50 • .'tell tdl 
It Pl P2 : SO, LCSO • .'(Cl) (dl 
If Pl • 50, LCSO • Cl. 
If P2 :50, LCSO ; C2. 
If Cl c 4 mg/L, C2 = 7 mg/L, Pl = lS t, and P2 = 100 ,, 

then LC50 = 5.036565 mg/L. 

Besides the mathematical requirements given above, the following 
toxicological rec~dations are given i n sections G.8 and 1.2: 
a . 0.6S < Cl/C2 < 0 . 99. 
b . 0 S Pl < 37. 
c. 63 < P2 S 100 . 
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~fa sampling plan (e.g . , for measuring metal t n a treatment i n a 
toxicity test) is designed so that a series of values are 
obtained over time in such a way that each value contains the 
same amount of information (i.e ., represents the same amount of 
time), then the ~st meaningful average i s the arithmetic 
average. In most cases, however, when a series of values is 
obtained over time, some va.lues contain more information than 
others; in these cases the most meaningful average is a time
weighted average (TWA). If each value contains the same amount 
of information, the arithmetic average will e~al the TWA . 

A TWA is obtained by multiplyi ng each value by a weight and then 
dividing the sum of the products by the sum of the weights . The 
simplest approach is to let each weight be the duration of t ime 
that the sample represents. Except for the first and last 
samples , the period of time represented by a sample starts 
halfway to the previous .sample and ends halfway to the next 
sample. The period of time represented by the first sample 
starts at the beginning of the test. and the period of time 
represented by the last sample ends at the end of the test . Thus 
for a 96-hr toxicity test , the sum of the weights will be 96 hr. 

The following are hypothetical examples of grab s amples taken 
from 96-hr flow• through tests for two common sampling regimes: 

Sampling Cone . We ight Product Ti me-weighted average 
~i~ !btl J.m9:..LW.. _ihi:L !btl !!!l!:ILI..I !msJLI..I 

0 12 48 576 
!l6 14 .!§. _ill 

96 1248 1248/96 13 . 00 

0 8 12 96 
24 6 24 144 
48 7 24 168 
?2 9 24 216 
96 8 ll -2.§. 

96 720 720/96 7.500 

When al l the weights are the same, the ari thmetic average equals 
the TWA. Similarly, if only one sample is taken, both the 
arithmetic average and the TWA equal the value o f that sample. 

The rules are more complex for composite sampl es and for samples 
from renewal tests. In all cases, however. the sampling plan can 
be designed so that t he TWA equals the arithmetic average . 
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~z A : C~hOD ot wat. Detezw.!D.ed Vaizlg Vpatre .. aD4 
lloWD8tr ... water 

The •Interim Guidance• concerning metals (U.S. EPA 19921 made a 
fundamental change in the way WERs should be experimentally 
determined because it changed the source of the site water . The 
earlier guidance (U.S. EPA 1983,1984) required that u~stream 
water be used as the site water, whereas the newer guidance (U.S. 
EPA 19921 recommended that downstream water be used as the site 
water. The change in the source of the site water was merely an 
acknowledgement that the WER that applies at a location in a body 
of water should. when possible, be determined using the water 
that occurs at that location. 

Because the change in the source of the dilution water was 
~ected to result in an increase in the magnitude of ma~ WERs, 
interest in and concern about the determination and use of WERs 
increased. When upstream water was the required site water, it 
was expected tha t WERe would generally be low and that the 
determination and use of WERs could be fairly simple. After 
downstream water became the recoll'l!lended site. water. the 
determina tion and use of WERs was examined much more closely. It 
was then realized that the determination and use of upstream WERs 
was more complex than originally thought. It was also reali~ed 
that the use of downstream water greatly increased the complexity 
and was likely to increase both the magnitude and the variability 
ot many WERe. concern abOut the tate ot discharged metal also 
increased because use of downstream water might allow the 
discl'l&rge of large amounts of metal that has reduced or no 
toxicity at the end of the pipe . The prob&ble increases in the 
complexity, magnitude, and variability of WERs and the increased 
concern about fate, increased the importance of understanding the 
relevant issues as they apply to WERs determined using both 
upstream water and downstream water. 

A. Charact~ristics of the Site Water 

The idealized concept of an upstream wat.er is a pristine vater 
that is relatively unaffected ~ people. In the real world. 
however, many ~stream waters contain naturally occurring 
ligands, one or more effluents, and materials from nonpoint. 
sources; all of these might impact a WER. If the upstream 
water receives an effluent containing TOC and/or TSS that 
contributes to the WBR, the WER will probably change whenever 
the quality or quantity of the TOC and/or TSS changes. In 
such a case, the determination and use of the WER in upstream 
water will have some of the increased complexity associated 
with use of downstream water and some of the concerns 
associated with multiple-discharge situations (see Appendix 
F) . The amount of complexity will depend greatly on the 
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number and type of upstream point and nonpoint ~ources, the 
frequency and magnitude of fluctuations, and whether the WER 
is being determined above or below the point of c~lete mix 
of the upstream sources. 

DownatreUI water is a mixture of effluent and upstream water, 
each of which can contribute to the WBR, a.nd so there are two 
coaponenta to a WBR determined in downstream water : the 
effluent coaponent and the upstream coaponent. 'Itle existence 
o~ these two coaponents has the following implications: 
1. WBRa determined using downstream water are likely to be 

larger and JDOre variable than WBRa determined using 
upstream water. 

2. 'Itle effluent CCIIC>Cment should be applied only where the 
effluent occurs, which hall i.ov;llications concerning 
impl-.ntation. 

3. 'ftle 11111gnitude of the effluent CQII'Cionent of a WER will 
depend on the concentration of effluent in the downstream 
water . (A consequence of this is that the effluent 
coaponent will be zero where the concen•tration of effluent 
is zero, which is the point of it~ 2 &bove.) 

4. The magnitude of the effluent component of a WER is likely 
to vary as the cOJI'C)osition of the efflu·snt varies. 

s. C~red to upstream water, many effluents contain higher 
concentrations of a wider variety of a~batancea that can 
impact. the toxicity of metals in a wide:r variety of ways, 
and ao the effluent component of a WER •Can be due to a 
v.riety of chemical effects in addition to such factors as 
hardness, alkalinity, pH, and humic acid. 

6. Because the effluent component might be due, in whole or in 
part, to the discharge of refractory -tal (see ~pendix 
PI, the WBR cannot be thought of s~ly as being cau11ed ~ 
the effect of water quality on the toxicity of the metal. 

Dealing with downstream WBRa is so IIIUch aiJ~ler if the 
effluent WBR (eWER) and the upstream WER luWERI are additive 
that it is desirable to understand the concept of additivity 
of WERa, its experimental determination, and its use (see 
~pendix Gl. 

B. 'Itle ~lications of Mixing Zones. 

When WERa are determined using upstream water, the presence or 
absence of mixing zones hall no i.ov;lact; the CIIICWER and the 
ccCWER will both be determined using site water that conta ins 
zero percent of the effluent of concern, i.e., the two WERs 
will be determined using the same site water . 

When WERs a re determined using downstream water, the magnitude 
of each WER will probably depend on the concentration of 
effluent in the downstream water used (see Appendix D). The 
concentration of effluent in the site water will depend on 
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where the sample is taken. which will not be the same for the 
cmcWER and the cccWER if there are mixing zone(s) . Most, if 
not all, discharges have a chronic (CCC) mixing zone; many. 
but not all, also have an acute (CMC) mixing zone. The CMC 
applies at all points except those inside a CMC ndxing zone: 
thus if there is no CHC mixing zone, the CMC applies at the 
end of the pipe. The CCC applies at all points outside the 
CCC mixina zone. It is generally asswmed that if permit 
limits are based on a point in a stream at which both the CMC 
and the CCC apply, the CCC will control the permit limits, 
although the CMC might control if different averaging periods 
are appropriately taken into account. For this discussion, it 
will be assumed that the same design flow (e.g., 7010) is used 
for both the CMC and the CCC. 

If the cmcWER is to be appropriate for use inside the chronic 
mixing zone, but the cccWER is to be appropriate for use 
outside the chronic mixing zone, the concentration of effluent 
that is appropriate for use in the determination of the two 
WBRs will not be the same. Thus even if the same toxicity 
test is used in the determination of the cmcWER and the 
cccWBR, the two WERs will probably be different because the 
concentration of effluent will be different in the two site 
waters in which the WERs are determined. 

It the CMC is only of concern within the CCC DUxing zone, tbe 
highest relevant concentration of metal will occur at the edge 
of the CMC mixing zone if there is a CMC mixing zone; the 
highest concentration will occur at the end of the pipe if 
there i s no CMC mixing zone. In contrast, within the CCC 
mixing zone, the lowest cmcWER will probably occur at the 
outer edge of the CCC mixing zone. Thus the greatest level of 
protection would be provided if the cmcWER is determined using 
~ater at the outer edge of the CCC mixing zone, and then the 
calculated site-specific CMC is applied at the edge of the CMC 
mixing zone or at the end of the pipe, depending on whether 
there is an acute mixing zone . The cmcWBR is likely to be 
lowest at the outer edge of the CCC mixing zone because of 
dilution of the effluent, but this dilution will also dilute 
the metal. If the cmcWER is determined at the outer edge of 
the CCC mixing zone but the resulting site-specific CMC is 
applied at the end of the pipe or at the edge of the CMC 
mixing zone, dilution is allowed to reduce the WE~ but it is 
not allowed to reduce the concentration of the metal. This 
approach is environmentally conservative, but it is probably 
necessary given current ~lementation procedures . (The 
situation might be more complicated if the uWER is higher than 
the eWER or if the two WERs are less-than-additive . ) 

A CO!Ti>arable situation appl.ies to the CCC. Outside the CCC 
mixing zone, the CMC and the CCC both apply, but it is assumed 
that the CMC can be ignored because the CCC will be more 
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restrictive. The cccWER should probably be determined for the 
cccplete-mix situation, but the site-specific CCC wil~ have to 
be met at the edge of the CCC ~ng zone . Thus dilution of 
the WBR from the edge of the CCC mixing zone to the point of 
complete mix is taken into account, but dilution of the metal 
is not. 

If there is neither an acute nor a chronic mixing zone, both 
the CMC and the CCC apply at the end of the pipe, but the CCC 
should stil~ be determined for the complete-mix situation. 

C. Definition of site . 

In the general context of site-specific criteria, a •site• may 
be a state, region, watershed, waterbod¥, segment of a 
waterbod¥, categoz;y of water (e.g. , ephemeral stream.s), etc. , 
but the site-specific criterion is to be derived to provide 
adequate protection for the entire site, however the site is 
defined. Thus, when a site-specific criterion is derived 
using the Recalculation Procedure, all species that •occur at 
the site• need to be taken into account when deciding what 
s~ecies, if any, are to be deleted fr~ the dataset. 
Similarly, when a site-specific criterion is derived us.ing a 
WER, the WBR is to be adequately protective of the entire 
site. If, for example, a site-specific criterion .is being 
derived for an estuary, WERs could be determined using samples 
of the surface water obtained from various sampling stations, 
which, to avoid confusion, should not be called •sites•. If 
all the WER& were sufficiently similar, one site-specific 
criterion could be derived to apply to the whole estuary . If 
the~ were sufficiently different, either the lowest WER 
could be used to derive a site-specific criterion for the 
whole estuary, or the data might indicate that the estuary 
should be divided into two or more sites, each with its own 
criterion. 

The major principle that should be applied when defining the 
area to be included in the site is very simplistic: The site 
should be neither too small nor too large. 
~- Small sitea are probably appropriate tor cmcWERs, but 

usually are not appropriate for cccWERs because metals are 
persistent, although some oxidation states are not 
~ersistent and some metals are not persistent in the water 
column. For cccWERs, the smaller the defined site, the 
more likely it is that the patm!t limits will be controlled 
by a crite.rion for an area that is outside the site, but 
which could have been included in the site without 
substantially changing the WER or increasing the cost of 
determining the WER. 

2 . Too large an area might unnecessarily increase the cost of 
determining the WER. As the size of the site increases, 
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the spatial and temporal variability is likely to increase, 
which will probably increase the number of water samples in 
which WERa will need to be determined before a site
specific criterion can be derived. 

3. Events that import or resuspend TSS and/or TOC are likely 
to increase the total recoverable concentration of the 
metal and the total recoverable WER while having a much 
s~ller effect on the dissolved concentration and the 
dissolved WER. Where the concentration of dissolved metal 
is substantially more constant than the concentration of 
total recoverable metal, the site can probably be much 
larger for a dissolved criterion than for a total 
recoverable criterion. If one criterion is not feasible 
for the whole area, it might be possible to divide it into 
two or more sites with separate total recoverable or 
dissolved criteria or to make the criterion dependent on a 
water quality characteristic such as TSS or salinity . 

4 . Unless the site ends where one body of water meets another, 
at the outer edge of the site there will usually be an 
instantaneous decrease in the allowed concentration of the 
metal in the water column due to the change from one 
criterion to another, but there will not be an 
instantaneous decrease in the actual concentration of metal 
in the water column. The site has to be large enough to 
include the transition zone in which the actual 
concentration decreases so that the criterion outside the 
site is not exceeded . 

Tt is, of course, possible in same situations that relevant 
distant conditions Ce.g., a lower downstream pKl will 
necessitat~ a low criterion that will control the permit 
limits such that it is pointless to determine a WER . 

When a WER is determined in upstream water, it is Qenerally 
assumed that a downstream effluent will not decrease the WER . 
It is therefore ssswned that the site can usually cover a 
rather large geographic a rea. 

When a site-specific criterion is derived based on WERs 
determined usinQ downstream water, the site should not be 
defined in the same way that it would be defined if the WE.R 
were determined using upstream water. The eWER should be 
allowed to affect the site-specific criterion wherever the 
effluent occurs, but it should not be allowed to affect the 
criterion in places where the effluent does not occur. In 
addition, insofar a s the magnitude of the effluent co~onent 
at a point in the site depends on the concentra tion of 
effluent, the ~gnitude of the WER at a particular point will 
depend on the concentration of effluent at that point. To the 
extent that the eWER and the uWER are additive, the WER and 
the concentration of metal in the plume will decrease 
proportionally (see Appendix G). 
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When WERs are determined ~sino downstream water, the following 
considerations should be taken into account when the site is 
defined: 
1. If a site-specific criterion is derived usino a WER that 

applies to the co=plete-mix situation, the upstream edge of 
the site to which this criterion applies should be the 
point at which co=plete mix actually occurs. If the site 
to which the complete -mix WER is applied starts at the end 
of the pipe and extends all the way across the stream, 
there will be an area beside the plume that will not be 
adequately protected ~ the site-specific criterion. 

2. Upstream of the point of complete mix, it will usually be 
protective to apply a site- specific criterion that was 
derived using a WBR that was determined using upatreiUII 
water. 

3. 'ftte plume lrlight be an area in which the concentration of 
metal could exceed a site-specific criterion without 
causing toxicity becau.se of silnultaneous dilution of the 
metal and the eWER. The fact that the pl~ is IIIUCh larger 
than the mdxing zone might not be important if there is no 
toxicity within the plume. Aa long as the concentration of 
metal in 100 ' effluent does not exceed that allowed ~ the 
additive portion of the eWER, from a toxicologic~! 
standpoint neither the size nor the definition of the plume 
needs to be of concern because the metal will not cause 
toxicity within the plume. Yf there is no toxicity within 
the plume, the area in the plume might be like a 
traditional mix~ng zone in tnat the concentration of metal 
exceeds the site-specific criterion, but it would be 
different from a traditional mixing zone in that the level 
of protection is not reduced. 

Special considerations are likely to be neceasary in order to 
take into account the eWER when defining a site related to 
IIJUltiple discharqes (see Appendix F) . 

D. The variability in the experimental dete~nation of a WER. 

When a WER is determined using upstream water, the two major 
sources of variation in the WER are (al variability in the 
qu4.Li ty of the site water, which might be related to season 
and/or flow, and (bl axperimental variation . Ordinary day-to
day variation will account for some of the variability, but 
aeasonal variation is likely to be more important. 

Aa explained in Appendix D. variability in the concentration 
of nontoxic dissolved metal will contribute to the variability 
of both total recoverable WERs and dissolved WERB ; variability 
in the concentration of nontoxic particulate metal will 
contribute to the variability in a total recoverable WER, but 
not to the variability in a dissolved WER . Thus, dissolved 
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WERs are expected to be less variable than total recoverable 
WSRs, especially where events co1m10nly increase TSS and/or 
TOC. In some cases, therefore, appropriate use of ana~tical 
chemistry can greatly increase the usefulne~s of the 
experimental determination of W&Rs. The concerns regarding 
variability are increased if an upstream effluent contributes 
to the WER. 

When a WER is determined in downstream water, the four major 
sources of v~riability in the WER are (a) variability in the 
quality of the upstream water, which might be related to 
season and/or flow, (b) experimental variation, (c) 
v~iability in the composition of the effluent, and (d) 
variability in the ratio of the flows of the upstream water 
and the effluent . The considerations reg~ding the first two 
are the same as for WERs determined using u~stream water; 
because of the additional sources of variab~lity, WERs 
determined using downstream water are likely to be more 
va,riable than WERs determined using upstream water. 

It would be desirable if a sufficient number of WERs could be 
determined to define the variable factors in the effluent and 
in the upstream water that contribute to the variability in 
WERs that are determined using downstream water. Not only is 
this li~ely to be very difficult in most cases, but it is also 
possible that the WER will be dependent on interactions 
between const.ituents o f the effluent. and the upstream water, 
i.e., the eWER and uWER might be additive, more-than-additive, 
or less-than-additive (see Appendix G). When interaction 
occurs, in order to completely understand the variability of 
W&Rs determined using downstream water, sufficient tests would 
have to be conducted to determine the means and variances of: 

a . the effluent component of the WER. 
b. the upstream component o f the WER. 
c. any interaction between the two components. 

An interaction might occur, for example, if the toxicity of a 
~etal is affected by pH, and the pH and/or the buffering 
capacity of the effluent and/or the upstream water vary 
considerably. 

An increase in the variability of WERs decreases the 
usefulness of any one WER. Compensation for this decrease in 
usefulness can be attempted by determining WERs at more times; 
although this will provide more data, it will not necessarily 
provide a proportionate increase in understanding. Rather 
than determining WERs at more times, a better use of resources 
might be to obtain more information concerning a smaller 
number of specially selected occasions. 

It is likely that some cases will be so complex that achieving 
even a reasonable understanding will require unreasonable 
resources. In contrast, some~ determined using tne 
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methods presented herein might be relatively easy to 
understand if appropriate chemical measuren~ents are perfonned 
When WERs are determined . 
1. If the variation of the total recoverable WBR is 

aubstantiaUy greater than the variation of the comparable 
dissolved WBR, there is probably a variable and substantial 
concentration of particulate nontoxic metal. It might be 
advantageous to use a dissolved WER just because it will 
have less variability than a total recoverable WElL 

2. If the total recoverable and/or dissolved WER correlates 
with the total recoverable and/or dissolved concentration 
of metal in the site water, it is likely that a substantial 
percentage of the metal is nontoxic. In this case the WER 
will probably also depend on the concentration of effluent 
in the site water and on the concentration of metal in the 
effluent. 

Tbese approaches are more likely to be useful when WERs are 
determined using downstream water, rather than upstream water, 
unless both the magnitude of the WER and the concentration of 
t he metal in the upstream water are elevated by an upstream 
effluent and/or events that increase TSS and/or TOC . 

Both of these approaches can be applied to WERs that are 
determined using actual downstream water, but the second can 
probably provide much better information if it is used with 
WERs determined using simulated downstream water that is 
prepared by mixing a sample of the effluent with a sample of 
the upstream water. In this way the composition and 
characteristics of both the effluent and the upstream water 
can be dete~ned, and the exact ratio in the downstream water 
is known. 

Use of simulated downstream water is also a way to study the 
relation between the WER and the ratio of effluent to upstream 
-ter at one point in time, which is tile most direct way to 
test for additivity of the eWER and the uWER (see Appendix G) . 
'nlis can be viewed as a test of the ass~tion that WERs 
determined using downstream water will decrease as the 
concentration of effluent decreases. If this ass~tion is 
true, as the flow increases, the concentration of effluent in 
the downstream water will decrease and the WER will decrease. 
Obtaining such information at one point in time is useful, but 
confirmation at one or more other times would be much more 
useful. 

E. The fate of metal that has reduced or no toxicity. 

Metal that has reduced or no toxicity at the end of the pipe 
might be more toxic at some time in the future. For example, 
metal that is in the -ter column and is not toxic now might 
become more toxic in the wat er column later or might move into 
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the sediment and beco~ toxic. If a WER allows a surface 
water to contain as much toxic metal as is acceptable , the WER 
would not be adequately protective if metal that was nontoxic 
when the WER was determined became toxic in the water ~olumn, 
unless a con;>ensating change occurred. Studies of the fate of 
metals need to address not only the changes that take pl ace. 
but al,so the rates of the changes . 

Concern about the fate of discharged ~tal justifiably raises 
concern about the possibility that metals might contaminate 
sediments. The· possibility of contamination of sediment bY 
toxic and/or nontoxic metal in the water column was one of the 
concerns that led to the establishment of EPA's sediment 
quality criteria program, which is developing guidelines and 
criteria to protect sediment . A separat e program was 
necessary because ambient water quality criteria are not 
desi gned to protect sedi ment . Insofar as technology-based 
controls and water quality criteria reduce the discharge of 
metals, they t end to reduce the possibility of contamination 
of sediment. Conversely, insofar as WERs allow an increase in 
the discharge of metals, they tend to increase the possibility 
of contamination of sediment . 

When WERs are determined in upstream water, the concern about 
the fate of metal with reduced or no toxicity is usually small 
because the WSRs are usually small. In addition, the factors 
that result i n upstream WERs being greater than 1.0 usually 
are (a ) natural organic materials SllCh as humic aciOs and (b) 
water quality characteristics such as hardness, alkalinity, 
and pH. I t is easy to assume that natural organic materials 
.,ill not degrade rapidly, and it is easy to monitor changes in 
hardness, alkalinity, and pH . Thus there is usually littl e 
concern about the fate of the metal when WERs are determined 
in upstream water, especially if the WER is small. If the WER 
i s laroe and possibly due at least in part to an upstream 
effluent, there is more concern about the fate of metal that 
has reduced or no toxicity . 

When WERs are determined in downstream water. effluents are 
allowed t o contain vi rtually unlimited amounts of nontoxic 
p~ticulate metal and nontoxic dissolved metal . It would seem 
prudent to obtain some data concerning whether the nontoxic 
metal might become toxic at some time in the future whenever 
(1) the concentration of nontoxic metal is large, (2) the 
concentrat ion of dissolved metal is below the dissolved 
national criterion but the concentration of tot.al recoverable 
metal is substantially above the total recoverable. national 
c riterion, or (3) the site-specific criterion is substantially 
above the national cri terion . It would seem appropriate to : 
a . Generate some data concerning whether •fate• (i . e . , 

environmental processes) wi ll cause any of the nontoxic 
metal to become toxic due to oxi dation of organic matter , 
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oxidation of sulfides , etc . For ex&nll•le, a WER could be 
determined using a sample of actual or- simulated downstream 
water, the sample aerated for a periodl of time (e.g .• two 
weeks) , the pH adjusted if necessary, and another WER 
determined. If aeration reduced the ~~. shorter and 
longer periods of aeration could be us:ed to study the rate 
of change. 

b. Determine the effect of a change in water quality 
characteristics on the WER; for example, determine the 
effect of lowering the pH on the WER if influent lowers the 
pH of the downstream water within the area to which the 
site-specific criterion is to apply. 

c . Determine a WBR in actual downstream w•ater to demonstrate 
whether downstream conditions change sufficiently (possibly 
due to degradation of organic matter, multiple dischargers , 
etc.) to lower the WBR more than the concentration of the 
metal is lowered. 

If environmental processes cause nontoxic metal to become 
toxic, it is i~rtant to determine whether the time sC4le 
involves dsys, weeks , or years. 

SUI!JIIOry 

When WERs are determined using downstream water, the site water 
cont~ins effl~ent and the WER will t•ke into• ~9count not only the 
constituents of the upstream water, but also• the toxic and 
nontoxic metal and other constituents of the• effluent as they 
exist after mixing with upstream water. The• determination of the 
WBR automatically takes into account any add1iti vity, synergiSl'n, 
or antagonism between the metal and con;>anen.ts of the effluent 
and/or the upstream water. The effect of t;a.lcium, magnesium, and 
various heavy metals on competitive binding by such organic 
materials as humic acid is also taken into a.ccount . Therefore, a 
site-specific criterion derived using a WBR is likely t o be more 
appropriate for a site than a national , stat.e , or recalculated 
criterion not only because it takes into acc:ount the water 
quality characteris tics of the site water bu:t also because it 
takes into account other constituents in the• effluent and 
upstream water . 

Determination of WERs using downstream water· causes a general 
increase in the cotr;~lexity, magnitude, and v·ariability of WERs, 
and an increase in concern about the fate of metal that has 
reduced or no toxicity at the end of the pip•e. J:n addition , 
there are &<lillie other drawbacks with the use of downstream water 
in the deterucination of a WER : 
1. J:t might serve as a disincentive for some• dischargers to 

remove any more organic carbon and/or pa%·ticulate matter than 
required, although WERs for some metals ~rill not be related to 
the concentration of TOC or TSS . 
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2 . If conditions change, a WER might decrease in the future. 
This is not a problem if the decrease is due to a reduction in 
nontoxic metal, but it might be a problem if the decrease is 
due to a decrease in TOC or TSS or an increase in competitive 
binding. 

3 . If a WER is determined when the effluent contains refractory 
metal but a change in operations results in the discharge of 
toxic metal in place of refractory metal , the site-specific 
criterion and the permit limits will not provide adequate 
protection. In most cases chemical monitoring probably will 
not detect Sl.lCh a change, but toxicological monitoring 
probably will. 

Use o£ WERs that are dete~ned using downstream water rather 
than upstream water increases ~ 
l. The importance of understanding the various issues involved in 

the determination and use of WERs. 
2. The importance of obtaining data that will provide 

understanding rather than obtaining data that will result in 
the highest or lowest WER. 

3 . The appropriateness of site-specific criteria . 
4 . The resources needed to determine a WER. 
5. The resources needed to use a WER. 
6. The resources needed to monitor the acceptability of the 

downstream water. 
A WER determined using upstream water will usually be smaller, 
less variable, and simpler to implement than a WER determined 
using downstream water. Although in some situations a downstream 
WER might be smaller than a.n upstream WER, the i~ortont 
consideration is that a WER should be dete~ned using the water 
to which it is to apply . 
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NO'l'B: 'nle National Toxics Rule (N'l'R) does not allow use af the 
Recalculation Procedure in the derivation of a site
specific criterion. Thus nothing in this appendix applies 
to jurisdictions that are subject to the NTR . 

The Recalculation Procedure is intended to cause a site-specific 
criterion to appropriately aitfer from a national aquatic life 
criterion if justified by demonstrated pertinent toxicological 
differences between the aquatic specie.s that occur at the site 
and those that -re used in the derivation of the national 
criterion. There are at least three reasons why such differences 
might exist between the two sets of species . First, the national 
dataset contains aquatic species that ore sensitive to many 
pollutants, but these and compa.rably sensitive species might not 
occur at the site. Second, a species that is critical at the 
site might be sensitive to the pollutant and require a lower 
criterion. (A critical species is a species that is commercially 
or recreationally important at the site , a species that exists at 
the site and is listed as threatened or endangered under section 
4 of the Endangered Species Act, or a species for which there is 
evidence that the loss of the species from the site is likely to 
cause an unacceptable ilmpact on a commercially or recreationally 
important species, a threatened or endangered species , the 
abundancee of a variety of other species, or the structure or 
function of the community.) Third, the species that occur at the 
site might represent a narrower mix of species than those in the 
national dataset due to a limited range of natural environmental 
conditions . The procedure presented here is structured so that 
corrections and additions con be made to the national dataset 
without the deletion process being used to toke into account taxa 
that do and do not occur at the site; i n effect, this procedure 
makes it possible to update the national aquatic life criterion. 

The phrase •occur at the site• includes the species, genera . 
families, orders , classes, and phyla that : 
a. are usually present st the site. 
b. are present at the site only seasonally due t o migration. 
c. are present intermittently because they periodically return to 

or extend their ranges into the site. 
d. were present at the site in the past, ore not currently 

present at the site due to degraded condition.s, and are 
expected to return to the site when conditions improve. 

e . are present in nearby bodies of water, are not currently 
present at the s ite due to degraded conditions, and are 
expected to be present at the site when conditions improve . 

The taxa thAt •occur at the site• cannot be determined merely by 
s~ling downstream and/or upstream of the site at one point in 
t~. •occur at the site• does not include taxa that were once 
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present at the site but cannot exist at the site now due to 
permanent physical alteration of the habitat at the site 
resulting from dams, etc . 

The definition of the •site• can be extremely important when 
using the Recalculation Procedure . For example, the number of 
taxa that occur at the site will generally decrease as the size 
of the site decreases. Also, if the site is defined to be very 
amall, the pe~t limit might be controlled_by a criterion that 
applies outside (e.g . , downstream of) the s~te. 

Note: If the variety of aquatic invertebrates, amphibians, and 
fishes is so limited that species in fewer than eight 
families occur at the .site, the general Re~alculat~on 
Procedure is not appl1cable and the follow1ng spec1al 
version of the R~calculation Procedure -..t be used: 
1 . Data .uat be available for at least one species in 

each of the families that occur at the site . 
2. The lowest Species Mean Acute Value that is available 

tor a epecies that occurs at the site .uat be used as 
the FAV. 

3. The site-epecific ~ and CCC .uat be calculated as 
described below in part 2 of step B, which is titled 
•oeterminstian of the CMC and/or ccc• . 

The concept of the Recalculation Procedure is to create a dataset 
that is appropriate for deriving a site-specific criterion by 
DOdiCying the national dataset ~ some or all or t~e woys : 

a . Correction of data that are in the national dataset . 
b . Addition of data to the national dataset. 
c. Deletion of data that are in the national dataset . 

All corrections and additions that have been approved by U.S. EPA 
are required. whereas use of the deletion process is optional . 
'l!le Recalculation Procedure is tnOre likely to result in lowering 
a criterion if the net result of addition and deletion is to 
decrease the number of genera in the dataset, whereas the 
procedure is 1n0re likely to result in raising a criterion if the 
net reeult of addition and deletion is to increase the number of 
genera in the dataset. 

The Recalculation Procedure consists of the following steps : 
A. Corrections sre ~de in the national dataset . 
8. Additions are made to the national dataset. 
C. The deletion process may be applied if desired. 
D. If the new dataeet does not satisfy the applicable Minimum 

Data Require~~~ents (MD!ts), additional pertinent data -..t be 
generated; if the new data are approved by ~he u.s . EPA, ~he 
Recalculation Procedure .uat be started aga1n at step B Wlth 
the addition of the new data . 

s. The new CMC or CCC or both are determined. 
F. A report is written. 
Each step is discussed in more detail below. 
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A. Coqections 

1. Only corrections approved by the U.S. SPA ~Y be ~de. 
2. The concept of •correction• includes removal of data ~t 

should not have been in the national dataset in the first 
place. 'nle concept of •correction • does not include remova l 
of a datu= fr~ the national dataset just because the quality 
of the datum is claimed to be suspect . If additional data are 
available for the same species. the U. S. EPA wi 11 decide which 
data should be used, based on the available guidance (U.S. EPA 
19851; also, data based on measured concentratic:ms are ueu.ally 
preferable to thoee baaed on nominal concentrat1ons. 

3 . Two kinde of correctione are poseible: 
a. The first includes those corrections that are known to and 

h4ve been approved by the u.s. EPA; a list of these will be 
available from the o.s . EPA. 

b. The second includes those corrections that are submitted to 
the u.s. EPA for approval . lf approved, these will be 
added to EPA's liet of approved corrections. 

4. Selective corrections are not allowed. All corrections on 
EPA's newest list .uat be made. 

8. Additionp 

1. Only additions approved by the U.S. EPA may be made . 
2 . Two kinds of additions are possible: 

a . The first includes those additions that are known to and 
h4ve been approved by the U. S . EPA; a list of these will be 
available from the U.S. EPA. 

b. The eecond includes those additions that are submitted to 
the u.s. EPA for approval . If approved, these will be 
added to EPA's list of approved additions . 

3 . Selective additions are not allowed. All additions on EPA's 
newest liat -..t be ~de . 

C. Tbe peletion frocess 

The basic principles ere: 
1. Additions and corrections -..t be snade as per steps A and B 

above, before the deletion process is performed. . . 
2. Selective deletions are not allowed. If any apec1es 1s to be 

deleted, the deletion process deecribed below ~•t be applied 
to all species in the national dataset, after any n~cessary 
corrections and additions have been made to the nat1onal 
dataset. The deletion process specifies which species .uat be 
deleted and Which species .a.t DOt be deleted. Use of the 
deletion process is optional, but no deletions are optional 
wben the deletion process is used. 

3. Comprehensive information .uet be available concerning what 
species occur at the site; a species cannot be deleted based 
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on incomplete information concerning the species tha t do and 
do not satisfy the definition of •occur a t the site• . 

4 . Data might have to be genenated ~ tbe deletion process is 

begun: . . . ld b "lbl a . Acceptable pert1nent tax4colog1ca ata .u.t e ava1 a a 
for at least one species in each~ of aquatic plants, 
i nvertebrates, aJJI)hibians, and fish tha t conta ins a species 
that is a critical species at the site. 

b. For each aquatic plant, invertebrate, amphibian, and fish 
species that occurs a t the site and is listed as threa tened 
or endangered under section 4 of the Endangered Species 
Act, da ta .ust be available or be generated for an 
acceptable surrogate species. Data for each surrogate 
species .u.t be used a s if they a re data for species that 
occur a t the site. 

If additiona l da t a are generated using acceptable procedures 
(U.S . EPA 1985) and they are approved by the U.S. EPA, the 
Recalcula tion Procedure .ust be started a ga in a t step B with 
the addition of the new da t a . 

s. Data might have to be generated ~ the deletion p rocess is 
completed. Even if one or more species are deleted, there 
still are MDRs (see step D below) tha t .ust be s a tisfied. If 
the da ta remaining after deletion do not satisfy the 
applicable MDRa, additiona l toxicity test s .ust be conducted 
using acceptable procedures (U.S. E~A 1985) so that all MDRs 
are satisfied. If the new da t a are approved by the u.s. EPA, 
the Recalculation Procedure .u.t be started a ga in at step B 
with the addition of new data. 

6. Chronic testa do not have to be conducted because the national 
Pinal Acute-Chronic Ratio (FACR) may be used in the deriva tion 
of the site-specific Pina l Chronic Value (PCV) . If acute
chronic ratios (ACRal are available or are generated so that 
the chronic HDRs are s a tisfied using only species ~t occur 
a t the site, a site-specific FACR may be derived and used in 
place of the national FACR. Beca use a FACR was not used in 
the derivation of the f reshwater CCC for cadmium, this CCC can 
only be modified the same way as a FAV; what is acceptable 
will depend on which species a re deleted. 

If any species are to pe deleted, the following deletion process 
.uat be applied: 

a. Obta in a copy of the national dataset, i.e., tables 1, 2, 
and 3 in the national criteria document (see APpendix E) . 

b. Make corrections in and/or additions to the national 
dataset as described in steps A and B above. 

c. Group all the speciea in the dataset taxonomically by 
phylum, class, order, family, genus, and species. 

d. Circle each species that s a tisfie s the definition of •occur 
at the site• as presented on the first page of this 
appendix, and including any data for species that a re 
surrogates of threatened or endangered species that occur 
at the site. 
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e. Use the following atep-wise proceas to detervdne 
which o f the uncircled species .u.t be deleted and 
which -..t 110t be deleted: 

1. Does the genus occur at the site? 
If 'No' , go to Step 2. 
If ' Yea • , are there one or more species 1n the genus 

tha t occur at the site but are not in the 
dataset? 

If 'No', go to step 2. 
If ' Yes • , retain the uncircled species. • 

2. Does the family occur at the site? 
If 'No ' , go to atep 3. 
If ' Yes • , are there one or more genera in the f amily 

that occur at the site but a re not in the 
dataaet? 

If ' No ' , g o to step 3. 
I f 'Yes • , retain the uncircled species. • 

3. Does the order occur a t the site? 
If ' No', go to step 4 . 
I f ' Ye s • , does the dataaet contain a circled species 

that is in the same order? 
If ' No • , retain the uncircled species. • 
If 'Yes • , delete the uncircled species. • 

•· ~s the class occur a t the site? 
If ' No• , go to step 5. 
If •Yes•, doea the dataset conta in a circled apecie s 

that ia in the aame clasa? 
If ' No', retain the uncircled species. • 
If ' Yes•, delete the uncircled species.• 

5. Does the phylum occur at the site? 
If ' No', delete the uncircled speciea. • 
If •Yes • , does the dataset contain a circled species 

that is in the same pl1yll.1111? 
If ' No•, retain the uncircled species. • 
If 'Yea • , delete the uncircled species.• 

• s Continue the deletion process by atarting at step 1 for 
another uncircled species unless all uncircled species 
in the data set have been considered. 

The species that are circled and those that a re retained 
constitute the site-specific dataset. (An example of the 
deletion process is given in Figure Bl.) 

This deletion process is designed to ensure that: 
a . Each species that occurs both in the national dataset and 

at the site a lso occurs in the site-specific dataset. 
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b. Each species that occurs at the site but does not occur in 
the national dataset is represented in the site-specific 
dataset by All species in the national dataset that are in 
the same genus. 

c. Each genus that occurs at the site but does not occur in 
the national dataset is represented in the site-specific 
dataset by All genera in the national dataset that are in 
the same family. 

d. Each order, class, and phylum that occurs both in the 
national dataset and at the site is represented in the 
site-specific dataset by the one or ~re species in the 
national dataset that are most closely related to a .species 
that occurs at the site. 

p. Checking the Minimum pate Requirements 

The initial MDRs for the Recalculation Procedure are the s ame as 
those for the derivation of a national criterion. If a specific 
requirement cannot be satisfied after deletion because that kind 
of species does not occur at the site, a taxonomically similar 
species 81lst be substituted in order to meet the eight MDRs : 

If no species of the kind required occurs at the site, but a 
species in the same order does, the MDR can only be satisfied 
by data for a species 'that occurs at the site and i s in that 
order; if no species in the order occurs at the site, but a 
species in the class does , the MDR can only be satisfied by 
data for a spe.cies that occurs at the site and is in that 
class. If no species in the same class occurs at the site, 
but a species in the phylum does, the MDR can only be 
satisfied by data for a species that occurs at the site and is 
in that phylum . If no species in the same phylum occurs at 
the site, any species that occurs at the site and is not used 
to satisfy a different MDR can be used to satisfy the MDR. If 
4dditional data are generated using acceptable procedures 
(U.S. EPA 1985) and they are approved by the U.S . EPA, the 
Recalculation Procedure .u.t be started again at step » with 
the addition of the new data. 

If fewer than eight families of aquatic invertebrates , 
8J!i1hibians, and fishes occur at the site, a Species Mean Acute 
Value .uat be available for at least one species in each of the 
families and the special version of the Recalculation Procedure 
described on the second page of this appendix .ust be used . 

E. Determining the CMC and/or CQC 

~. Determining the FAV : 
a. If the eight family MDR.s are satisfied, the site-specific 

FAV .nat be calculated from Genus Mean Acute Values using 
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the procedure described in the national aquatic life 
guidelines (U.S. EPA 1985). 

b. If fewer than eight families ot aquatic invertebrates, 
a=phibians, and fishes occur at the site, the lowest 
Species Mean Acute Value that is available for a species 
that occurs at the site .u.t be used as the FAV, as per the 
special version of the Recalculation Procedure described on 
the second page of this appendix. 

2. The site-specific CHC .u.t be calculated by dividing the site
specific FAV by 2. The site-specific FCV .a.t be calculated 
by dividing the site-specific FAV by the na-tional FACR (or by 
a site-•pecific FACR if one is derived) . (Because a FACR was 
not used to derive the national CCC for cadmium in fresh 
water, the site-specific CCC equals the site-specific FCV . J 

3. The calculated FAV, CMC, and/or CCC 811St be lowered, if 
necessary, to !1) protect an aquatic plant, invertebrate, 
a=pbibian, or fish species that is a critical species at the 
site, and (2) ensure that the criterion is not likely to 
jeopardize the continued existence of any endangered or 
threatened species listed under section 4 of the Endangered 
Species Act or result in the destruction or adverse 
modification of such species' critical habitat. 

F. Writing the Report 

The report of the results of use of the Recalculation Procedure 
-.at include: 
1. A list of all speci es of aquatic invertebrates, amphibians, 

and fishes that are known to •occur at the site • , along with 
the source of the information . 

2 . A list of all aquatic plant, invertebrate, amphibi an, and fish 
species that are critical species at the site, including all 
species that occur at the site and are listed as threatened or 
endangered under section 4 of the Endangered Species Act. 

3. A site- specific version of Table l from a criteria document 
produced by the U. S. EPA after 1984. 

4. A site-specific version of ~able 3 from a criteria doc~t 
produced by the U.S. EPA after 1984. 

5. A list of all species that were deleted. 
6. The new calculated FAV, CMC, and/or CCC. 
7 . The lowered FAV, CMC. and/or CCC, if one or ~re were lowered 

to protect a specific species. 

Reference 

U.S. EPA. 1985 . Guidelines for Deriving Numerical National 
Water Quality Criteria for the Protection of Aquatic Organisms 
and Their Uses. PB85-227049. National Technical Information 
Service. Springfield , VA. 
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J'igur-e a11 AD b~UQ:~le of tiM Deletion lProceaa 'Oaing ~e lP):arla 

SPECIES 'niAT ARE IN THE THREE PHYLA AND OCCUR AT THE SITE 
.fl:r£lJml ~ ~ l:AI!lih SOecies 

Annelida 
Bryozoa 
Chordata 
Chordata 
Chordata 
Chordata 
Chordata 
Chordata 
Chordata 
Chordata 

Hirudin. Rhynchob. 
(No species in this 
Oateich . Cyprinif . 
Osteioh. Cyprinif. 
Osteich. Cyprinif. 
Osteich. Cyprinif. 
Osteich . Salmonif. 
Osteich . Percifor. 
Osteich . Percifor . 
~hibia Caudata 

Glossiph . Glossip . complanata 
phylum occur at the site.) 

Cyprinid . Carassius auratus 
Cyprinid. Notropis anogenus 
Cyprinid. Phoxinus eos 
Catostam. Carpiodes carpio 
Osmerida . Osmerus mordax 
Centrarc. Lepomis oyanellus 
Centrarc. Lepomis humilis 
Ambystom. Ambys toma gracile 

SPECIES THAT ARE IN THE THREE PHYLA AND IN THE NATIONAL DATASET 
~ ~ ~ ~ Speci es ~ 

Annelida Oligoch. Haplotax . Tubifici. Tubifex tubifex 
Bryozoa Phylact . Lophopod. Lophopod . carteri 
Chordata Cephala. Petromyz. Petromyz . Petromyzon marinus 
Chordata Osteich. Cyprinif. Cyprinid. Cara.ssius auratus 
Chordata Osteich . Cyprinif . Cyprinid. Notropis hudsonius 
Chordata Osteioh. Cyprinif. Cyprinid. Notropis stramineus 
Chordata Osteich. Cyprinif. Cyprinid. Phoxinus eos 
Chordata Osteich . Cyprinif. Cyprinid . Phoxinus oreas 
Chordata Osteich. Cyprinif. Cyprinid. Tinea tinea 
Chordata Osteioh. Cyprinif . Catostom. Ictiobus bubalus 
Chordata Osteich. Salmonif. Salmonid. Oncorhynchus mykiss 
Chordata Osteich. Percifor . Centrarc. Lepomis cyanellus 
Chordata Osteich . Percifor. Centrarc . Lepomis macroohirus 
Chordata Osteicb. Percifor. Percidae Perea flavescens 
Chordata ~hibia Anura Pipidae Xenopus laevis 

Explanations of Codes: 
5 = retained because ~his Species occurs at the site. 
G retained because there is a species in this Genus that 

occurs at the site but not in the national dataset. 
F retained because there is a genus in this Family that 

occurs at the site but not in the national dataset. 

p 
D 
D 
s 
G 
G 
5 
D 
0 
F 
0 
s 
G 
0 
c 

o retained because this Order occurs at the site and is not 
represented by a lower taxon. 

C retained because this Class occurs at the site and is not 
represented by a lower taxon. 

P retained because this Phylum occurs at the site and is not 
represented by a lower taxon . 

0 deleted because thi s species does not satisfy any of the 
requirements for retaining species. 
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Appcl4iz Ct Qlaid.aDce CODCerDiD(J tiM tJae of •clean or.clmiqgea• aD4 
QA./OC 'ldwtll .,.aavzi.Dg 'h"ace lletal• 

Note: This version of this appendix contains more infonmation 
than the version that was Appendix B of Prothro (1993). 

Recent information (Shiller and Boyle 1987 : Windom et al. 1991) 
has raised questions concerning the quality of reported 
concentrations of trace metals .in both fresh and salt (estuarine 
and marine) surface waters. A lack of awareness of true ambient 
concentrations of ~~~etals in fresh and salt surface waters can be 
both a cause and a result of the problem. The ranges of 
dissolved ~~~etals that are typical in surface waters of the United 
States away from the immediaee influence of discharges (Bruland 
1983; Shiller and Boyle 1985 , 1987; Trefry et al. 1986; Windom et 
al. 19911 are: 

Metal Salt water Fresh water 
IAA/LI lua/LI 

Cadmium 0.01 to 0.2 0.002 to 0.08 
Copl)er 0 . 1 to 3. 0 . 4 to 4. 
lA! ad 0.01 to l. 0 . 01 to 0.19 
Nickel 0.3 to 5. 1 . to 2 . 
Silver 0.005 to 0.2 -------------Zinc 0 . 1 to 1 5 . 0.03 to 5. 

The U.S . EPA (1983,1991) ha s published analytical methods for 
monitoring ~~~etals in waters and wastewaters , but these ftlethods 
are inadequate for detecnination of ambient concentrations of 
SOllie metals in some surface waters . Accurate and precise 
Jneasu.rement of these low concentrations requires appropriate 
a ttention to seven areas: 
1. Use of •clean techniques• during collecti ng, handling, 

storing, preparing, and analyzing s~les to avoid 
contamination. 

2. Use of analytical methods that have sufficiently low detect ion 
limits. 

3 . Avoidance of interference in the quantification (instrumental 
analysis) step. 

4 . Use of blanks to assess contamination. 
5. Use of matrix spikes (s~le spikes) and certified reference 

materials (CRNa) to assess interference and contamination . 
6 . Use of replicates to assess precision . 
7 . Use of certified s tandards. 
In a strict sense, the term •clean techniques• refers to 
techniques that reduce contamination and enable the accurate and 
precise measurement of trace metals in fresh and salt surface 
waters . In a broader sense , the term also refers to related 
issues concerning detection limits, quality control, and quality 
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assurance . Documenting data quality demonstrates the amount of 
confidence that can be placed in the data, whereas increasing t he 
sensitivity of methods reduces the problem of deciding how to 
interpret results that are reported to be below detection. limits . 

Tbis appendix is written for those analytical _ lab9fa;orie~ that 
wpnt quidonsc conqeroinq wavs ;o ~ lgwer deteet1on l1!Q;a, 1ncreote 
accvracy. and/or lncrease prec~s~ory. The ways to a~h~eve these 
goals are to increase the sens1t~v~ty of the analyt1cal methods, 
decrease contalllination, and decrease interference. Ideally, 
validation of a procedure for measuring concentrations of metals 
in surface water requires demonstration that agreement can be 
obtained using completely different procedures beginning with the 
sampling step and continuing through the quantification step 
(Bruland et al. 1979), but few laboratories have the resources to 
coq~a,re two different procedures. Laboratories can, however, (a) 
use techniques that others have found useful for iq~roving 
detection limits, accuracy, and precision, and (b) document data 
quality through use of blanks , spikes, CRMs, replicates, and 
standards. 

Nothing contained or not contoined. in this appendix qdds to or 
s@trtcts from any reaulJtory regugement set forth l,n other EPA 
documents cooceroing analyses of metals. A WER can be acceptably 
determined without the use of clean techniques as long as the 
detection limits, accuraey, and precision are acceptable . No 
QA/QC requirements beyond those that apply to measuring metals in 
effluents are necessary for the determination of WERs . The word 
•must • is not used in this appendix. Some items, however, are 
considered so iqlortant by analytical chemists who have worked to 
increase accuracy and precision and lower detection limits in 
trace- metal analysis that •abDQ14' is in bold print to draw 
attention to the item. Host such items a re emphasi%ed because 
they have been found to have received inadequate attention in 
some laboratories performing trace-metal analyses. 

1n general, in order to achieve a ccurate and precise measurement 
of a particular concentration, both the detection limit and the 
blanks should be less than one-tenth of that concentration. 
Therefor,e, the term ·-ta l-free• can be interpreted to mean that 
the total amount of contamination that occurs during sample 
collection and processing (e.g . , from gloves, saq~le containers , 
labware, saq~ling apparatus. cleaning solutions, air, reagents, 
etc.) is sufficiently low that blanks are less than one-tenth of 
the lowest concentration that needs to be measured. 

Atmospheric particulates can be a major source of contamination 
(Moody 1982; Adeloju and Bond 1985). The term •class-100' refers 
to a specifica tion concerning the amount of particulates in a ir 
(Moody 1982); although the specification says nothing ~ut the 
composition of the particulates, generic control of p art1culates 
can greatly reduce trace-metal blanks. Except during collection 
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of samples. initia l cleaning of equipment, and handling of 
samples conta ining high concentrations of metals, all handling of 
samples, sample containers, labware, and sampling apparatus 
should be performed in a clasa- 100 bench, r~. or glove box. 

Neither the •ultraclean techniques• that might be necessa.ry when 
trace analyses of mercury are performed nor safety in analytical 
laboratories is addressed herein . Other doc~ts should be 
consulted if one or both of these topics are of concern. 

Avoiding contamination by usc of ' clean techniques • 

~aurement of trace metals in surfa ce waters should take into 
a ccount the potential for contamination during ea ch step in the 
process. Regardless of t he specific procedures used for 
collection, handling, storage, prepa ration !digestion, 
filtration, and/or extraction), a nd quantification (instrumental 
analysis ), the general principles of contamination control should 
be applied , Some specific recommendations are: 
a . Powder-free (non-ta lc, class-100) latex, polyethylene, or 

polyvinyl chloride (PVC, vinyl) gloves abDu14 be worn during 
a ll steps from saq~le collection to analysis. (Talc seems to 
be a particular problem with %inc; gloves made with t alc 
cannot be decontaminated sufficiently.) Gloves should only 
contact surfaces that are metal- free; gloves should be changed 
if even suspected of contamination. 

b. Tbe acid uaed to acidify samples for preservation a nd 
digestion and to acidify wa ter for fina l cleaning of labware, 
sampling apparatus, a nd saq~le conta iners ~14 be metal
free. The quality of the acid used should be better than 
reagent-grade . Each lot of a cid ah.o\114 be ana ly%ed for the 
metal(s) of interest before use . 

c. The water used to prepare acidic cleaning solutions and to 
rinse l abware, saq~le containers, and sampling apparatus may 
be prepared by distillation, deionization, or reverse os~K~sis. 
and ~ be demonstrated to be metal-free. 

d. The work area, including bench tops and hoods, should be 
cleaned (e.g., washed and wiped dry with lint-free, class-100 
wipes) frequently to r~ve contamination. 

e . All handling of samples in the l aboratory, including filtering 
and analysis, aboul4 be performed in a class-100 clean bench 
or a glove box fed by particle- free air or nitrogen; idea lly 
the clean bench or glove box should be loca ted within a class-
100 clean r~. 

t. Labware, reagents, sampling apparatus. and saq~le containers 
abou14 never be left open to the atmosphere; they should be 
stored in a class-100 ben.cb. covered with plastic wrap, stored 
in a plastic box, or turned upside down on a clean surface. 
Min~:ing the time between cleaning and using will help 
minimi%e cont&DUnotion. 
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g. Separ~te sets of sample containers, labware, and sampling 
apparatus should be dedicated for different kinds of samples, 
e.g . , surface water samples, effluent s~les, etc. 

h. To avoid contamination of clean rooms, samples that contain 
very high concentrstions of metals and do not require use of 
•clean techniques• •bov.l4 DOt be brought into clean rooms. 

i. ~cid-cleaned plastic, such as high-density polyethylene 
(MOPE), low-density polyethylene (LOpE), or a fluoroplastic, 
~14 be the only material that ever contacts a sample, 
except possibly during digestion tor the total recoverable 
cneasurexnent. 
1. Total recoverable samples can be digested in some plastic 

containers . 
2. HDPE and LOPE might uot be acceptable for mercury. 
3. Even if acidified, samples and standards containing si~ve~ 

should be in amber containers. 
j. All labwsre, ssmple containers, and sampling apparatus •bov.ld 

be acid-cleaned before use or reuse. 
1. Sample containers, sampling apparatus, tubing, membrane 

filters, filter assemblies, and other labware •hould be 
soaked in acid until metal-free. The amount of cleaning 
necessary ndght depend on the amount of contamination and 
the length of time the item will be in contact with 
samples. For example, if an acidified sample will be 
stored in a sample container for three weeks, ideally the 
container should have been soaked in an acidified metal
free solution for at least three weeks . 

2. It might be desirable to perform initial cleaning, for 
which reagent-grade acid IIISY be used, before the items are 
taken into a clean room. For most metals, items should be 
either (a) soaked in 10 percent concentrated nitric acid at 
50°C for at least one hour, or (bl soaked in SO percent 
concentratej nitric acid at room temperature for at least 
two days; for arsenic and mercury, soaking for up to two 
weeks at 50°C in 10 percent concentrated nitric acid might 
be required. For plastics that might be damaged by strong 
nitric acid, such as polycarbonate and possibly HDPE and 
LOPE, soaking in 10 percent concentrated hydrochloric acid, 
either in place of or before soaking in a nitric acid 
solution, nUght be desirable. 

3. Chromic acid •houl4 DOt be used to clean items that will be 
used in analysis of metals. 

4. Final s oaKing and cleaning ot sample containers, laoware, 
and sampling apparatus aboul4 be performed in a class-100 
clean room using metal-free acid and water. The solution 
in an acid bath ~4 be analyzed periodically to 
demonstrate that it is metal-free. 

k. Labware, sampling apparatus, and sample containers should be 
stored appropriately after cleaning: 
1. After the labware and sampling apparatus are cleaned, they 

may be stored in a clean room in a weak acid bath prepared 
using metal-free acid and water. Before use, the items 
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should be rinsed at least three times 1~ith metal-free 
water. After the fin~ rinse, the it~ns should be moved 
immediately, ~tb the open end pointed down, to a class-100 
clean bench . Items may be dried on a c:lass-100 clean 
bench; items aboQl4 DOt be dried in an oven or with 
laboratory towels . The sampling apparc1tus should be 
assembled in a class-100 clean room or bench and double
bagged in metal-free polyethylene zip-l~ype bags for 
transport to the field; new bags are u:mally metal-free. 

~. After a~le containers are cleaned, they should be filled 
with metal-free water that has been acidified to a pH of 2 
with metal-free nitric acid (about 0.5 mL per liter) for 
storage until use. 

l. Labware, aaD;~ling apparatus , and s~le ccmtainers aboul4 be 
rinsed and not rinsed with sample as nece11sary to prevent high 
and low bias of analytical results becausl! acid-cleaned 
plastic will sorb s~ metals from unacid:ified solutions. 
1. Because a~lea for the dissolved measurement are not 

acidified until after filtration, all nampling apparatus, 
s~le containers, labware, filter holders, membrane 
filters, etc ., that contact the sample before or during 
filtration aboal4 be rinsed with a por1~on of the solution 
and then that portion discarded. 

2. For the total recoverable measurement, labware, etc., that 
contact the saD;~le ~ before it is acidified •hould be 
rinsed with sample, whereas items that contact the sample 
after it is acidified lll:aov.14 DOt be rinsed. For example, 
the sampling apparatus should be rinse1i because the sample 
will not be aci4ified until it is in a sample container, 
but the sample container should not be rinsed if the sample 
will be acidified in the Saqlle container. 

3. lf the total recoverable and di,sso1ved meaBI.tl'ements are to 
be performed on the same sample (rathe;r than on two s~les 
obtained at the same time and place), llll the apparatus and 
la.bware, illclu4ing the sample containeJr, should. be rinsed 
before the sample is placed in the s~~le container; then 
an unacidified aliquot should be removced for the total 
recoverable measurement (and acidified,, digested, etc.) and 
an unaci4ified aliquot should be resrovl!d for the dissolved 
measureJ~~ent (and filtered, acidified, cetc.) (If a 
container is rinsed and filled with saiT!ple and an 
unacidified aliquot is removed for the dissolved 
measurement and then the solution in the container is 
acidified before removal of an aliquot for the total 
recoverable measurement, the resulting measured total 
recoverable concentration' might be bia:sed high because the 
acidification mi~ht desorb metal that lhad been sorbed onto 
the walls of the saqlle container; the amount of bias will 
depend on the relative volwnes in\lblved and on the amount 
of sorption and desorption.) 

m. Field samples •~14 be collected in a ~nner that eliminates 
the potential for contamination from sampling platforms , 
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probes. etc. Exhaust from boots and the direction of wind and 
water currents should be tAken into account . The people who 
collect the samples abou14 be specifically trained on how to 
collect field samples. After collection, All hondlin~ of 
samples in the field that will expose the sample to air sbou~d 
be performed in o portable closs-100 clean bench or glove box. 

n . Samples abould be acidified (after filtration if dissolved 
metal is to be measured) to a pH of less than 2, except that 
the pH ebou14 be len than 1 for mercury. Acidification 
should be done in a clean room or bench, and so it might be 
desirable to wait and acidity samples in a laboratory rather 
than in the field . If samples are acidified in the field, 
metal-free acid can be transported in plastic bottles and 
poured into a plastic container from which acid can be removed 
and added to samples using plastic pipettes. Alternatively, 
plastic automatic dispensers con be used. 

o. Such things as probes and thermometers s boul4 aot be put in 
samples that are to be analyzed for metals. In particular, pH 
electrodes and mercury-in-glass thermometers s boul4 aot be 
used if mercury is to be measured. If pH is measured, it 
sbou14 be done on a separate aliquot. 

p. Sample handling should be minimized. For example, instead of 
pouring a sample into a graduated cylinder to measure the 
volume, the sample can be weighed after being poured into a 
tared container, which is less likely to be subject to error 
than weighing the container from which the sample is poured. 
(For aaltwater samples, the salinity or density should be 
taken into account if weight is converted to volume.) 

q. Each reagent used a boul4 be verified to be metal-free. If 
metal-free reagents are not comnercially available, removal of 
metals will probably be necessary. 

r. For the total recove~oble measurement, samples should be 
digested in o class-100 bench. not in o metallic hood . If 
feasible, digestion should be done in the sOll;)le container by 
acidification and heating. 

s . The longer the time between collection and analysis of 
samples. the greater the chance of contamination, loss, etc. 

t , SOll;lles should be stored in the dark, preferably between 0 and 
4°C with no oir space in the sample container . 

Acbieyinq low detection limits 

a. Extraction of the metal from the sample can be extremely 
useful if it simultaneously concentrates the metal and 
eliminates potential matrix interferences. For example, 
ammonium 1-pyrrolidinedithiocarbamate and/or diethylammonium 
diethyldithiocarbamate can extract cadmium, copper, lead, 
nickel, end zinc (Bruland et ol. 1979; Nriogu et al. 1993). 

b. The detection limit should be less than ten percent of the 
lowest concentration that is to be measured. 
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Ayoidinq interference• 

a . Potential interferences •~4 be assessed for the specific 
instrumental analysis technique used and for each Dletal to be 
-.sured. 

b. If direot analysis is used, the salt present in high-salinity 
saltwater SOll;)les is li~ely to cause interference in most 
inatrumental techniques. 

c. As sta ted above, extraction of the metal from the sample is 
particularly useful beeau:se it simultaneously concentra tes the 
metal and elwnates pot"entiol JMt~ix interference:s. 

poinq blanks to assess contamination 

a. A laboratory (procedura l, method) blank consists of filling a 
sample container with ana lyzed ~•tal-free water and pro~essing 
(filtering , acidifying, etc.) the water through the laboratory 
procedure in exactly the same way as a sample. A laboratory 
blank abaul4 be included in each set of ten or fewer samples 
to check for contamina tion in the laboratory, and sbaQ14 
conta in less than ten percent of the lowest concentration that 
is to be measured. Separate laboratory blanks sboul4 be 
processed for the total recoverable and dissolved 
measurements, if both mea surements are performed. 

b. A field (trip) blank consists of filling a ~le container 
with analyzed metal-free water in the l aboratory, taking the 
container to the site, processing the water through tubing, 
filter, etc.-, collecting the water in a sample container, and 
acidifying the water the same u a field sample. A field 
blank abou14 be processed for each sampling trip. Separate 
field blanks sbould be processed for the total recoverable 
measurement and for the dissolved measurement, if filtrations 
ore performed at the site. Field blanks aboal d be processed 
in the laboratory the same os laboratory blanks. 

Assessing accuracy 

a. A calibration curve sbolll d be determined for each analytical 
run and the calibration should be checked about every tenth 
saq:~le. Calibration solutions aboul d be traceable back to a 
certified standard from the u.s. EPA or the National Institute 
of Science and Technoloqy (NISTI • 

b. A blind standard or a blind calibration solution aboul4 be 
included in each group of about twenty samples. 

c. At least one of the following aboul4 be included in each group 
of about twent~ samples: 
1. A matrix sp~ke (spiked sample: the method of known 

addi tiona) . 
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2. A CRM, if one is available in a matrix that closely 
approximates that of the samples. Values obtained for the 
CRM aboulel be within the published va.lues. 

The concentrations in .·blind standards and solutions, spikes, and 
CRMs aboulel DOt be more than 5 times the median concentration 
expected to be present in the samples. 

Assessing precili2n 

a. A sampling replicate should be included with each set of 
samples collected at each sampling location. 

b. If the volume of the sample is large enough, replicate 
analysis of at least one sample should be performed along with 
each group of about ten samples. 

Special considerations concerning the dissolyed measurement 

Whereas total recoverable measurements are especially subject to 
contamination during digestion, dissolved measurements are 
subject to both loss and contamination during filtration. 
a. Because acid-cleaned plastic sorbs metal from unacidified 

solutions and because samples for the dissolved measurement 
are not acidified be!ore filtration, all sampling apparatus , 
sample containers, labware, filter holders, and membrane 
filters that contact the sample before or during filtration 
should be conditioned by rinsing with a portion of the 
solution and discarding that portion. 

b. Filtrations sbaQ14 be performed using acid-cleaned plastic 
filter holders and a cid-cleaned membrane filters . Samples 
abould DOt be filtered through glass fiber filters, even if 
the filters have been cleaned with acid. If positive-pressure 
filtration is used, the a ir or gas sboulel be passed through a 
0 . 2-pm in-line filter; if vacuum filtration is used, it aboQld 
be performed on a clasa-100 bench. 

c. Plastic filter holders sbould be rinsed and/or dipped between 
filtrations, but they do not have to be soaked between 
filtrations if all the samples contain about the same 
concentrations of metal . It is best to f ilter samples from 
low to high concentrations. A membrane filter shoulel DOt be 
used for more than one filtration. After e~ch filtration, the 
membrane filter ahoml4 be removed and discarded, and the 
filter holder s~ be either rinsed with metal-free water or 
dilute acid and dipped in a metal-free acid bath or rinsed at 
least twice with metal-free dilute acid; finally, the filter 
holder should be rinsed at least twice with metal-free water. 

d. For each sample to be filtered, the filter holder and membrane 
filter should be conditioned with the sample, i.e., an initial 
portion of the sample ahould be filtered and discarded. 

lOS 

The accuracy and prec1s1on of the dissolved measurement abou1Cl be 
assessed periodically . A larve vol~ of a buffered solution 
(such as aerated 0.05 N sodium bicarbonate for analyses in fresh 
water and a combination of sodium bicarbonate and sodium chloride 
tor analyses in sa~t water) should be spiked so that the 
concentration of the metal of interest is in the range of the low 
concentrations that are to be measured. Sufficient SaJIIPles 
sho~d be taken alternately for (a) acidification in the same way 
as after filtration in the dissolved method and (b) filtration 
and acidification using the procedures specified in the dissolved 
method until ten SaJIIPles have been processed in each ,ay. The 
concentration of metal in each of the twenty samples should then 
be determined using the same analytical procedure . The means of 
the two groups of ten measurements should be within 10 percent, 
and the coefficient of variation for each group of tan should be 
less than 20 percent . Any values deleted as outliers aboG14 be 
acknowledged. 

Reporting resulta 

To indicate the quality of the data, reports of results of 
measurements of the concentrations of metals abo91d include a 
description of the blanks, spikes, CRMs, replicates, and 
standards that were run. the number run, end the results 
obtained. ~1 valuea deleted aa outliera eboQ14 be acknawled~ed . 

Additional inforpotion 

The items presented above are some of the ~rtant aspects of 
•clean techniques • ; some aspects of quality assurance and quality 
control are also presented. This is not a definitive treotlllent 
of these topics; additional informetion that ~ght be useful is 
available in such publications as Patterson and settle (19761, 
Zief and Mitchell (19761. Bruland et al. 1197.9), Moody and Beary 
(19821. Moody (19821, Bruland (19831, Adeloju and Bond (19851. 
Berman and Yeats (19851. Byrd and Andreae (1986), Taylor (1987), 
Sakamoto-Arnold (1987), Tramontano et a l. (19871, Pula and 
Barcelona 119891, Windom et al . (19911, U.S. EPA (19921, Horowitz 
et al. (19921, and Nriagu et al. 11993). 
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~1:1: D: R.elatioa.eh1pa bat -ao WDa aD4 tU ch .. h try aD4 
Toxicol ogy of Met a l & 

The aquatic toxicolo~ of metals is complex in pa rt because the 
chemistry of metals in water is complex . Metals usually exist in 
surface water in various combinations of particulate and 
dissolved forms, some of which are toxic and some of which are 
nontoxic. In addition, all toxic fo~ of a metal are not 
necessa rily equally toxic. and various water quality 
ehoracteristics can affect the relative concentrations and/or 
toxicities of some of the forms. 

The toxicity of a metal has sometimes been reported to be 
proportional to the concentration or activity of a specific 
species of the metal. For example, Allen and Hansen (1993) 
summarized reports b¥ several investigators that the toxicity of 
copper is related to the free cupric ion, but other data do not 
support a correlation (Erickson l993a) . For example, Borgmann 
(1983), Chapman and McCrady (1977), and French and Hunt (1986) 
found tha t toxicity expressed on the basis of cupric ion activity 
varied greatly with pH, and Cowan et al. (1986) concluded that at 
least one of the copper hydroxide species is toxic . Further, 
chloride and sulfate salts of calcium, magnesium, potassium, and 
sodium affect the toxicity of tbe cupric ion (Nelson et al. 
1986). Similarly for aluminum, Wilkinson et al. (1993) concluded 
that •mortality wa s best predicted not b¥ the free A11

' activity 
but rather as a function of the sum I< [Al'•J ~ (A1F1') I • and that 
•no longer can the reduction of Al toxicity in the presence of 
organic acids be interpreted simply as a consequence of the 
decrease in the free A11

' conce ntration • . 

Until a model has been demonstrated to explain the quantitative 
relationship between chemical and toxicological measurements, 
aqua tic life criteria should be established in on environmenta lly 
conservative manner with provision for site-specific adjustment. 
Criteria should be expressed in te~ of feasible analytical 
measurements that provide the necessary conservatism without 
substantially inc.reasing the cost of implementation and site
specific adjustment. Thus current aquatic lite criteria for 
meta ls ore expressed in te~ of the total recoverable 
measurement and/or the dissolved measurement, rather than a 
meas urement that would be more difficult to perform and wou1d 
still require empirical adjustment. The WER is operationally 
defined in te~- of chemical and toxicological measurements to 
allow site-specific adjustments that a ccount for differences 
between the toxicity of a metal in laboratory dilution water and 
in site water . 
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forp!!! of Meta ls 

Even if the relationship of toxicity to the fo~ of ~tols is 
not understood well •nough to allow setting site-specific water 
quality criteria without using empirical adjustments, appropriate 
use and interpreta tion of WERs requires on understanding of how 
changes in the r ·elative concentrations of different forms of o 
metal might affect toxicity. Because WERs or e defined on the 
basis of relationships between mea surements of toxicity and 
meosureDenta of total recoverable and/or dissolved metal, the 
toxicologically relevant distinction is between the forms of the 
metal that ore toxic and nontoxic ~ereas the ch~colly relevant 
distinction is between the fo~ that ore dissolved and 
particulate. 'Dissolved metal ' is defined here as ·~tal that 
passes through either a 0. 45-pm or a 0. 40-~ membrane filter • and 
•pa rticulate metal' is de fined a s •total recoverable metal minus 
dissolved metal ' . Metal that is in or on particles that pass 
through the filter is operational~ defined as ' dissolved•. 

In addition, same species of metal can be converted from one form 
to another. Some conversions are the result of reequilibration 
in response to changes in water quality characteristics wherea s 
others are due to such fate processes as oxidation of sulfides 
and/or organic matter. Reequilibration usually occurs f oster 
than fate processes and pro~ly results in any r apid changes 
thot ore due to effluent mixing with receiving water or changes 
in»H a t a gill surface. To account for r apid changes due to 
reequilibration, the terms 'labile' and •re f ractory• will be used 
herein to denote metal species that do and do not readily convert 
to other species when in a nonequilibrium condition, with 
• readi~· r eferring to substantial progression toward equilibrium 
in less than about an hour. Although the toxicity and lability 
of a form of a metal are not merely yes/no properties, but rather 
involve gradations, a simple classification scheme such as this 
should be sufficient to establish the principles regarding how 
WERS a re related to various operationally defined fo~ of metal 
and how this affects the determination and use of WERs. 

Figure Dl presents the classification scheme that results from 
distinguishing fo~ of metal based on analytica l methodology, 
toxicity tests, and lability, as described above. Metal that is 
not measured b¥ the total recoverable measurement is assumed to 
be sufficiently nontoxic and refractory that it will not be 
further considered here . Allowance is mode for toxicity due to 
particula te metal because some data indicate that particulate 
metal might contribute to toxicity and hioaccumulation, although 
other date imp~ that little or no toxicity eon be ascribed to 
particulate metal !Er ickson 1993bl . Even it the toxicity of 
particula te metal is not negligible in a particular situation, a 
dissolved criterion will not be underprotective if the dissolved 
criterion was derived using a dissolved WER (see bel:owl or if 
there are sufficient cOllq)ensotinq factors. 
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Total recoverable metal 
Dissolved 

Nontoxic 
Labile 
Refractory 

Toxic 
Labile 

Particulate 
Nontoxic 

Labile 
Refractory 

Toxic 
Labile 

Metal not measured by the total recoverable measurement. 

Not only can some changes in water quality characteristics shift 
the relative concentrations of toxic and nontoxic labile species 
of a metal, some changes in water quality can also increase or 
decrease the toxicities of the toxic species of a metal and/or 
the sensitivities of aquatic organiali)S. Such changes migbt be 
caused by (a) a change in ionic strength that affects the 
activity of toxic species of the metal in water, lbl a 
physiological .effect whereby an ion affects the permeability of a 
membrane and thereby alters both uptake and apparent toxicity, 
and (c) toxicological additivity, synergism, or antagonism due to 
effects within the organism. 

Another possible coaplication is that a form of metal that. is 
toxic to one aquatic organism acight not be toxic to another , 
Although such differences between organisms have not been 
demonstrated, the possibility cannot be ruled out. 

Tbe Importance of Lability 

The only common metal measurement that can be validly 
extrapolated from the effluent and the upstream water to the 
downstream water merely by taking dilution into account is the 
total recoverable measurement. A major reason this measurement 
is so useful is because it is the only measurement that obeys the 
law of ~~~ass balance (i.e., it is the only measurement that is 
conservative) . Other metal measurements usually do not obey the 
law of mass balance because they measure some, but not all, of 
the labile species of metals. A measurement of refractory metal 
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would be conservative in terms of changes in ~~ater quality 
characteristics, but not necessarily in regards to fate 
processes; aucb a Jneaaureznent has not been de11eloped, however. 

Permit limits apply to effluents, whereaa wattsr quality criteria 
apply to surface watera. If permit ·limits ancS water quality 
criteria are both expressed in terms of total recoverable metal, 
extrapolations from effluent to surface water only need to take 
dilution into account and can be performed as mass balance 
calculations. If either permit limits or watt!r quality criteria 
or both are expressed in terma of any other netal measurement, 
lability needs to be taken into account, even if both are 
expressed in terJU of the San! measurell!ellt. 

Extrapolations concerning labile species ot n!tals from effluent 
to surface water depend to a large extant on t:he differences 
bet-en the water quality characteristics of l:he effluent and 
those of the surface water. Although equilib1rium ~Wdels of the 
speciation of metals can provide insight, the inte~actions are 
too cc:.q~lex to be able to make useful noneq>ilrical extrapolations 
from a wide variety of effluents to a wide v~riety of surface 
waters of either fa) the speciation of the nsl:al or fbi a metal 
measurement other than total recoverable. 

Empirical extrapolations con be performed fai1rly easily and the 
1110st ccmmon case will probably occur when penait limits are based 
on the total recoverable measurement but wate1r quality criteria 
are based on the dissolved neasurement. The •~irical 
extrapolation is intended to answer the quest:ion "WNit percent of 
the total recoverable netal in the effluent ~'comes dissolved in 
the downstream water?• Thia questi on can be 11nswered by: 
a . Collecting s~les of efflu.ent and upstrea~n water. 
b. Measuring total recoverable 1netal and dissc)lvad metal in both 

sau;>les. 
a . Combining aliquots of the two sau;>les in the ratio of the 

flows when the SaD~Ples were obtained and mixing tor an 
appropriate period of time under approprial:e conditions , 

d. Measuring total recoverable netal and disst3lved metal in the 
mixture. 

An e~t4q~le is presented in Figure D2. This p<arcentage cannot be 
extrapolated fr0111 one metal to another or frOln one effluent to 
another . The data needed to calculate the pe1rcentage will be 
obtained each time a WER is determined usi,ng /Simulated downstream 
water if both dissolved and total recoverable 1netal are measured 
in the effluent, upstream water, and si1111.1lated downstream water. 

The i.nterpretation of the percentage is not noBcessarily as 
atraightforward as might be assumed. For exa~~le, some of the 
metal that is dissolved in the upstreaJJ~ water might sorb onto 
particulate matter in the effluent, which can be viewed as a 
detoxification of the upstream water by the e·ffluent. Regardless 
of the interpretation, the described procedur•e provides a simple 
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way of relating the total recoverable concentration in the 
effluent to the concentration of concern in the downstream water . 
Because this empirical extrapolation can be-used with any 
analytical Jnea surement that is chosen as the basis for expression 
of aquatic life criteria, use of the total recoverable 
measureJnent to express pe~t limits on effluents does not place 
a ny restrictions on which analytical -asurement can be used to 
express criteria. Further, even if both criteria and pe~t 
limits are expressed in tenns of a -asurement such as dissolved 
Jnetal, an empir~cal extrapolation would still be necessary 
because dissolved metal is not likely to be conservative from 
effluent to downstream water. 

Merjts of Tptal Recoverable and Dissolved WEBs and Criteria 

A WER is operationally defined as the value of an endpoint 
obtained with a toxicity test using site water divided by the 
value of the same endpoint obtained with the same toxicity test 
using a labora tory dilution water. Therefore, just as aquatic 
life criteria c an be expressed in terms of either the total 
recoverable ~~~easurement or the dissolved measurement, so can 
WERs. A pair of side-by-side toxicity tests can produce both a 
total recoverable WER and a dissolved WER if the metal in the 
test solutions in both of the tests is measured using both 
methods. A total recoverable WER is obtained by dividing 
endpoints that were calculated on the basis ot total recoverable 
metal. whereas a dissolved WER is obtained by dividing endpoints 
that were calculated on the basis of dissolved metal. Because of 
the way they are determined, a total recoverable WER is used to 
calculate a total recoverable site-specific criterion from a 
national, state, or recalculated aquatic life criterion that is 
expressed using the total recoverable measurement. whereas a 
dissolved WER is used to calculate a dissolved site-specific 
criterion from a national, state, or recalculated criterion that 
is expressed in terms of tbe dissolved measurement. 

In terms of the classification scheme given in Figure 01, the 
basic relationship between a total recoverable national water 
quality criterion and a tota l recoverable ~ is: 
• 11. tota l recoverable criterion treats all the toxic and 

nontoxic metal in the site water as if its average 
toxicity were the same as the average toxicity of all 
the toxic a nd nontoxic meta l in the toxicity tests in 
laboratory dilution water on which the criterion is 
based. 

• 11. total recoverable ~ is a measurement of the actual 
ratio of the average toxicities of the total 
recoverable metal and replaces the assumption that 
the ratio is 1. 
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Similarly, the basic relationship between a dissolved notional 
criterion and a dissolved~ is: 
• A disao~ved criterion trea ts a ll the toxic and nontoxic 

dissolved meta l in tbe site water as if its averag~ 
toxicity were the same as the average toxicity of a ll 
the toxic and nontoxic dissolved INital in the 
toxicity tests in labora tory dilution wa ter on which 
the criterion ia based. 

• A dissolved ~ is a meesurement of the actual ratio of 
tbe overage toxicities of the dissolved metal and 
replaces the assumption that the r a tio is 1. 

In both eases, use of a criterion without a WER involves 
1111asurement of toxicity in laboratory dilution water but only 
prediction of toxicity in site water. whereas use of a criterion 
~ a WER involves measurement of toxicity in both laboratory 
dilution water and site water. 

When WERa are used to derive site-specific criteria , the total 
recoverable and dissolved approach~& are inherently consistent. 
They are consistent because the toxic effects c aused by the metal 
in the toxicity tests do not depend on what chemical measurements 
a re performed; the same number of organiai!IS are killed in t he 
acut e lethality tests regardless of what , if any, ~~~tasurements of 
the concentration of the metal are 1110de. The only difference is 
the chemica l measurement to which the toxicity i s referenced. 
Dissolved WERs can be derived fr0111 the same pai.ra of toxicity 
tests fr0111 which total recoverable WERs are derived, if the metal 
in the tests is measured using both the total recoverable and 
dissolved measurements. Both approaches start at the same place 
(i.e., the amount of toxicity observed in l abora tory dilution 
water) and end at the sAllie pla ce (i.e., the amount of toxicity 
observed in site water). The combina tion of a tota l recoverable 
criterion and WER a ccomplish the same thing as the combination of 
a dissolved criterion and WER. By extension, whenever a 
criterion and a WER based on the same measurement of the metal 
are used together, they will end up a t the same place. Because 
use of a total recoverable criterion with a tota l recoverable ~ 
ends up at exactly the same place as use of a dissolved crite;ion 
with a dissolved ~. whenever one WER is determined, both should 
be determined to a llow Ia ) a . check on the analytical chemistry, 
!bl use of the inherent internal consistency to check that tbe 
data are used correctly, and (c) the option of using either 
approach in the deri~ation of permit limits. 

An examination of how the two approaches !the total recoverable 
approach and the dissolved approach) address the four relevant 
forms of metal (toxic and nontoxic particulate ~~~etol and toxic 
and nontoxic dissolved metal) in laboratory dilution water and in 
site water further explains why the two approaches are inherently 
consistent. Here, only the way in which the two approaches 
address each o f the four forms of metal in site water will be 
co.nsidered: 
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a. Toxic dissolved metal: 
This form contributes to the toxicity of the site water and 
is measured by both chemical measurements. If this is the 
only form of metal present , the two WERs will be the sa.me. 

b. Nontoxic dissolved metal: 
This form does not contribute to the toxicity of the site 
water, but it is measured by both chemical measurements. 
If this is the only form of metal present, the two WERs 
will be the same. (Nontoxic dissolved metal can be the 
only form present, however. only if all of the nontoxic 
dissolved ~tal present is refractory. If any labile 
nontoxic dissolved metal is present, equilibrium will 
require that some toxic dissolved metal also be present.) 

c. Toxic particulate metal: 
This form contributes to the toxicological measurement in 
both approaches; it is measured by the total recoverable 
measurement, but not by the dissolved measurement. Even 
though it is not measured by the dissolved measurement, its 
presence is accounted for in the dissolved approach because 
it increases the toxicity of the site water and thereby 
decreases the dissolved WER. It is accounted for because 
it makes the dissolved metal appear to be more toxic than 
it is. Most toxic particulate metal is probably not toxic 
when it is particulate; it becomes toxic when it is 
dissolved at the gill surface or in the digestive system; 
in the surface water, however, it is measured as 
particulate metal. 

d. Nontoxic particulate metal: 
This form does not contribute to the toxicity of the site 
water; it is measured by the total recoverable measurement, 
but not by the dissolved measurement. Because it is 
measured by the total recoverable measurement, but not by 
the dissolved measurement, it causes the total recoverable 
WER to be higher than the dissolved WER. 

In addition to dealing with the four forms of metal similarly, 
the WERs used in the two approaches comparably take synergism, 
antagonism, and additivity into account. Synergism and 
additivity in the site water increase its toxicity and therefore 
decrease the WER; in contrast, antagonism in the site water 
decreases toxicity and increases the WER. 

Each of the four forms of metal is appropriately taken into 
account because use of the WERs makes the two approaches 
internally consistent. In addition, although experimental 
variation will cause the measured WERs to deviate from the actual 
WERs. the measured WERs will be internally consistent with the 
data from which they were generated. If the percent dissolved is 
the same at the test endpoint in the two waters, the two WERs 
will be the same. If the percent of the total recoverable metal 
that is dissolved in laboratory dilution water is less than 100 
percent. changing from the total recoverable measurement to the 
dissolved measurement will lower the criterion but it will 
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comparably lower the denominator in the WER, thus increasing the 
WER. If the percent of the total recoverable metal that is 
dissolved in the site water is less than 100 percent, chAnging 
.from the total recoverable measurement to the dissolved . 
measurement will lower the concentration in the site water that 
is to be coarpa_red with the c.riterion, but it also lowers the 
numerator in the WER, thus lowering the WER . Thus when WE:Rs are 
used to adjust criteria, the total recoverable approach and the 
dissolved approach result in the same interpretations of 
concentrations in the site water (see Figure DJI and in the same 
maximum acceptable concentrations in effluents (see Figure 04). 

Thus, if WERs are based on toxicity tests whose endpoints equal 
the CHC or CCC and if both approaches are used correctly, the two 
measurements will produce the same results because each WER is 
based on measureznents on the site water and then the WER is used 
to calculate the site-specific criterion that app.lies to the site 
water when the sazne chemical measurement is used to express the 
site-specific criterion. The equivalency of the two approaches 
applies if they are based on the same s!IJI"C)le of site water . When 
they are applied to multiple samples, the approaches can differ 
depending on how the results from replicate samples are used: 
a. If an appropriate averaging process is used, the two will be 

equivalent . 
b. If the lowest value ia used, the two approaches will probably 

be equivalent only if the lowest dissolved WBR and the lowest 
total recoverable WER were obtained using the same sample of 
site water. 

There ere several advantages to using a dissolved criterion even 
when a dissolved WER is not used. In some situations use of a 
dissolved criterion to interpret results of measurements of the 
concentretion of dissolved metal in site water might de1110nstrate 
that there ia no need to determine either a total recoverable WER 
or a dissolved WBR. This would occur when so 11111ch of the totel 
recoverable metel was nontoxic perticulate metal that even though 
the total recoverable criterion was exceeded, the corresponding 
dissolved criterion was not exceeded. The particulate metal 
llligbt come from an effluent. a resuspension .event, or runoff that 
washed particulates into the body of water. In such a situation 
the total recoverable WER would also show that the site-specific 
criterion was not exceeded, but there would be no need to 
determine a WER if the criterion were expressed on the basis of 
the dissolved measurement. If the variation over time in the 
concentration of particulate metal is much greater t han the 
va~iation in the concentration of disaolved metal, both the total 
recoverable concentration end the total recoverable WER are 
likely to vary so much over time that a dissolved criterion would 
be =uch more ~seful than a total recoverable criterion. 
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Use of a dissolved criterion without a dissolved WER has three 
disadvantages, however: 
1. Nontoxic dissolved metal in the site water is treated as if it 

is toxic. 
2 . Any toxicity due to particulate metal in the site water is 

ignored. 
3 . Synergism, antagonism, and additivity in the site water are 

not taken into account . 
Use of a dissolved criterion ~ a dissolved WER overcomes all 
three problems. For example, if (al the total recoverable 
concentration greatly exceeds the total recoverable criterion, 
(b) the dissolved concentration is below the dissolved criterion, 
and (c) there is concern about the possibility of toxicity of 
particulate metal, the determination of a dissolved WER would 
demonstrate whether toxicity due to particulate metal is 
measurable. 

Similarly, use of a total recoverable criterion without a total 
recoverable WER has three comparabLe disadvantages: 
1. Nontoxic dissolved metal in site water is treated as if it is 

toxic. 
2. Nontoxic particulate metal in site water is treated as if it 

is toxic . 
3. Synergism, antagonism, and additivity in site water are not 

taken into account. 
Use of a total recoverable criterion ~ a total recoverable WER 
overcomes all three problems. For example, determination of a 
total recoverable WER would prevent nontoxic particulate metal 
(as well as nontoxic dissolved metal) in the site water from 
being treated as if it is toxic . 

Relationships between WEBs and the forms of Metal s 

Probab~ the best way to understand what WERs can and cannot do 
is to understand the relationships between WERs and the forms of 
metals. A WER is calculated py dividing the concentration of a 
metal that corresponds to a toxicity endpoint in a site water by 
the concentration of the same metal that corresponds to the same 
toxicity endpoint in a laboratory dilution water . Therefore, 
using the classification scheme given in Figure 01: 

The subscripts • s• and • L • denote site water and laboratory 
dilution water, respectively, and: 

II ~ the concentration of aefractory metal in a water . (By 
definition, all refractory metal is nontoxic metal.) 
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N the concentration of Hontoxic labile metal in a water . 

T the concentration of ~oxic labile metal in a water . 

&N • the concentration of metal added during a WER determination 
that is Hontoxic labile metal after it is added. 

AT • the concentration of metal added during a WER determination 
that is ~c labile metal after it is added. 

For a total recoverable WER·, each of these five concentrations 
includes both particulate and dissolved metal, if both are 
present; for a dissolved WER only dissolved metal is included. 

Because the two side-by-side tests use the Sllllle endpoint and are 
conducted under identical conditions with comparable test 
organiSIIIII, :r, • .:r, • :r, + •TL when the toxic species of the metal 
are equally toxic in the two waters. If a difference in water 
quality causes one or more of the toxic species of the metal to 
be more toxic in one water than the other . or causes a shift in 
the ra.tios of various toxic species, we can define 

Thus H is a multiplier that accounts for a proportional increase 
or decrease in the toxicity of the toxic forms in site water as 
compared to their toxicities in laboratory~ dilution water. 
Therefore, the- general WER equation is: 

Several things are obvious from this equation: 
1. A WER should not be thought of as a $imple ratio such as H. 

H is the ratio of the toxicities of the toxic species of the 
metal. whereas the WER is the ratio o( the sum of the toxic 
and the nontoxic species of the metal. Only under a very 
specific set of conditions will JI8R • s . If these conditions 
are satisfied and if. in addition, H • 1. then Jt.BR • 1. 
Although it might seem that all o~ these conditions will 
rarely be satisfied, it is not all that rare to find that an 
experimentally deterucined WER is close to 1. 

2 . When the concentration of metal in laboratory dilution water 
is negligible, IlL • NL • T, • o and 
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Even though laboratory dilution water is low in TOC and TSS, 
when metals are added to laboratory dilution water in toxicity 
tests, 1ons such as hydroxide, carbonate, and chloride react 
with some metal s to form some particulate species and ~ome 
dissolved species, both of which might be toxic or nontoxic. 
The metal species that are nontoxic contribute to £H,, whereas 
those that are toxic contribute to .r,. Hydroxide, carbonate, 
chloride, TOC. and TSS can increase £N1 • Anything that causes 
£N1 to differ from AN, will cause the WER to differ from 1. 

3. Refractory metal and nontoxic labile metal in the site water 
above that in the laboratory dilution water will increase the 
WER. Therefore, if the WBR is determined in downstream water, 
rather than in upstream water, the WER will be increased by 
refractory metal and nontoxic labile metal in the effluent. 

Thus there are three major reasons why WERs might be larger or 
smaller than 1: 
a. The toxic species of the metal might be more toxic in one 

water than in the other, i.e., H .. ~. 
b. £N mdght be higher in one water than in the other. 
c. R and/or N mdght be higher in one water than in the other. 

The last reason might have great practical iDportance in some 
situations. When a WER is determdned in downstream water, if 
most of the metal in the effluent is nontoxic, the WER and the 
endpoint in site water will correlate with the concentration of 
metal in the site water. In addition, they will depend on the 
concentration of metal in the effluent and the concentration of 
effluent in the site water. This correlation will be best for 
refractory llletal because its toxicity cannot be affected by water 
qualit~ cha~acteristics; even if the effluent and upstream water 
are qu:a.te dl.fferent so that the water quality characteristics of 
the site water depend on the percent effluent, the toxicity of 
the refractory metal will remain constant at zero and the portion 
of the WER that is due to refractory metal will be additive. 

'Q)e Oependence of WE'f!s on the Sensitivity of Toxicity Tests 

It would be desirable if the magnitude of the WER for a site 
water were independent of tbe toxicity test used in the 
determination of the WER, so that any convenient toxicity teat 
could be used . It can be seen from the general WER equation that 
the WER will be independent of the toxicity test only if: 

lfB:R • Rcr .. • •r .. > • H 
tr, • .r,) ' 

which would require that R• • "• • ...,, • IlL • N, • .a, • o. (It would 
be easy to assume that r, • o, but it can be misleading in some 
situations to make more simplifications than are necessary.) 
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This is the simplistic concept of a WER that would be 
advantageous if it -re true, but which i8 not likely to be true 
very often. Any situa tion in which one or 1110re of the terms is 
greater than ze ro can ca use the WER to depend on the sensitivity 
of the toxicity test, a lthough the difference in the WERa might 
be small. 

'lVo situations that might be common can illustrate how the WER 
can depend on the sensitivity of the toxicity teat. For these 
illustrations,. there is no advanta ge to assuming that H . 1 ao 
B will be reta ined for generality. ' 
1. 'nle simplest situation is when 111 > o, i.e .. when a 

substantial concentration of refractory metal occurs in the 
site wate r. If, for simplifica tion, it is a ssumed that 
111 • ... • 11, • ~~~ • ...,, • o , then: 

WBil • II• + N ( r,. + &T,) • 11, H 
tr .. + . r,) (r, + . r,l • · 

'nle quantity 2'" • "'"" obviously changes a a the sensitivity of 
the toxicity teat changes. When • • • o, then WBR • H and the 
WER is independent of the sensitivity of the toxicity teat. 
When II• > o, then the WER will decreaae as the aenaitivity of 
the tea t decreases because r, • •r, will increaae. 

2. More coq)licated situations occur when (N1 • £N• ) > o. If, for 
aimplif ication, it is assumed that • • • Jt, • N, • £N, • o, then: 

WBil • (Jr• + .._.,• ) • H!r, • •T,I • (N• + 6H• ) • H . 
(2·, • .r,i lr, • •r,i 

a. If CH• • 6N• ) > o because the site water contains a 
substantial concentration of a complexing agent that has an 
affinity for the meta l and if complexation converts toxic 
metal into nontoxic metal. the complexation reaction will 
control the toxicity of the solution (Allen 1993). A 
c:c:q,lexation curve can be graphed in several ways. but the 
S-shaped curve presented in Figure OS is moat convenient 
here. The vertical axis is •t uncomplexed• , which i s 
a ssumed to correla te with •t toxic • . The •t c<lll;)lexed ' is 
then the ., nontoxic• . The ratio of nontoxic meta l to 
toxic meta l is: 

\noatax1C' • t C'C!!!!plu.cf 
\ tax1C' t l.lllC'CIIJIIlU:«f • v . 

For the complexed nontoxic metal: 

v . conc.Dtra c:1on o£ .DODtax1c - ul 
COilc-ntra t.1on of tOile -t&J 
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ln the site water, the concentration of complexed nontoxic 
metal is (N• + AN,l and the concentration of toxic metal is 
cr~ • •T,l. so that: 

V. IN, • AN,) (N1 + AN,) 
• • ( r, • .r,i • HC r .. • .r~.i ' 

and 

lltliR. v,ecr .. • .r,l • HIT, • .. r,.) • v,. .. 8 _HI .. 1 (r, • •r,) ,. v, 1 

If the WER is determined using a sensitive to.xicity test so 
that the' uncamplexed !i .e . , the\ toxic) is 10 \. then 
v, • 190 ' l/11 0 " • 9, whereas if a less sensiti ve test is 
used so that the ' uncomplexed is 50 '· then 
V1 • (SO ' l/(50 ' ' • 1 . Therefore, it a portion of the WER is 
due to a complexing agent in the site water. the ~gnitude 
of the WER can decrease as the sensitivity of the toxicity 
test decreases because the ' uncomplexed will decrease. In 
these situations, the largest WER will be obtained with the 
most sensitive toxicity test : progressively s~ller WERs 
will be obtained with less sensitive toxicity tests. The 
magnitude of a WER will depend not only on the sensitivity 
of the toxicity test but also on the concentrati on of the 
complexino agent and on its binding constant (complexation 
constant, scability constant ). In addition, the bi nding 
constants of most camplexing agents depend on pH. 

If the laboratory dilution water contains a low 
concentra tion of a complexing agent, 

and 

The binding constant of the complexino agent in the 
laboratory dilution water is probably different from that 
of the complexing agent in the site water. Al though 
changing from a more sensitive test to a less sensi tive 
test will decrease both v, and v, , tbe amount of effect is 
not likely to be proportional. 

If the ch.ange from a more sensitive test to a less 
sensitive test were to decrease v, proportionately more 
than v.,, the change could result in a larger WER, rather 
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then a smaller WER, as resulted in the case above when it 
was assumed that the laboratory dilution water did not 
contain any complexing agent. This is probably most likely 
to occur it H • 1 and if v, < v.,, which would mean that 
liD < 1. Although this is likely to be a rare situation, 
it does demonatrate again the· importance of determining 
WBRs using toxicity tests that have endpoints in laboratory 
dilution water that are close to the CHC or CCC to which 
the WBR is to be applied. 

b. If IN, + AM.J > 0 because the site water contains a 
substantia l concentration of an ion that will precipitate 
the metal of concern and if precipitation converts toxic 
metal into nontoxic metal , the precipitation reaction will 
control the toxicity of the solution. The •precipitation 
curve• given in Figure 06 is analogous to the ' cOII;)lexation 
curve• given in Figure OS; in the precipitation curve, the 
vertical axis i1 •\ dissolved•, which ia assumed to 
correla te with' ' toxic• . If the endpoint for a toxicity 
test is below the solubility limit of the precipitate, 
(N, • IJI,l • 0. whereas if the endpoint for a toxicity test 
il above the solubility limit, (N, • AN11l > o. If WERs are 
determined with a aeries of toxicity teats that have 
increasing endpoints that are above the 1olubility limit. 
the WER will reach a maximum value and then decrease. The 
magnitude of the WER will depend not only on the 
sensitivity of the toxicity tes t but also on the 
concentration of the precipitating agent. the solubility 
limit, and the solubility of the precipitate . 

Thus, depending on the composition of the site water, a WER 
obtained with an insensitive test might be larger, smaller, or 
simila r to a WER obtained with a sensitive teet. Because of the 
range of possibilities that exist, the bes t toxicity teat to use 
in the experimental detexmination of a WBR is one whose endpoint 
in laboratory dilution water is close to the CMC or CCC that is 
to be adjusted . This is the rationale that was used in the 
selection of the toxicity tests that are suggested in Appendix I . 

The available data indicate that a less sensitive toxicity test 
usually gives a s~ller WER than a more sensitive test (Hansen 
1993a). Thus, use of toxicity tests whose endpoints are higher 
than the CHC or CCC probably will not result in underprotection; 
in contrast, use of tests whose endpoints are substantially below 
the CMC or CCC might result in underprotection . 

The f actors that cause 11, and (N1 • 4N,l to be greater than zero 
are all external to the test organisms; they are chemical effects 
that affect the meta l in the water. The ~gnitude of the WER is 
therefore expected to depend on the toxicity test used only in 
regard to the. sensitivity of the test. If the endpoints for two 
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different teats occur at the •~ concentration oL the metal , tht 
JMgnitude of the WERa obtained with the two tests should be the 
same; they should not depend on (a ) the duration of the teat, (b) 
wbetber the enc!point is based on a lethal or sublethal efLect, or 
(cl whether the species is a vertebrate or an invertebrate . 

Another interesting consequence of the chemistry of complexation 
is that the t unc~lexed will i ncrease if the solution is 
diluted (Allen and Hansen 1993 I . The concentration of total 
- t al will decrease with dilution but the t unc~lexed will 
increase. The increase will not offset the decrease and so the 
concentration of unc~lexed meta~ will decrease. 't'bus the 
portion of a W!:R that i.e due to c~lexation will not be strictly 
additive (see Appendix G), but the amount of nonadditivity might 
be difficult to detect in toxicity studies of additivity . A 
similar effect of dilution will occur for precipitation . 

The illuatrationa presented above were simplified to malce it 
easier to understand the lcindl of effects that can occur . The 
illustrations ore qualitatively valid and demonstrate the 
direction of the effects, but re~-world situations wil~ probably 
be ao much more c~licoted that the various effects cannot be 
dealt with separately . 

Qther Propertiel of WBH• 
1. Because of t he variety of factors that ean affect W£Ra, no 

rationale exiats at present for extrapolating ~ from one 
-tal to another, from one effluent. to another, or frail one 
surface water to another . 't'bus WERs should be individ~ly 
determined for each met~ at each site . 

2. The 1110et ~rtant info%D&tion that the determinati on of a WE:R 
provides i1 whether a~ated and/or a ctual downstrea. water 
adver1ely affect• t eat organi.-. that are sensitive to the 
metal . A WER cannot indicate bow 111\.lch metal needs to be 
rei!O'Ved frOID or bow 111Ucb metal can be edded to an effluent . 
a . If the site water alreadY contains aufficient oetal that it 

ia tOKic to the test orvani-. a WER cannot be determined 
with a sensitive t est and so an insensitive teet will have 
to be used . r:ven if a WBR could be detarmined with a 
aenaitive teat, the WBR cannot indicate how much metal has 
to be r~ved . For ~le, if a WER indicated that there 
was 20 percent too much metal in an effluent, a 30 percent 
reduction by the discharger would not. reduce toxicity if 
only nontoxic -tal was removed . The next WER 
determination would show that the effluent atill contained 
too aruch metal . Removing metal is uaeful onlY if the ~~~etal 
removed is toxic metal. Reducing the total recoverable 
concentration does not necessarily reduce toxicity. 
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b. If the simul ated or a ctual downstream water is not toxic. a 
WBR can be determined and used to calculate how much 
addition~ metal the effluent could contain and atill be 
acceptable. Because an unlimited amount of rafra ctozy 
-tal can be &dded to the effluent without effecting the 
organisms, what the WER actually determines is how much 
additional toxic oetol con be added to the effluent. 

3. Tbe effluent c~nent of nearly all W!Ra ia likely to be due 
mostly to either Ia) a reduction i n toxicity of th~ metal by 
TSS or TOC, or (b) the presence of refractory metal . For both 
of these, if the percentage of effluent in the downstream 
water decreases, the magnitude of the WER will Ulual1y 
decreaae. ~f the water quality characteriatica of the 
effluent and the upstream water are quite different, it is 
possible that the interaction will not be additive; this can 
affect the portion of the weft that i• due to reduced toxicity 
caused by sorption and/or binding, but it cannot affect t he 
gortion of the WBR t hat is due to refractory metal. 

C. Teat orqoni- are fed during aome toxicity teete, but not 
during others; it ia not clear whether a WER determined in a 
ted test will differ frOID a WER determined in an unfed teet . 
Whether there ie a difference i e likely to depend on the 
metal, the type and amount of food , and whether a total 
recoverable or dissolved WER ia determined . This can be 
ev~uated by determining two W£Ra u.aing 11 teat in which the 
organi~ usually are not fed - one WER with no food added to 
the tests and one with food added to the teste. ~ effect of 
food is probably due to an i ncrease in TOC and/or TSS . rf 
food increases the concentration of nontoxic metal in both the 
laboratory dilution water and the site water, t he food will 
probably decrease the WBR. Because ~lexes of metals are 
usually aoluble, e~lexetion i s likely to lower both tot~ 
recoverable and dieeolved WIIIU ; sorption to aolida will 
probably reduce only total recoverable WERa. The food might 
oleo affect the acute- chronic ratio . ~ feeding during a 
test. should be limited to the lllinialum nece .. ary . 

8AnQCI of Act.uol MeAsured WE8I 

The a cceptable wmu found by Brunga et al . (1992 l -re total 
recoverable WBRII that were determined in relatively clean fresh 
water. These WBRII ranged frail about 1 to 15 for both copper and 
cadmium, whereas they ranged frCIII\ about 0. 7 to 3 for zinc. The 
few WERs that were available for chromium, lead, and nickel 
ranged fr0111 about 1 to 6. Both the total recoverable and 
dissolved wmu for copper in New York harbor range from about 0. 4 
to 4 with 1110st of the wefts being between 1 and 2 (Hansen 1993b) . 
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Pi;uz. D2: Ac ~1• ot tba -.pirical txtr~lation Proceaa 

Asswne the f ollowing l}ypothet i c:al effluent and upstream water: 

Bftluent: 
T•: 
D•: 
o.: 

100 ug/L 
10 ug/L 
24 cfs 

Upstream woter~ 
r.,: 40 ug/L 
D.,: 38 ug/L 
o.,: 48 cfs 

Downstrelllll 
.T., : 
~~ 
o,: 

where: 

water: 
60 ug/L 
36 ug/L 
72 cfs 

(10 t dissolved) 

(95 ' dissolveg) 

(60 ' dissolved) 

T concentration of total recoverable metal . 
D : concentration of di ssolved metal. 
() a flow . 

The subscripts E. U, and D signify effluent , upstream water, and 
downstream water, respectively. 

By conservati on of flow; 0, • o. + ()11 • 

By conservation of total recoverable metal: TA • T,P6 + Tr/}11 • 

If p ; the percent of the total recoverable metal in tne 
effluent .that becomes dissolved in the downstream water, 

p • 100 tD,Qz, - D,P"' 
r,p. 

For the data given above, the percent of the total rec:overable 
metal in the effluent that becomes dissolved in the downstream 
woter ia: 

P • 100 I (36 ug{L) (72 cfa) - (38 ui/L) (U cfal) • 32 ' 
(loo ug/L) (2·• cts) ' 

which is greater than the 10 t dissolved in the effluent and l ess 
than the 60 t dissolved in the downstream water. 
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'ftle internal con.sist~cy of the total recoverable and dissolved 
approaches can be illustrated by considering the use of WERs to 
interpret the total recoverable and dissolved concentrations of a 
metal in a site water. Por this hypothetical example, it will be 
assua.d that the national CCCs for the metal are: 

200 ug/L as total recove~le metal. 
160 ug/L as dissolved metal . 

It will ·also be ass~ that the concentrations of the metal in 
the site water are: 

300 ug/L as total recoverable metal . 
120 ug/L as dissolved metal . 

The total recoverable concentration in the site water exceeds the 
national CCC, but the dissolved ooncentrst ion does not. 

The following results might be obtained if WERs are determined : 

In L4b9ratory pilution Water 
Total recoverable LC50 = 400 ug/L. 

t of the total recoverable metal that is dissolved: 80 . 
C'nlis ia baaed on the ratio of the national cccs, 
which were determined in laboratory dilution water. l 

Dissolved LC50 c 320 ug/L . 

In Site Water 
Total recoverable LC50 c 620 ug/L. 

t of the total recoverable metal that is dissolved: 40. 
CThis is based on the data given above for site water) . 

Dissolved LCSO c 248 ug/L. 

~ 
Total recoverable WBR • !620 ug/L)/(400 ug/L) • 1.55 
Dissolved WBR • (248 ug/Ll/1320 ug/Ll ~ 0.775 

Cbeckinq the Calculations 

Tot&l r--rable WII:R • ~ • lab .. cer' d.taaol...ct • ~. 2 Dlaao.1Y1id Q:ll 0. 77 5 a .tee .. ter t dlssol...ct 40 

Site-specific cccs cascccs l 

Total recoverable saccc : 1200 ug/Ll (1 , 551 ~ 310 ug/L . 
Dissolved saCCC a (160 ug/ Ll (0.775) = 124 ug / L. 

8oth concentTations in site woter are below the respective 
ssCCCs . 
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In contrast, the following results might have been obtained when 
the WERs were determined: 

In L4b9ratory pilution Water 
Total recoverable LCSO z 400 ug/L. 

' of the total recoverable metal that is dissolved • 80. 
Dissolved LCSO • 320 ug/L. 

In Site WAter 
Total recoverable LCSO • 580 ug/L. 

t of the total recoverable metal that is dissolved • 40. 
Dissolved LC50 a 232 uo/L. 

Db 
Tota l recoverable WER z (580 ug/L)/(400 ug/L) c 1.45 
Dissolved WER • (232 ug/LI/(320 ug/L) = 0 . 725 

Checking the Calculations 

Total reco.,.r&bJ• wm1 • 1.&5 J~ .. ter ' d1esolvwd • eo • 2 Dl••olWd MI:R o:72S • •l te ,..t•r • dl .. olvwd &0 

Site-specific CQCs lssCCCsl 

Total recoverable ssccc » 1200 ug/Ll 11. 451 a 290 ug/~. 
Dissolved ss~CC • (160 ug/L) (0.725) ; ll6 ug/~. 

In this case, both concentrations in site water are above the 
respective ssCCCs . 

~ each case, both approac.hes resulted in the same conclus1on 
concerning whether the concentra tion i n site water exceeds the 
site-specific criterion. 

~e two key assumptions a re: 
1. The r a tio of total recoverable metal to dissolved metal in 

l abora tory dilution water when the WERs are determined equals 
the r a tio of the national CCCs. 

2. The r a tio of total recoverable metal to dissolved metal in 
site water when the WERs are determined equals the ratio of 
the concentrations reported in the site water. 

Differences in the ratios that are outside the range of 
experimental variation will c ause probl~ for t~e derivation of 
site-specific criteri a and, the refore, w1th the 1nterna l 
consistency of the t wo approaches. 
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Hypothetical upstream water and effluent will be used to 
demonstrate the equivalence of the tota l recoverable and 
dissolved approaches. The upstream weter and the effluent will 
be assumed to have specific properties in order to a llow 
ca lculation of the properties o f the downstream water, which will 
be assumed to be a 1:1 mixture of the upstream water and 
effluent. I t will also be a ssumed that the r a tios of the f orms 
of the ~tal in the upstream water and in t he effluent do not 
change when the total recoverable concentr ation changes. 

upstream water (Flow z 3 cfs) 
Total recoverable: 

Refractory particula te: 
400 ug/L 

200 Ug/L 
Toxic dissolved: 200 ug/L (50 ' dissolved) 

Effluent (Flow • 3 cfs) 
Total recoverable: 440 ug/L 

Refractory particula te: 396 ug/L 
Labile nontoxic particulate: 44 ug/L 
Toxic dissolved: 0 uo/L (0 • dissolved) 

(The labile nontoxic particulate, which is 10 ' of t he 
total recoverable in the effluent, becomes toxic 
dissolved in the downstream water.) 

pownatre;m water (Flow • 6 cfa) 
Total recoverable: 

Refractory particulate: 
Toxic dissolved: 

420 ug/L 
298 ug/L 
122 ug/L (29 t dissolved) 

The values for the downstream water a re calculated 
values for the upstream wate~ and the effluent: 

from the 

Total recoverable: (3(400) + 3(440))/6 
Dissolved: (3(200) ~ 3(44+0)]/6 
Refractory particulate: (3(200) + 3!396)]/6 

AsSumed Natjona l CCC lnCCCI 
Total recoverable • 300 uo/L 
Dissolved • 240 uo/L 
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Upstream sit e -specific CQC lussQCC! 

Assume : Di ssolved cccWER: 1.2 
Dissolved ussccc : (1 . 2 ) 1240 ug/L) ~ 288 ug/L 

~ calculation : TR ussCCC • (288 ug/LI / 10.5) c 576 ug/L 
Total recoverable cccWER: (576 ug/Ll/ (300 uo/Ll • 1.92 

Total recoverable : 
Dissolved: 

nCQC 
300 ug/L 
240 uo/ L 

~ 
1.92 
1.2 

ussccc 
576 ug/L 
288 uo/L 

50 ' 

Cone. 
400 ug / L 
200 ug / L 

50 ' t dissolved 
Neither concentration 

80 ' exceeds its respective ussCCC. 

P9wn3treom site-specific CCC ldssCCC! 

Assume : Dissolved cccWER: 1.8 
Dissolved dssccc • (1.8) 1240 uo/L) = 432 ug/L 

~ ca lculation : TR dssccc c 
((432 ug/L-((200 ug/L)/2])/0 .1)•((400 ug/L)/2) = 3520 ug/L 

This calculation determines the amount of dissolved 
metal contributed by the effluent, accounts for the 
fact that ten ~ercent of the total recoverable metal 
in the ettluent becomes dissolved, and adds the total 
recoverable metal contributed by the upstream flow. 

Total recoverable cccWBR • (3520 ug/LI / 1300 ug/Ll • 11 .73 

nQCC 
Total recoverable : 300 ug/L 
Dissolved: 240 uo/L 

t dissolved 80 t 

~ 
11.73 
1.80 

dssQCC Cone. 
3520 ug / L 420 ug/L 

432 uo/ L 122 ug/ L 
12.27 ' 29 ' 

Neither concentration exceeds its respective dssCCC. 

Calcylatinq the Mqxirnum Acceptable Concentration in the Efflyent 

Because neither the total recoverable concentration nor the 
dissolved concentration in the downstream water exceeds its 
respective site-specific CCC, the concentration of metal in 
the effluent could be increased. Under the assumption that 
the ratios of the two forms of the metal in the effluent do 
not change when the total recoverable concentration changes , 
the maximWII acceptable concent.ration of t9tal recoverable 
metal in the effluent can be calculated as follows: 
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Starting with the total recoverable dssCCC of 3520 uo/L 

(6 cf•l (3520 UV/L) - (3 cf•l (400 UllJL) • IUO ug/L 
3 cl• 

Starting with the dissolved dsaCCC of 432 ug/L 

(6 cf•) 1'32 ug/L) - (3 cf•l (400 ug/L) (O . S) • 6UO u.g/L 
(3 ct•! iO.lO) 

Cbeckinq the Calculations 

Total recoverable: 

(3 cf• ) (6U O llllfLI • (3 cf6) (400 UllJL) • 3520 ug/L • 'cl. 
Dissolved: 

(3 cf• ) (6640 UV/L) (0.10) • (l cf•l (400 ug/L) (0.50) • 432 ug/L. 
6 cf• 

The value of 0.10 is used because this is the percent of the 
total recoverable metal in the effluent that becomes dissolved 
in the downstream water . 

The values of 3520 ug/L and 432 ug/L equal the downstream 
site-specific ceca derived above . 

AnOther Way to Calculate the Kox]mum Acceptable Concentration 

'l'be maximulll acceptable concentration of total recoverable 
metal in the effluent can also be calculated from the 
dissolved dssCCC of 432 uo/L using a partition coefficient to 
convert from the dissolved dssCCC of 432 ug/L to the total 
recoverable dssCCC of 3520 ug/ L: 

(6 ct•l I 432 utl/L - (3 ct•l (400 ug/ L) I 
O.U27 

3 cl• • 6UO ug/L , 

Note that the value used for the partition coefficient in this 
calculation is 0.1227 (the one that oppliea to the downstream 
water when the total recoverable concentration of metal in the 
effluent is 6640 ug/LI, not 0.29 (the one that applies when 
the concentration of metal in the effluent ia only 420 ug/Ll . 
The three ways of calculating the maximum acceptable 
concentration give the same result if each is used correctly . 
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The curve is for a constant concentration of the complexing 
ligand and an increasing concentra tion of the metal . 

100 

. . . . 
o ~----~------~----~~----~-

LOG OF CONCENTRATION OF METAL 
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The curve ia for a constant concentration of the precipitating 
ligand and an increasing concentration of theo metal. 

100 . . . 

LOG OF CONCENTRATIO~I OF METAL 
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liGAl ErA Nlmlber ms Nl!!!\ber 

.Uuminum J!"PA 440/.5-116-0011 P888-2C5998 

Antimony EPA 440/5-80-020 PB81-117319 

Areenic EPA 440/5-84 -033 PB85-227445 

Becyllium EPA 440/5-80-024 PB81-ll7350 

Cac!miUIII EPA 440/5-84-032 PB85-227031 

Chr<lllli Ulll EPA 440/5-84-029 PB85-227478 

Copper EPA CC0/5-84-031 PB85 - 227023 

Lead BPA 440/5-84-027 PB85-227437 

Mercury EPA CC0/5 - 84-026 PB85- 227452 

Nickel EPA 440/5-86-004 P887- 105359 

Selenilllll EPA 440/5-87-006 PB88-142237 

Silver EJ>A 440/5-80-071 P881-117822 

'ttlall i Ulll EPA 440/5-80-0,, PB81-117848 

Zinc EPA 440/5-87-003 PB87-153581 

All are available from: 
National Technical Information Service IW'ISI 
5285 Port Royal Road 
Springfield, VA 22161 

TEL: 703-487-4650 
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~ix ~: Caa.ideratioua Concerning MUltlple-Metal, MUltiple
Dillcbarge , &D4 Spacial Plowing-Water Situation. 

H\!ltiple-Meta1 Situations 

Both Method 1 and Method 2 work well in multiple-metal 
situations, although t:he omount of testing required increases as 
the number of metals increases. ~e ~jor problem is the s~e 
for both methods; even when addition of two or more metals 
individually is acceptable, simultaneous addition of the two or 
more metals, each at ita respective maxilnWTI acceptable. 
concentration, might be unacceptable for at least two reasons: 
1. Additivity or synergism might occur between metals. 
2. "More than one of the metals might be detoxified by the same 

complexing agent in the site water. When WERs are determined 
individually, each metal can utilize all of the complexing 
capacity; when the metals ore added together, however, they 
cannot simultaneously utilize all of the complexing capacity. 

Thus a discharger might feel that it is cost-effective to try to 
justify the lowest sit e-specific criterion that is acceptable to 
the discharger rather than trying to justify the highest site
specific criterion that the appropriate requlatory authority 
might approve . 

There ore two options for dealing with the possibility of 
additivity and synergism between metals: 
a . WERs could be' developed using a mixtllre of the metsls but it 

might be necessary to use several primary toxicity tests 
depending on the specific metals that are of interest . Also, 
it might not be clear what ratio of the metals should be used 
in the mixture. 

b , If a WER is determined for each metal individually, one or 
more additional toxicity tests ~t be conducted at the end to 
show that the combination of all metals at their proposed new 
sit e-specific criteria is acceptable. Acceptability .uat be 
demonstrated ·with each toxicity test thst was used as a 
primary toxicity test in the determination of the WERs for the 
individual metals. Thus if a different primary test was used 
for each metal, the number of acceptability tests needed would 
equal the number of metals. It is possible that o toxicity 
test used as the primary test for one metal might be more 
sensitive than the 'CMC Cor CCC) for another metal ~nd thus 
might not be usable in the combination test unless sntagonism 
occurs. When o primary test cannot be used. an acceptable 
alternative test .uat be used. 

The second option is preferred because it is more definitive; it 
provides. data for each metal individually and for the mixture. 
The first option leaves the possibility that one of the metals is 
antagonistic towards another so that the toxicity of the mixture 
would increase if the metal causing the antagonism were not 
present. 

~3S 

Hultiple-pisgharge Situo,ions 

Becau•e the National Taxies Rule CNTRI incorporated WBRs into the 
aquatic li:fe criteria for some metals, it might be envisioned 
that more than one criterion could apply to a metal at a site if 
different investigators obtained different WERa for the same 
metal at the site. In iurisdictions subject to the NTR· as well 
as in all other jurisdictions. BrA intends tbat there ghould be 
no more tb4n one criterion fQr a polly,ont 9t a point in o body 
of "tQr. 'nlua whenever a site-apecif'ic cnterion is to be 
der1ved using a WBR at o site at which more than one discharger 
has permit limits for the same metal, it is important that oll 
dischargers work together with the appropriate regulatory 
authority to develop a workplan that is designed to derive a 
site-specific criterion that adequately protects the entire site. 

Method 2 is ideally suited for taking into account more than one 
di•charger. 

Kethod 1 is straightforward if the dischargers are sufficient.ly 
far downstream of each other that the stream can be divided into 
a separate site for each discharger. Method 1 can also be .fairly 
straightforward if the WBRa artt additive, but it will be c~lex 
if tbe WERa are not additive. Deciding whether to use a 
simulated downstream water or an actual downstre~ water can be 
difficult in a flowing-water multiple-discharge situation. Use 
of actual downstre~ water can be c~licated by the existence of 
multiple mixing zones and plumes and by the possibility of 
varying discharge schedulea ; these same problema exist, however, 
if effluents !rom two or more discharges are used to prepare 
simulated downstream water. Dealing with a multiple-discharge 
situation is much easier if the WERs are additive, and use of 
simulated downstream water is the best way to determine whether 
the WBRs are addi tive . Taking into account all effluents will 
take into account synergism, antagonism, ond addit i vity. If one 
of the discharges stops or is modified substantially, however, it 
will usually be necessary to determine a new WBR, except possibly 
if the metal being discharged is refractory. Situations 
concerning intermittent and botch discharges need to be handled 
on o case-by-case basis . 

Special llgwin0-water Sityotions 

Method l is intended to apply not only to ordinary rivers and 
streams but also to streams that some people might consider 
•special• , such os streams whose design flows are zero and 
atre~ thAt some state and/or federal agencies uUght re£er to as 
•effluent-dependent• , •habi tat-creating•, •effluent-dominated•. 
etc . (Due to differences between agencies, some streams whose 
design flows are zero are not considered •effluent-dependent• , 
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etc., end some •effluent-dependent• streams hove design flows 
that ere greater than zero.) The application of Method l to 
these kinds of streams has the following implications: 
1. 1f the design flow is zero, at least some WERs ought to be 

determined in 100\ effluent . 
2 . If thundersto~. etc., occasionally dilute the effluent 

substantially, at least one WER should be determined in 
diluted effluent to assess whether dilution by rainwater might 
result in underprotection by decreasing the WER faster than it 
decreases the concentration of the metal. This might occur, 
for exaJ11Ple, if rainfall reduces hardness,. alkalinity, and pH 
substantially. This might not be a concern if the WER 
demonstrates a substantial margin of safety. 

3. 1f the site-specific criterion is substantially higher than 
the national criterion, there should be increased concern 
about the fate of the metal that has reduced or no toxicity. 
Even if the WER demonstrates a substantial margin of safety 
(e.g., if the site-s;ecific criterion is three times the 
national criterion, but the experimentally deternUned WER is 
11), it might be desirable to study the fate of the metal . 

4 . If the stream merges with another body of water and a site
specific criterion is desired for the mer,ged waters, another 
WER needs to be determined for the mixture of the waters. 

5 . Whether WET testing is required is not a WER issue, although 
WET testing might be a condition for determining and/or using 
a WER. 

6 . A concern about what species should be present and/or 
protected in a stream is e beneficial-use issue, not a WER 
issue, although resolution of this issue might affect whet 
species should be used if a WER is determined. (If the 
Recalculation Procedure is used, determining what species 
should be present and/or protected is obviously important . ) 

7 . Human health and wildlife criteria and other issues might 
restrict an effluent more than an aquatic life criterion. 

Although there are no scientific reasons w~ •effluent
dependent • , etc., streams and streams whose design flows are zero 
should be subject to different guidance than other streams, a 
regulatory decision (for example, see 40 CFR 131) might require 
or allow some or all such streams to be subject to different 
guidance. For example, it might be decide4 on the basis of a use 
attainability analysis that one or more constructed streams do 
not have to comply with usual aquatic life criteria because ~t is 
decided that the water quality in such streams does not need to 
protect sensitive aquatic species. Such a decision might 
eliudnate any further concern for site-specific aquatic life 
criteria and/or for WET testing for such streams. The water 
quality might be unacceptable for other reasons, however . 

In addition to its use with rivers and streams, Method 1 is also 
appropriate for determining amcWERs that are applicable to near
field effects of discharges into large bodies of fresh or salt 
water, such as an ocean or a large lake, reservoir, or estuary: 
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a . The near-field effects of a pipe that extends f a r into e large 
boQy of fresh or salt water that has e current, such as an 
ocean, can probab~ bast be treated the same as a single 
discharge into a !lowing stream, For example, if a mixing 
zone is defined, the concentration of effluent at the edge of 
the mixing zone might be used to' define how to prepare a 
s~lated site water. A dye dispersion study (Kilpatrick 
1992) might be useful, but a dilution mode.l (U.S. EPA 1993) is 
likely to be a more cost-effective way of obtaining 
information concerning the amount of dilution at the edge of 
the mixing zone. 

b. The near-field effects of a single discharge that is near a 
sbore of a large body of frash or s a lt water can ~so probably 
bast be treated the same as a single dischArge into a flowing 
stream, especially if there is e definite plume and e defined 
~xing zone. The potential point of impact of near-field 
effects will often be an embayment, bayou, or estuary that is 
a nursery for fish and invertebrates and/or contains 
commercially ~rtant shellfish beds. Because of their 
~rtance, these areas should receive special consideration 
in the determin.a tion and use of a WER, taking into account 
sources of water ana dischar17es, mixing patterns, and currents 
(and tides in coastal areas) . The current and flushing 
patterna in estua~ies can result in increased pollutant 
concentrations in confined embayments and at the terminal up
gradient portion of the estuary due to poor tidal flushing and 
axchan9e. Dye dispersion studies (Kilpatrick 19921 can be 
used to determine the spatial concentration of the effluent in 
the receiving water, but dilution models (U.S. EPA 1993) lllight 
pot be. sufficiently accurate to be useful . Dye studies of 
discharges in near-shore tidal areas ere especially complex. 
pye injection into the discharge should occur over at least 
one, and preferably two or three, complete tidal cyclea; 
!lubsequent ·dispersion patterns should be monitored in the 
ambient water on consecutive tidal cycles using an intensive 
sampling regime over time, location, and depth. Information 
concerning dispersion and the community at risk can be used to 
define the appropriate mixing zone(sl , which lllight be used to 
define how to prepare simulated site water. 
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AppeD4iz G1 A44ith•1ty aD4 the ~ CC-.>ODeDU Of a WD Dete~ 
OaiDQ Dowlult.re- Water 

'Itle CQDCtpt of A,dditiyity ot WEBs 

1n theory, whenever samples of effluent and upstream water are 
taken, determination of a WBR in 100 ' effluent would quantify 
the effluent WEk (eWER) and determination of a WER in 100 ' 
upstream water would quantify the upstream WBR (uWER); 
determination of WERa in knOwn mixtures of the two samples would 
demon1trate whether the eWER and the uWER are additive. For 
example, if eWER c 40, uWER • 5. and the two WERs are additive, a 
mixture of 20 ' effluent and 80 ' upstream water would give a WER 
of 12, except possibly for experimental variation, because: 

20(•WJIR) • IIO(ultJIR) • 20(40) • 10 (5) • 800 • 400 • ~ • 12 • 
100 100 100 100 

Strict additivity of an eWER and an uWER will probably be rare 
because one or both WERa will probably consist of a portion that 
is additive and a portion that is not. The portions of the eWER 
and uWER that are due to refractory metal will be strictly 
additive, because a change in water quality will not make the 
metal more or less toxic. In contrast. metal that is nontoxic 
because it is complexed by a complexing agent such as EDTA will 
not be etrictly additive because the ' uncomplexed will decrease 
as the solution is diluted; the amount of change in the ' 
uncomplexed will usua~ly be small and will depend on the 
concentration ~d the binding constant of the complexing agent 
(see Appendix D) . Whether the nonrefractory portions of the UWER 
and eWER are additive will probably also depend on the 
differences between the water quality characteristics of the 
effluent and the upstream water, because t:llese will determine the 
water quality characteristics of the downstream water. If, for 
exAmple, 85 ' of the eWER and 30 ' of the uWER are due to 
refractory metal, the WER obtained in the mixture of 20 ' 
effluent and 80 ' upstream water could range from 8 to 12. The 
WER of 8 would be obtained if the only portions of the eWER and 
uWER that are addit i ve are those due to refractory metal, 
because: 

20(0.15) ( • WJIR} • 10(0 .)0) (ulltDI • 20(0.151 (60) • 10 (0.)0) (5) • 1 
100 100 

The WER co~d be as high as 12 depending on the percentages of 
the other portions of the WERs that are also additive. Even if 
the eWER and uWER are not strictly additive, the concept of 
additivity of WERs can be useful insofar as the eWER and uWER are 
~artislly additive, i.e .• insofar as a portion of at least one of 
the WERs is additive. In the example given above, the WER 
determined using downstream water that consisted of 20 ' effluent 
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and 80 • ~pstream water would be ll if the eWER and uWER were 
strictly additive; the downstream WER would be less than 12 if 
the eWER and uWER were partially additive. 

Tbe lmpottance of Additivity 

'nle ma jor advantage of additivity of WERe can be demonstrated 
using the effluent and upstream water that were used above . To 
simplify this illustration, the acute-chronic ratio will be 
assumed to be large, and the eWER of 40 and the UWBR of 5 will be 
assumed to be cccWERa that will be assumed to be due to 
refra ctory Detal and will therefore be strictly additive. In 
addition, the cQIIIPlete•llli.x downstream water at deaign-flow 
conditions will be assumed to be 20 ' effluent and 80 ' upstream 
water, so that the downstream WER will be 12 as calculated above 
for strict additivity. 

Because the eWER and the uWBR are cccWERs and a re strictly 
additive, this ~tal will cause neither a cute nor chronic 
toxicity in downstream water if lal the concentration of metal in 
the eff~uent ia leas than 40 times the CCC and (b) the 
concentration of metal in the upstream water ia lese than S times 
the CCC. As the effluent is diluted by mixing with upstream 
water, both the eWER and the concentra tion of -tal will be 
diluted s~ltaneously; proportional dilution of the metal and 
the eWER wil~ prevent the metal from causing a cute or chronic 
toxicity at any dilution. When the upstream flow equals the 
design flow, t:lle WER in the plUD'oe will decreaee from 40 a t the 
end of the pipe to 1:1 at c~lete lllix as the effluent is diluted 
by upstream water; because this WER is due to refractory metal, 
neither tate processes nor changes in water qu~lity 
characteristics will affect the WER. When stream flow is higher 
or 1~ than design flow. the c~late-mix WER will be lower or 
higher, respectively, than 12, but toxicity will not occur 
because the concentration of metal will a lso be lower or higher. 

lf the eWER and the uWER a re strictly additive and if the 
national CCC is 1 mg/L, tbe following conclusions are valid when 
the concentration of the metal in 100 ' effluent is less than 40 
mg/L and the concentration of the metal in 100 ' upstream water 
is less than 5 mg/L: 
1. This metal will not cause acute or chronic toxicity in the 

upstream water. in 100 ' effluent, in the pl-=-, or in 
downstream water . 

2. There is no need for an acute or a chronic mixing zone where a 
lesser degree of protection is provided. 

3. lf no mixin~ zone exists, there is no discontinuity at the 
edge of a mixing zone where the allowed concentration of metal 
decreases instantaneously. 

These res~ts also apply to partial a dditivity as long as the 
concentration of metal doea not exceed that allowed by the amount 
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of addi~ivity that exists. It would be more difficult to take 
into account the portions of the eWER and uWER that are not 
additive. 

The concept of additivi ty becomes unimportant when the rati os, 
concentrations of the metals. or WERs are ve~ different. For 
example. if eWER ~ 40, uWER = 5 , and they are additive, a ~xture 
of 1 t effluent and 99 \ upstream water would have a WER of 5.35 . 
Given the reproducibility of toxicity tests and WERs, it would be 
extremely difficult to distinguish a WER of 5 from a WER of 5 .35. 
In cases of extreme diluti on, rather than experi mentally 
dete~ning a WER, it is probably acceptable to use the l~ting 
WER of 5 or to calculate a WER if additivity has been 
demonstrat-ed. 

Traditionally it has been believed that it is environmentally 
conservative to use a WER determined in upstream water ti.e., the 
uWER) to derive a site-specific criterion that applies downstream 
(i . e . , that applies to areas that contain effluent) . This belief 
is proPably based on the assumption that a larger WER would be 
obtained in downstream water that contains effluent, but the 
belief co1.1ld also be based on the assumption that the uWER is 
additive. It is possible that in some cases neither assumption 
is true, which means that using a uWER ~o derive a downstream 
site-specific cri terion might result in underprotection . It 
seems likely, however, that WER8 determined usi ng downs tream 
water will usually be at least as large as the uWER . 

Several kinds of concerns abou~ the use of WERs are actually 
concerns about additivity: 
1 . DoWERs need to be dete~ed at higher flows in addition t o 

being determined at design flow? 
2 . Do WERs need to be determined when two bodies of water mix? 
3. Do WERs need to be determined for each odditional effluent 1n 

a multiple-discharge situation . 
In each case, the best use of resources might be to test for 
additivity of WERs. 

Mixing Zones 

In the exSJlq)le presented above, there wollld be no ne-ed for a 
regulato~ mixing zone with a reduced level of protection if: 
1. The eWER is always 40 and the concentration of the metal in 

100 \ effluent is always less than 40 mg/L. 
2 . The uWER is always 5 and the concentration of the metal in 100 

t upstream water i s always less than 5 mg/L. 
3 . The WERs are strictly additive. 
If, however, the concentrati on exceeded 40 mg/~ in 100 t 
effluent , but there is some assimilative capacity in the upstream 
water, a regulate~ mixing zone woul d be needed i f the discharge 
were to be allowed to utilize some or all of the ass~lative 
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capacity . The concept of additivity of WERs can be used to 
calculate the maximum allowed concentration of the metal in the 
effluent if the eWER and the uWER are strictly additive. 

If the concer~tration of metal in the upstream water never exceeds 
0.8 mq/L, the discharger might want· to determine how much above 
'0 mg/L the concentration could be in 100 t e£fluent . If, for 
exa=ple, the downstream water at the edge of the chronic mixing 
zone under design-flow conditions consists of 70 ' effluent and 
30 \ upstream water, the WER that would apply at the edge of the 
mixing zone would be: 

70( ... ) + 30(Uftii:R) • 70(40) • 30(5) • 2100 + 150 • Z!l S 
100 100 100 • . 

Therefore, the maximum concentration allowed at this point would 
be 29.5 mo/L. If the concentration of the metal in the upstream 
water was 0.8 mgt~. the maximum concentration allowed in 100 \ 
effluent would be H . 8 mg/L because: 

70 (41. I !fl!L) • 30 (0 .I lllfliLl • 2!126 IIfliL • 24 !llfl{L • 2!1 5 -IL 
100 100 • -. • 

Because the eWER is 40, if the concentration of the metal in 100 
t effluent ie tl.8 mg/~. there wo1.1ld be chronic toxicity inside 
the chronic mixing zone. If the concentration in 100 t effluent 
is greater than tl.8 mg/L, there would be chronic toxicity past 
the edge of the chronic mixing zone . Thus even if the eWER and 
the uWZR are taken into account and they are assumed to be 
completely additive, a mixing zone is necessary if the 
assimilative capacity of the upstream water is used to allow 
discharge of more metal. 

~f the complete-mix downstream water consists of 20 t effluent 
and 80 t upstream water at design flow, the complete-mix WER 
would be 12 as calculated above . The complete-mix approach to 
determining and using downstream WERs would allow a maximum 
concentration of 12 mg/ L at the edge o£ the chronic mixing zone. 
whereas the alternative approach resulted in a maximum allowed 
concentration of 29.5 mg/~. The complete-mix approach "'ould 
allow a maximum concentration of 16.8 mg/L in the effluent 
because: 

70(16 . 1 !fl/£1 • 30(0.111/g/L) • 1176 §/L • 24 §/L • 12 .gjc, 
J.OO 100 . 

Xn this example, the complete-mix approach limits the 
concentration of the metal in the effluent to 16.8 mg/L, even 
though it is known that as lono as the concentration in 100 \ 
effluent is leas than 40 mq/ L, chronic toxicity will not occur 
inside or outside the mixing zone. Xf the WER of 12 ia used to 
derive a site-specific CCC of 12 mg/L that is applied to a site 
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that starts at the edge of the chronic IIU.Xl.ng zone and extends 
all the way across the stream, there would be overprotection at 
the edge of the chronic mixing zone (because the maximum all owed 
concentration is 12 mg/ L, but a concentration of 29.5 mg/ L will 
not cause chronic toxicity), whereas there would be 
underprotect ion on the other side of the stream (because the 
~ allowed concentration is 12 mg/L, but concentrations 
above 5 mg / L can cause chronic toxicity. ) 

The Experimental Detepmination of Additivity 

Experimental variation makes it difficult to quantify additivity 
without determJning a large number of WERs, but the advantages of 
demonstrating additivity might be sufficient to make it worth the 
effort . It should be possible to decide whether the eWER and 
uWER are strictly additive based on determination of the eWER in 
100 t effluent, determination of the uWER in 100 t upstream 
water, and determination of WERs in 1 : 3, 1:1, and 3:1 mixtures of 
the effluent and upstream water, i.e., determination of WERs in 
100, 75, 50, 25, and 0 t effluent. Validating models of partial 
additivity and/or interactions will probably require 
determination of more WERs and more sophisticated data an11lysis 
Csee. for example, Broderius 19911. 

In some cases chemical measurements or manipulations might help 
demonstrate that at least some portion of the eWER and/or the 
u~R L~ odditlve : 
1 . If the difference between the dissolved WER and the total 

recoverable WER is explained by the difference between the 
dissolved and total. recoverable concentrations. the difference 
is probably due to particulate refractory metal. 

2 . If the WERe in different samples of the effluent correlate 
with the concentration of metal in the effluent, all, or 
nearly all. of the metal in the effluent is probably nontoxic . 

3 . A WER that remains constant as the pH is lowered to 6.5 and 
raised to 9.0 is probably additive. 

The concentration of refractory metal is likely to be low in 
upstream water except during events that increase TSS and/or TOC · 
the concentration of refractory metal is more likely to be • 
substantial in effluents. Chemical measurements might help 
identify the percentages of the eWER and the uWER that are due to 
refractory metal , but again experimental variation will limit the 
usefulness of chemical measurements when concentrations are low . 

Sllll!llilrv 

The distinction between the two components of a WBR determined 
using downstream water has the following implications : 
1 . The magnitude of a WER determined using downstream water will 

usually depend on the percent effluent in the sample. 
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2 . ~nsofar as the eWER and uWER are additive, the magnitude of a 
downstream WER can be calculated from the eWER, the uWER and 
the ratio of effluent and upstream water ·in the downatre~ 
water. 

3. The derivati~n and ~lementation of site-specific criteria 
should enaure that each component is applied onl,y where it 
occurs. 
a. Underprotection will occur if, for example, any portion of 

the eWER is applied to an area of a stream where the 
effluent does not occur . 

b. Overprotection will occur if, for example, an unnecessarily 
small portion of the eWER is applied to an area of a stream 
where the effluent occurs . 

• · Bven though the concentration of metal might be higher than a 
criterion in both a requlatory mixing zone and a plume, a 
reduced level of protection is allowed in a mixing zone, 
whereas a reduced level of protection is not allowed in the 
portion of a plume that ia not inside a lllixing zone. 

S. R!gulatory lllixing zonea are necessary if. and only if, a 
discharger want• to ~ke use of the assimilative capacity of 
the ypstream water. 

6. 2t might be coat- effective to quantify the eWER and uWER, 
d~terBdne the .xt~t of additivity, stu~ variability over 
t1me, and then dec~de how to regulate the metal in the 
effluent. 
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a:ppeD4ix B: ap.c:l.al Conai~atioca couceCliDG tba Det.endzl.ati.Oil 
ot ..-. with Saltwater B,pecies 

1 . Tbe test organ~sms should be compatible with the salinity of 
the site water, and the salinity of the laboratory dilution 
water should match that of the site water. Low-salinity 
stenohaline organisms should not be tested in high-salwity 
water, whereas high-salinity stenohaline organisms should not 
be tested in low-salin~ty water; it is not known, however, 
whether an ~ncompatibility will affect the WER. If the 
community to be protected principally consists of euryhaline 
species, the primary and secondary toxicity tests should use 
the euryhaline species suggested in Appendix I (or 
taxonomically re.lated species) whenever possible, although the 
range of tolerance of the organisms should be checked. 
a. When Method 1 is used to determine ~eWERs at saltwater 

sites, the selection of test organisms is complicated by 
the fact that most effluents a.re freshwater and they are 
discharged into salt waters having a wide range of 
salinities. 5~ state water quality standards require a 
permittee to meet an LCSO or other toxicity limit at the 
end of the pipe using a £reshwater species. However, the 
intent of the site-specific and national water quality 
criteria program is to protect the communities that are at 
risk. Tberefore, freshwater species should not be used 
when WERs are d.etennined for s~Sltwater sites Wlless such 
freshwater species (or closely related species} are in the 
community at risk. The addition of a small amount of brine 
and the use of salt-tolerant freshwater species is 
inappropriate for the same reason. The addition of a large 
amount of brine and the use of saltwater species that 
require high salinity should also be avoided ~hen salinity 
is likely to affect the toxicity of the metal. Salinities 
that are acce~table for testing euryhaline species can be 
produced py dilution of effluent with sea water and/or 
addition of a commercial sea salt or a brine that is 
prepared by evaporating site water; small increases in 
salinity are acceptable because the effluent will be 
diluted with salt water wherever the communities at risk 
are exposed in the real world. Only as a last resort 
should freshwater species that tolerate low levels of 
salinity and are sensitive to metals, such as Daphnia ~ 
and Hyalella ~. be used. 

b. When Method 2 is used to determine cccWERs at saltwater 
sites: 
l) If the site water is low-salinity but all the sensitive 

test organisms are high-salinity stenohaline organisms, 
a commercial sea salt or a brine that is prepared ~ 
evaporating site water may be added in order to increase 
the salWity to the DUnimum level that is acceptable to 
the test organisms; it should be determined whether the 
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salt or brine reduces the toxicity of the metal and 
thereby increases the WER. 

2) If the site water is high-salinity; selecting test 
organisms should not be difficult because many of the 
sensitive test organisms are compatible with high
salinity water. 

l. It is especially important to consider the availability of 
teat organilllllll when saltwater species are to be used, because 
maqy of the commonly used saltwater species are not cultured 
and are only available seasonally. 

3. Many standard published methodologies for tests with saltwater 
species recommend filtration of dilution water, effluent, 
and/or test solutions through a 37-tun sieve or screen to 
remove predators. Site water should be filtered only if 
predators are observed in the sample of the water because 
filtration might a.ffect toxicity. Although rec011111ended in 
some test methodologies, ultraviolet treatment is often not 
needed and generally should be avoided. 

'· If a natural salt water is to be used as the laboratory 
dilution water, the saq:>le.s should probably be collected at 
slack high tide (± 2 hours) . Unless there is stratification. 
samples should probably be taken at mid-depth; however, if a 
water quality characteristic, such as salinity or TSS, is 
important, the vertical an~ horizontal definition of the point 
of saq:>ling might be important. A conductivity meter, 
salinometer, and/or transmissometer might be useful for 
deterlllin~,. where and s.t what depth to collect the laboratory 
dilution water; any measurement of turbidity will probably 
correlate with TSS. 

S. The salinity of the laboratory dilution water should be within 
~ 10 percent or 2 mg/L (whichever is higher} of that of the 
site water . 
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~iz %1 SUgge•ted Tozic!ty Teat• for DetarainiDQ wza. for 
lletaJ• 

Selecting primary ancf secondary tox1c1cy tests for determining 
WERs for metals should take into account the following : 
1. WERs determined with more sensitive tests are likely to be 

larger than WERs det~rmined with less sensitive te~t~ (see 
Appendix D). Criter1a are der1ve~ to protect sens1~1ve 
species and so WERa should be d~r1ved to be appropr1a~e to~ 
sensitive epeoies . The appropr1ate regulatory author1ty w1ll 
probably accept WERs derived .with less sensitive tests b7cause 
such WERs are likely to prov1de at least as much protect1on as 
WERa determined with more sensitive tests. 

2. 'ftle species used in the primary and secondary tests 818t be in 
different orders and should include a vertebrate and an 
invertebrate. 

3. The test organism (i.e . , species and life stage) should be 
readily available throughout the testing period. 

4 . The chances of the test being successful should be high. 
S. The relative sensitivities ot test organisms vary 

substantially from metal to metal. 
6. The sensitivity of a species to a metal usually depends on 

both the life stage and kind of test used. 
7. Water quality characteristics might affect chronic toxicity 

4ifferently than they affect acute toxicity (Spehar and 
Carlson 1984; Chapman, unpublished; Voyer and McGovern 19911. . 

8 . 'l'hc endpoint of the priJNln;' toot in l<>.borato.ry dilution W<ltor 
should be as close as poss1ble (but .u•t DOt be belo~) the CMC 
or CCC to which the WER is to be applied; the endpoint of the 
secondary test should be as close as possible (and should not 
be below) the CMC or CCC. 

9. Designation of tests as acute and c~onic has no bearing on 
~hether they may be used to determine a cmcWER or a cccWER. 

The suggested toxicity tests should be considered, but the actual 
selection should depend on the specific circumstances that apply 
to a particular WER determination. 

Regardless of whether test solutions a~e ren~ed when tests are 
conducted for other purposes, if the concentrations of dissolved 
metal and dissolved oxygen remain acceptable when determining 
WERs, tests whose duration is not longer than 48 hours may be 
static tests, whereas tests whose duration is longer than 48 
ho~s .uat be renewal tests. If the concentration of dissolved 
metal and/or the concentration of dissolved oxygen does not 
remain acceptable, the test solutions 818t be renewed every 24 
hours. If one test in a pair of side-by-side tests is a renewal 
test, both of the tests .uat be renewed on the same schedule. 

Appendix H should be read if WERs are to be determined with 
saltwater species. 
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suggested Tests' for Determining cmoWERs and ocoWERa2 

(Concentrations are to be measured in all tests.) 

~ ~ crncms• cccWEBs• 

Alumin\1111 FW DA X CDC X 

Arsenic (III) FW DA GM CDC FMC 
sw BM CR MYC BM 

Cadmi\1111 FW DA SLs or PM CDC FMC 
sw MY CR MYC X 

Chr0111 (III l FW GM SL or DA FMC CDC 

Chrom lVI) FW DA GM CDC GM 
sw MY NE MYC NEC 

Copper FW DA PM or GM CDC FM 
sw BM AR BMC AR 

Lead FW DA GM CDC X 
sw BH MYC MYC X 

Mercury FW DA GM y y 
sw MY BM y y 

Nickel FW OA FX CDC FMC 
sw MY BM MYC BMC 

Seleni\1111 FW y y y y 
sw CR MYC MYC X 

Silver FW OA FMC CDC FMC 
sw BM CR MYC BMC 

Zinc FW DA PM CDC FMC 
sw BH MY MYC BMC 

The description of a test specifies not only the test species 
and the duration of the test but also the life stage of the 
species and the adverse effect(s) on which the endpoint is to 
be based. 

Some tests that are sensitive and are used in criteria 
documents are not suggested here because the chances of the 
test organisms being available and the test being successful 
might be low. Such tests may be used if desired. 
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FW = Fresh Water: SW e Salt Water. 

'7\to-letter codes are u.sed for acute tests, whereas codes for 
chronic tests contain three letters and end in •c• . One
letter codes are used for comments . 

In acute tests on cadmium with salmonids, substantial numbers 
of fish usually die after 72 hours. Also, the fish are 
sensitive to disturbance, and it is sometimes difficult to 
determine whether a fish is dead or immobilized. 

ACVTB T§ST$ 

AR. A 48-hr ECSO based on mortality and abnormal development from 
a static test with embryos and larvae of sea urchins of a 
species in the genus Arb§cia (ASTM l993a) or of the species 
Strongylocentrotus purpuratus (Chapman 19921. 

~- A 48-hr ECSO based on mortality and abnormal larval 
development from a static test with embryos and larvae of a 
species in one of four genera (Crassostrea, Mulinia, Hytilus, 
Mercenpria) of bivalve molluscs (ASTM l993b) . 

CR. A 48-hr ECSO (or LCSO if there is no immobilization) from a 
static test with Acartia or larvae of a saltwater crustacean; 
if ~lting doeo not occur within the first 49 houro, renew at 
48 hours and continue the test to 96 hours !ASTM 1993a). 

OA . A 48-hr ecSO (or LCSO if there is no immobilization) from a 
static test with a species in one of three genera 
!Ceriodppbnio. ppphnip, Simocephplysl in the family Daphnidae 
(U.S . EPA 1993a; AS'llf 1993al. 

FM. A 48-hr LCSO from a static test at 25°C with fathead minnow 
(Pirnephales prornelasl larvae that are l to 24 hours old (ASTH 
1993a; O.S. EPA 1993a). The embryos .u•t be hatched in the 
laboratory dilution water, except that organisms to be used 
in the site water ~Y b&hatched in the site water. The 
larvae .u.t DDt be fed before or during the test and at least 
90 percent au•t survive in laboratory dilution water for at 
least six days after hatch. 

Note : The ~ollowing 48-hr LC50s were obtained at a 
hardness of 50 C9/L with fatbead minnow larvae that 
were 1 to 24 hours old . The metal was measured 
using the total recoverable procedure (Peltier 
1993): 

~ 
Cadmium 
Copper 
Zinc 
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LC50 !ug/ Ll 
13.87 

6.33 
100.95 

FX . A 96-hr LCSO from a renewal test (renew at 48 hours! at 2soc 
with fathead minnow !Pimeph4les prgmelas) larvae that are 1 
to 24 hours old (ASTM 1993a; u.s. EPA 1993a). The embryos 
adlt be hatched .. in the laboratory dilution water, except that 
organisms to be used in the site water may be hatched in the 
site water . The larvae .u.t DOt be fed before or during the 
test and at least 90 percent .u.t survive in laboratory 
dilution water for at least six days after hatch. 

Note: A 96-hr LCSO of 188.14 ~/L was obtained at a 
hardness of SO mg/L in a test on nickel with fathead 
minnow larvae that were 1 to 24 hours old,. The 
metal was measured using the total recov~rable 
procedure (Peltier 1993). A 96-hr LCSO is used for 
nickel because substantial mortality occurred after 
48 hours in the test on nickel, but not in the tests 
on cadmium, copper, and zinc. 

GM. A 96-hr ECSO (or LCSO if there is no immobilization) from a 
renewal test (renew at 48 hours) with a species in the genus 
GA!!IJIOruS (AS'IW l99)a) . 

MY. A 96-hr ECSO (or LCSO if there is no immobilization) from a 
renewal teat (renew at 48 hours) with a species in one of two 
genera (Myaidopsis, H91mesimvsis [nee hconthgmysis]) in the 
family Myaidae (U . S. EPA l993a: ASTM 1993al. Feeding is 
required during all acute and chronic tests with mysids; for 
determining WERs. II!YSids should be fed four hours before the 
renewal at 48 hours and minimally on ehu non-ren.....,•l d•ys. 

NIL A 96-hr LCSO frO!n a renewal test <renew at 48 hours) using 
juvenile or adu.Lt polychaetes in the genus Nereidoe (ASTM 
19934) . 

SL. A 96-hr ECSO (or LCSO if there is no immobilization) from a 
renewal teat (renew at 48 hours) with a species in one of two 
genera !Oncorhynchus, ~~ in the family Sdmonidae (ASnt 
1993a). 

CHRONIC TESTS 

BHC. A 7-day 1C25 from a survival and development renewal test 
(renew every 48 hours) with a species of bivalve mollusc, 
such aa a species in the genus Mulinia. One such test has 
been described by Burgess et al. 1992 . [Note: When 
determining WBRs, sediment .a• t DDt be in the test chamber.] 
(Note: This test has not been widely used.) 

CDC. A 7-day IC25 based on reduction in survival and/or 
reproduction in a renewal test with a species in the genus 
Ceriodapbnia in the family Oaphnidae (U.S. EPA 1993b). The 
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test solutions .uat be renewed every 48 hours. (A 21-day 
life-cycle test with Daphnia~ is also acceptable.) 

FMC. A 7-day IC25 from a survival and groweh renewal tes~ (renew 
every 48 hours) with larvae (~ 48-hr old) of the fathead 
minnow !Pimephales prornelas) (U.S. EPA 1993b). When 
determining WERs, the fish .u•t be fed four hours before 
each renewal and minimally during the non- renewal days. 

HYC. A 7-day IC25 based on reduction in survival, growth, and/or 
~eproduction in a renews~ test with a species in one of two 
genera (Mvsidopsis, Holroesirnysis (nee Acanthomysisl) in the 
family Mysidae (U . S. EPA 1993c). Hysids .u.t be fed during 
all acute and chronic tests; when determining WE.Rs, they 
.uat be fed four hours before each renewal. The test 
solutions .uat be renewed every 24 hours. 

NEC. A 20-day IC25 frOlll a survival and growth renewal test (renew 
every 48 hours) with a species in the genus Neanthes (Johns 
et al. 1991) . [Note: When determining WER.s, sediment .uat 
not be in the test chamber.) [Note: This test has not been 
widely used. J 

COMMENIS 

X. Another sensitive test cannot be ldentiLied a t this ti~. and 
so other tests used in the criteria document should be 
conside.red. 

Y. Because neither the CCCs for mercury nor the freshwater 
criterion for selenium is based on laboratory data concerning 
toxicity to aquatic life, they cannot be ~djusted using a WER. 
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The following salts are rec011111ended for use when deter"lllining a 
WER for the metal list ed. If available, a salt that meets 
American Chemical Society (ACSl specifications for reagent-grade 
should be used. 

Aluminum 
•Aluminum chloride 6-hydra.te: Alcl,-6a,o 

Aluminum sulfate U·hydrat.e: Al,{SO,l ,·18H10 
Aluminum potasaiUIII sulfate 12-eydrate: AlK(SO,I 1 -12JI20 

Unnic CUI l 
•sodium arsenite: N&ABO, 

AfSertic CVl 
Sodium arsenate '1-eydrate, dibasic: Na,HAeO,· 7H,O 

~ 
Cadmiwn chloride 2. 5-hydrate: CdC11 · 2. SH10 
Cadmium sulfate hydrate: 3cdso1 • aa,o 

CbrOl!li um ! III) 
*Chromic chloride 6-hydrate {Chromilllll chloride!: C~l,·6H70 
•chromic nitrate 9-eydrate (Cbromilllll nitrate): Cr(N01 l 1 · 9S.,O 
Chromiwn potassium sulfate l.2-bydrate: CrK!SO,),·l2H10 

Cbromiwn!VIl 
PotassiUDI ohromate f K7CrO, 
Potassiwn dichroii\!Ste: K1Cr,O, 

•sodium ohroll\ate 4-hydrate: Na,crO, · 4H1o 
Sodium dichromate 2-bydrate: Na,cr,o, ·2H,O 

~ 
•cupric chloride 2-hydrate !Coppe.r chloride!: CuC11 ·2H10 
Cupric nitrate 2.5-hydrate (Copper nitrate): Cu(No,) 7·2.SB20 
CUPric sulfate 5-)lydrate (Copper sulfat~l : cuso, ·5H70 

1&4J1 
•Lead chloride: PbCl1 
Lead nitrate: Pb(N01 l 1 

~ic 
Mercur~c 
Mercuric 

chloride: llgC12 
nitrate monohydrate: Hg(NO,l,·H10 
sulfate: HgSO, 
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~ 
*Ni~elous chloride 6-hydrate !Nickel chloride): NiC12 ·6H2o 
.. Nickelous nitrate 6-hydrate (Nickel nitrate) : Ni !NO,) 1 • 6H10 
Nickeloua sulfate 6-hydrate (Nickel sulfate): NiS0, - 6H,O. 

se1e9ium!IVl 
• Sodi1.11D aeleni te 5-hydrate: Na,seO, • SH,O 

stl,oniumCVll 
•sodi1.11D selenate 10-hydrate: Na,seO, · lOH,o 

s;ne:r nitrate: AgNO, 
(SVen if acidified, atandards and samples containing silver 
-.at be in amber containers. ) 

~ 
Z1nc chloride: ZnCl, 

•zinc nitrate 6-hydrate : Zn(N01l 1 ·6H,O 
Zinc sulfate 7-hydrate: ZnS0,·7K10 

*Note: ACS reagent-grade specifications might not be available 
for this salt . 

No salt should be used until information concerning the safety 
and handling of that $alt has ~een read. 
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